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PrOPACE
This volume attempts to relate human factors to air traffic control. There are several ways in
which this might be done: the most obvious is perhaps to road and distill all the relevalt literature,
give an interpretative account of it, and allow it to mirror what has been achieved.
Perhaps as an
enterprise this is no longer practical, because thousands of items would have to be reviewed; such a
passive approach also smacks of complacency, for which there is no justification; the recouiting of
forgotten findings in the interests of completeness seems a profitless exercise, a guarantee of dullness.
I have therefore not followed this approach.
Instead I have made some effort to break new ground, rather than fit the mould of other toxts or
rehash familiar material. I have tried to provide some ideas to serve as a stimulus or starting point
for myself and for others, and to quoution conventional wisdom on appropriate and even inappropriate
occasions. Perhaps, having pointed out traps for the unwary, I have still
been caught in them.
Many major references and sources are not specifically mentioned, though I believe they are covered
indirectly by citations in the references given. Where possible I have tried to give recent references.
Many accounts of human facteru work in air traffic control are not written for a human. factorG readership, and do not contain the esseneial data by which the validity of thi. findings might be judged in
human factors terms. To paraphrase conclusions could invite their unwarranted gcneralisation; even
recourse to the original source does not always suffice to establish the applicability of the findings
to a new problem, but it offers the best prospects of doing so.
The terminolog associated with man-machine systems gives rise to difficulties and to unfounded
charges of bias. A human-machine system would seem to be a kind of robot, so I have ruled that out as a
useful concept. To use 'man and womasn, or 'his and hers', throughout a text of this length is
initially cumbersome and eventually infuriating. Conceptually and linguistically, 'man' embraces
'woman', and is used throughout to inlude both. Other terms, such as controller, supervisor, assistant,
monitor and operator, are also intended to refer to both men and women. With the exception of
references to anthrepometric data, no distinction between men and women is made or intended in thin text.
What a pity it is that such impartiality, that could until recently be taken for granted, now has to be
spelt out.
Many friends and colleagues in human factors have lent their willing assistance. With the single
exception of Dr E.P. Buckley, to whom n7 special thanks are due, it would be invidious to give names:
to imply that others endorse views that they may not agree with is no way to repay their kindiness.
The
sponsorship and patience of the Aerospace Medical Panal of AGARD, and the support of the Royal Air
Force Institute of Aviation Medicine and the United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority, are brateiully
acknowledged: my views are not necessarily their views.
I wish to thank Mr A.J. flopkin who compiled and drew Figures 1, 2 and 3, the United States Federal
Aviation Administration for Figures 6 end 7, and the United Kingdom Civi2 Aviation Authority end
supported nor self-imposed
Ministry of Defence for Figmned 4, 5, 8 and 9. My wife and family hla
labours witi forbearance, tolerance and quietness. Mrs M. Fawcett has contributed staunch clerical
support and much tireless fetching and carrying. My thanks also to Mrs N. Mitchell who has done all the
typing, of the text itself and of all the other material associated with it.
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CHAPT•R 1
INTRODUCTION
la

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

The purpose of air traffic control is to ensure the safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air
traffic. To achieve this traditional objective, numerous functions, employing diverse facilities and
aids, are fulfilled collaboratively by air traffic controllers (who in some countries are called air
traffic control specialists or journeymen). Except near airports, controllers cannot see the aircraft
wider their control; they must rely nn indirect information, provided before the flight, sensed by
gromid-baesd installations, transponded from aircraft, computed from collated data, or spoken by aircrew
or by other controllers. This information has to be etored and. sustained. It must be presented to the
controller, or accessible to him, in a form that he oaa use.
A modehi air traffic control system is a complex man--machine system, always in operation. As airtraffic continues to increase, air iraffic control must evolve to handle it, often by introducing innovative technology. The sole and functions of the air traffic controller may change accrdingly.
The
capabilities of the controller and of technology must be harnessed to accomplish their shared objective.
The interest of AGARD in air traffic control and its problems has steadily increased, as reflected
in AGARD meetings and publications. A comprehensive two-volume survey of modern air traffic control has
appear•e•,
and three major conferences on air traffic control have attracted large numbers of submitted
papers and high attendalnces 2 , 3 , 4 . Several AGARD meetings devoted to other technical, speo.a eist or
human factors themes have included papers on air traffic control or drawn examples from it;,
. Huma
factors aspects of air traffic control wore considered in detail some twelve years ego 7 . All these
AGARD publications incluie paperm or chapters on humn factors.
These AGARD aotivities typify the increased world-widL interest in air traffic control, for which
several reasons may be adduced, such as increased densities of air traffic and its consequent regulation and restriotion, delays imposed on the travelling public by air traffic control in the interests of
safety, raie but widely publicised aircraft accidents with air traffic control implications, and the
occasional involvement of air traffic controllers in industrial disputes. As a result, air traffic
conaiollera and their functions now receive much more publicity, both favourable sad unfavourable, than
they once did. The general public has become more conscious of air traffic control, more inquisitive
about it, and more eagor for reassurance that it is safe.
There is no simple non-technical introduction to the principles and procedures of air traffic con-

*

trol to meet the needs of the enquiring layman. From time to time, descriptions of air traffic control,
usually at a particular place, have appeared in popular magazines: though often well illustrated, mesa
of these accoints are unbalanced and over-dramatic.
Comprehensive textbooks, notably those of Gilbert 0
and of Field , presume some existing interest and knowledge on the part of the reader. Other texts are
unsuitable aa general introductions because they were never intended to serve that purpose or to be selfsufficient: examples are manuals in use in various countries for the professional training of
controllers, and texts which form part of a more general course 1 0 . A comprehensive, self-contained,
well-illustrated and inexpensive introduction to air traffic control would meet a real need. It is
beyond the scope of this volume and the purview of its author to attempt to provide it here.
lb

[

HRIAN FACTORS

The increased interest in air traffic control has its counterpart in a more general acknowledgement
of the importance of human factors. In the past, when the value of hv.an factors was often queried, the
burden of proof rightly lay with the human factors specialist to ohoi that he had a worthwhile contribution to make.
This was true in air traffic control and also in other applications of human factors.
Nowadays, human factors are respectable, to the extent that conferenoes on many topics include a section
on human factors and dwell on their importrnce.
However, this avowed concern for human factors often
remains more nominal than actual, and in only a few instances has it taken the practical form of a
commensurate increase in resources and finding for himisa factors work in air traffio control. To insist
that a proportion of every contract should be deo;oted to human factors represents progress cf a kind, but
cannot guarantee the relevance *'r value of the work that is done. It may imply, wrongly, that every human
factors problem must have a solution.
Skilled, experienced human factors effort that can be devoted to air traffic control problems iT in
short supply. A planned and progressive expension of the available effort is needed; a sudden gross
expansion could outstrip existing resources and impair the quality of what is achieved. Many fundamental
human factors issues have been neglected in favour of simpler questions amenable to quantitative
experimental methods.
This experimental approach has often been expedient because others expect human
factors data to be factual and specific.
Wnfortunately, some human factors problems do not lend
themselves to experimental methods, and studies of them cannot yield such data.
Human faotors problems in air traffic control offer a challenge at the present time. The advent of
computer assistance and the prospect of further technological advances encroach upon the traditional
roles of man in the air traffic control system, and broaden the questions which human factors epecialsots
.iust tackle. Some of thr huctn factors problems which new cmy
technology brints
osend o tered for the
be
fix-a take
Sm t of heraffic
control contexts. Any untoward consequences of p
bposed
system
franges
mt be
foreseen and forestalled well in advance, because most air traffic control systems are too co:.iplex to be
changed readily after they have become operational, even to remove major deficiencies. As air traffic
control systems evolve, they continua to pose new human factors problems, and to present old problems in
new guise.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE TEXT
The main objectives of this text are the following:
(1) To define the topics that lie within the province of human factors, to demonstrate their
relevance to air traffic control and to indicate what is known about each. The detailed 'Liu;
of Contents' is intended to go some way towards fulfilling the first part of this objective.
(2)

Tb show how the application of human factors knowledge can cenefit air traffic control, and to
suggest practical forms which this help can take. Human factors should be able to assist
everyone coacerned with air traffic control in some way.

(3)

To examine the content and methods of human factors as a whole, and hence to provide a perspective for the assessment of past and fnture applications of human factors to air traffic control.

(4)

To relate the human factors problems in air traffic control to those in other systems, so that
problems can be classified as general or as specific to air traffic control, and treated
accordingly, and to define outstanding human factors problems.
T consider psychological aspects of existing and envisaged air 'raffic control tasks in
Th(5)
relation to human capabilities and limitations and to current psychological conctructs, and to
deduce the roles which man could fulfil efficiently in air traffic control systems.

This text is not intended to be a literature survey or a. handbook. A comprehensive review of the
literature would have to cite thousands of references, many of which are obscure and system-specific.
To
quote their conclusions would invite the unwarranted generalisation of their findings.
In any case, the
literature as a whole does not represent the relative importance of problems, but reflects rather the ease
with which they can be studied experimentally. Most of the references mentioned in the text contain
bibliographies.
A handbook of human factors data would be larger, more detailed, yet narrower in its scope than this
volume. The uncritical use of handbook data has led to many errors and misunderstandings in the past, and
should not be encouraged. Human factors handbooks 1 1 ,1 2 do contain much data applicable in principle to
air traffic control, but these data cannot be applied valiily without specialist human factors knowledge
on their interpretation and generality, any more than engineering data can be used properly by those withno knowledge of engineering.
The application of human factors data also involves interdisciplinary collaboration. The relations
between human factors and other disciplines should remain flexible in the interests of harmonious
working. Part, of the expertise of the husan factors specialist is to know how far handbook recommendations and experimental findings can be compromised to meet the requirements of others, and when they
must not be.
It is necessary in all human factors texts inolmling this one, to classify the subject matter under
various topic headings. These are intended to impose a coherent structure on the contents, help the
reader to find what he is looking for, and ensure that all topics are --. ered without indue repetition.
T.his classification, though exigent, is foraign to human factors, . .ioh are essentially interactive. The
full ramifications of a•y human factors problem, even the simplest, always extend to several topics and
are never confined to a single one. Any division of the subject matter of human faotors into topics is
therefore potentially misleading because? by separating intrinsically related factors, it underplays the
importance of the interactions between them. Since the division is imposed rather than natural, it may
also seem arbitrary: there may not be one best way to structure the subject matter.
This text considers first air traffic control systems aed human factois in relation to them. Man as
a system component and the relevance of various human attributes are then discussed. Man's functions in
air traffic control are described, together with desirable characteristics of his physical working
environment. Havin& considered what controllers do, their facilities and their working environment it is
possible to suggest how they should be selected and trained, what might be desirable attributes in
eoutrolleir, aed what they need to know. The relevance of various aspects of their conditions of
employment is examined, together with characteristics of the controller as an individual. Questions of
measuring controllers and of conducting huran factors research cn air traffic control problems are thon
discussed. The human factors aspects of other functions within air traffic control systems are briefly
examined, and the text concludes with suggestions for progress in applying human factors to air traffic
control.

4B-.--
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CHAPTE R 2
THE AIR TRA.FIC CONTROL SYSTEM

"2a

PRINCIPAS OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Air traffic control seeks to meximise or improve the efficiency with which aircraft in flight fulfil
their objectives. The notion of efficiency includes safety, orderliness, expedition and further factors.
The relative importance of such factors depends on the objectives: the paramount importance of safety
may be easier to reconcile with ivil than with military requirements.
In most contexts, air traffic control achieves its objectives by keeping aircraft apart, and its
efficiency can be gauged by its success in doing so without excessive or unnecessary disruptions or
penalties. One principle is to allocate separate regions of airspace to differ6nt kinds of user: civil
aircraft may be confined to designated routes or airways, while military aircraft fly in the regions
between theEe routes. Aircraft of different types, desiged to meet different objectives, need to fly at
different heights and speeds. Air traffic control formalises this, so that some categories of user, for
example supersonic transport aircraft, are separated en route from other traffic-primarily by height.
Air traffic control also keeps aircraft within the same region of airspace safely separated. How
far apart they must be depends on international rules and agreements, which in turn depend on factors
such as the quality of navigational information available.
The permissible minimum separations between
aircraft are very different for traffic in mid-ocean with no radar coverage and for traffic over a land
region with good radar coverage and other navigational aids. Separation minima are given in terms of
flight levels (heights), lateral separations (distance between parallel routes), and longitudinal
"separations (between consecutive aircraft at the same height on the same route, usually expressed as
distances with radar coverage and as times without it). Separation is maintained strategically by preplanning the traffic flow before and during flights, and tactically by instructing the pilot of a
specified aircraft to cabnge to a different given heading, speed or height.
Air traffic control achieves its objectives by issuing instructions to pilots, acceding to their
requests where possible.
Pilots vary greatly in their knowledge of air traffic control. Many will have
an understanding of common radio aids to navigation1 3 which provide data for them and for air traffic
controllers, and some may have read an account of air traffic control written primarily for pilots 14 , but
many amateur pilots in particular do not have a comprehensive understanding of air traffic control, its
procedures or its facilities.
Even under favourable conditions, the pilot can seldom see much of the other air traffic around him.
He may glean scme notion of it by listening to transmitted conversations between air traffic controllers
and other pilots in the same region and tuned to the same frequency, and this knowledge may be put to
practical use in very heavy traffic near airports or in regions with an inadequate air traffic control
service. In the future he may have a cockpit displav of the air traffic around him1 5 . If the air traffic
control system is to remain safe, the pilots of aircraft under control must never initiate unexpected
mwnoeuvres without warning. The successful planning of the future flow of air traffic is based on the
assumnption that each aircraft in the flow will behave predictably in accordance with its known intentions.
Air traffic control in its present form relies on the centralised direction of the air traffic under
control within a region.
In some flight regional particularly around airports and at the higher levels within airways, air
traffic control is mandatory, in that the pilot must noti4 the cý.ntroller of his intention to enter the
region, obtain his agreement, and accede to his instructions, within the limit that the uiltimate responsibilityforthe saiety of the aircraft remains with the pilot. In other flight regions, notably at
lower levels and away from airways and airports, air traffic control may provide an advisory service to
these who request it, and help to those who beocre lost or encounter emergencies in flight: in these
-egione there may be some ambiguities about the nature of t]- air traffic control service which is being
provided.
The role of air traffic control depends on the phase of flight. For an aircraft flying along airways, the main phases of flight in air traffic control terms include the following:
(i) Manoeuvres within the confines of the airport and its immediate vicinity, includtng take-off
and landing.
(2)

The departure from an airfield and the final approach to it.

(3)

Manoeuvres within the terminal area around the airport.

(4)

The transition, usually involving climbing or descent, between the terminal area and cruising
flight lev~l.

(5) Cruising en route, normally at constant height ad speed.
For air traffic control purposes, airways are divided into sectors.

Gn a long journey, an aircraft

may fly through many sectors, each of which is the responsibility of a different controller or team of
controllers, sometimes at different centres and in different countries. Outside radar coverage, for
example over oceans, air traffic control is based primarily on procedural methods where each aircraft is
allocated a time slot at a par~icula-r level cn a given route, and the pi.ot reports progress periodically
to the controller. New sources of navigational information, from sate lites for example, Wanlead to
revised air traffic control procedures for such regions in the futurelO.
For much military and general aviation traffic off airways, air traffic control is different in
curtain respects. Q2 and around airfields end sometimes while transiting to a mission area, air traffic

control may remain comparable, but mandatory and tight control over air movements may not be exercised

thereafter, and indeed would be incompatible with the objectives of certain military flights.
Air traffic control must achieve its

objectives within numerous constraints,

Internationally

agreed rules, procedures and agreements must be observed. Problems must be solved within the information
and facilities provided, which sometimes are very limited. Air traffic control must eschew solutions
which are not imparti!l, or which incur penalties, delays, disruptions to scheduling, erratic traffic
flows, excessive
noise levels, fuel penalties, etc. Air traffic control contains a hierarchy of
decisions 17, and the solutions of any problem at a given decision level must not violate decisions
higher in the hierarchy. Constraints are introduced by the design of the system, by the provision of
the information for it, by the agreed procedures to be followed, by the extent of preplanning and by
the feasibility of ad hoc solutions in terms of aircraft manoeuvrability and available airspace.
As aviation prospers, the number sad variety of aircraft increase. The demand forair traffic control
grows, along with the oompetition among different airspace users for the finite airspace available. If
more aircraft are handled safely within the same time and airspace, they tend to be in closer proximity,
better navigational information is required about all of theta, and the air traffic control problems
which they pose assume greater urgency and have less flexible and more constrained solutions. Automated
aids therefore tend to rely on enh.anced sensing end processing of navigational information, which is
then er.ployed to increase the amount of air traffic that each controller can handle. Automated aids may
take several more specific forms, inoluling the collation of information, the computation of proposed
solutions to problems, and the prediction of future states of the tiffio wider control. These in their
turn can lead to a reappraisal of the planning and executive roles of controllers, of the kinds of
manual assistance and supervision of controllers which could still be provided, of the structure and
funotions of teams of controllers, and of the roles, if any, which controllers should fulfil in highly
automated systems.
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IhNFORKATION INFLUNCING THE AIR TPRAMC CONTROL SYSTEM

Many kinds or general information are pertinent to the purposes and procedures of air traffic oontro,
and to the ways in which air traffic is, or can be, controlled. Although they can be distinguished, the
various kinds of information are not wholly independent of each other. It is desirable to be amare of
this general information when considering humen factors problems in air traffic control, since it provides the context within which the man-machine interface must be considercd and air traffic control tasks
are done.
Some of the main classes of information are the following:

(1)

General rules and conventions. These cover international agreements and standards on air
traffic control, the rules of the air, some divisions of responsibility, and some legal rights
and obligations. Conventions inolude methods for classifying traffic, such as eastbound,
westbomnc or crossing, and en route or off route; methods for dividing airspace, such controlled or open, and upper, middle or lower; methods for describing the type of air traffic
control service provided or offered, suoh as procedural or radar, and aerodrome or area; and
methods for designating separations, such as lateral, longitulinal or height, and distance or
time. rhese all influence the form end content of air traffic control, as do the principles
for initiating, maintaining and monitoring a flow of air traffic.

(2)

Specific widely adopted practices. In addition to general prinoipleo, there are nunerous
particular ones. One example is the vertical sepiration of aircraft on designated routes by
1,000 foot intervals up to 29,000 feet, and by 2,000 foot intervals thereafter. Another is the
comparatively recent lateral separation of &.roraft traffic on North Atlantic routes by 60
nautical miles. Under this heading of specific widely adopted air traffic control practices
comes much of the language of air traffic control, the ICAO alphabet, the wording of identification messages, the format and content of messages giving positional data or predicted
times, atd so on. A further example is the design of the flight strip, on which standardisod
information about each aircraft cnder control is entered. These and other practices influence
some of the training standards for air traffic control.

(3) Characteristics of aircraft aid of aircraft users. Different types of aircraft have different
flying characteristics, in term of manoein-rability, endurance, spoeeds, optimum clieb and
descent rates, and navigational and other facilities normally carried on board. Their physical
interactions with following aircraft,

in the form of vortices, also difter.

Airlines may have

different policies and preferred practices. Various categories of seer, such am subsonic or
supersonic, fixed wing or rotaay, powered or unpowered, are subject to different air traffic
control regulations and priorities regarding which categories of user giv-) way to others.
(4)

Geographical
controlPopulation
is influenced
by theand
geographical
patter,,
and water, th~eregions.
struc~tureAiroftraffic
the -terrain,
densities
distributions,
and of
landland
based transportation and communications systems which collectively affect the route structure
and the nature and density of air traffic. Political divisions aid boundaries may bring a
need for air traffic control activities by determining where responsibility for controlling
air traffic should be transferred. Terrain characteristics may put limits on the control
which can be exercised, on the data which can be sensed, on the location of airports, and on
the length and orientation of runways.

(5)

Air traffic control centres and towers. A centre serves a geographical region, and a tower an
airport. The number of centres and towers, their locations and facilities, the communications between them, and the extent to which they are integrated or autonomous influence the
air traffic control procedures and prantices within a iegion. Towers maEybe oategorised
according to the types of traffic which the airfield can handle (comaeroial,

mi litaxy, general

aviation, etc), the mix and densities of traffic, and the facilities they possess (e.g. radar).
1&al provision of Euvitably equipped ueetree tuid towers, together with -the geographical
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characteristics of the region, determines the kind of air traffic control service zihich
Af'orration -.-out it,
standardise
can be provided. A chart for each major airfield gives
8
including routes, procedures, aids and restrictions. .
(6)

Air traffic control policy. Generally this is a national matter, though influenced by agrend
international standards, and sometimes combined across groups of nations, particularly if
they are geographically adjacent and small in area. Policy concerns the national resouroes
devoted to air traffic control, the planned capacity and expansion of airports, and the
location and provision of new airports. It is influenced by estimates of future traffic
demands and requirements. Decisions on airports and traffic demands affect polioies on airspace,
It is in relation to the formulation and implementarouteing, traffic flows and facilities.
tion of policy that ecological factors, suoh as noise abatement and fuel conservation, may have
greatest influence on air traffic control practices and procedures. There are policy guidelines on matters such as manning levels, rosters, and general conditions of employment within
air traffic control.

(7)

Air traffic control system design. The system is designed within the constraints and objectives
set by defined policies. The design covers the detailed specification of the route structure,
off route regions, axsrangemen+s for military and civil tr4ffic, divisions of airspace, the
provision end location of navigation aids and facilities i .;talled on the ground, together with
a clear statement of the assumptions, for example of traffic desends and mixes, of the expected
performance of envisaged eoruipment and facilities and of the provision and functioning of
communications, on which the specification is based. The design includes concepts of the ways
in which the system is intended to fuaction, end these concepts are developed into recommended
procedures and instrutions.

(8)

The nature and functioning of navigation aide. lamplea of aide are non directional beacons,
area navigation, VHF omni-range equipment (VOR), and direction measuring equipment (IIIE).
Further information sources con include doppler VOR, aircraft inertial navigation systems, and
data derived from satellites. There may be data links for the automatic transmission of data
between the aircraft Lad the sizr traffic control system, and in future aircraft may have in the
coakpit a display of the air traffic patterTn azzovd them. The air traffic control system may
iWe primary radar or sondary radar informatio, with transponders giving squawk identity
(IYF) or mode C height . The methods for integrating navigational information from various
sources for air traffic control purposes are also relevant.

(9)

Facilities at the workspace.
These inolu•le its planned capacity for handling traffic; communicationsr.esources; facilities for receiving, storing and using data; the means for displaying,

I
'

i4adating and modifying information, and for denotng information states; and the specification
of facilities for use by the controller in

(10)

perfornsing his task.

Short term or temporaiy information. Instructions on temporary restrictions and their duration,
regularly updated sources of information such as certain charts, notifications to airmen and
other relevant regulations,

and serviceability states and official hours of use of equipment

items, can be listed under this head.ng. Various job aids or facilities mey be provided for
temporary usage or for evaluation purposes. Meteorological inform%tion, and much data from
flight service stations and flight information services, also come under this heading.
(11)

Current dynamic transient information.

This refers to information within the air traffic con-

trol system about the aircraft with which the system is currently concerned, and to specific
data about those aircraft.

Its basis is

data from schedules,

flight plans,

miscions or

exercises used to anticipate traffic loadings, to plan air traffic control procedures, to
anticipate and forestall air traffic control tactical problems, and to control and regulate the
traffic flow.

The flight plan or mission information is

updated according to the actual

departure time of aircraft, and thereafter the position and location of each aircraft in
relation to its route are continuosly updated by means of data sensors on the ground, transpouded or transmitted messages from the aircraft, computed or manual extrapolations, and speech.
" he controller, himself, in terms of his training, skills, experience and knowledge, is a
major source of information in the system in relation to current information.
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The particular information sources, to which the individual air traffic controller has access while
performing his tasks, depend on his planned role in the air traffic control system and on the facilities
with which he has accordingly been provided. The latter reflect the nature, variety and density of his
expected traffic, and also to some extent the national policies towards air traffic control of the
country within which he works.
Much of the h-sen factors work on air traffic control has concerned the performance of tasks by the
controller, that is, aspects of the usage by him of current dynamic information. The role of his background knowledge and experience about air traffic control in general and about the particular air traffic
control system he is concerned with has received far less attention, yet is of crucial importance. Anyone
who lacks the controller's knowledge and experience cannot do his tasks or make much sense of the
.information on his displays.
The min information available to the controller at his workspace, as distinct from information
entering the air traffic control system or inherent in the system design, can be categorisod under the
following headings:
(1)

Information provided at a specific operating position. This covers the general information
needed for designated tasks and responsibilities at that position, and the methods chosen for its
depiction. Such information mWg be represented in various ways. It inoludes data on the

( i1
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S•geographical
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area of control responsibilit~y and on related parts of adjacent areas, and on
their structure and boundaries, in the form of maps, radAr displays or job aids. It deals with
reporting points, danger zones, restrictions in force, and navigation aids. It covers
frequencien allocated for contact with pilots and other controllers, and procedures and facili-.
"ties for liaison, co-ordination, acceptance, acknowledgement and handover. It includes control
devices and other equipment items, and their labelled functions, wit: the responsibilities
whic.h their provision implies.

[zroutes,

I,-

for the controller is inherent in the evidence of the planned traffic handling
Information
capaoL+t7
of the con'•rol position which is implied by the size, format and lay7out of eleotror-There is further
callj generated tabular information displays or flight strip bWards.
information implicit in the categories of aircraft information chosen for depiction, and in the
relative importance of those categories as reflected in their sequence, coding, visual
prominence, and method of depiction, and in the layout and blocking of displayed information
which moy also hint at the degree of association between information categories. Additional
information is provided by the detailed contents of displays, by the provision, or lack of, a
primary and/or secondaz7 radar display or of electronically generated labels, by electronic,
printed or band written tabular displays of data, and by the extent to which pending as well as
"actualtraffio is or can be shown. The controller may also have various manuals, instrurtions
"and job-aids, t1 "nterpretation and relevance of which vary with his operating position.
ahecontroller',s immediate workspace shows not only the information sources which are
to him but also those which are or could be in use, in the forms of facilities selecor utc-elected and of serviceability states. Occasionally there may be some implicit
indications of the quality or reliability of the information portrayed, for example in the
precision of the units in which digital information is expressed, or in the visual appearance
of the echoes or a primary radar display.

*"available
* .ted

*

An experienced controller -an tell a great deal about the functions that are possible at
a specific operating position, and the timescale for doing them, simply by examining in detail
the sources of informatiion, equipment and facilities that are provided there. Their provision
or absence is itself a major source of information to him about what is expected and what is
possible at that position.
(2)

•

*

General information about the air traffic. This covers the traffic within a region or pending,
information on whether it is under control or not, the typo of control service being given, the
cont. 1.ler responsible for it, the divisions of responsibility for tra6fi'.c among controllers,
and facilities and aids in use. It also inoludes less direct but still general information
about the traffic, such as its density, distribution, mix of aircraft types, bunching, smoothnoees of flew, and loading on the system. Under this heading it is also appropriate to
consider information relevant to the control of all aircraft within the region at a particular
time, for example information about meteorological oonditions.

(3) Specific information about each flight.

This category contains two kinds of information, about
the aircraft and about the flight. Details of the aircraft itself are its broad classification,
such as civil or- military, its airline or air force if applicable, its type, its identity and
callsign, and navigational facilities carried on board. Details of the particular flight
cover its flight plan, point of departure, planned route and destination, current status, and
points along the route at which up to date information is expected.
Lynsaic information. Informatiý,n about each flight under control in maintained automatically
or
nually. It my be brought up to date or renewed regularly or istermittently, at
designated times or locations, or whenever it changes. Such informtion i
sludei
the current

.. •(4)

position
of the aircraft, its

height, heading and speed and planned or agreed changes in haight,

heading or speed, its proximity to other aircraft and its relationship to aircrar` vr.' ,-%
axe crossing or flying in the opposite direction. Information on its position U
.
-Lated
to the airway if applicable, to the traffic flow, to navigationl sensors and a
.
controller responsibi lities such as acceptances and handovers.
(5)

Information derived from computers. This may take the form of data which axe kept up to date
on the controller's displays automatically or are presented to him automatically. Dita which
have been sensed and stored may be used for computations .forming the basis of various aide,
such as conflict detection, conflict resolution, auto alert, and predictions of future traffic
states. Information from computers mpy also be available to the controller on request, if
he has appropriate facilities for its selcotive retrieval aBd display.

(6)

Information from direct viewing of aircraft. Such infcnreation is generally available only to
controllers in towers at airports, mainly in daylight. Neverthel..ess the controllsr may be able
to see the aircraft using an airport while they are in the control circuit, on the final
approach, landing, -ar-ang, taking-off or departing, or he may see airoraf• transitting the
airport's control zone.

(7)

Information in the form of speech. The controller converses with pilots, with his fellow cont-*ollers, with other members of the came control tearm such as Oupervisors or assistants, and
sometimes with people fulfilling different roles within the sameayst~m such as technical and
maintenance staff. Speech maiy be direct face to face conversation, speech by telephone or
speech by R/T links.

other means.
(8)

It

maey be an alternative

to, or replaced by,

infonmation transmitted by

In the future there msay be autcmated speech synthesis and recognition.

Information from the controller's colleagues. As well as giving and receiving information by
speech, the controller's colleagues may convey information to him by their actions, their
attitudes, their proficiency, their procedures, and the standards of performance associated
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with each watch, supervisor, or team of controllers. Each controljwr obtaics much incidantal
information which conveys to him what ds colle-3gues expect of him.

(9)

(10)
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Temporal information. The conbrolltr nreall, has a clock, and often makes plans in terms of
the expected timing of future events. He iu ,tlso influenced by broader categories of temporal
information which he is aware of but fre no'. di6playes 6o him, such as expected times of peak
traffic flows, the pattern of his wor:-rest cycles, and the time of tba end of his watch whet
he is due to hand over his responsibi .ities to anothor controller.
Individual ability and knowledge. The professional knowledge, ability, ex'erience and skill of
the individual controller constitute the largest single source of information available to him
at hi." workspace, and tne basis on which he interprets %11 the other information. Although in
emergency or system failure, safe air traffic control may continue for a time in the absence
of certain kinds of information, the oontroller'e own professional knowledge is indispensible.

CLASSES OF USER

The users of air traffic control can be categorised in several ways. The main practical distinction
is perhaps that between commercial, military and general aviation traffic. This classification overlaps
to some extent with that between aircraft wii6iin controlled airspace and aircraft outside it.
A further
distinction, normally applicable only outside airways, is between aircrft which are eceiving an air
traffic control seirvice and those which are not. Among the pra.tioal differences in air traffic control
according to class of user are the type of control exercised, its legal statuq, the purposes of flight, the
types of equipment commonly installed in Pircraft, and the probable knowledge of the pilot about air
traffic control facilities and procedures.
A florther related distinction in air traffic control conoerns
the maximum number of aircraft under the control of a single controller ccncurrentlyt, this smaber is
generally much higher in commercial and general aviat+ion than it. military aviation, where the roles and
procedures of air traffic control are different.
Air traffic control of commercial passenger-carrying flights along airways between major airports is
most familiar to the general public a•rd has receired. .,oat attention in research and evaluations.
Pilots
of commercial aircraft are usaally familiar wit . air traffic control procedures and flv aircraft relatively well equipped to use on-board or grovnd-based navigation aids. They are also familiar with air
traffic control communications, although some may have diff! a'.ty in speaking or uinderstarzding .•g•ish,
the international language of air traffic control. Nors..r ¶ commercial airoraft follow air traffic nontrol
instructions, but the controller has relatively little time to devote to each in bhsy traffic, and has the
further tasks of keeping aircraft safely separated, maint.,'iaing a stoth traffic flow, ensuring that the
information on aircraft is kept up to date, and minimising delayo. Although the pilovs of commercial
aircraft, particularly near airports with which they are unfamiliar, may not always have full knowledge
of appropriate procedures and routin,,T nevertheless from an air traffic control point of view their
responses to instructions are relatively similar and predintable: it is therefore poesible for the
controller to provide a uniform air traffic control service for all such aircraft under his control.
General aviation covers a great variety of aircraft flights. At one extreme ar airorft equipped
to full commercial standards with experienced pilots following air routes. At the other extreme are
aircraft fitted with the minimum permissible aids, end pilots who are inexperienoed or lost and umfami liar with air traffic control procedures and with the terrain over which they are fl.-ing. The controller
of general aviation traffic may have a high workload in that he has to control a large number of aircraft
and must not act on presumptions about serviceable facilities in the aircraft or experience and Uniformity
of responses among the pilots. The controller may have no knowledge about some general aviation aircraft
in his airspace, or may know of their presence but be unable to contact them or to ascertain their
intentions. The controller of general aviation traffic may have an advisory role, and the initiative may
lie with the pilot as to whether he wishes to have an air traffic control service. S.ometimes the pilot
may make incorrect assumptions about the nature of the air traffic control service he is recei.,ing,
While the pressures to expedite general aviation traffic may be less thanA thoes for commercial aircraft,
a larger variety of problems for the controller can arise with general aviation aircraft. The nature of
general aviation traffic, and the locations of the air traffic control faciliti.-s for controlling it,
make it less likely that the controller will have access to automated aids when dealing with it.
Certain
kinds of traffic pose their own air traffic control problems.
Examples are agricultural aircraft,
oesergencj flights and flights by helicopters.
The controller of military air trax'.io is usually responsible for fewer aircraft but is providing
them with a different kind of air traffic control service. He may have the advantage of considerable
standardisation of pilot behaviour in certain types of mission and smnobuvre and this predictability may
eometimeg facilitate pre-plenning. However, certain missions require freedom of manceuvre.
Much a5litary
traffic does not follow airways or designated routes but has to hn co-ordinated with other traffic with a
minimum of interference with its mission. The variety of military roles does not permit close control of
military aircraft at all times for air traffic control purposes.
The military controiler may be ooncerned
with the limits of a region within which one or more military aircraft may manoeuvre freely and also with
the current positions of those manoeuvriag aircraft so that safe separations between them and othertraffic can be maintained.
The competing requirements of different classes of user are part•lr allowed for by pre-planning and
by the allocation of regions of airspace for different purposes and were. However, these differing
requirements cannot be reconciled entirely by pro-planning; from time to time the individual controller
may have to resolve conflicting claims between different classes of user in the airspace under his control,
and show impartiality in doing so, within the constraints of the generally acknowledged priorities and
orders of precedence accorded to different classes of user. The exintence of different c'ýeses of user,
with different air traffic control procedures and requirements, earries the implication that sometimes
aircraft in the same airspace may be under the control of different controllers, with the consequent
reliance on effective liaison between controllers, and on complete freedom from ambiguity in all mess•e•g
and prooedures, in order to ensure the safe separation of the aircraft.
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AIR TRAPIC CONTROL AND THE PILOT

The relationship between air traffic control and the pilot has begun to change considerably in
recent years and seems likely to continue to do so. As long as spoken messages between the controller
and pi lot formed the main basis for agreed actions and manoeuvres for air traffic control, each treated
speech as the primary means of convoying information to the other. Now and in the future, much of the informtion about the aircraft nedede for air traffic; control purposes can be transponded directly from the
aircraft to the ground, without direct participation by the pilot or the controller. Neither therefore
may know it without looking at appropriate displays. This transponding saves speech workload for both,
but means that the inoidental advantage. of speech as a memory aid have been lost. There are also
fewer spoken messages for the pilot and controller to overhear about other traffics each sa need to
glean informati on about the general traffic situation from other sources.
The iole of the pilot in relation to air traffic control would also change in the event of the
installation of a display in the cockpit showing the pilot the other air traffic near him. This is technioally feasible and raises the questions of what should be depicted on it
,O and of where thu initiative
for making manoeuvres and the responsibility for manoeuvres should lie.
At the present time, the pilot, particularly the international commnrorial pilot, recognpios
that the
air traffic control service he receives varies greatly in different parts of the world, aocoraing to the
expertise of oontrollere, the facilities installed on the ground ant their serviceability, the traffic
densities which the air traffic control system is designed to handle, and the relative status and importance assigned to air traffic control and controllers 1,iterre of the allocation of national resources.
To some extent the pilot therefore learns to adapt to the kind of air traffic control service he expects
to receive, and pilots may themselves facilitate the smooth flow of air traffic, mainly by listening to
R/T transmissions, and deducing traffic patterns from them.
The controller also adapts to the pilot. He becomes acquainted with the different priorities,
policies, and pro-Adures of various airlines. He aoquircý considerable knowledgo of the pilot's task.,
so that he has some insight into the consequences of his instructions for the pilot, and may be able to
adjust the timing of some of them to avoid periods when the pilot is likely to be most heavily loaded.
National policies differ on whether the air traffic controller should himself be a pilot, and on the
amount of experience of the cockpit anviron2ment and teaks which the air traffio controller should possess.
There are also some anomalies: the pilot ultimately has legal responsibility for the safety of hlis
aircraft, yet the safety and efficiensy of the air traffic control system and the smooth flow of traffic
presume that each pilot will obey air traffic control instructions. Without the willingness of pilots
to follow instructions it would not be possible to plan air traffic control or to provide a safe air
traffic control service.
Different classes of user have different air traffic control requirements, and therefore the relationship between the air traffic controller end the pilot varies. Most etuties have been of commercial
aviation, but the needs of the military pilot can be very different, and so Can many of the needs and
control practices assooiated with general aviation. The closest interacotions between the controller and
most allots occur near busy airports. For example, if a pilot requests special olearaace to overfly
the contr.l zone of the airuort itself at low level, and this request is granted, the pilot is being
given an individual service by the controller, rather than being treated as one of maney similar pilots
with aircraft in the s=e traffic flow.
in present systems, pilots and controllers can make assessments about each other based on speech.
Those informal assessments nay be of such faotore as competence, nonfidence, and helpfulness. The pilot
makes judgements on the quality of the air truffic control service which he receives and on the apparent
competence of the controllers who are providing it.
The controller makes judgements of the apparent
esperience of the individual pilot, of the extent to which he appears to be famili3r with tha region in
which he is flying end with the relevant air traffic control proosdures, and of his propensi;y to
behave unprediotably, and the controller treats the piles and his aircraft according to these judgements.
Whether or not such assessments are in fact correct, they do have an influence on the content and pace
of spoken mesages 2 1 , and on the attitides of controllers and pilots to each other.
Normally when air traffic control is studied, partie larly by real-time simulation methods, pilots
are simulated, but not by professional pilots. Similarly, when studies are oondisted of pilots, in
flight simulators for example, mnd it is necussary to simulate the air traffic control aspiote uZ their
tasks, controllers are simulated, but not by professional controllers. In both cases therefore, part of
the simulation is in some respects unrepresentative and not fully realistic. It is rare to find fu11
scale
their simulations
actual roles.of a single synthesised system, with real pilots and real controllers both fulfilliu•g
Just as the air traffin controller may be considered as an element or component of the air traffic
control system, so the pilol may be considered as an element of the man-nchinoe system constituted by
an aircraft in flight. individual pilots and aircraft may also be treated as elements of the larger
system comprising the air traffic pattern within a region. Much research has been done on the extent to
which the pilot can be modelled as a system componentý, but comparabls efforts have not been made to
model the air traffic controller. The oharacteristios of the pilot as a s'etsm component have primarily
been related
to the e-ficiency with which he performs the tasks of flying the aircraft and to the kinds
ef descriptions whioh cnhelp to explain how he behaves in that role, rather than to the wW in which he
relates to the air traffic control system or responds to air traffic control instructions.
Vagaries in the organisation of and facilities for research have emphasised the divisions between
grr.'und basae air traffic control systems and the pilot's role in the air. Research and evaluation
facilities tend to be concerned either with air traffic control systems or with cockpits. This has led
to the comparative neglect of the interactions between real, as distinct from simulated, air traffic
controllers and pilots, because of the practical difficulties of conducting such studios and of considerinC in detail the aircraft and the tasks within them at the see time as the corresponding tasks
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of controllers on the grouid.
A major concern of pilots is with the effects of air traffic control on air safety2 3 . Their misgivings centre on the consequences for the pilot of errors by the controller, who is a main source of
24
the rare system errors which occur , and on the occurrence of system induced errors. These illustrate
that a specific hnnan error can often be attributed to a flaw or limitation in the system design, that
insufficient effort has been devoted to the stuly of the aetiologr and prevention of system induced human
errors9 and that broad policy decisions are often taken either in ignorance of their known human factors
implications or with a refusal to accept them2 5, 26 . Not only do "rany human factors people harbour a
hard-earned skepticism toward anyone who claims that any system is going to automate human error away42 6 ,
but many pilots and controllers share this view on evidence which is equally hard-earned.
2f

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL VARIATGIU

There are major international, national and local variations in the problems and practices of air
traffic control, to the extent that these are often the main determinants of the particular forms in
which human factors problems arise. The quality of air traffic control is far from uniform throughout
the orld and there are major differences in the status cf controllers and in their conditions of employGae source of variation is the amount of traffic. Air traffic control systems are intended to meet
a demand. Manning levels, installed oquipment, the information available in the system, and the methods
for organising and conducting air traffic control all depend on what the demand is 9 what its peak is
likely to b., how it is distributed during the day and seasonally, and what other services related to air
traffic control are provided.
A related source of variation is the mix of traffic. In some coutries, the concern is mainly with
scheduled commercial aircraft on air routes. in others whe.e general aviation thrives, the preponderance of air traffic is general aviation traffic. The nature and requirements of air traffic control
therefore differ. The extent to which commercial and general aviation traffic are mixed influences the
air traffic control procedures, particularly the co-ordination and integration of information from
different sources.
Nations vary in the extent to which they integrate civil and military air traffic, and this has a
major effect on the air traffic control system design and on the way the system is intended to funiction.
At one extreme, the civil and military traffic are kept apart, each in designated regions of air space9
and integration between the two has to be arranged by co-ordination between civil and military controllers
in an ad hoc basis: the methods and procediures for controlling civil and -uilitary air traffic my be
quite separate and there mWy seem no need to make them fully compatible. At the other extreme, the civil
and military control systems are fully integrated; either a civil or a military aircraft may be controlled
by either a civil or a military controller, depending for example on where it is geographically, on how it
is equipped, on its route or on its height. Civil and military controllers may function side by side9
their skills msy be nearly interchangeable, and for many purposes they are treated as equivalent, Between
these two extremes lie the air traffic control practices of rany nations, where a certain amount of civil
and military co-ordination and liaison of air traffic is taken for granted, but civil and military requirements are viewed as competitive in their demands for air space. Alto certain militry maoeuvree may have
no civil equivalent in air traffic control terms, •'md vice vernt. In such circumstances civil and
military air traffic control skills and procedures are often seen by the controllers thermelves as different rather thea as similar, whereas to those outside air traffic control civil and military control are
considered to be essentially similar to the poin+, of permitting common procedures to be followed and
being in some respects interohangeable.
In recent yoars, particularly when there has been an industrial
dispute between civil air traffic controllers and their management or national authorities, this issue
ba become both emotionally charged and politi(ally sensitive.
A major local variation depends on characteristics of the route structure and of the terrain in
relation to traffic demmals. Whereas the principles of en route sectoring and of oceanic control may be
fairly standardised over large regions, many of the problems of air traffic control near a particular airport tend to be specific to that airport. Numerous factors tend to make the problems specific. They
include the number and orientations of airways leading to the airport, the size and shape of the terminal
area and the routeings through it, the locations of holding positions for aircraft inbound to that airport
the number and orientation of the airport runwaqs, the position in relation to the airport of high land,
obstructions and areas of dense population, the noise level regulations, the distribution and mix of air
traffic, the typical level of experience of the users of the airport, the facilities with which the airport
is equipped and its radar coverate, the separation standards in force near it, etc. Whereas human factors
findings and procedures about en route and oceanic control mny generallse, those for terminal areas,
approaches, ground movements and departures Lay be specific to an airport and inapplicable elsewhere.
However the claimed uniqueness of the problems at each airport sometimes seems to be exaggerated. For
example the numeroun variations in the designs of air traffic control towers, which after all perform
basically similar functions in most places, seem hard to justify in human factors terms. It would seem
possible in principle to have quite a small number of good standard designs for towers, which would mest
most requirements with mi~nor modifJ.ations.
From the point of view of the pilot, international, national and regional Variations in air traffic
control can be tolerated only to a limited extent. It canot be either in the interests of effioiency or
safety for the air tryffic control service which the pilot receives to vary greatly in its nature, its
quility and its competence according to the part of the world in which he is flying. In long distance
trnsit, pilots are entitled to expect that the prooedures to be followed will largely be standardised
wherever they are. The same considerations apply to variations in procedures associated with airports.
Although each airport may have its particular problem, a limited range of solutions to them should be
sought so that the pilot does not have to conform to a totally different set of prooedures for each airport. Such variability seems bound to constitute a safety hasard, and a source of confusion particularly
to pilots unfamiliar uith a particular airport and its problems.
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CHAPTER 3
HMAWFACTORS C0TRBUTIONS TO AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTSE
3&

THE BASIS OF Tim HIKAN FACTORS CONTRIBUTIONS

This chapter considers the human fao'oro oontribut' one that could and sbould be made rather than
those that have been or are made to air traffic control. Among the reasons why the actual contributions
fall far short of the ideal are the following:
(1)

xay of those concerned with air traffio control remain iawre of the contributions which
hu1an factors could make, do not understand them, or do not accept them.

(2)

The practical exazrience of operational controllers may be preferred -o human factors advice
or be thought of as a substitute for it, though VA two are not at all the same . Both are
needed, and it is a mistake to equate them.

(3)

There is a fundamental ignorance and confusion about what automation and computer asaistance in
complex man-machine systems are trying to achieve, about the consequences of automation for
individual
efficiency, and about the individual cQtroller's perception of its consequinces
for him2 8 .

(4)

There is a reluctance to concede that a technological advance may bring problems rather than
benefits in human factors terams.

(5)

Often human factors advice is sought for the first time too late during system evolution, when
many decisions which generate human factors problems have already been taken.

(6)

Insufficient time is generally allowed to gather and interpret the data needed to provide
adequate human factors advice.

(7)

There is a serious ehortage of competent human factois specialists with a knowledge of air
traffic control.

(8)

Practical human factors effort has to be properly organised end requires appropriate faoilities,
support end fimding, which may not be forthcoming.

(9)

There ca be a lack of adequate co-ordination of the various disciplines contributing to the
air traffic control system, with human factors and with each other.

(10)

Human factors findings may carry politically u=welcome or administratively unpalatable implications.

As a cnnaequanoe of this shortfall, the initial contribution of hwgan factors towards air traffic control
mist often be an educative one, so that those concerned with air traffic control know enough to recognise
when human factors advice would be useful, and have realistic expeotations when they seek such advice.
'Its human factors specialist should possess a knowledge of the principles and theories of man-uaohine
systems, should know where to seek further knowledge, and should be able to appraise the applicability and
relevance of psychological prinoiples and theories to the praotical problems he is facing. He needs an
understanding of the main concepts of his discipline, how they have evolved, and what their limitations
are. If he does not start with a thorough uiderstanding of air traffic control, he must be prepared to
acquire it or to work in close day-to-day interdisciplinary collaboration with those who poseess it.
His
initial frame of reference is to treat air traffic control as an example of a large complex man-schine
system. His general knowledge of the human factors problems typical of such systems should enable him to
foresee manw of the problems which maWarise in air traffic control, to underatcnd their origins and to
formulate possible solutions to them. Qi the basis of this general knowledge he can recognise each human
problem in air traffic control as specific to air traffic control or as widespread throughout
large man-machine systems, and treat it accordingly as a specific or a general problem. It is therefore
important that the human factors speoialist woaring on air traffic control problems does not become overspecialised and out of touch with more general developments in man-machine systoms, particularly because
applications are often sought in air traffic control for technological innovations not originally developed
for air traffic control.

Sfactors

A tradition in dealing with man-maohins systems has been to allooate fraotions to man or machine.
it
is possible to make man-machine comparisons only about functions which could conceivably be done either by
a machine or by a man. The list of such futotions expramds as technology advances but not as human needs
and aspirations alter. Some human factors problems can be traced to limitations in the concepts deemed to
be relevant to man-machine systems. In particular, there has been a tendency to describe human functions
in machine terms - to soy that the man functions like an amplifie4 for example.
This approach has been
partly responsible for the biases in human factors towards ignoring some purely human attributes with
no machine equivalents, conoidering others as more machine-like than they are, and making man-machine
comparisons in line with advancing toLhnology rather than with changing human requirements. Recently,
examples of the opposite approach, describing machine functions in huTan terme as in artificial
intelligence, lhave introduced other confusing biases.

*

In addition to his knowledge of man-m4aoh-e systems, the human factors specialist possesses knowledge
of human capabilities and limitations, much of which is derived from the findings of basic psychological
research and from theories and concepts formulated from those findings. The traditions of experimental
psychology, whereby faots gathered in laboratory experiments are used to formulate theories from which
hypotheses ar deduced for testing in further laboratory experiments, influenced many of the first human
factors studies of man-machine systeme, to the extent that it was not enough to take practical decisions
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to vive an explanation or interpretation of the
in accordance with their findings but almost obligatory
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findings acoordikngto a currently prevailing theory . Efforts are still being made from time to time to
link human factors findings and psychological theory in air traffic controllO, but not with such doggednose. Theories and practical findings can be mutually supportive. A theory based htitherto solely on
evidence from the confined world of the psychological laboratory may appear more general or at least more
Similarly, findwidely applicable when evidence from a real life context is fully compatible with it.
ings from human factors studies have better prospects of generalising beyond their systems contexts if
factors speoialist's knowledge about psychological
they rest on sound theoretical bases. The h-m
theories and concepts may therefore offer prospects for demonstrating that findings may generalise and
for providing explanations of them at a more fiadamental level.
The generality of findings is gauged not only by their theoretical implications but also by their
compatibility with existing evidence, as stemariaed in handbooks and reported in the humas factors literNormally an
ature. Rarely can human factors guidelines be stated unconditionally in absolute terms.
expert interpretation of them is necessary in any applied context. Numerous pertinent factors may invalidate the recommendations even of standard human factors handbooks. The interpretation of data in the
light of epecialised knowledge is one of the most important human factors contributions to air traffic
control systems.
This combined knowledge of man-machine systems and of human nbilities and limitations is used by the
human fautors specialist to evaluate what is known in relation to the applied problems he is dealing with.
it may mean that a practical problem is treated an an example of a more general kind of problem or of a
particular theoretical lea or principle, Human factora may have to define and make explicit the implioaionse for the controller of proposed air traffic control systems and tasks. This en'ails an evaluation
of problems, a review of existing evidence, a distillation of relevant findings, and their interpretation
in relation to the practical problems which arise. It is important not only to recognise what icnowledge
exists but alsu to appreciate what further knowledge would be helpful if it were available. Thus, gaps
in existing knowledge are revealed, research needs are identified, and research can be conducted to close
the gaps.
The extent to which existing findings goneraliese, their probable validity, and the need to reinterpret them for different practical applications are all human factors preoccupations which require
assessments of whether the human factors evidence is likely to be context-dependent and is sufficiently
reliable and valid to be trusted. Critical differences between the context in which the evidence was
originally gathered and that in which it is now being considered therefore need to be understood,
Human factors can act as a catalyst in relation to the functions of others which can often remain
ocmpartmentalisei and be fulfilled without much reference to what else is being done. Because human
factors are essentially both interaotive and interdisciplinary, the human factors worker may inadvertently fulfil an integrative role because he has to know more than most other specialists about the purpose of
this can give the misleading impression that the
the whole system before he can do his own job properly.
himan factors specialist can, and wants to, do everything, but his contribution, like that of his fellow
specialists in other disciplines, is confined within the limits of his own professional knowledge and
expertise.
To reveal the full human factors consequences of a proposal usually requires comprehensive measureinent, and an important contribution of human factori concerns the measurement of people in systems
contexts. Human factors can appraise the whole range of possible measuremente, which normally extend far
beyond measures of task performance, but which are needed to reveal the effects of a proposal in full.
This aspect of human factors work is ofton of particular importance in that it will not be done at all
The reason is that proposals are usually advanced by those with
unless the human factors worker does it.
a knowledge of their advantages rather than their limitations, and without independent guidance about
appropriate measurements those which are favoured may confirm the expected advantages yet fail to reveal
the limitations, which may not become apparent until the system becomes operational cnd it is too late to
change them. The initial contribution of human factors, therefore, is often to bring a broad perspective
to bear on man-iachine systems, the tasks in them, the effects of the man on the system, and the effects
of the system on the man. The human factors specialist knows how these effects can be demonstrated and
measured, can provide concepts to describe and interpret them, can put the findings into a psychological
or systems context, and can appraise not only the human factors work which has bean done but the work
which has not been done but should have been.
3b

PLANNING

Most of the procedures in relation to the planning and conduct of air traffic control systems have
human factors implicationz. Human factors principles can validly be applied not only to the product of
pla.ning but also to the processes of planning.
The fewer the firm decisions already takes when human factors advice is obtained, the more efficaAdvice available during the early stages of formulation and planning of the
cious the advice can be.
system can therefore in orinciple be the most effective and useful human factors advice of all.
Even if the planning of a future air traffic control system has progressed no further than the broad
outline and discussion of proposals and possibilities, it is feasible to state the main human factors
implications, to identify any major intractablt, problems , to cite sources of relevant human factors
information and sursariss what they recommend, and to indicate topics on which existing humen factors
data provide an insufficient basis for advice, so that further data should be gathered.
specialist in the formulation and planning of the air traffic
Any which he fails to identify ma remain unrecognised
of problems.
when there may no longer be practical solutions to them. Problems
those typical of large man-machine systemas, described in the human
planning.
someof the participants in
to
familiar from their own axperience
factors literature and perhaps

A key role of the human factors
control system is the identification
until the system becomes operational,
are of two main types. Firstly, are
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Secondly, are problems specific to the system, associated in particular with changes, advances and innovations. Examples of general problems are the aggravation of the problem of boredom by progressive automation, the difficulty of indicating on displays of digitised iaformation how trustworthy the information
is, and the provision of means for effective supervision when many of the interactions are between
individual operators and machines. Er .-as of specific problems are the derivation ard proving of appropriate training for new devices9 the reconciliation of innovations with existing skills and practices, and
the acquisition of knowledge about how a new facility can fail.
The role of the humaLn factors specialist during planning is to bring out the human factors implications of what is being contemplated. He is thare to collaborate and assist. He must not appear
obstructive, intransigent or over-critical of the proposals of others on human factors grounds. Any
system plan raises many human factors issuas. He must identify and state them and their implications, so
that the decision on whether to proceed with the plan is an fully informed as it can be in human factors
terms, and the resulting operational system will not bring unpleasant surprises in the form of h n
factors consequences which could have been foreseen but were not. With innovations, he way be able to
deduce their h-mn factors problems but not offer solutions, though guidauce should be possible nn whether
solutions are attainable or not. System planners unfamiliar with human factors may reach rome dcisions
"similar to those in previous systems which led to difficult human factors problems. Again a role of human
factors is to draw attention to this and to any solutions which proved sucoessful before.
A human factors
problem say apparently have been ignored in the past, not because it wuas nrecogMsed but beause it could
not be solved. An example is the fragmentation of team functioning under high workload.

p ,technical,

In offering guidance, the human factors specialist must know the strength of the evidence on which his
recommendations are basaed. System planning has to reach compromises, since operation-al, financial,
humen factors, and other considerations would each individually point to different solutions,
but a single solution has to be found. In reaching compromises, the human factors specialist must know
what his recommendations should be but also should take account of the extent to which they could be
modified without serious consequences.
He needs to know the detailed nature of the supporting evidence.
A simple example may clarity this important point. Suppose a handbook recommends 450 mm. am the viewing
distance for a display. The interpretation of this depends on what 450 mm. was originally compared with perhaps 440 mm, or 420 1a, or 400 mn, or even 350 mm. It also depends on the amount of data gathered
about each alternative and on the statistical signifioance and operational importance of the differences.
If 450 mm. was compared with 440 mm. and the difference between them was significant statistically and
large in terms of task performance, such evidence suggests that the planned viewing distance should be
450 am. and that it would be difficult to justify even small changes from this value. However, if, as is
more likely, 450 ms. was compared with 400 rmm.and the difference between them, though statistically
significant was small in absolute terms of performance, for ixample with many tasks being vinaffected and
small decrements being observed in a few, then human f"tors evidence to insist on 450 mm. does not exist
and the optimum may not be 450 my. but some intermediate distance that has never actually been measured.
In such circumstances the human factors recommendation is much less firm, and the human factors specialist
mist accordingly be much acre willing to compromise * Him specialist knowledge must cover not only the
recommendation itself but the nature and strength of the supporting evidence, which handbooks do not give.
It is important to emphasise the interacting nature of human factors evidence, and to ecatrc that
the full range of interactions and their consequences is appreciated as planning progresses. A choice
which seems simple, cheap and effective but which would ultimately engender high rates of labour turnover and perhaps indutri4al mnrest, may in the long term be the wrong one. When notions of cost effectiveness and reliability are discussed, the cost of reoru•itment, selection, training, high attrition rates,
and similar notions should not be ignored, and if the system is not functioning because its human
components are on strike this may constitute a major form of system vnreliability. Many decisions taken
during planning determine not only the safety and efficiency of the air traffic control system, but the
well-being, the job satisfaction and the morale of those wh' operate it.
Part of the human factors frame of reference in viewing proposals end plans for new air traffic control systems concerns corresponding functions in existing systems and comparable functions in
other large san-machine systems, Ruch as air defence, nuclear power plants and chemical processing. This
body of knowledge may influence the grouping of tasks and functions in the proposed system, the planned
flexibility of the system for handling wide variations in traffic demands, and the methods for transmitting information intended for the controller's use. When the allocation of functions between man mnd
machine 3 is disoussed, this experience of functions ucessfully or unsuccessfully performed in other
systems l may be set asgainst the pressures of advancing tschnolooy for more functions to be fulfilled
automatically.
At the planning stage advice on specific syctem details is seldom required or appropriate. Human
faotors contributions are therofore general, and concern principles, known evidence, the compatibility
of human factors and other requirements,
and the relevance of problems which have arisen elsewhere
and have proved difficult to solve3 2 . Numerous other roles, supervision, assistance, monitoring,
management and maintenance for example, should also be considered in the system plans in terms of their
human factors consequences.
Often the human factors specialist is expected to put forward proposals of his own. It is not helpful to others participating in planning if their proposals are stated to be incompatible with human
factors requirements, yet no attempt is made to formulate alternative proposals which would meet human
factors requirements.
Part of the role of human factors is often to formulate such proposals for dimceusion, just as the role of other disciplines may be to formulate ideas which satisfy their requirements.
For his formulated proposals to be sensible, the human factors specialist relies on interdisoiplinary
collaboration during the planning stage.
Human factors as a discipline may be less entrenched than others, and therefore more of the bur-doe
of proof may rest with it to demonstate why its recommendations should be accepted. The human factors
specialist may be among the first to detect incompatibilities among the provuisalat of otherL , sinoc he has
to examine all of them to judge their human factors cousequences. It may be in the interests of hunsn
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factors and of system planning alike if human factors becomes a focal point for resolving such inbompatibilitisa which affect the controller, wherever the formal organisation of the system planning does
not inclue such a role, but it is vital to remember that the resolution of incompatibilities is still
essentially a total planning team function and not a human factors one. The knowledge of the human factors
specialist is a combination of his own professional expertise with a smattering of that of his colleagues
participating in planning, just aa their knowledge covers their own professional contribution in depth
and contains a smattering of human factors knowledge. Smatterings of knowledge usually contain many
inaccuracies end inadeqiacies, no matter whom they belong to. They allow conmon problems to be discussed
with some glimmerings of their implications, but greatest reliance must always be placed on those who
possess the most thorough relevant professional knowledge.
The role of hnmen factors in relation to5 the planning of air traffic control systems does not have
a single universally applicable description. It varise according to:

'

(1)

The role assigned to human factors.

(2)

The experience and knowledge of the human factors specialist.

(3)

The stage at which human factors evidence is first contributed.

(4)

The number sad disciplines of other participants in planning.

'(s)

The methods of managment saud organmisation employed for the planning process.
()The interpretation of the objectives of planning.
An essential human factors contribution at the pl-ning stage, or even before, should be to identify
relevant research needs. Normally the time needed to organise and conduct research to provide essential
data to guide subsequnt design stages is quite long. If problems are not identified until the design
stage there is seldom sufficient time to conduct experimental research on them. Human factors advice
should be given on the problems which are amenable to research, on the research effort which would
correctly reflect their relative importance, on the conduct of the research itself and on the reliability, validity antd interpretation of the research findings. It is desirable to have continuity of
research effort which is not too system specific but which ultimately can provide a sound body of knowledge, so that the human factors contributions at the ploaning stage coma to depend more on that established body of evidence and less on the identification of problems yet to be tackled. From this it
follows that those best placed to give human factors advice during the planning of an air traffic control
system are human factors specialists with a dotailed knowledge of air traffic control, of aviation, of
interdisciplinary collaboration, of large man-machine systems, and of the whole range of implications for
the man of the progressive introduction of automation or computer assistance into his working environment.
General purpose human factors consultanoy, though successful in many fields, tends to be less satisfactory
in air traffic control and in other systems of comparable complexity. Tuhe main failing eand imbalance in
current human factors work on air traffic control concerns the compmrative neglect of research to understand the roles and thought processes of the air traffic controller in general terms. Such research
covers systems concepts, principles for information portrayal, %an-machine function allocation, the
experimental exploration of alternative ideas, and particularly interactions between the man vand flexible
adaptable softwaree. The resources devoted to human factors research intended to facilitate planning
decisions have not kept pace with technological advances.

"At the
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planning stage, the main functions of the human factors specialist are the following:

(1)

The maintenance of his own professional knowledge, particularly about basic and applied
psyohology, to ensure that his advice is based on sound and up-to-date evidence, constructs
and techniques.

(2)

The acquisition of a reasonable knowledge of the proposed air traffic control system being
planned.

(3)

The appraisal of the practical relevance for the air traffic control system of hmsan factors
"knowledge and particularly of recent advances in it.

(4)

Participation in planning meetings at which proposals for the air traffic control eysten or
parts of it, are discussed and decisions taKen.

(5)

The formulation and explanation for participants in planning of the relevant human factors
evidence that is availabl.

(6)

The identification of human factors problems on which there seems too little relevant evidence
to offer firm guidance.

(7)

The dedoction and statement of human factors research needs to meet the objectives of the
proposed system.

(8)

Advice on how, where and with what resources the proposed research should be done.

(9)

Participation in relevant research and supervision of research to ensure that it meets planning
needs.

(10)

The interpretation and dissemination of human factors research findings.

t•1)

The provision of relevant solicited or Unsolicited huom faotor advice -to ensure that others
are aware of it, and the professional interpretation of that advice in relation to the planned
system.
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(12)

3o

Active liaison with fellow specialists, for example in occupational health or lighting
engineering, to ensure that solutions to problems meet their needs as well as those of human
factors.

SYSTEM

SIGN

At the design stPge, when the detailed facilities and procedures needed to achieve the planned
is tkhe
objectives of the air traffic control system are formulated, the main human factors contribution
interpretation and practical application of existing relevant knowledge. As in the planning stage, human
factors advice during system design must not be rigid and intransigent, but should consist of recommerdatians with guidance on the strength of the supporting evidence, on the probable penalties of failing to
meet the recommendations fully, and where possible on known limits within which solutions must be fount
to avoid serious consequences for efficienuy or well-being.
It is important that all human factors recommendations are made with an understanding of how the
system as a whole is designed and intended to function. Recommendations about any specific item, such as
a display, a control, or a communications faco.lity, must not concern human factors in isolation, but also
consider the practicalities of implementing them. It is futile for the human factors specialist to make a
proposal which is sensible in human factors terms but both wrong and naive in engineering terms, since this
Imay suggest to others that the human factors specialist does not understand what they are doing or the
limits in which they are working. However, the human factors speoialist often has to contend with Gimplistic humn•a factors suggestions by others, which betray their ignorance of human factors and their
misunderstanding of his role. He needs forbearance when his colleagues from other disciplines make human
factors suggestions which are naive and wrong to him. As people themselves, they believe they understand
others, and they think of human factors as a combination of this understanding with experience and comronsense, which they also possess. The falsity of this view of human factors is immediately apparent to
anyone who readsa textbook on the subject, or examines a handbook of human factors data, but many never do.
In system design, human factors contributes to decisions on how the broad aspects of taAks envisaged
during the planning stage should become a practical reality. One contribution centres on the beet methods
for conveying information to the controller, usually by means of visual displays. This entails some
knowledge of the human factors implications of modern display teobnolocr and of computer programming, as
Recommendations can be made on the type of display, on appropriate forwell as of the tasks to be done.
mats for portraying the information on it, and on its physical positioning in relation to the users and
to other displays. More detailed recommendations cover the content and lay -t of displayed information,
suitable principles for Its depiction (such as alphanumerio, •ymbolic, pictorial or graphic), and choice
of coding dimensions, such as c"lour, shape, size, brightness and contrast for information in symbolic
she
relationship of the display to the controls for it, to the physical environment in which it is
form.
used, and to the characteristics of the controllers who operate it, must also be considered. In the
present state of automation and man-machine relationships, a display may have to do more than convey
information, and human factors recormendations may be added on its suitability for these further functions,
such as acting as a memory aid. Information should be displayed in a logical order derived from decision
The human factors spocialist should emphasise that in
tree analysis, to facilitate task perfonmance.
drawing up the detailed specifications about displays, decisions are being taken, inoidaettally and perhaps
unwittingly, on the kinds of error which can be mdo when the displays are read.
What appears automatically on a display is determined by the system design, and relates to sensors,
to hardware, and to software. A very small portion of the infortration sensed and stored in a modern air
traffic control system is presented to the controller on his displays, and that portion has been prooessed, collated, selected, smoothed, sursarised. and converted to a level of detail appropriate for the
tasks and for human information procossing limitations. The display is the main means for conveying from
the system to the man the limited information which the system has selected for his use.
Controls are the corresponding means for conveying information from the man to the system, and for
allowing the man to select information for his own use. Therefore human factors advice is given on appropriate types and aensitivites of control for the *utviaged taske, on their location in the workspaoe, and
on their relationship to the displays with which they are associated. General principles can be used to
predict effciexxcy of performance, but again the choice of controls haa a large iufluanca on the kinds of
error which are possible. Controls, particularly keyboards or their equivalents, also determine to a
considerable extent the t'inotions which the controller can fulfil in the system. It seems trite, but
nevertheless must be spelled out by the human factors specialist during the design stage, that the controller can fulfil only those functions for which the means of fulfilment are provided in the form of input
devices. The flexibility of the controller, end his power to innovate ard compensate for any system
inadequaoies or defioienoies, are determined by the faoilitie% and par-tioularly the controls, with which
he is provided. Ultimately he can do only whwt the system lets him do.
At the detailed design stage human factors advice is given on the methods of gathering information
and transmitting it within the system. Machine to machine communications are generally of only peripheral
interest to human factors, but all otter oumunications, machine to tan, man to machine, and man to man,
come directly withia the province of human factors. The first two concern the man-machine ineerfaoe, and
Man to man communications relate to speech and other forms
its effects on tasks and system performance.
of communication between people. With the advent of automated speech synthesis and recognition, the
hitherto clear distinction between men-aochine and ma-man ocommunications is in some respects benoming
more blurred.
Often the 6athering and transmission of information are seen as self-justifying activities, suocesswhen it can be shown that all the deta have been gathered and all the information
fully achieved
33
transmitted . The reasons for gathering information are relatively few and straightforward, and should
Information may be
determine what is gathereC. how often it is gathered and what is done with it.
gathered to meat a legal reqirement, or gathered to be stored, or gathered to be fed into a oomputer and
wed aw a basis for cAloulations, 01 gatherie for the contr0oller to Use iii order to take decisions and
control air traffic. oAce the purpose of gatherina the information is defined, the form that it should
be olearly defin-d.
take becomsa wore clear. Tbe information needea for legal requirements can vslly
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Information for computation purposes can be specified, and will differ grossly in its quantity, rate of
presentation, forms of coding end selectivity from information gathered for human use. In this last
instance, gathering information for its own sake can be a pointless and self-defeating exeroise, since in
quantity, in rates of transmission, in formats and in oodings it must be tailored to the tasks which the
controller must do and to human limitations of attention, information processing, memory and understsnding. If there is a need for a semi-permanent record of information, this suggests visual rather than
auditory information transmission. Cn the other hand, speech is inherently more flexible than any
keyboard. An with the choice of displays and controls, the methode of communication determine the sources
of degradation which are possible as part of the transmission of the information and the sorts of error
which will be made by the users of the information transmitted.
The detailed design must also consider the physical enviionment of the parts of the system whore
himan operators will work. This covers the ambient environment, such as lighting, heating, and ventilation, and the lDyout of the workspace, including consoles, suites and aooessability. If it is envisaged
that an operational suite will be used for training, so that space must be found for an additional
trainee, or that, when trafficia light, it may sometimes be operated by one man instead of by a team, than
provision must be made for such flexibility in the design, otherwise it cannot be achieved efficiently.
Variotw techniques, such am scale models, nay be used to confirm the practicality of the physical design
recommendations, though it should be possible from first principles to predict all the glanes, reflections
and accesesability problems which will arise, and prevent them. Various colourings ann surface textures
within the environment can be used to enhance its appearance and to foster the practicality of the recommended design to achieve basic human factors requirements, particularly those related to vision. Mie
design should also be influenced by anthropometric data. If both men and women will use the workspace,
then the range of body sizes to be accommodated comfortably is much larger than for men or women only,
and the design of furniture munt take account of this.
Certain human factors aspects of the physioal environment are more difficult to design for towers
than for centres. In an air traffic control centre, it is usually possible to epeoiIf an optimum for the
positioning, lighting and layout of facilities since the pbyciol lighting environment is intended to be
constant. With a tower1 whore the visual environment may range from exterior darkness to bright direct
sunlight, a different approach iay be necessary since equipment and facilities must tolerate a large
range of ambient lighting and glare sources, and the solutions to human faotoru problems Wa therefore be
quite different.
In theory, there should be no eurious delays during the design stage because of lack. of human factors
evidence. If the planning has been properly conducted, there will have been ample forewarning of the
kinds of evidence necded, and time to gather tt from existing sources or to conduct experiments to obtain
it.
In praotice, human factors problems are often not identified at the planning stage, and the necessary
research is not donet with the result that evidence is not available when it is needed at the design
etage, and hasty experimentation has to be conducted or human factors advice given on inadequate evidence.
Although the role of human factors research at the design stage should be very limited, in practice there
is therefore a considerable need for it.
In the pant, at the dca•i•g
stags the operational equipment for the system did not yet exist, and
therefore fidelity of its representation did not arise •s a practical issue. What was needed was a quick
check to ensure that say novel function would not introduce insuperable human factors problems caused by
inherent h-man limitations.
lnere wan no point in embarking on ambitious experimentation to provide
answers too late to affect the design. In the future, this w311 change: the above constraints refer to
hardware, not softwr and as systems come to rely more on software n becomes mora feasible to try them
out during their design.
Another human fa•tors function during tiledesign stage is to alert designers to the implications for
selection, training or retraining which their detailed design recommendations may entail. These implications may not simply cover the novel aspects of the system but may also incluIe fu•nctione which are
apparently similar to those performed hitherto in existing systems, but in fact would require different
skills and abilities and might therfore lead to difficulties, particularly for older controllers, in
learning to adapt to them. The policy on other relevant human factors should also be considered during
the deuign stage, including the needs for challenge, effort and interest in the job, for responsibilities
and status, for careers and job catisfaotion, and for knowledy of results sad -orale.
During the design the need my emerge for further evaluation, probably by real-time simulation
methods using a prototype system, to resolve and olarity uncertainties and -to confirm feasibilities.
It ry be necessary to devise new procedures and instructions, to explore the implications of a proposed
design chabnge for the rest of the system, to establish the levels of task performance likely to be
achieved, sad to confirm that commruications and information transmission problems can be overcome.
There
my also be questions over manning, divisions of responsibilities, the information which is essential,
optional or unnecessary, the ssioumt of processing and collation of information which is desirable, the
Ilvision between automated and ianual functions, and the methods for keeping the controller sufficiently
involved to participate actively when required even when fulfilling a normally paesive role. Many of
these problems can of course be identified at the planning stage and be studied in general terma then, but
-their particular form in the system may only become apparent during tho design, when it becomes necessa2y
to study their detailed implications for the speoifib system.
Cne problem in demign which has often not been successfully resolved in the past is that of commnmication between the designer and the user. There is the perennial complaint, often with considereble
justification, that the designer does not anderstand the userts needs. Less often heard, but equally
cogent, is the deuignert' complaint that the user does not understand what he is trying to achieve, but
critioises him for failing to design what he never intended or for inadequacies which are not design
faults but technological, financial or .egal constraints. The human factors specialist should know
enough both of the designer's intentions and of the user's needs to bo able to resolve some at least of
the incipient misunderstandings between them, roevhapa through devising suitable training, since training
represents an intermediate stage between design and tue.
Otherwise systems and facilities may be designed
.n. .'-
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which would work properly if the controller knew how they were intended to funotion, but he never has a
chance to gain this knowledge. As systems ,iecome technologically more complex, there is more information
about the designerts intentions to convey to -.he user, but with visual displays and appropriate software
the materials are available for adaptive training of the controllers in the use of the system. The
emphasis on software offers the advantage that it become possible to conduct real-time simulation studies
as part of the design process, not to verify decisions already taken, trace their implications and
quantify their consequences, but to try, by means of feasibility staies, to determine what the design
decisions should be. This approach has the further advantages of allowing prospective users to participate in design decisions, and of evolving some training procedures, since the partioipants in simulation
studies to air design nevertheless need to be trained in the use of the simulated system.
The himian factors specialist hta to be alert to the labelling of jobs and functions during the
detailed system design. Effective supervision does not become possible just because it is done by someone
called a supervisor 4 Similar considerations apply to concepts such an assistant, monitor, and manaer.
A job done by more than one percon is not necessarily done by a team unless specifically designed to be.
The conditions for effective supervision, assistance, monitoring, or teamwork have to be built into the
system design: they do not arise fortuitously.
At the system design stage, the main functions of the hmaan factors specialist are the following:
(I)

The maintenance of current and relevant professional knowledge of human factors.

(2)

Th evaluation of the generality of human factors data soicres and ths applicability of their
findings to the specific air traffic control system design.

(3)

Active participation in the system design processes.

(4)

•he presentation sad intarprotation of relevant human factors data and the demonstration of its
relevance.

(j)

The statement of the human factors implications of design decisions as they are made, particularly of some of the le&s obvious implications.

(6)

The definition, where possible, of the optimum human factors design decisions and of the human
factors limits within which decisions should be reached.

(7)

The definition of human factors issues which can be recognised as problems bt•t on which adequate
human fotore guidance cannot be given.
T
specification of what is needed to obtain adequate human factors evidence where it is lacking

(8)

sad on the best practical compromises to obtain adequate information within timescales available.
(9)
3d

he active seeking of effective practical compromises which meet human factors requiremento.

IKPLVIfTION AND TLSTING

The most widespread application hitherto of human factors to air traffic control has been in the
implementation and testing .f system or task designs, oftoe by attempted simulation or replication of
some aspests of the system or the tasks. The role of human factors when applied to air traffic control
in this way does not differ markedly from corresponding applications of human factors principles in other
contexts. UWeis made of the human factors know2ldge of human abilities and limitations, of mrthods of
mea•sring people while they are performing tasks, and of the principles for the design and analysis of
experiments. Recently there has been some change of emphasis towards conducting experiments to verify
design decisions but in onera, expeyriments during implementation and testing serve some of the following
purposev:
(1)

iT confirm that the design is feasible.

(2)

To discover and resolve any inforesseu 6ifficulties which the design nmV load to.

(3)

to verilY that procedures and instructions are practical and achieve the desired aims.

(4)

To settle fine points of detail in the design in relation to already agreed prinoiples.

(5)

To exaumine the allocation of functions to individuals and team and to study the associated
communication and liaison problems.

(6)

To provide empirical chunks that the system will function as plzned.

(7)

To indicate whether the envisaged operational benefits are likely to be achieved.

(8)

To ;;ork out methods of training and famillarisation.

There tends to be an imbalance between those aspects of the systems implemented without being tested
end those implementod after they have been tested, The main reason for this inbalanoe in that a great
deal of detailed thinking about how the system will function, what facilities should cc provided, and how
they should be integrated, is essential in order to set up the testing process. Without the stimulus of
testing, such thinking in such detail mvy never be done.
often the process is so thorough that mazy of the
findings of implementation and testing are known in general terms before the testing is actually done
from the planning necessary for testing. Ths process of testing may rely on eimulation methods and
empirical measures or may be a logical progression threugh different Aystem states, where the fuactioning
of the system is discovered or deduced and the results are correlated with changes in the system states.
4.
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This latter procedure may be analogous to modelling the system, one purpose of which nay be to select
the most crucial topics and conditions for empirical testing and verification. If the system as designed is
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substantial body of wll established knowledge covering every aspect of the envisaged system and applied
at the design stage, a contribution rarely attainable in the present state of knowledge.
Therefore, the
processes of simulation and testing may both verity the existence of suspected humn factors problems and
reveal
Testing should also provide solutions, if they exist, to human factors problems
in time unsuspected
for them to ones.
be implementead
for operational use.
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Often the human factors specialist, by training aud inclination, is fuadamentally research minded.
It is essential that he does not treat the processes of imDlemeantationand testing as research, since by
this stage in the evolution of the system it is far too late to conduct research which will influence the
form of the system in a major way. It follows that it is not always appropriate to use the eame experimental methods and exp-rimental designs for testing and implementation as would be %Sed for researoh. In
partioul&r, once a procedure or function is found to be satisfactory there may be no justificatiou for
gathering further quantitative data about it.
Suoh data are often suspect since the equipment being used,
whether hardware or software, will not necessarily be identical to that in thq final operational system
but merely a representation of it with:ýn available teohnclogy and finance. Also the operators or controllers pa-ticipating in the testiig lack full familiarity with the system and with the poiential traffic
demands. Therefore to conduct research-like Ptuties seeking definitive guidance on system or human
capacities, on workload or on stress is not likely to be productive or valid at the testing stage. The
oystem has been designed. The aim of implementation and testing it to ensure that it functions in
accordance with the design intentions, and to make sny possible chnges to achieve or enhance the planned
objectives. Implementation and testing do not constitute an exclusiveoy hinan factors exercise: many
others have an interest in confirming that the system will work as envisaged, and their questions, as
well as human factors ones, have to be answered during testing.

r

Afurther human factors contribution concerns the methods of training to use the system. Althou=gh
air traffic controllers can be trained in principles and procedures uning relatively simple simulations
and demonstrations, and although experienced controllers will already possess a great deal of relevant
knowledge before they come to a new air traffic control system, the first practical training spocifio to
an air traffic control system cannot usualj take place until the stage of implementation and testing
has been reached. Then it is not merely desirable to begin training so that when the system becomes
operational the controllers will be able to use it, but it is essential to devise training so that the
system can be tested. Sometimes the same simulation
facilities are used for evaluation and for training,
althovgh this is not ideal since the objectives ore different and each is served best by purpose-built
equipment. Also the traffic samples used for training zre seldom ideal fo" testing and evaluation. In
order to test the system it is necessary to train people to use it; in order to train them it is necessary
to devise their detailed procedures and instructions.
In implementing the system, human factors guidance is often desirable on the level of training which
should be achieved before the system is tested. Two distinct approaches a" possible. One is to set a
standard or criterion which must be reached by controllers before the system can be tested, and to persist
with training until that standard has been attained. Thin can be administratively cumbersome and prmsupposes that the standard is attainable, but it does meat that the level of perfonumanoe of participants
can be clearly spocified. The altemnmtive approach is to give a fixed training schedule or amount of
training, at the end of which training is deemed to be over and the testing is conducted. This gives some
indication of individual differences and of whether the system could continue to function adequately with
poorly trained controllers, although the results may not be typical of those in the final operational
system.
To test the system pioperly, controllers or other operators must be trained to acquire the necessary
operating skills. Somn may prove unable to do so, and either additional selection procedures for controllers are entailed to pick them out, or changes in the facilities or training methods must be devised
to remove the need for the skills or to acquire them by other mesns. It is vital to discover difficulties
of this kind before the system becomes operational. iforma.ly the purposes of implementation and testing
will not reveal much about individual differences between controllers. Although some inkling of individual
controllers' learning difficulties may emerge, there will not normally be a good indication of how prevalent
these dlffioulties may prove to be. The emphaais in testing is on making the system work rather than on
assessing the controllers and their individual differences.
Dlt% gathering during implementation and testing may be misleading in terms of the .sapacity of the
system or the workload of the tasks. Among the reasons for this are that controllers have insufficient
experience, that their errors while inexperienced may not be typical of their errors when the system
becomes operational, that the equipment is not an adequate representation of the opiration=l equipment, or
that those concerned with the maintenance and data integri by of the system are also learning their t9aks, and
may take some time to trace, diagnose and solve problems correctly. Sometimes the role of the controller
in testing is little more than to exercise the equipment, although the oppor ua% y should be taken to make
whatever valid human factors assessments are possible.
The feasibility of a procedure my initially be established during testing by a simplified form of
task or with light and predictable aircraft traffic. An important aspect of huma factors advice is to
specify how realistic the simulation must be to obtain valid data for varinus purposes from tests. One
inolinatio.4 is to opt for a very complex aimulation and elaborate testing to try to assess every aspect of
the system at once. Such an approach may yield human factors findings which cannot be interpreted and
which fail to provide a clear guide on oapacities or manning levels. Excessive complexity can make it
impossible to disentangle the different effects of various factors or to reach general conclusions.
The role of the human factors specialist during implementation and testing
and sometimes subsidiary. Uiless and until the system or equipment can be made
the technical teething troubles have been resolved, there is no point im. taking
since the evidence obtained will be representative of nothing but a cyo'-em with

is always interclisciplinary
to function properly, and
humn factors measures
teething troubles.

The interactive human role however may become very important during implementation and testing. It is
then thwt the first attempts are maple to set the equipment into an appropriate physical environment, to check
the interactions between the environmental factors, the physical worlkapace and the system functioging, to
test the designed man-machine interface and its functioning and the typioal errors which it will generate,
and to ensure that all the informativu and facilities are in usable form. A modern air traffic control
system is so complex that even with full human factors participation during the earlier stages of the
evolution of the system, soime human factors problems are likely to emerge for the first time during implementation and testing. Displays may have to be modified in format or content, ths quantity of information
may have tn be changed to fit the limitations of human understanding and the rates of information
assimilation, other software changes may be needed, and controls may have to be modified.
Modem techological systems have already changed the role of human factors in relation to implementation and testing of the air traffic control system, and are likely to change it more in future. Most
existing systems contain a great deal of fixed hardware, originating from the design stage and difficult
to modify. When these systems were originally implemented and tected, the aim was to ensure that the
"hardware was usable. It was not generally possible to modify the hardware grossly during or after implementation and testing, even if major deficiencies were found. In the future, when more functions will
rely on software, in principle far more inherent system deficiencies can be resolved by rewriting the
software, without entailing major costly h-ard..are modifications. The human factors implications of this
for training have not yet been fully appraised. In particular it is clear that an inherent source of error
may be introduced if the hardware remains constant, but, as a result of different software, existing
familiar keys or controls have new functions. In the future the humm factors specialist will. need to
know more about the flexibility and limits ori possible software changes, and the effort entailed in making
them, if he is to give the best humen factors advice on the modifications that should be made in the
interests of system efficiency and safety.
At the implementation and testing stage, the main functions of the human factors specialist are the
following:
(1)

Participation in the planning of testing to ensure that it
answer human factors problems if required.

(2)

The provision of advice on aspects of testing which can yield meaningful results in humsn factors
terms end particularly of cautionary advice about themes suoh as workload, capacities and
stress, where findings from testing may be apurious.

(3)

The explanation of appropriate levels of complexity in testing for obtaining valid human factors
evidence, where tests that are too simple may be invalid because they eae too far removed from
operational conditions, and tests which are too complex may be invalid because the complexity
obscures all explanations and interpretations of the findinga.

(4)

Advice on appropriate experimental designs for feasibility situies or for the systematic

can produce relevant evidence to

exploration of variables.
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(5)

The definition of appropriate measures of human behaviour and experience in testing and of the
amowmt of information necessary to yield findinfs from which confident generalisatione can be
made.

(6)

The application of general knowledge about human capabilities and limitations to the envisaged
air traffic control tasks and variables in testing.

(7)

Reconmendations on the rature and amount of suitable training which should precede testing
and on the criteria for judging whether sui'ficient training has been given.

(8)

The provision of advice on the level of realism or fidelity of the tasting conditions and of
the traffic samples necessary to obtain valid human factors conclusions.
The specification of the minimum physical environmental conditions which should be met if
these conditions are not to invalidate any findings.

(9)

3e

(10)

The appraisal of human factors aims in relation to the aims of others so that the testing as a
whole may achieve all its objectives.

(11)

The interpretation of errors and omissions during testing in relation to their implications
for system efficiency and for software or hardware changes.

(12)

The identification of human factors problems not tackled directly in the testing but revealed
by it.

OPERATIONAL

WJ

The first contributions by human factors specialists to air traffic control are normally made to an
air traffic control system in operational use. This is not because contributions to operational systems
are generally the most effective way of using human factors effort, but because human factors problems
are recoedtsed first as such in systems in operational use and the normal first contact of the human factors
speoialis. with air traffic control occurs when he is asked to solve such problems. Often the constraints
already built into the system mean that he can offer only palliatives which help to resolve the symliptoms
of the problem but do not tackle its root cause.
In giving whatever help he can, he usually mnkes it
clear that he could have made a much more effective contribution if he had been consulted earlier before
the system became olerational.

U

The extent to which an effective humean factors contributi• n is necessary in systems in operational
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use should depend on the quantity and quality of the human factors contributions during the planning,
design, implementation and testing of that system, and on the terms of reference of the human factors
specialist as the system evolved. The greater his contributions at earlier stages, the less should be
the need for human factors intervention during operational use. There will always however be some need
for human factors contributions to operational systems as there are usually a few problems which no-one
could foresee before the system became operational.
Although the sources of human factors problems in operational air traffic control systems ca=not
always be removed, much can often bw done to reduce their effects on the operational system. The experienced human factors worker employs a mental chedclist, based on his previous knowledge and on the
literature, to identify the features of the operating system which are causing the difficulties
encountered. He will usually be able to recognise any gross deficiency in the workspace or in the
environment almost as soon as he sees it for the first time.
It may be relatively straightforward and
inexpensive to modify unsatisfactory aspects of the physical environment.
Postural problems related to
seating and console design, inadequate heating and ventilation, glare or reflections, pools of light or
darkness, gross mismatches in the brightness levels of displays, inappropriate ambient lighting, shiny or
wrongly coloured visual surfaces, excessive noise because of incorrect floor coverings or plastering in
the operational environment - all these are examples of human factors problems which generally can be
solved in operational systems, pr-ovided that some limited finding is available and administrative
inertia can be overcome. It may also be relatively easy to modify aspects of displays, controls, or
communications, depending on the system design and particularly on the extent of dependence on software.
A balance ham to be struck between the wants and the needs of controllers. A controller may express a
strong preference for a facility which does not seem to be needed. Cn the other hand, he may make
great efforts to compensate sucoossfully for the absence of a needed facility which is not prwvided and
cannot be introduced reurospectively.
The human factors specialist has to judge how serious the problems arising during operationt v
oare.
Some problems must be solved no matter what the cost, to ensure either the efficiency and safel
vhe
system or the well-being of controllers. Others are minor and do not warrant any major expendi.
of
time, effort, or money, but should nevertheless be resolved when a suitable opportunity arises such as a
system refit or rmajor modification. A role of human factors in resolving problems is to try and ensure
that the solution does not introduce further problems in exchange for quite minor benefits.
In gdving humam factors advice on operational systems, the human factors worker relies almost
entirely on his knowledge and on standard data sources such as handbooks. If so little is known about a
problem in an operational system that research on it would be necessary, a practical soluion is unlikely
to be found in time to be implemented inless the problem is very simple.
Nevertheless, operational systems have important links with human factors research. Problems which
arise and can be identified in existing operational systems perhaps in uaremarked and unremarkable form,
may be spotted as serious human factors problems for the future, and thus lead to human factors research
where the findings will be applied to future systems rather than current operational ones. Surprisingly
frequently, an examination of current operational systems can give an inkling of future human factors
problems, especially if they relate to known technological trends or kncwn attitudes.
It is necessary to temper recommendations with practical considerations of their acceptability,
practicality and cost in human factors resources.
Certain problems, such es boredom34 , can be identified
in air traffic control now but occur in more s avere form in other contexts, in the case of boredom in
air defence systems: therefore toehniques for its investigation, hypotheses, and perhaps even findings
about it may be derived from o'her relevant work initially, though they would require verification for air
traffic control. Other problems, such ap the controller's belief that increased computer assistance
trakes it more probable that he will "lose the picture" 3 5, may not arise in quite the same form anywhere
else, and for that reason must have priority in the allocation of human factors resources to air traffic
control problems.
These problems, boredom and losing the picture, are both examples where trends in
existing systems point the way to problems which may become more serious in future systems uinless there
is practical human factors research on them in the meantime.
Either inadvertently or as a matter of policy, the human factors specialist may become a ohannel for
complaints by lasere of operational systems, partly because he has to obtain users' opinions in order to
do his own job. In identifying future problems in a system, he should pat attention to those which users
envisage as well as those which he himself detects. He also needs to be tware of problems which management
or system planners may envisage while others do not. Some of the most pressing problems may not concern
the physical environment, the workspaoe, the man-maoline interface, or even the conditions of employment,
but concern rather the influenee which the controller himself has on future plans, on design changes in
the system, and on the equipment and facilities which he is expected to use. A probable role of human
factors in future. and an expanding role in some existing operational systems, is the communication to
management and planners of the controllers' needs, the explanation to controllers of inevitable technical,
managerial and financial constraints, and the recouciliation of different points of view to arrive at a
system acceptable Lo all, though perhaps ideal to none.
Occasionally human factors assumes this role
piecemeal at the moment.

t

If the human factors specialist performs his functions properly, his recommendations should be seen
to be independent of both management and controllers. His role should be based firmly on his impartial
interpretation of existing scientific and psychological evidence and if it is it should be acceptable to
all sides. His recommendations may not always be palatable or welcome to all, but mu-t be even-handed
and unbiased. He does not take sides, whether those of management, controllers, financiers, trade unions,
governments, pilots, or passengers. Sometimes the judgement of the human factors specialist on the
importance or otherwise of an identified problem does not agree with that of anyone else. If he is sure
he is right and there is good evidence from other sources or from his knowledge of manes oapabilities to
support him, he must persist in drawing attention to the problem he believes to be importantý if he does
not, no-one else will.
A further role of human factors is to consider existing operational systemi
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from proposed future ones. If there are differences, their human factors implications in terms of
selection and training requirements for controllers need to be identified at an early stage. Perhaps
aome current problems can be traced to inadequacies in procedures or instructions which set znnsceasary=
limits on human capabilities in the system, or to the failure of training to instil and demonstrate the
optimum employment of equipment and facilities.
Examination of existing air traffic control systems can also reveal how far the controllers actu•aly
understand them. The extent to which users need to know the teohnical details of how a system is designed
to function is a matter for debate, blit if misunderstandings lead to misuse of equipment or to the total
neglect of installed and serviceable facilities, then the reasons need to be found. Lessons may be learned
for the future from such mieamderstandizgs in current operational systems.
In relation to operational uwe, the ranin functions of the human factors specialist arc jhe following:
(1)

its maintenance of an adequate knowledge of current air traffic control systems.

(2)

The development and maintenance of some form of checklist of all the human factors of potential
relevance to operational problems in air traffic control systems.

(3)

The application of general knowledgn about the effects of physical environmental factors on
performance to the physical environments of particular systems.

•:(4)

The identification

of human factors problems in

future air

traffic

detection of incipient forms of those problems in current systems.

control systems by the

(5)

The successful classification of human factors problems in current systems as specific to air
traffic control or general throughout large man-machine systems.

(6)

The assessment of the scale and implications of proposed changes in air traffic control systems
in human factors terms.

(7)

The maintenance of knowledge of currmnt and, where possible,
towards their jobs and working conditions.

(8)

The establishment and maintenance of an independent role for human factors so that its
recommendations are never interpreted as partisan or lacking impartiality.

(9)

The study of the extent to which controllers understand the systems they are using and the
assessment of the optimum knowledge of the system which they need to have for effective and
safe o~utro lling.

future attitudes of controllers

(10)
3f

The persistent statement of important but unrecognised human factors problems until their
significance is acknowledged.
SYSTEM EnVOLUTION

On the whole air traffic control systems have evolved, and probably will continue to evolve, in the
same general way ms other large man-machine systems. The human factors problems that they poce are not
the same in all respects as those of other systems: in an era of rapidly expanding traffic demands,
major advances are required simply to maintain existing air traffic control standards.
Problems in air
traffic; control will not disappear if no action is taken, and the penalties for a major failure or error
can be particularly severe. There are also =mcertainties in deriving agreed criteria for judging the
efficiency of what is being achieved, but such inciertainties are common in large man-maohine systems
which provide a service rather than make a product.
Many proposals during the planning and design phases of air traffic control systems have counterparts
in other systems, because technology is able to turn these proposals into reality if they are acceptable.
Similarly many of the aspiratione of controllers have counterparts among workers in other large manmachine systems who have been affocted in similar ways by advancing teohnology and automation6. Some
of these changes in expectations about work are a reflection of ohanges in attitudes in society as a
whole. Others come, from experience or hearsay about technical innovations and their probable impact.
In relation to system evolution it is possible for the human factorerole to be either passive or
active. In its passive form, the human factors specialist looks at new trends and requirements for air
traffic control and the proposals being made to meet them, and deduces the consequences for the operator
in terms of the nature of his work, his well-being, selection and training procedures, the social context
of the work, attainable levels of efficiency, workload, and the ýinds of human error which are possible.
In this passive role he tends to take problems as given and use his -.kills 'to solve them as beot he can,
or, where appropriate, to alert others to trends in system evolution which ray ultimately cause human
factors problems which on existing evidence cannot be solved.
As an alternative the human factors worker has a more active role. Instead of stating the consequanoes of system equipment changes proposed by others, lie can advance statements about system changes anH
forms of evolution that are desirable in human factors 'terms. These consider the work roles which would
make best use of human attributes and capabilities, the levels of skill which are appropriate for
efficiency and job satisfaction, social and humanitarian needs of man in the work environment, and the
acceptability as well as the efficiency of what others propose. Some of the consequent problems sky not
be ones directly concerned with system efficienny. libr example, evidence to associate boredom with poor
system efficiency is tenuous: the main reasons for trying to relieve boredom are in system terms, to
prevent disenchantment, high labour turnover, and high recruitment costs, and perhaps some misuse of
equipment, or, in humanitarian terms, to design and plan systems with jobs suitable for human beings
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In the past, the main role of human factors has tended to be passive rather than active. Nowadays,
this traditional approach, while conceded to be important, is not necessarily
%fficient. There need to
be studies of acceptability, of attitudes, of pride and skill, and of other human attributes often at
variance with the technological advances associated with the evolution of modern systems. Some of these
problems have become crystallised in relation to proposals such as the introduction of oclour coding displays, wherethe evidence in their favour is almost all in terms of increased morale, satisfaction,
37
interest and acceptability, rather than in terms of system efficiency, safety or reduced errors .
It is part of the job of the human factors specialist to point out the human factors problems which
proposed system changes say entail. Reasons for changes centre on greater capacity, or efficiency or on
technological advancements, and their human factors consequences may net be appreciaced.
A key theme is
the extent to which the man should adapt to technology, so that changes in technology imply new rol-es for
him in the system3 8 , or the technology should adapt to him so that he retains the functions he is beet at,
and aids are intended to extend human, as distinct from system, capabilities.
In air traffic control there is not universal agreement on the direction in which future systoms
should evolve.
Some believe that air traffic control systems of the future will. become wholly automaticothers do not envisage such systems at all, either because they foresee a permanent need for possible
human intervention, or because they believe it would be contrary to futurc social policies.
The deoision
on the general direction in which air traffic control systems should evolve will not be taken primarily
for human factors reasons, or with a full knmowledge of all its human factors consequences. Therefore
whatever premise is adopted for long term planning, design and system evolution in air traffic control,
some of the human factors consequonces will comre as a surprise unless the human factors specialist can
identify
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ithis
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:

,

them, describe

them,

and predict

their

effeotse

A knowledge

of what has occurred in

other

systems, and of the trends discernible in existing air traffic control systems, rosy help him to fulfil
role.
As systems evolve with advancing technology and to meet new needs, the roles of many concerned with
them tend to change. In air traffic control the primary concern of human factors haIs traditionally been
with the controller and with some of the implications of proposed changes for teams of controllers and
for co-ordination and liaison problems.
The roles of supervisors and assistants may altar as various
aids are supplied, to the extent that such roles are no longer feasible.
Different divisions of tasks
ray be made, and more flexible procedures may be followed to allow for a very largo range in traffic
demands. Tasks mW, have to be separated or assalgas&ted, and more information given about curreant statua,
future intentions, actions completed and actions nal yet taken. The communications problems therefore
stemsevolve, and so does tie nan-nachiae interface.
change a great deal as
Apart from the controller, other roles clumng drastically as systems evolve, notably those in
computer programming, data gathering and system maintenance.
The amount and quality of information in the
system far exceeds the capacity of human beings to comprehend. Maintenance is based on the routine
replacement of standa-d components and on standardised methods of fault diagnosis rather than on the
exercise of human skills of fault finding and repair which relied on a detailed insight into tne system,
often of a very specialisai kind.
Humani factors contributiono to system evolution are concerned with the whole range of human factors.
At their simplest, they deal with the consequences of system evolution at the san-machine interface in
relation to displays, controls, facilities and their design and implementation, so that they meet the
needs of the man at work and are compatible with human capabilities and limitations. Mora complex contributions oncern the human factors problems of man management, of acceptability, of new roles and
status, of expectations among employees, and of the relations between the controller and technology.
Exciting new technical developments such as artificial intelligeno, the provision of various prediction
aids, and the feasibility of alerting and memory devices, present opportunities for the extension of
skills or the acquisition of new ones , and for interesting jobs. What is not clear is how far human
factors policy ought to support such further aims, presuming that they are not incompatible with
efficiency and safety. Many years ago the claim was made that human factors ought to be concerned with
the lot of the operator as well as with the efficiency of the system3 9 . In the meantime syrtems have
continued to evolve with an almost exclusive concern for their efficiency, reliability sad safety rather
than for those who work in them. As systers evolve in the future, a policy will be needed on where the
emphasis should be. Advancing technology both provides in principle a means for ensuring that the changes
vAoe will be to foster the skills, intereots and well-being of msa, acl also provides possible means for
excluling the aan altogether from systems or for casting him in a very subsidiary role. In viewing such
alternatives, it is the function of the human factors specialist to give impartial advice based on firm
evidence on the human factors consequences of each option.
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WAN
AS A SYSTEM COMPONENT
4a

LIMITATIONS OF ME CONCEPT

Because an air traffic control system is a large man-mchine system in which each controller is a
component or element, it is possible to consider the controller as a system component when the funactioning of the system as a whole, or a part of it, is studied. HUs actions, and their effects on the system,
can then be expressed in terms compatible with the functions of other system components.
In studies of
an air traffic control system or part of one, separate analysis of each component of the system, whether
it be a man or machine component, is often not attempted, but the response of the whole system or of a
man-maohine sub-system within it is examined by varying the input to the svotem or sub-system - that is
the air traffic in an air traffic control system - and by measuring the output from the system or subsystem. The effects of the system en the traffic can thus be measured. Judgements of the safety and
efficiency of the system can be made on the basis of these measured effects. The contributions of man
and machine within the sub-system are not usually disentangled, and therefore this method cannot reveal
munh directly about human task performance.
thjustified expectations tend however to persist about the
insights into the controller and his behaviour which trials and evaliations of systems and sub-systems
"can provide. A recent review of simulation of air traffic control in the Uhited Kingdom4 0 classified
the themes in system terms, and direct evidence from the controller was generally confined to subjective
assessments.
In many reepeots, it is helpful to treat m as a system component. The approach has en honoured
history. Its origins can be traced to Bartlett
andto Oraik 4 2 , although the definitive influence was
undoubtedly the famous paper edited by Fitts in 1951 4, which included the list of principles for the
allocation of functions to ran or machine, subsequently dubbed Fittst list. This paper was originally
written for air traffic control; its principles have since been applied to many other kinds of man-machine systems. The paper sought to drfine long term research needs, and in following a systems
approach it cast man and machine in somewhat competitive roles for the allocation of funotions, with a
rationale vhich was plausible then but seems less apposite now because of the ways in wh oh automation
has developed.
This approach included the description of human behavioural characteristics and actions in engineering or mathematical terms, the concepts which had to be used to deoribe the non-human components of the
system. The ccr.,on language for describing man and machine components influenced several develupments,
icolusing mathematioal modelling 2 2 , control theory44, and fast time simulation4 5. With these or other
comparable techniques, the functioning of the system could be described, explained or predicted, and
some account could be taken of human varirbility, should thiis be warrantkid by the particular problem.
General textbooks3 2 describe the
approach. Its applicaticis to air traffic control in the
Uhited States were reviewed by Parsons4 in terms of their methods, productivity, findings, applications
and general soientific interest.
The most satisfactory applications of techniques for describing the ran in engineering or mathematical terms, judiged by their success in acocisting for the variance, have cocurred when the man was
performing continuoue or discrete simple tasks such as tracking, where t.n many respects he functioned
similarly to known machine components and could be described adequately in similar tarus. Diffioulties
in obtaining adequate descriptions arose with tasks such as problem solving, decision making, and
prediction, where a large residual variance tended to remain unaocounted for, but more recent work
augurs well for the extension of mathematical modelling to higher mental functions 47A
Air traffio
control is oharacterised by a hierarchy of control loops with different time soalea 4 , which modelling
techniques may help to clarify. The systems approach may offer the best prospects for integrating a
variety of methods such as real-time simulation, fast-time simulation, mathematical •odelling, control
theory, operational analysis, eye movement recording, and activity analyses which collectively mnq
provide a 'better understanding of air traffic control than any single technique can furnish alone.
Almost every stuLy described by Parsons46 treated man as a system component in the sani"e that
measures and variables were appropriate for systems or sub-systems rather than human beings. This is
"natural in air traffic control where questions are posed and answers expected in systeb terms. System
mstudies can demonstrate the feasibility of any new concept, proposal or innovation. Ultizately the
juutification for introducing any changes to the air traffic control aystem depends on advantagee
expressed in this way since they can be costed in quantifiable dimensions such as delays, fuel penalties
and traffic handling capacities,
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approh of treating man a system component in air traffic control stuies has led to sIm6
confusion over the kinds of information about the controller that such studies can yield. UWing the
systems approach, tank demands are stated in terns of the traffic to be handled, and the success of the
man-machine sub-system in satisfying those task demands Is judged by applying air traffic control
criteria of effioiency to the measured. output. While this can furnish direct evidence about 'task demands,
it cannot provide comparably direct evidence aboiA
such human attributes as workload, given that workload
is mediated by characteristics of the individul 4 , suuh as abilities, experience, knowledge aed emotional
state. If the performance of a sub-system is impaired as task demands increase9 this is a product of the
interactions betweenthe individual and the equipment he is using. For example, if the controller seeks
to maintain the profee, onnl standards which he believes his colleagues uxpeot of him as a controller,
quite substantial equipaent changes may be introduced without changing the output from the sib-system in
relation to thl input because the maens additional effoirt mean that the product of the interactions
between him sad his equipment remains airost constant as he compensates for equipment changes. For this
kind of reason in evmluations of air traffic control sub-aystems, equipment ohanges often apparently
produce fewer tangible benefits or disadvnteag6e than expected. The fundamental reason is that man and
machine as a sub-yastem entity were measured, and the respective contributions of each not disentangled.

'
Si ltar problums have ariaen in attempts to measure stress
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, whether the concept is equatad with

oause, that is the pressure which the system puts on the man, or efloat, that is the man's response to
that p4essuvre. The problem is made more omplex because measuva of stress or workload in theoretical
terms amseas it as high or low, but Vhis avyid- the praotical air traffic ontroL pyoblem which is to
amsess whether it is too high or too low so that ection must be taken to change it').
Thin consLderatio
of stress and workload, concepts which are &ediatedthrough the characteristics of each individual,
suggests t. further limitation on the usefulxess of treating man solely as a aSystm component, namely thb
difficulty of dealing with human ori-cepts thought to be relevant to the performance of the controller,
but with no maohine equivalent. The tumber of such concepts tends to diminish as automation advances
Smore higher mental functions can be described in machine teres. Concepts which seem resistant to
machine descriptions inlude those concerned with social factor3, with team, with peer pressure, with
needs of man at work, with subjective beliefs and attitudes, and with certain aspects of attention.
For many concepts, such as pride, boredom, status, effort, ohallanr., job interest, job satisfaction,
morales, professionalism, end self esteem, expressions of them in system terms are an yet non-existent or
inadqate. A deceptively simple but in fact quite complex problem is that a machine aan lie idle all
the time but that a man mist have some work to do that he considers sensible or as a component ha rebels
against the system.
Air traffic control ban the charaoteristio of an organiuation, and many of the tenets of organi sationial paycholog apply to it.
Controllers develop their own accepted professional norms end standard%
52
. If most forms of
which are relatively independent of management, eqiipmernt or other oircumstenoeautomatiia are more suitable for individuals than for teams, the role of the team may decline, and with
it the establishment of professional norms and standLrds which are a team fiuotion.
Beliefs and their formation are a mainspring of action. It is not xnwual in air traffio control
studiess for the iystems evidence to be contradicted by subjective opinions. Because controllers act on
their beliefs a main reason for taking suijoctive assessments, despite their known fallibility, is to
reveal t1hee discrepancies between them and the smystms findings. Therr are several possible explanations
for the comeon finding that the introduction of colour coding onto air traffic cotrol displays does not
bring about improvements according to system measures but does according to controllerse beliefs.
Perhaps oolour coding is of no help; perhapa it helps some fmotions and hinders others and the two
balance; perhaps it helps the controller who oan achieve the same absolute standards of perfoneence with
less effort; perhaps it is not performance itself that is helped by colour but something eale such as
memory.
Further explanations can be offered. The point is that beoause sub-system measures cannot
differentiate between them they cannot provide an adequate explanstion of What is happening.
Ultimately if the man is treated solely as a systaem component he is liable to rMbel against the
system. Therefore to treat him in this way is to trest him incompletely in some respeots and to neglect
some of his fundamental attributeas.
It is essential, however to emphasise one point. It is not being argued that man should never be
treated as a system component. For many air traffic control purposes, system measures and ext-system
measures are absolutoly essential, snd constitute the optimum method for amswering va.rious questions.
but peat experience suggests a failure to realise that the quhstions which system measures can answer
about controllers are limited because of the inherent nature of the measures themselves and of the -ysterm approach which they exempliiy. Their practical use is essentially confined to anewering system
questions. For questions about the controller other kinds of measure are normally necesarj. This is
not a new notion but a reoataemeat of the point made by Tsylor 3 9 twenty-five years agu. Ti
.arliest
applications of aids in men-machine systems extended the abilities of the man but left him fndaamntuli'
in control. Controllers still prefer to think of aids primarily in the form of computer assistance rather
then to think of themselves as assisting the computer. This distinotion is fundaimental ix ieoiding wbat
the f"uturEe development of air traffic control ayate~m and of the wnonrollern roles in thern should
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consequences of the great technological advances in automation neead emphasis.
fuiotions can bs similar in •ystem terms yet very different in human terms, both in their consequences
for the man and in the ways in which they mist be measured. The substit•tion of a coaputer decision
which the man must accept or reject, for a decision which he had to reach maually oy cboowing anri
evaluating
relevant
may inseem
a small step in system terms where the fuaotion withini hhe
system
remains
almostinformation,
the ewes, but
human
terms it represents a very large difference isd6eed, to the
extent that if the system funouicnr did not happen to be the same it would not occur to a psyon.cogist
to try and compare them. The second point ,
an automation advances it becomes less and less
practical to meamore human performamne as distinct from et0h!!yvtem performance in air traffic control
systems. Many functions treated and ma--erid as human functions L-thA past have now been automated to
the extent that the man and machine can no longer be disentangled. The our;--snonding masureas now
therefore are of the man-maohine sub-system and are expressed in system terms, wih
vniL
that is
entailed in a loss of understanding and insight into the man.
4b
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THE ALLOCATICS OF FMOTIONS

It is easy to give the spurious impression in air traffic ou."trl and other contexts, that the
allocation of finctions is a far more logical process then in fact it is.
±d...iy. all functions wou3d
be listed, those which could be dcone by machine only or by man only would be separatod zr, tose which
could be done by either, and the allocation of r'notions in this last category to either the man or thu
maohine would take account of human capabilities and limitations, of technological strengthe
u-,A weeknasses, of costs, of safety, and of functions already allocated, uo that the outcome would be the
allocation of fucotions to Z....
¶
neaible jobs for each mnu, and the euccesnhNl integration of human
and machine fulotions in the system. Tnii. i± not what usually happens. Instead, the tendency is for
the machine to do what it can, and for the man to do tha rent. The criterion for allocating functiono
to the man tends to be not his ability to perform them wall but the iinablity of the machine to perfoam
them at all. Human factors considerations often therofore have an insufficient .aiflxt-no on the
allocation of functions. This is the bakGround against which the following consideretiono sihould

!

be examinad.
The central question in the allooation of functions is which f(nctions should be fulfilled by the
man and which by the machine. Advances in technologr have nowreached a stage where it is possible to
contemplate in the future a fully automated air traffic control system. Several questions arise. Cue
is whether the fact that full automation is becoming teohnioalkv possible is a sufficient reason for
introducing it.
A second concerns the sorts of role which would be left for the man to fulfil if full
automation were introduced. A third is that if the decision is not to introduce full automation what
kinds of reason could lead to such a deoision and would they be sensible in human faotore terms. A
fourth is the problem of utilising human attributes and skills in systema at various stages of seriautomation.
In the nut, it has bean otatomary in humne factors texts to draw up lists of functions suitable
for man or for machine.
These were often still being referred to long af&nr technological advances had
nade them obsolete. Becaue of differences in task demands, in faoilities, in system complexity, and in
computer assistance in air traffic control systems in different parts of the world, compilations of
lists of functions for mea or machine have little general value in air traffic contvol. The problem is
beat examined in relation to each speoifio air traffic control system.

I•:

:prooedual

The list of fixctions suitable for allocation to man or machine is no' a constant. The question
can only be posed about a limited number of functions. With modern air traffic densities and the
equipment fitted in many modern aircraft, a reversion to simple procedurcl air traffic control methods
in no longer a practical option.
oherefore, many funotions to do with gathering data are not considered
for allocation to man or machine: data gathering is done automatically. This trend will continue.
In current systems, traffia outside radar coverage, for example in mid ocean, is handled in traditional
ways with large lateral and longitulinal separations between airorait at the same height,
and with relatively infrequent upJating of positional information. The large margins of safety which
have to be built into such a system greatly reduce its capacity, with the resUlt that much air traffic
across the Atlantic at peek periods is allocated non-preferred heights and routes.
Concepts such as
NAVSTAR envisage com-munications networks based on satellites, whereby accurate, frequently updated
5
information will become available on air traffic %. When such innovations are introduced some himws.
functions disappear. The automated system aa produce data of a quality which the man cannot match.
'This is a recent example of the trend whereby the sensing, storage, collation, compilation and
presentation of data ar now done by machines to the extent that such functions do not appear on lists
for allocation to man or wmahis. Thu an technology -Advances moms functions disappear from the Uisti
men cannot fulfil them.
The list howeisr does not get shorter. New items are added to it because technological advances
make it possible to fulfil functions by the machine which originally could only be done by the man.
PreCirotions, problem solving and decision making are functions which are now on the list but once were
not. As wanhines become more adaptive in the future, functien requiring flexibility, innovation and
adaptatioa wy a• added to the list.
A further trend is dcso.ovible. The functions suggested for the man tend to be more passive. Rather
thai fulfilling funotions himself, I4 chacks that the machine has done so, monitors what it does,
manages machine resources, and assmes om.pervisory roles. The reasons for this are somewhat irrational
in humaan factors terse. The man is certainly no. -iven monitoring funotions becaums he is superior to
the maohine at monitoring, for hA is not. Man an be i.novative and flexible in ways which the m•hine
cannot be, but only to the extent permitted by the system desig and by his current knowledge.
As
systems Ltnose ever more ctmplex, it becomes more difficult to build in facilities which enable the man
to he flexible.
The re-aons for keeping the nun in the loop, or allocating functions to him, seam eminently sensible
when stated in system terms, but when expressed in huma terese they seem soupeot, predicated on assumptions which seem untenable, such as the ability of the man to maintain attention and to keep hie
information fully Vp to date although he is seldom given anything to do. Some modern air traffic control
yrstema ars reaching a stage of complexity wafre aspects of them rely totally on the machine and where
the complexity of the information is beyond the aenr ability to understand. Some traditional functions
for man, such am maeual reversion in the event of system failure, therefore become progressively less
feasible. In some systems, the man can no longer take over the esohine functions effectively in the
event of a failuret although he might be able, perharp with the aid of traffic displays carried in aircraft cockpits, to maintain safe separations between traffic. A failure would -,han lead to serious
defeats in the effioiency of the air traffic contral system but would not jeopardies air safety. In
oonsidering the allocation of functions to man or machine , a further frame of reference should be consaidered. If a function is already being performed by the contraller at a level which is near the
theoretical optimum then any prospective further improvement if the rnotion is automated must be small.
However, if the man ii inefficient and his performance of the function, though impressive, falls far
short of the optimum, there are at least prospects of a substantial improvement of system funxtion
which may be attained either by automating the function or by recasting its manual form. In tL& past
thin perspective has not always been used, end aids have sometimes been developed ror functions which
the unaiaad controller was already perform-ng very well. Surprise haa been expressed when the aids have
app•rently not produced suoh benefit. This kind of criterion should have some influence over the reAllocation of sanual functions to mahines.
If man or machine am treated as oompetitive 4 3 or as complemantary 3 1 , the implication is that L
oorL.'. denision is possible about how each function should be allocated. Yet soni functions may be
performed equally well by man or by machine whereas come mky be suitable for neither. Teclholog
develops in ways which are independent of huma factors and there is no a priori reason who the products
of technology shaoul. relate to husan functions in azy particular way. Logica.ll they are independent.
It does not even f'.llow that a man can use a technological innovation, or that the functions of ran and
wachine can be reoonoiled. In annual and automated forms equivalent functions a.my not be sufficiently
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similar ta be comparable. if they are and man and machine are compared performing the samne fizictiono,
the findings from such studies have to be treated with caution. If the man is found to be supeiior to
the machine, great effort is devoted to improving the reacnine uritil it e~quals or surpasses him, but conparable effort is not made to improve the men t s performance till
it reaches that of tht) macbins if the
latter is superior.
The option of fulfilling a function by both men end machine working in parallel is not normally
considered. However, given that the need in air traffic control is to maximise safety, and that on the
whole men sand machine do not make the same kinds of error, there. seems a case to fulfil appropriate
functions by both man and machine independently since each should redress some of the deficiencies of the
other. This radical approach poses many practical difficulties but hem thesincidental benefits of keeping the men attentive and in the loop, permitting manual reversion more readily if required, maintaining
the man in a state of current practice, and probably providing better job interest.
A stags baa now been reached where a clear decision is necessary on future policy regarding the role
of the controller in air traffic control systems, as a guide to the successful allocation of functions.
Even t.he notion that new tccbnolo~y will be introduced end that the man will fulfil new role. in relation
to it places the burden of adaptation on the man in an era when one of the strikzing aspecots of many
technological advances in their adaptability. A further factor which is clearly a matter of policy is the
extent to which air traffic control should meet changes in hurna wishes and aspirations regarding careers
end jobs. If the policy is that controllers will continue in air traffic control but only 4insupporting
roles, this implies that they must have senaible roles to fulfil.. on the other band, if the policy is to
keep the controller in a central role end to think of computers as aids, this too could fail unless
decisions about the allocation of functions pay head, to the roles which men can fulfil adequately and to
the conditions which must be met before he can do so. Man is a poor monitor, to the extent that nowadays
it scarcely seems sensible to put monitoring functions on a list for consideration for allocation to man
or machint. It say be impossible in the future to desig~n a system which allows effective supervision to
take place and some functions such as supervision require close scrutiny as automation progresses * If
the man is to be an effective ganager oif resources, this Wa imply a much more thorough understanding of
those resources, of how they can be marehalled, end of what they can and cannot do, than meet con-trollers
currently possess. if the intention is for man tc be employed as an innovative and flexible intervener
in the event of major Vastem failure, but otherwise as a monitor and mranager of resources, it is very'
difficult to provide the means for his, to fulfil such functions affectively in automated systems.
In formulating air traffic control policy about the allocation of functions to men or machine, one
obvious point needs emphasising. Those who do plan systems and formulate policy do not themselves take
kindly to suggestions that their own fivictions could be fulfilled automatically, although often such
planning functions could in fact be automated. Air traffic controllers react similarly -to proposale
whi~h suggest to them that their jobs could be fuliL ýutomated. Plans on that basis therefore meet
resistiance. This is not a judgement on the rights end wrongs of tho situation, but a statement ofr what
to expect. Husan factors knowledge generally permi~ts predictions of this kind, mnd can usually pick out
the aspects of automation which will engender the fiercest resistance. Such attituies3 among the huaian
compMonets of the System also have no machine equivalent.
4o

£IECZS OF AU2OKATION AND COMPWER AJISISTAJOE

The concoepts of automationa and of computer assistance are sometimes treAt&ed Q4, synonymous in air
traffic control, and where automated aide eam introduced their eiffects tray be similar. However, to the
controller automation tends to imply the replacement of one of his functions by en automated function,
whereas computer assistance leaves him in a central role but provides some automated facilitiee to help
him to do his 3ob.

~himt

with data gathering, storage, compilation or presentation. His funotionin which used specialised air
traffic control skills were generally left intact. Measurements of the men with ouch aids could still be
expressed in terms of his periformance rather then 'in terms of system performance.

'I'

The next stages of computer assistance affected certain human functions diroot 1., mainly by replacing
routine tasks. For example, the introduction of secondary radar, coupled with the appearance on the radar

p
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7he concepto therefore have different emotional connotations for him,

The earliest forms Cf computer assistance tended to be extensions of imart's own f-anctions, assisting

display of a label for each aircraft giving its identity end height, reduced substantially the verbal
oor~~nunioationI bawemte
ntro 11cr and pilot but also changed what the controller knew, so thIat he had to
take add~iticnal steps to top up his memory byt calling down information for that purpose. His
detndatai1id participation in its coiitcol. Such kinds of computer assistance were a long way from full
~automation of functions9 and their ef~fect. on the mnan's role were incidental rather than planned. The
aids were introduced because so much infori-zAtion had to be gathered end stored and because it was possible
to have more accurate, more freuontly updated end mare reliable information by transponting it directly
rather than by relying on speech. No matter how bvgy the con-troller became, his information gatheringI
was not dependent on verbal channel occupancy time. It was argued that such farms of comp.s;er assistance
reduced certain routine aspects of his tasks, like speech workload, and freed more time for other
functions such as decision making. This sounded plausible but did not seem to workc.

I>

The azrnwaption. w~a that the men'se mental capacity for air traffic control was in some way fixed or
constant, so that the reduction nf one kind of loading would permit a commensurate increase in another
kind of loading5 3 . In air traffic control the bulk of evidence refutes this notion, end a measured
reduction in one kind of loading has n-t. lad to ooaauensirate maraurable improvements in others. Bb*
reasons cian be advanced.

x,

one is that the crduotion in verbal workload d~oes indeed free resources

like additional
reere
keying
r
sdufyadtoa
tasks to top
but it is not possible to designate
in utoasuasned wa".
A third reason
but that performance of the tasks
ia

up the ucin
memory. Ahc
second
&eadrc
reason couldeuto
be that hresourceas
hneito areths
the way in which they will be used, so that they might be dsp
could be that the freed resources are used in the designated i.
not impxieved by devoting more resources to them. Oins fourth rea..un
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is that the notion that man's information processing capacity is fixed could be wrong, whether based on
filtor theoriceS5, on theories of fixed resource- , on theories of the variable allocation of fixed
reuources, or on theories that other factors such as strategies remain constant.
This fourth reason had some support on several grounde.
The controller may adapt his strategies to
the traffic loading, and probably to other factors, so that while loading can be measured indirectly by
tracing changes in these strategies it cannot be predicated on the assumption that information processing
load is a fixed quantity57. Also, the theory that man has & fixed information nbannel capacity is itself
suspect, either because he has a capacity which is variable and oan be expanded5O, or because when it
59
comes to air traffic control theoretical notions of working memory appear to be misloading , or because
air traffic control lends itself to parallel as well as aerial processing of information, and to the
extent that man can function as a parallel processor his capacity may not appear to be constant. Fobr a
variety of reasons, including the inadsquacy of current theoretical constructs to provide adequatee
peychological explanations for the performance of many air traffic control tasks, some forms of computer
assistance can introduce unpredioted changes, the causes of which can be difficult to trace.
A further stage of computer assistance extends beyond the gathering, storage, presentation and
retrieval of data, for the computer is used in ways which, though they ar ostensibly still forms of computer assistance, in fact alter the balance of responsibility subtly in favour of the machine. Many
prediction aids, aids to decision making and aids to problem solving come wuder this heading. They May
indeed extend the man t s ability and enable him to perform tasks more effioiently than he could without
them, but in doing so they affect not simply the processing and presentation of information to him but
the development of his skill and understanding. They nay also alter the social climate in which the work
is done. often replacing man to man relationships with man to machine relationships.
Although the applications of computer assistance to data handling may be as effective for teams as for individuals, the
current level of technology tends to provide mvnh more effective assistance in problem solving, decision
making and prediction for the individual controller than for, teams and may therefore tend to reduce the
role of teas functiona in air traffic control. In system terms, it may seem verj similar tc ask the man
to accept or reject the computed solution to a problem instead of asking him to wor-k it out for himself.
However when these functions are expressed in hulman rather than system terms, they appear very different,
to the extent that it can be very difficult to find common measures or concepts in which to express them
both adequately for purposes of comparison.
A furtherproblem of trust arises particularly if aids do not reach the same conclusions or decisions
as the a&aidead man. To some extent if they always do, there say be no point in having them utless they
are very much quicker then he is.
A justification of the aid is that the decisions should in some respect
be better, and this implies that they will sometimes be different. There is therefore a problem in convincing the man that they are right. If he takes an air traffio control deoiuion manuall•, he knows what
factors he has conoidered and what new evidonce would warrant a revision of his docision, and in general
the factors which he considers are relatively few and their weighting relatively simple. The computbd
solution which the man is asked to accept or reject is likely to be baaed on far more complex information,
with much more complex weighting of the evidence.
The man however may not know this or understand it.
He can then be asked to aoccpt or reject a computed solution on far less evidence than haa been ssed in
formulating the solution in the first place. This is not the way to achieve system efficiency or
satisfactory man-machine relationships. This is therefore the kind of application of computer assistance
which ray meet resistance an the part of the controller who begins to believe that some of hie responsibilities and traditional functions are being eroded, and does not acospl am a form of assistance an
aid which rendere his own role subservient or subsidiary.
Further forms of computer assistance can be envisaged. Currently, wh5 le thei msn learls from his
experience, the computer generally does not, but there is no reason why it should not be adaptive in
future. Many forms of computer assistance have traditionally been molt usaful under conditions of light
or mtdium traffic loading when they are least needed" this is most noticeablb in tabular displays of air
traffic control information. The small amount of data on them in light traffic is readily soeumed, "bt
when heavy traffic is being handled the much larger anount of displayed data leads to a search taak exautly
when the controller haa least time to perform an additional search task. The inherent flexibility of
modern developments in software could enable the computer to adapt to the loading of the system in the
form of assistanoe which it provides, just as the man adapts his procedures to the loading of the system.
Ulti,,ately with full automation man could be removed from bis pr*sena role am a yc-tom component, and
recast in the role of system Manager, programmer or waintainer. Alroady with more advanced types of
assistance reversion to Manuel control is very difficult, end a likely corolla=7 of full automation is
that roversion to manxual control in the event of a system failure would become virtually imposuible. This
problem is not uniqua to air traffic control: possible remedies lie in the duplication or even triplication of' system•s. The requirements for the wor4force of controllers would change greatly. Current
selection procedures do not primarily seak computer programmers or munagers for systems but individuals
who k'ave the desirable attributes and abilities for essentially manual forms of air traffic control,
whore the ma' ill krpt 'u!%,' in the 1c',p.
In recent years there has been much more interest in the effects of automation and computer asoin40ce
on the men and on the man's roles, and a greater acknowledgement that factors' ouch as job satisfaction and
the retention of existing skills should be considered if Man as a system component is to remain efficient.
Rolatively little evidence has been gathered as yet. although studies are in progress, to determine how
air traffic control systems of the future in more automated forms can still remain satisfying and challenging for those who work in them, so that the man can continue to perform his functions as a system
component officiently for am long as he is within the system.
The introduction of various forms of computer assistance removes some existing sources of error and
brings in new ones, yasny of which are predictable. The replacement of verbal communication bt tween
pilot and controller by data trenalponded from air to ground to appear on the controller's display means
that his main mistakes are no longer those of phonetic tonfusions but rather of visual miareadings. Even
the errors d(I to expectancies alter in predictabule Ways. Looding ahead to the possibility of using
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speech in the form of automated apeech,6 ecognition, although the incidence of errors may be similar
between voice reoognitior and keyboa-d

,

the kinds of error which will be made are not necessarily the

same. Such new technological developments in the form of automated pesech cynthesip and automated speech
recognition bring new kinds of error which are just in the process of being diecovored, the initial
emphasis being to prove the technology until it is sufficiently reliable to be taken seriously for practical applications, rather than to study in detail the exact kirzds of error which might be associated
with it.
When varicu forms of computer assistance or automation are introduced, more emphasis is needed on
the system-4nduced errors that they may bring, and on the human errors asociated with veusom systems
proceduzes. The full potential of using men-machine relationships to remove as many error sources as
possible has not hitherto been the prime emphasis in most systems, but as technology becomes so reliable
in other respects this approach needs to be examined. One w•y to use computer assistance and automation
is to remove certain kinds of human error from the system altogether, by preventing certain actions, by
quarying others, or by drawing the controllerts attention to apparent anomalies 3ver more insistently
euntil he responds.

.

T-ihere ar some major differences in national policies on the extent to which ma should remain as a
system component in the loop in air traffic control in the future, and on the extent to which full or
partial automation should alter his traditional functions. Clearly further automation will come, and is
desirable in principle. However, experience of automated aids so far is that they have sometimes failed
to fulfil the claims initially made for them, partly because their relationships to the msn were not
fully understood or some of their incidental conupqumnoes for him were not foreseen. To obtain the most
efficient performance from man as a system component entails enlightened decisions on how his abilities
are
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masnn rols must change in order to utilise to the full the advautages of technology.
In other respects
it means that in order to utilise to the full the mnon. unlique abilities, tecmhology itself must be
modified to help the man to achieve what he does beat.
4d

THE MA-MACIUNE INTERFACUE

This general concept is used to describe the relationships that are possible between machine and
at his individual workapacs, end in particular the manaa by which information can be conveyed from
machine to man (displays), and from mm to machine (controls). The design of the mnn-machine interface,
and the facilities provided within it, determine what the man as a system component can do. The manmachine interface must therefore meet the needs both of the man and of the system. When differences are
introduoed in the form of chage to displays or controls, the consequent change in the output from the
sub-Gyntem of mn and machine in normally measured, but not the separate contribuLtons of the machine
and of the man to that output.
The prihaiploo for specitfying the. -attributes of the man--machine interface are normally f'air'ly
straightforward, but there are difficulties in their application. A statement of the functions to be
7fulfilled, coupleod with tschedusa ouch as teak analysis, can reveal the information uhich the man must
have dioplayed to him in order to perform all his tasks efficiently. The same principles can reveal the
actiono which it iu necessary for thu man to perform from which the controls which he must have can be
deduced.
"any
of the principles in human engineering handbooks can b3 implemented in the detailed
design of environmental end wonkepace aupects of the man-rachine interface. These can ensure for example
tAat all visual information is well above tho visual threshold, given relevant information such as
ambient lighting, viewing distances, eyesight standards, and details of the tauks. They can also ensure
that controls such an koyboards are correctly located with optimism spacing between them for htunanase,
provided that there are not too m4ny controls competing for too little shelf space. However, while
methods of tank analysis may show the information which has to be transmitted from man te mac•ins emA
vice versa, it in still necessary to ensure that the information provided i. in an intelligible forn
to the man and that the information conveyed by the use of controls can be accepted by the machine. It
is trite but important to emphasise that if no provision has been made for presenting a particular kind
of infoiration then the machine cannot present it to the man, and if no control has been provided to
permit a particular human function to be Culfilled, than the man cannot instruot the machine to take the
appropriate action. Man as a sy•tem component is entirely limited in his functions in relation to the
machine by what is provided at the man-machine interface.
The integrative nature of the rns-iachine relationship is represented by descriptions of the ranmachine symbiosis, indicating their mutual dependence and interaotions 61 . As functions for the
controller proliferate, it becomes even more important to design his workspace so that the rela'ions
between controls and displays are self-evident.
Complicated control sequenoes which are difficult to
remember may prove to be more trouble than they are worth when the controller is buoy. Displays -m
contain all the essential information for a task, but if the level of detail, the codings, or tin methods
of collation are wang, the• e•n mayf find the information incomprehensible.
The general emphasis has
beaeu on the provision of information as an end in itself, with ineufioient
regard to thw known limita.tions of human beings in their abilit"to underst•a and use it3 3 .
A crucial attribute of the meun-ascins interface is the extent to which the ian is expected to show
initiative or to act at the behest of the machine. 'Iw decision on this isem, if not formallY taken,
is nevertheless inherent in the design of the interface itself. The design hba failed if a particular
action is needed to ensure effioiency or safety and the controller roeognise. correctly what that action
is, but is unmble to implement it either beoaue he cannot remember whether it is possible to do so or
nmt, or becuae he coanot remember what to do in order to implement it.

-

S(functions:

The ourpose of displays is generally considered to be the presentation of infortation to enable
basic air traffic control tasks to be done, and the evaluation of displays may be restricted to that
function. Air traffic control. disploae now and in the futvxe may have to fulfil the following additional
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(1)

A memory aid, to give promptings or reminder-s on appropriate actions particularly in unusual
ciroinstenoea, end o the facilities available to the controller -Artioularly for selective
retrieval of inforation.

(2)

A problem solver, to formulate solutions, paerhaps for the ma to acoept or rejeot.

(3)

A decision maker, to state that oonflicte, deviations, infringements, etc are present,
rather than rely on h-an ju•gements about them.

(4)

An attention getter, to alert the amn to particular events, states, or data, or to direct his
searching.

(5)

A predictor, to enable the man to see future states
&atuallytakes those aotions.

(6)

A feedback of the effects of actions, to give the mu knowledge of the consequenoes of
what he does and hence to permit leaning, improvv effectiveness, and foster the acquisition of
skills.

(7)

A tea&ohiug aid, to utilame the potential for auto&ated teaching ant training methods which is
inherent in the man-oachine interface design, given suitable softwa.

(8)

An indicator of requirements, to remind the man of what hi
functions that need to be performed.

(9)

An indicator of delays, to tell the man that he may have to wait until certain -chino
tions have been completed, or that motions by him &re overdme.

cosequent on current actions before he

current tasks are and of the
fune-

(10)

An indicator of errors, to tcll the man that what he is doing is outside the parameters which
the system can accept or respond to.

(11)

An indicator of omissions, to tell the man that some action or part of ar action has not been
done by him and that the machine needs it.

(12)

An indicator of system status, to tell the man whether the system is in use, end the
functions in it which he can bring into use if he wishes to.

(13)

An indicator of task progress, to remind him of the stage he has reached in doing a task and
of the next required stap in its performance.

(14)

An indicator of serviceability, to show fuixotions which are inoperable and other functions
which remain unaffeoted or are pertly affected.

(15)

A summary, for the user of the disply and for others, in which
needed for the tasks in shown in less detail or in more collate,

Although in human factor@ terms and in system terms the men-mohine
entity, in fact changes are generally made not in the whole interface &a
components of it.
Most development and testing work tends to treat theeL
whrarea the benefits demonstrated in isolation may fail to materialise, c
in the full man-m•chine interface. Most apoeific aspects of it cannot vacontext.

the information
a desuribed as an
ly in specific
Unsges in isolation,
n a ditferent form
valuated out of

The emphasis on digitisation has had it. effects on the design if the ma.,
no iuterfacmt it
tends to be far more suocessful in conveying qusutitative than quali;atiie info,
on, both from man
to machine and from mwchine to mna.
bis inadeuqiq takes ma
forms. Digital information on a display
may in fact be very aooute, but thire is no omeas of telling from its appe&rane how accurate it in
or how far it shou3i be trusted. Controls which function in discrete steps may be designed to seem
contintous, end may not moavey to the user. the sise of the incremental steps being used. Quantitative
alphanuieria information may be preferred to qualitative pictorial or graphic information. Just am the
man cannot tell from the dispimy how far he should trust the information on it, no he has no means o±
indicating to tVe computer what faith he han in the solutions he is propoeling. A recurrent problem
with predictions is that the further ahead the prediction the leas confidenoe there cAn be in its
validity: so far, attempts to portrW this have been primitive, as have efforts to indicate the point at
which prediotiias are no longer warranted by the quality of the data on which they are based.
New display teohnoloQ, and new control devices are seldom designed specifically from the outset for
air traffic control purposes. More coumonly a technologically exciting concept which has been developed
far enough to be proposed for practical applioationci is considered for air traffic control as one of
several contexts in which it might be applicable. In seeking air traffic control applioations, its
advocates extol its known advantages but are less aware of any disadvantages it W haveand may tend
to iaderplsyv those they know in the interests of getting the innovation accepted for further development
and ultimate application. Many man-achine interface problem. originate in technological devices in
search of an application. Ideally the air traffic control noad would be dofined first in terra of
operational requirements, and the desirable technolog, at the man-cmaohine interface would be developed
to meet that need. In a few instances, such as the touch display6 2 , a device has bean developed for air
traffic control from the outset, but this -is rare. A whole range of elisplay principles, light anitting
diodes, rear-port displays, plasma panels, deformaTgraphio displays, various principles for oolour coding,
eto, have been tried in air traffic control and in other contexts sa alternatives to conventional
cathode ray tubes, It would be a considerable coincidence if a new operatioxal need happens to coinride
with a new technological development whioh met it exactly. More probable is that there is no need for
A perennial problem at
the development, or at least that the need and the development are out of ph&es.
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traftio control and for human vae,
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Air trafTic control shares with other complex installations, such aS nuOlear power stations and
chemical processing plants, the need frr very h4gh relia!ýility of the whole system, and o' every ocmnpoonst in it, including MUI. Figwue rch as 4 0
sad 10"' are qted as reliabilities to be attained or
ar more probable for mrot human takse.
any oafthe
aimed for. Yet reliabilities of 10-1 or 10
earliest attempts to treat mn an a system component end to improve his efficiency centred on his
vmsatisfaotory reliability an & system component. Relatively little effort hba been devoted to assessing himn reliability, oampared to the effort expended on the reliability of mechanical and electronic
components.
The reliability oa m= as a system oomponent in largely determined by the system design. If that
is inappropriate, no amount of exhortation can make him reliable. War oertain tanks, such as those
requiring the continuou maintenanoe of attention ovw long periods without much overt action, or the
detection of rare and unobtrusive changes or events -. a is notoriously unreliable. For other tasks,
such as keying, there are large individual difference., and the prospects of major improvements in
reliability through goo6 keyboard design and practice. Sources of unreliability in the use of keys and
other oontrols are not random, but can be predicted, and hence minimised, by a knowledgeable appraisal
or assessment of the design, spaoing, layout, labelling, positioning end physical attributes of the keys
in relation to the tanks for which they are intended. Some of the attribute. of the men which are
generally conatrued as advantages in system design, such as his capacity to innovate and to be flexible,
may bhooastrwd as sources of unreliability if they lead to behaviour which is unprediotable in terms
of the system as a whole.
A neglected aspeot of human reliability oonoexns the man as a monitor of his own mistakes. In using
control devices he makes mistakes, 4ad he notices and corrects some of them but others remain undetsoted.
However if the machine is programsed to asks a mistake of the cae kind as the man makes, he isially
notices this mistake at once, confidently attributes it to the machine, sad c4ot
be convinced that the
error could be his own.
%Th reasons why the men responds in this wa, are not understood, but the
implication is that somewhat differeAt meohanieme must be involved in detecting or failing to detect
errors by a machine or by others and in dateuting or failing to detect the sams errors made by himself.
This aspect of performance might repay utul an a mans of enhancing the reliability0of the man as a
system compoment.
Various techniques can be employed to assess the man's reliability. The most obvious is to Measure
his performanoe carefully in terms of his errors, omissions, inconsistencies, delays, and any other
sources of uareliability to which he contributes. This entails not just ocuating his errors, but oleasitying them end examining their detailed nature. The criterion of reliability may depend on a
theoretical optimum corresponding to perfect or ideal performance, or on a practical achievable optimum,
perhaps the baet performance that has ever in fact been reoorded. Thiere may be a considerable gap
between these criteri&a
and in a•sesuing reliability it is essential to apeoity the criterion employed.

*

Mangs reliability as a composent can be difficult to measure b•cauve, except for simple tasks which
can be soored as succeseus or failures, his performance may be partly sucoaessful, or adequate but not
optimuim. Therefore cimple measures such as failure rates are often inadequate to exprese humnn reliabilitj in system terms. Performance measures may permit deduotions on the effects of atteation on
reliability, but reliability in this context depands on what is being assesed, and misleading measures
may be obtained if, for example, the men is perforinng a demanding tesk reliably at the cost of being
uarecptive to other tasks or to other sources of in.formation.
dull end uademerding teak may be
performed very reliably or mareliably, depending on its nature, end it is not possible to generalise.
It does not follow that attending to a task increaes its reliability- for many overlea.ned skills in
particular the contraw
is often the case. M(ay human factors problems are associated with conditions
of high rather than low reliability of task perfotmnnov by the man. This is trie of boring tasks. A
task may be boring if it no longer represents any kind of challenge to the men who is doing it, becaue
he has learmnd to do it effortlessly, consistently end highly reliably without paying much attention
to it.
His performQance of a boring task my thus be highly reliable& more to the point, well intentioned
efforts to alleviate boredcm may inadvertently impair reliability.
Physiological and biochemical evidence can Indicate the effort which the man makes, which may in
turn affect the reliability of his performance.
Commonly, maximum reliability is equated with reasonable
effort, and extremely low or high effort would be easooiated with poorer reliability of performtane by
the ma. However, this traditional relationship between reliability and arousal meohanisms haa to be
treated with caution, since the evidence supporting it in air traffic control contexts is at best
tenuous. If reports of aocidents or incidents associated with air traffic oontrol are conceded to be
one index relevant to human reliability, the probability of their ooourrnoe does not seem to have much
relationship to the controller's level of arousal.
The man can wake subjeotive assessments of aapects of reliability. These ray take the form of
oonfiience ssessments in what he is doing, or ray explain puzzling lapses in performance by reporting
inattention, distraction or other subjective states. It is important to remember that subjeotive assessmsnts of reliability and assessments of confidence are subjective: that in they represent beliefs,
opinions and impressions, which do not necessarily agree with objective mswaures of performance, and m~y
flatly oontradiot them. A controller, given a new aid, ray oonfidently believe that his performance is
improved by it, whereas objective measures show that it is not, or, vice versa. Nevorthelesu, subjective
measures may have their greatest pra•tioal importance in relation to reliability whet, they fail to
support performance measures but reveal a disocrepancy between what the man thinks he in doing and what he
oiactually doing6 3.
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More formal methods on be used to assess man's reliability in the system. One is to employ flow
which show the various options and critical decision points, and allow sources of error and

"diagrams6 4

unreliability to be identified and classified in a notation which is

•.

reliability at each decision point can be independently assessed and

The
generally intelliijible.
& general index of reliability of

the man in the whole system can be derived from these asseesmenta, though not by a simple combination
of them, sinc• human reliabilities at sequential decision points are partly interdependent, because of
common factors in each individual such as knowledge, experience, intelligence, habitual working pace,
and preferred style. The nan who does one part of a task well tends to do other parts well. Certain
critical incident techniques can isolate the events which should have most influence on the combined
reliabilities assigned to each partioular incident, and these combined reliabilitioe collectively maW
represent quite adequately the reliability of the systemr as a whole, provided that the reliability
coefficients for each incident are not combined randomly, but take account of individual consistency.
This has the paradoxical effect of increasing the range of system reliability insofar as it takes
account of the differences between the best and the worut operators.

V

Reliability of the man as a system component is most easily measured with simple tasks, but the
relevant techniques can be applied to much more complex ones inoluding decision making and problem

a logical framework oif the stages
solving. The reliability of such functions can be improved by imposing
5
involved as a swns of isolated the amain sources of umreliabilityt
An alternative approach is to examsine the innate limitations in various human capabilities and their
connsequncoos for reliability. Sources of mis-peroeption can be treated in this way, as can lapses of
attention, conditions which foster wrong oxpectanoies, excessive lotadng, and effects of stress and
emotional factors, Although the exact consequences for reliability mamybe difficult to deduce in
specific instances, the general effect of these factors on reducing the reliability of sian as a system
component can normally be deduced.
The introduction of automated aide can influeonce the mants tanks and his reliability in unexpeoted
ways: yet often these could have boon anticipated. They uoually have one of two origins' automation
has replaced the man wholly or in part in quiuntitative but not in qualitai4ve roles, or a humn function
has not boen automated in

its

entirety.

Varioun examples ha.ve occurred.

Certain kinds oif information

may be lost altogether when automated aids replace manual fEnotions; in speech, tones, pace, inflections
and hesitations may not simply convey extra information about confidunce but also affeot the Wnl'
ability to remember what was said, end this information is lost if the message is no longer spoken. If
the man forgets an automated solution whioh he has accepted, becialue he has not had to work it out for
himself, this is a source of urnreliability. If he does not understand the computud solution, or deemu
it to be unsafe, he may substitute his own solution which, in faot, is leaw reliable. A further source
of unreliability is the persistence of old habito and ways of information handling in newer systems
where they are no longer relevant. There is an anomaly in relation to man end his reliability. Sometimes he can be impressively reliable with poor equipment if he accepts the equipment, likes the job,
finds it challenging and believes that someone takes an interest in his work and in his conditions of
employment: on the other hand, usuerb equipment which is naooeptable to the user ow be made to
appear deficient and unreliable. A man under stress may by lees reliable, perhaps because he cannot help
becoming oarelous end treats the equipment lees delicate ly.
The point is that attitudes affeot
the reliability of man as a system component.
A further influence on reliability, likely to become more important in the future, conocrns the
changes in maintenance procedures in air traffic control syotems. In the past when a failure has
occurred a men with a detailed knowledge And understanding of the equipment in viea but not nocesuarily
a broad toohni cal knowledge, has ofte4 by asn
exorise of his capacity to be flexible end innovative,
succeeded in repairing the equipmont and keeping it eseviocablo. In theory, modemn maintenance proceduros, based on the replacement of modules rather than on an underetanding of the system, simpli,•y
fault diageosiu, and principles oi module replacement rsther than repair should enhance the reliability
of the •ystem as a whole.
Ithfortuiately an far an mi.nteonanoe personnel are concerned, this •ubstitutes
en unskilled routine job requiring little insight or wderstanding for a job which enabled the man to
develop skills and take pride in bin work. Although the potential for greater reliability is present,
it my not be achieved if the job bhs lost its interest. Such specifically hunan aspeots of reliability
have to be taken into consideration as long as the min functions an a system component, whether as a
controller or as a maintainor of the air traffic control system.
While
him job is
high rates
octriderod
context of

it dose not follow that a happy man is a reliable one, a man with negative attitudes towards
likely to be less reliable as a system component. Factors such as going on strike, having
of absenteeism, working to rule, and introducing various restrictive practices, should be
as forms of vnreliability in the air traffic control system, and treated sa such in the
assessments of the reliability of the whole system.
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CHAPTER 5
HUMAN CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS IN SY3TEMS
5a

SENSORY FACTORS

Many of man's senses are of little practical use in air traffic control. Tatet, smell, touch,
kinoeethesis, heat, cold, pain and balance have little relevance, and are more likely to ha sources o_
distraction than of useful information. Much of the information needed for air traffic control purposes
cannot be sensed directly by man at all. With the exception of uloken messages from pilots, information
about the aircraft under control is s -oed automatically, for example by radar, and has to be converted
into the main channels of human sensing, vision and hearing, and presented at a.pace, in a forma
end at a
level of detail matched to human limitations. As further aids aid sensors are introduced, as new sources
of information are added, end as the quantity of information in the system increases, the problems of
distilling the essence of the information, converting it to visual or auditory form, and presenting all
that is essential for air traffic control tasks become more difficult to resolve.
Limitations in human sensory capabilities restrict the sodalities within which information can be
presented to the man. A further consequence of limited sensory capacities is that men is bothered by
what he believes to be present but cannot "snse directly, and needs reassurance that it cannot harm him.
Such considerations apply to emissions from various displayo used in air traffic control end elsewhere.
Air traffic control equipment must moet legally defined, medically derived standards of safety and
occupational health and this applies to radiations from cathode ray tube displays. The main practical
problem is that in air traffic control the radiation emission levels are so far below the levels
acknowledged as safe that it can be difficult to find equipment auffioiently sensitive to detect that
emissions axe present at all 6 . l•,oause the controller relies on hearsay, and issues such as radiation
emissions are very emotive, misgivings arising from human sensory limitations can become highly irrtional, •nd mLy not be plaoted 'bythe publication of the levels obtained by objective scientific
measurement. An unfortuiate consequence is that controllers may be troubled by and emphasise the wrong
issues.
Radiation emissions, on which a great deal of evidence has beon painstakingly gathered, are
clearly not & serious problem: nubliminal luninucus oucillations about which far less is known and
which cannot be sensed W the man if they are present, may perhaps be implicated in subjective impressions of visual fatigxme0 , yet there is not enough hearsay about them for the controller to become
concerned.
Although many human sensory capabilities are never fully used, they net tolerance limits which have
to be met in air traffic control environments, particularly for senses such as heat. The limits of what
constitutes comfort are a matter of the sensitivity of the relevant sensors. The aim is to achieve a
working environment in which comfort is equated with mmobtrusiveness, where nothing untoward is sensed
which could constitute a distraction from air traffic control tasks. If air traffic is so light that
the controller's main sensory ohannels of vision and hearing are not occupied much by his tasks, he may
direct these sensory capacities towards whatever features of the work environment obtrule and he mas then
become more aware of information conveyed through his other senses. This awareness may alter his levels
of tolerance.
Put simply, if he is placed in a context of enforced idleness he may become aware of
aspects of hoating, ventilation, seating, lightinug and workucpaos design which represent very minor
departures from tho optimums or which are optimum conditions of comfort irhen he is busy.
All information presented to the man must mast his sensory limitations or he cannot receive it.
Auditory information has fewer coding dimensions than visual. The main auditory information reaches the
controller in the form of spoech. Characteristics of comnluication channels such am the telephone and
R/T must be checked to ensure that information intended for the men is actually present in a tora which
can be heard, and that the processes of transmission have not themselves degraded or distorted speech
so drastically that the infornmation it convoys can no longer be extracted from it as quickly and
acourately as possible. In assessing the effectivenems of an auditory information channel to ensure that
the man can sense its contents, it is essential to employ deiined standards in t,.,%.miof discriminable
differences in frequencies and amplitudes. Thus in doternining man~se oasnoi711 L•ta and sepcifinig
information to fit those limits, it is important to ensure that no individual man will fail to meet the
limits for which the system has boon designed. A sensory impairment in an individunl controller in the
form of deafoess therefore debars him from employment as a controller if its severity means that his
hearing omnnot meot the minimu• standards spec fied.
Man's sensory limitations may be viewed as relative or absolute. For example, information on an
alphanumeric display may be depicted at different levels of brightness. If all possible levels of brightness are present at the same time on the display, then the differenoes between the levels need not be
very large to be reliably discriminable without error. Those require relative judigments. If only one
of the levels of brightness is actually present on the display, and the man has to know and disoriminate
correctly which level of brightness it is without being able to refer to the other levels of brightness,
this involves an absolute discrimination, and much larger differences in brightness are required between
levels before an absolute judgement can be achieved consistently without error. For any given visual
dimension, very few conditions, perhaps thiee at most, can normally be wed if absolute judgements are
required.
Coirson payohophysical visual coding dimensions basically refer to aize, shape, oolour, contrast,
brightness, and flashingt but the variations and combinations of these are very numerous.
Even a simple
line can vary in length, width, contrsst, brightness, colour, stability, continuity, and many other forms
of diecriminable embellishment. Alphanuimriocs, with all their complexity, are a sub-division of the
shape dimension.

L

Visual stimuli can become highly complex, but every aspect of each stimulus, it it is to be uwed,
must be discernible. Studies to establish whether it is can be treated as sensory; for example, the
question of whether alphanumeric or graphical information is understood does not arias unless it is
known that the information itself is far enough above the visual thresholds under prevailing oonditions
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to be sensed correctly.
With vision as with hearinG the air traffic control system is designed on the assumption that those
who will use it do not have serious impairments of their sensory capacities. For this reason serious
visual deficiencies debar a man from air traffic control.
Technological changes such am the introduction of colour coding have to be examined lest they set
more stringent requirements for human sensory capabilities of colour vision than have hitherto -been
needed. In particular, the combination of colour and brightness codings has to be designed with great
care since these two dimensions are usually confounded and those with a minor colour vision deficiency
may once have been able to rely on brightness discriminations which may no longer be present.
Selection
procedures must disoard any individual with substandard sensory capabilities, no matter what his other
attributes are.
Linked to men's sehsory limitations are the respective uses of auditory and visual information.
General guidelines inoluding the followings
(1)

Auditory stimuli are essentially temporal; the presentation of auixlitory information takes
time. Visual stimuli are charnacteristically spatial; the presentation of visual information.
needs space.

(2)

Auditory stimuli must generally arrive sequantiall4, whereas visual stimuli my be presented
sequentially or simultaneously.

(3)

Because auditory stimuli are sequential they cannot be kept continuously before the observer,
though they can be repeated periodically. Visual stimuli offer good referability, because the
information can usually be stored on the display end presented continuausly.

(4)

Auditory stimuli offer fewer dimensions for coding most information than vioual stimuli do;
richness of coding is a mador advantage of vision.

(5)

Speech, a form of auditoey coding, offers great flexibility, and variation without pre-planning.
Visual stimuli have to be coded in advance.

(6)

The selectivity of speech messages offers a time advantage in that pertinent information is
already selected for the receiver. With visual stimuli, searching for information may be
necessary and the receirver does much of the selecting.

(7)

The rate of transmisuion of speech'is limited to the speaking rate, whereas visual presentation
of information can be faster.

(8)

Auditory information is more attention demanding, more potentially disruptive, and its
reception depends less on what the man is already doing. Visual stimuli however, do not
necessarily demand attention; the operator has to be looking in the right direction to perceive
te stimulus.

(9)

flearing is somewhat more resistant to subjective impressions of fatigue than is vision.

(10)

Rleaction times to simple Stimuli tend to be slightly faster to auditory than to visual ones.

It is important, before elaborate reasons are soikcht for a failure to utilise information,
to establish that the information is in fact present in a form which can be sensed. Sometimes it is
assumed if task performance has failed to meet operational requirements, that the explanation lies with
hman deficiencies and limitations in processing information.
The fault may lie in an insufficient provision of adequate sensory data. As systems become more automated there is often a notable diminution
of 4ata which could be used for qualitative judgements.
5b

PDIfIUIPDION

Whereas sensory proaesses deal with the detection, discrimination and assimilation of sensed physical
stimuli, perception as a concept includes the processes for selecting or discarding stimuli, structuring
stimuli, attributing meaning to stimuli, and interpreting stimuli in relation to such factors aa experience, expectancies and needs. Normally there is no direct awareness of the processes which conetitute
perception, but only of the product of these processes.
The concept of perception, related primariLy to
vision and hearing, can be applied to any of the senses.
Perception is an immediate and continuing process, which to the perceiver does not seem analytic.
He is therefore not normally aware of misperceptions, of stimuli which have been sensed but not perceived,
or of perceptual omissions. Man as a monitor of his own performance cannot be independent of him own
perceptual processes and cannot recognise as such errors and omissions which the perceptual processes
themselves have produced.
Manny stulles and theories describe principles which govern the imposition of visual pattern and
meaning
Though many facts are known which can form the basis of applications to air traffic
control, upon
much stimuli.
of the underlying
theory is still controversial or inadequate. It is a matter of practical
importance to be able to separate attributes of visual structuring that have developed as the result of
inheritance or maturation, and therefore cmnnot readily be changed much, from attributes that are mainly a
function of learning, and therefore offer the prospects of modification by training. Illusions, studied
primarilly for the insights they can give into compating theories of perception, reveal principles of
percoeptual structuring by means of specific instances where the structuring for meet people is faulty, and
thus illusions may enable the imposition of moaning and structure to be disentangled from sensory processea in csrtain circumstances.
It is possible to learn to impose a particular meaning on a set of

f
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stimuli which subjectively is en instantAneous process, and once this has happened it may then become
impossible to perceive that set of stimuli in any other way, even if the imposed meaning is wrong.
Visually tmstruotiwed data may be difficult to umderstand or treat as coherent entities. It does not
necessarily follow that because data can be sensed they can be perceived, or that because data can be
pezrcived they can be comprehanded.
The choice of codings for air traffic control information displays depends on the tasks, on coding
dimensions that are technioally poss'ble, and on the knowledge of their technical and psychological advantages and disadvantages. The physical environment is also important: background noise levels Wnsy
affect a'xditory codings, just as ambient room lighting affects visual ones. In applying the knowledge
and principles of visual perceptio,. to information displays, the intentions are to minimise the sources
of h-san error, to make displayed
asuval information legible and readable and remove phonetic confusions
from auditory information, to reduce any ambiguities, to avoid vad.* delays attributable to hw1sn limitations, to utilise human capabilities fully, aend to keep within known huwan limitations.
lnowledge about sensory limits, related for example to the discriminations of brightness and contrast, to minimum intensity levels, to the smallest detectable change in each visual dimension, to the
uses and sensitivity of colour coding, and to the limits of visual acuity and accommodation, must be
applied in the design of information displays, since the first step is to ensure that the information
nan all be sensed. Such factors cannot be treated am constants or absolutes, but must be set in their
operational and physical environment. Visual acuity, for example, varies with the illuuination of what
in seen, its retinal location, contrast, the state of adaptation of the eye, etc. Precautions to overcome sensory limitations influence perceptual ones.

,

Because of perceptual structuring, the visual whole may not appear to be the sum of its parts. This
simple fact is often neglected in the choice of visual coding dimensions and symbols. It is common to
use one visual coding dimension to show one attribute and another dimension to show another, and then to
combine both coding dimensions with the intention of showing both attributes in combination. This
principle can be elaborated to generate complex perceptual fsrms incorporating several visual coding
dimensions. These forms are intended to be an amalgam of numerous individual symbols ýo convey collectively in a single symbol all the information which each individ~ul symbol contains . B"or example, a
single symbol intended to depict an aircraft answeetbo-mnd, climbing, and in the process of being handed
over to another controller may be an amalgam of three simpler, separate, symbols for each of these
dimensions, but it may not look like an a.salgam of them.
Often this principle of amalgamating codings
simply does not work. The principles of perceptual grouping and structuring ensure that the amalgamated
symbol is seen as an entity and not necessarily as the sun of its parts: indeed several of the individual parts msay no longer be rccognisable as such. To take an oversimplified psyohophysical instance, a
short dash (-) superimposed centrally on an inverted "'I' is perceived a an "A", and does not even look
like two superimposed independent codings. This is one of the simplest practical limits imposed by the
processes of perception aad visual structuring. It determines the usefulness of symbologr, both at a
perceptual level and in the assigiment of metaing. If unwanted perceptual structuring of the component
elements of a complex symbol occurs the meanings of the components may be lost. The kinds of meaning
which can be imposed by various forms of structuring of perceptual material can have a decisive influence
on task performance. Whez a decision is taken to have graphical or tabular, pictorial or symbolic
information, all the consequent implications for perceptual structuring are not thought through, so that
expected improvements often fail to materialise.
Much basic psychological evidence about pe-ception and the rules governing it has been gathered in
experiments with simple forms, since these were thought to be beat for providing eontrolled conditions to
explore aspects of visual structuring. Even with simple forms, numerous factors can have a perceptual
influence, including familiarity, previous experience with foriz, their size and viewing distance, their
slant and constancy, the visual context and setting of them, the verbal labelling used for them, the set
70
and expectancies associated with them, and whether they are static or moving . There are difficulties
in describing forms in concepts which allow findings to be generalised. Mathematical descriptions of
forms include concepts such as complexity and redundancy.
Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the
prolific theoretical work on form perception is its apparently complete divorce from practical studies
using alphanumerio forms undar laboratory conditions to measure their discriminability, legibility or
readability. These latter studies have more potential relevance to air traffic control with its increasing use of alphanumeric information, but the problem arises that many studies of alphanumeric forms have
not been in applied practical contexts but in the laboratory with carefully controlled featureless
backgrounds.
The findings therefore may not hold true for real life air traffic control contexts?1 .
The generation of visual forms using matrices has led to numerous studies to find the most legible means
72
of portraying each letter and numeral , and perhaps to a preference for alphanumeric information when
symsbolic, graphical or pictorial information might have been equally suitable. On the whole the
principles of perceptual structuring are not used to the best effect an air traffic control information
because they have little influence on specifications.
Visual perception is dependent on eye movements, to the extent that eye movement recording has been
73
to stui4, the information being sampled.
used as a technique in ai- traffic control and elsewhere
Evidence about fixation and dwell times con be treated as a further human limitation in the perception
and assimilation of information74 .
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Two perceptual theories have exerted most influence on psychology recently. One concerns the oue
theory of space perception, which treats the three dimensional world as a flat retinal picture7 5 . This
theory has led to many studies of forms and patterns using two dimensional forms, because the theory
implies that the third disaensioý is not important, being a matter of inference.
This contrasts with the
psychophyeical theory of Gibson 6, which treats a succession of retinal images as a pattern of optical
information in which movement and three dimensional perception are inherent. Although the oue theory has
had the dominant influence on display design, the balance of support now probably favours the psychophysical theory, although the latter does not rest primarily on empirical evidence that perceivers actually
use or can use the information in the retinal image but depends rather on the more theoretical notion that
principle the use of such information is possible because in fact it in present. It ma be profitable
to tra&t air traffic control information moe as an optical array than am cues.
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LEARNING

Air traffic control haz to be learned. People who can learn it have to be selected." Their potential for learning has to be realised by appropriate training. Their learning has to be applied,
extended and entrenched though the practice of air traffic control and through the progressive refinement
and development of skills. It is bocause of what he has learned that the controller can perform tasks
which others without that learning cannot do. To a very considerable extent, the amount of knowledge
that an individ&ual air traffic controller possesses determines how good a controller he is or can become.
While man has a very large storage oapacity for what he has learned, his rate of learning is rela-.
tively slow. The process of learning to become ao air traffic controller takes years, and in some

respects the controller goes on learning all his working life. Most laboratory studies of learning have
considered simple material in order to develop theories, models and explanations of learning, and of
allied processes such as the acquisition of skill. Simple studies can produce useful practical guidelines, such as the following:
(1)

The effioiency of learning processes varies with the level of complexity of the material.

(2)

Most learning initially improves greatly with frequent practice, but the rate of improvement
tails off.

(3)

Learning is graduAlly lost with no practice.

(4)

Efficient learning requires some form of direct knowledge of results as a condition of progress.

(5) Even a little entrenchment and continaed further learning of material which has apparently just
been successfully learned is handsomely repaid by greatly prolonged durability of the learning.
(6)

complex tasks which have been learned efficiently do not normally require attention to their
minutias, and further learning of them is at the level of strategies and advanced skills.

In the earliest stages of learning, it is these fine details which have to be mastered, grouped, and
incorporated into 2argear entities as successive stages of learning are reached.
Learning can be fostered by the traditional teaching aids: instruction, demonstration, the elucidatkon
of principles , the working of examples, and the exposition of underlying logical guiding principles to
be followed. The application of computer assistance to learning can help to reveal its logical aspects,
and facilitate learning by showing its praotical relevance and interconnections between learned items.
Automated teaching methods provide imsediate and regular knowledge of results, and can adjust the pace
of learning continuously according to the state of knowledge reached by the lea-ner. Air traffic controlprocedures

lend themselves in

principle to the application of automated instruction methods.

The best

combination is probably the use of computers and of traditional teaching methods.
One problem in teaching air traffic control is to try and ensure that its prinoiples are learned,
rather than a series of particular worked examples.

The role of demonstrations has sometimes been under-

played; these may often show ways in which the correct solutions to apparently similar problems differ.
Demonstrations can aid the development of a mental check list of the factors which have to be examined to
ensure that the proposed solution of an air traffic control proklem is efficient and safe. There can bo
a large number of these factors, and it is necessary to learn them thoroughly and to organise them in ui
orderly fashion so that their importance and relevance can be correctly judged in each circumstance. An
example may clarify this point. Let us suppose that the controller detects a potential conflict between
two aircraft on hie radar display. The number of factors relevant to the action he should take is very
large. EAch one may, in certain circumstance, be the most crucial. They include:
(1)

The physical distance between the tracks on the radar display.

(2)

The scale of the radar display, and hence the actual separation between the conflicting
aircraft in miles or kilometree.

(3)

Their relative and absolute speeds.

(4)

Their headings, and angles of approach.

(5)

The time to conolict.

(6)

The aircraft

(7)

Aircraft types and manoeuvrability.

(8)

The ease of contacting the aircraft.

(9)

The probabi lity that instructions to the aircraft will be understood.

heights.

(10) The known intentions and destinations of the aircraft.
(i1)

The known quality or reliability of the data on the radar display.

(12)

Separation standards, and other instructions in force.

(13)

The amouint

(14)

The pociitions of any other traffic which ny interact with the conflicting traffic, ete.

n•i behaviour of other traffic under the control of the same controller.
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By now, perhaps, the problem does Dot seem so simple, and the amount of relevant learning can be glimpsed.
Air traffic controllers rely heavily on learning to convey information. At the simplest levels of
communication, standard tools such as the ICAO alphabet* have to be learned. At more complex levels, the
kinds of air traffio control information, the standard message formats, the normal sequence in whLoh
different items of information appear in a message, the standard phraseology used to help to ensure that
the message is intelligible and not misuaderstood, all have to be learned. At higher levels of learning,
there is the need in commumications to be able to interpret the needs of the speaker from what he says,
and to judge his competence, his confidence, and his comprehension from his spoken messages. This kind
of learning uses quite subtle cues, and the more straightforward procedures have to be mastered before
the controller can progress to acquire these more subtle skills.

*!

In systems which evolve and introduce new methods and facilities, there is sometimes the need for
refresher coiu-see in which the controller relearns iteims which are out of praotice, or for retraining in
which he must replace the familiar learned itema with others. A knowledge of basic learning principles
in relation to human capabilities can help to ensure that these processes of refresher training and
retraining are effioient, and that they do not lead to confusion between the new and the old.
The errors, omissions and inconsistencies of individuals can be partly a produot of their learning.
When a controller makes a mistake, this usually means that something has not been leanied adequately.
Mistakes can be classified as those which he notices and can correct, those which he notices but has not
learned how to correct, and those which he does not notice and which therefore persist, but which he
might have been able to correct had he noticed them. Learning may be assessed by the fluenny, efficiency,
consistency and especially safety of the learned performance, but it should also be judged by the nature
end frequency of residual errors and the ways in which the man has learned to correct them. Similar
considerations apply to omissions which again can be traced to deficiencies in learning.
(ne kind of learning is usually called trial and error. It applies to an action where the outcome
is not known in advance end where, if the outcome is favourable, the action will be repeated and if it
is not a different action is likely to be substituted. Air traffic control is not the place for trial
and error learning but the fact remains that if other learning has not taken place, trial and error
learning is the last resort of the man forced to take actions when his knowledge is inadequate. The more
experience of the consequences of actions that can be engendered, the safer air traffic control is
likely to be.
Psychological theories of lemaing, now and in the past, have had little to say directly about such
practicalities. At one time, learning was by far the predominant concept in the whole of psychology,
and most psychological theories formulated were learng theories. Most of these are now forgotten or
discredited. It is against this background that the modern psychologist'e scepticism, and recently
oriticised denigration of some learning theories, should be viewed 7 7 . Nowadays, learning is more commonly considered as the first temporal stage oa memory, the second and third phases being storage and
retrieval. 'lhis kind of framework seems more suited to the learning of a single item or a single
association, if it is thought that all learning is ultimately a matter of assuciations, than it is to
learning as additions to knowledge, which receives a broad mention in some texts 8, but none in others.
Yet most air traffic control learning is the acquisition of knowledge.

'u,_human

I

One aspect of learning of particular importance in air traffic control has received little psychological study. This concerns learning what not to do. An essential part of tho controller's training
is the breaking of inappropriate habits, and the recognition of his own limitations. Por example, he
must never become so involved in resolving a problem that, he ignores everything else that in happening.
He has to learn that no matter how important or urgent a problem is, he must while solving it continue
to pay some attention to other events that concern him and to other &aroraftwhich are his control
responsibility ,ven though they may not be directly concerned with the particular problem. Oimilarly,
he must learn that hie ability to detect potential conflicts is fallible, and his ability to resolve them
limited. He has to learn that If an aircraft is flying round thi arc of a circle, he is liable to
misjudge how long it will take to do so and the distance it will cover in doing so. These are common
limitations and soures of error. The nontroller has to learn to reco~miae and compensate for
his own fallibility.
5d

REMEMBERING

Many early studies in psychology, primarily concerned with rote learning, examined the effects of
the method of learning or of the scmhduling of lcarning on the ability to recall what had been learned.
In tnese studies, remembering had nothing to do with xnderetanding: indeed the experimental material
often took the form of nonsense syllAbles, deliberately chosen because they were incomprehensible.
Studies of memory used simple, recently learned material which was self-sufficient and did not have to
be related to, or incorporated in, existing knowledge. The findings had no direct relevance to memory
for complex material learned long ago and integrated into a corpus of knowledge, or to the long-term
maintenance of such knowledge.
Such studaie of memory are so remote from the aoquisition of knowledge
used in real-life tasks that they do not, and for methodological reasons cannot, contribute towards our
underetanding of the acquisition of that knowledge 7 9.
An example of the practical relevance of memory to air traffic control s&fety occurs when a controller cleans an aircraft at a low level to climb to cruising level, with the intention of remembering from
time to time that liemust verify that the aircraft remains safely separated from other aircraft and can
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continue to climb safely. If another problem or an emergency then arizes, this reliance on nemory
becomes parlous and vulnerable.
Because human, memory is fallible, tasks ar.d procedures are devised so
that as far as possible safety does not depend solely on the memory of one man. Tf it must, then every
effort should be made to undesrstand the processes of' memory, and to make memory more sure. Nseory has
long been and still is the subject of prolific research in psychology8O. frhaps this research, by
illuminating the mechanisms of memory, can provide practical guidance on how it coud be strengthened and
its limitations oircumvented.
Occasional attempts have been made to bridge the gap between theory and application to air traffic
control by conducting traditional psychologloal 8experiments on memory using air ti-a"tio control material
such as radio frequencies and transponder codes l. Such material may however be little better than nonsense syllables to the naive subjects often employed.
It is not related to a body of knowledge covering
air traffie control procedures, commnmications 1tetween air and ground, and tasks which the pilot or
controller have to perform in response to the message. It does not have, in the laboratory, the same
practical significance as in real life. To mishear or forget is not potentially Q-ngeroia. Such utudies
however can, by generating numerous failures of memory, suggest that there ought to be a bettor way to
code information to make it more momorable, and they can exemplify the proposition "that if a person
encodes a short sequence of items for the purpose of maintaining the sequence in memry for a short
period, and he is then distracted, memory for the sequence will be rapidly lost'"2 - in less than two
seconds in fact.
UOthe basis of laboratory studies, three separate kinds of memory are norma1lly distinguished. The
first refers to what is happening at the moment.
A sensory information store can apparently hold comprehensive and relatively unstructured information on what is being senned for up to about half a second
"without conscious effort on the subject's part. This constitutes the present, to be distinguished ifrom
trim memory, although it is sometimes called prinary or direct memory. Par more can be seen or held iu
this sensory store for a fraction of a second than can be remembered. The second kind of memory is
normally called short term memory. This covero periods generally of a few soonds, AeM up to a few
minutes at most, and refers to information which only has to be remembered for a short time or is in the
process of being organised for long term storage. The third kind of memory, referred to as long term
memory, conceos all memory longer than a few minutes, and refers to our knowlodg of the world from our
experience, undverstanding, end acquisition of' information.
These
divisions
notlong
fit term
practical
nuatly.
Clearly
in air
tra.ffic control
troller
relies
liavilydo on
memoryconsiderations
for hei general
knowlodge
of the
principles,
methods the
and coantechniques of air traffic control and for his specific knowledge about the way those prinoiples are
translated into practice in a partioalar air space under his own control. T1he traffic at any given
instant is changing within a timsoale which refers to short term rather tuan lorn term memory. However,
the theory of memory implies a separateness between long term and short term memory which does not appear
1n practice. The controller sometimes worries about what he calls losing the picture. It is difficult
to fit this into theories of memory. Sometimes it is the meaning of tle perceived information rather
than the information itself which is apparently lost. Rebuilding a picture lost in this way can be a
In
hamnevartmeory.
been in a1 hr term
lrned
ig the sens thait
poinmtakinapwocess involver be
theoretical tmrms, forgetting can either relate to material once remembered but now no longer accessible,
or to materia]. which has never been learned in the sense that it has never been in a&short term or' long•
term| memory store.

"L.

The complexity of real life tanks tends to defeat the application of psychologiLcal theory, and
theories of memory exemplify this. Perhapa the main praotical limitations of memory are that the committal to memory of information is a relatively slow process, that the re-iall of information is in some
respects unreliable and fallible in non-random ways, that the process of rehearsal may itseli change
"somewhat what is being rehearsed, and that soe forgetting is inevitable but not necessarily the kind of
forgetting which the operator would choose.
4Memory is seen as positive and forgetting am negative, but in practical terms this nay not always
apply. It would seem that in air traffic control one criterion to establish the best ways of presenting
information could be to choose codings, formats and display iethods which make the informtion easy to
remember at the time and facilitate its subsequent recall. Alternative coding conventions h-tve generally
been compared in terms of their effects on task porforr--oe rather than on their relations to memory.
While information should be usable whon it

is

present,

the desirability

of making it

memorable,

even if

to be able to
Fbr many purposes, it would seem more •dvantaegosv
that were possible, is questionable.
forget it once its usefulness and relevance have gone. Information which is continunusly recalled hours
or days after it had any value may bo unwanted lumber, In solving today's problems the man may have no
need or wish to recall the fine detail of the problems which he solved yesterday. In some circumstances
in air traffic control it would therefore seem beneficial to choose codings and formats to promote
forgetting, or at least to know how to do so. Unfortumtely on this point theories of forgetting offer
no practical help. While different visual coding dimensionn are probably not squally memorable, although
the information on this point is far from complete, there seem no praotical guidolines to select coding
dimensions to aid forgetting.
An objective of training is to establish a body of long term knowledge which can act as a frame of
reference for adding subsequent knowledge, and a-i be organisedto facilitate the selective recall of what
is relevant to any given problem, and to discourage the unproductive recall of what is irrelevant.
Practi-al evidence derived from theoretical studies of memo,. may enhance training 83;
(1)

When information has been learned so thait it can be recalled, its long term retention in memory
and recall can be greatly enhanced by continuing to learn, or overloarn, it for a little
longer.

(2)

The extent to which new information is similar to familiar information influences the ability
Systems
to recall it without recalling the old information in addition to it or instead of it.
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(3)

Memory of information is apparently greater if the memoriser is already knowledgeable about
the subject matter, not because mamory capacity is impro-.ed but because material to 06
memorised can be ordered into lr-rger chunks or moaningful umite. The ability of the air tra-ffic controller to remember a great deal about the traffic he has been oon4arelling is not
because he has a particularly good memory but because his knowledge of air traffir cout-•rl
enables him to treat the information in larger chunks or Units. Although memory may have
something like a fixed capacity in terms of the number of chuks which can be put into memory
or retrieved from memorx in a given time, this is not of practical significance since it has
the effect that the greater the ezist Lng knowledge is the greater the capacity for leamming
related material can become.

Much acasdemic work on memory dwells on the distinction between recognition, which requires little
searching, end rocall, which is primarily a seerch and retrieval process. Recognition is usually both
more reliable and subjectively easier than recall. In air traffic control, the distinction between
recognition and recall does not usually have the practical aignificance that it has in the psyohologiocl
laboratory. Often both meohanisms are involved sequentially; information is retrieved by following the
set prouedures which have to be recalled; once it has been retrieved and diplayed it can thon he
an such, end then the recall of the
reooguised. The correction of errors involves their rnooo&-tioa
means of correction.
5e

ATTENTION

The importance of attention in dseigning air traffic control workupaoes, taens, displays and facilities is now more widely acknowledged than it once was. Attention sets the main practical limits on the
pace at which information can be as&Amilated, particularly from large tabular displ4y. which have to be
searched to select information from them, as distinct from radar displays where the pattern of inforattion has to be perceived and attended to. In most circumstances in air traffic control, much more
information then can be attended to at once is presented on displays, since this information is needed
to ,ao the whole task. Ergonomic principles seek to ensure that the information is presented so that
every item oan be perceived clearly and with a minimum of ambiguity. The information will only be used
if the man attends to it at some point, and when he does attend, his interpretation of it, the meaning
he assigns to it, and the use that he can make of it, all depend on what he already knoýws about air
traffic control and his tasks. At one time much emphasis went on ensuring that the information needed
eforthe task was provided; then the concern was to ensure its disoriminability; but the successful
achievement of these stages is insufficient. The inforation remains largely unintelligible and weless to soceone without a knowledge of air traffic control and its prooedures,
Frosa their own experience, people are aware that they can attend to only a limited amoint of
information at aWy one time. They are also aware that to some extent they can choose what they will
attend to, but in certain ciroumstances may lone this facility to direct their attention so that, willingly or not, they find themselves distracted by information which they do not want to be concerned with,
or drift into a daydream in which none if the information around them is receiving tl ir attention. In
air traffic control tasks, neither distuxctions nor daydreams are ever desirable. Efforts are therefore
made in the design of tasks and facilities to ensure as far as possible that attention is maintained on
the air traffic control task at all times. While such efforts can be partly successful, it may ultimately be unwise to predicate the safety of the system on the assumption that they can always succeed.
Uncontrollable lapses of attention, particularly in highly familiar environments with werlearned tasks,
appear to be an inherent characteristic of human behaviour, end it would be prudent to try and design
air traffic control systema to remain safe when the men is not attending as well as when he is.
Attention can seem like a beam which can be pivoted or switched but only directed exclusively to
one place at one time. This is a potentially misleading analogy. Although the man may have the propensity to attend to, and become exclusively absorbed in, a single problem until he has resolved it, much
singlemindedness can be potentially dangerous in air traffic control and an important part of the
training of the air traffic controller Is to ensure that no matter how important a problem becomes, he
still attends from time to time to incipient problems elsewhere end to other aspeots of his task. He
cannot afford to bucome totally oblivious to everything else that is happening. This is related to the
feasibility of task sharing, to the ways in which tanks can be shared, and to individual differenoesan
the ability to share tasku, an ability which seems independent of the nature of the tanks themselvesa
This raises the issue of the extent to which effective task sharing can be promoted in air traffic
control by suitable training, facilities and task designs.
Attempts to control and direct attention are likely to be only partly successful. Ca primary radar
displays, the rotating light bean exeroised a strong influenc, on the direction of attention which the
observer found difficult to counter, whether it fostered efficient use of the display or not. Codings
such as flashing, which are primarily designed to direct attention rather than to convey information, m
be counter-productive if they go on attracting the man's attention after they have served their initial
purpose. The design and layout of oquipmeat, particularly of displays and visual coding dimensions, can
influence the distribution of attention. There is thum the possibility when workspaces are designed, of
influencing attention towards its optimised division in terms of efficient',tak performanoe.
Notions of tssak sharing, an( of primary and secondary tasks between which there is attention switching, may be predicated on the assumptions that the am prooesses information serially and that information
proceosing capacity is fixed, both of which can be questioned.5. StUdism on these topics reveal a
further characteristic of attention which baa Unwanted practical implications, namely that a person
instructed to divide his attention between tasks in a particular way cannot aiwa&y follow such an instruotion, try as he may. Attention cannot always be directed. This has benefits and disadvantages. It
means that in a dire emergency it should be possible in principle to attract the man's attention using a
stimulus of appropriate coding end :igh intensity. It is also possible to steer and control attention to
some extent. Q4 the other band, it may never be possible to exclude all distractions.
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Various principles can bo used to dram tttention and alert the controller. New informatiQon may
appear very boldly to draw the mnanu attention 4' it. Once he haa perceived and acknowledged it,
however, the need for its obtrusiveness baa gone. A fl~ashing coding, or higher brightrnessas or larger
y be suitable
all of which can revert on acknowledgement to usal methods of depiction,
for new information. Emergency information may be depioted in a way which attracts and holdu the
attention. Again, this depiction should last only for a. long as the emergencywhioh is likely to be
much longer than for new information. Flanhing may therefore be leas suitable but colour can be effective in this role; enhanced size or brightness sight also succeed. Information which is continually
changing may be depicted obstrusively or unobtrusively, depending on the importance of the changes which
are taking place. An important coneewtance of replacing manual by automated fuactions is that whereas in
mnunal sy.:trms the man had to make eachchange himself and on knew that it had occurred, in automated
If a singlQ item in a
systems he may not even notice onearnd his attention may have to be drawn to it.
tabulated lint ohans he may be aware from detecting a movement that something has ohanged, but not
know what. It can be very irritating to search a tabular information display to try to deduce which
itam has changed, relying on memory of what was there before. An indication is necessary of items of
information that havc recently changed, perhaps by increased size, brightness, or a mark such as an
asterisk which remains present for a short time after a change and then reverte automatically to its
normal state. How icg "a short time" is would depend on context, but perhaps 10 seconds woul be
typical. Gross changes in display. may be introduced in order to draw the controller's attention to a
partioular problem, suoh as auto alert facilities to show that an aircraft is straying from its track,
or conflict detection facilities to show that there may be an impending conflict between traffic which
the controller mut attend to, Where sore than one item is concerned, as in conflict alert, it is
important to depiot both confliot items in a oode which differs from other displayed information, end to
vae %he same coding for the co•flioting pai;, so that they can be seen as related, and pre±'eably
perceived as an entity or distiuct sub-category.

*
*

S

The needs of the tus will dictate the quantity of information to which the controller's attention
should be drawn. At one extreme it may be desirable to draw his attention away from one display to
another. At another extreme it nay be one small piece of informationo uch as two aircraft at the same
height, whioh it is important that the controller should know. Suitable methods of coding can not only
guide the attention but determine the level of detail at which the controller should attend. 2his
should enable him to see the problem au a whole end not foouie on one small part of it or on the problem
in the context o± a much larger and irrelevant context.
The information in a large tabular display cannot all be attended to at once. I3iplay design can
help to impose an orderly sequeno on the pattern of search end attention, by indicating rel.ationuhipv
among the aiuplayed data and by struoturing 'hn information so that none is inadvertently misced out.
If the information on en air traffic control display were uned only for a singla task, then there would
be a single oriterion for determining the relative importance of different categories of information,
and this oriterion could be adopted to determine the relative visual prominunca and attention deaAndi•g
properties of various information categories.
However, in air traffic control the same information oair
be used for miany tanks, and it may not have the sase relaLtve importance for each; ifurthermore, inforwhich is moet important for soine tasku may be superflwus for othere. The more boldly it is coded fox
the taska for which it is vital, the more deitracting it becomes for the tacks for which it is not
needed.
In general thenfore, on most air traffic control displays, a balance has to the struck
between the ouding needs of various tasks. Thiu problem becomes particularl•y aoute when different
controllers perform different fiactions, sharing the same display.
There is much concern in air traffic oontrol with lapses in attention and their potential conesquencoe, not only because these imply a temporary absence of control of air traffic but also because if
There i. an unresolved
the man fails to maintain his attention it can be pitentially dangerous.
dilemma here. It is contended that the controller must pay attention to his traffic all the time and
thb safety of the system presumes that he does so. Systems, fumotions, facilities and tasks are
dekigned to ensure that he does maintein his attention. Yet it is not possible for anyone to maintain
attention indefinitely on anything. Lapses in attention are bomaid to occur, and the most commendable
and effetoive efforts to ensure continuously maintained attenilon can only reduce these lapses and never
eliminate them completely. 4 all means let us do our best to ensure the oontroller's continuous attention, but let us not make the safety of the syctem depend on our suooAes when we know that our success
Passive monitorinv roles in air traffic control do seem to make lapses in attention
cannot be complete.
It does seem that it
more pr)bable: this needs quantitntive v.: fication under experimental conditions.
may never be possible to prevent all lapses in attention entirely but only ,o adjust tasKs so that they
need attention to do them, to keep the man ontinwuauly in the loop, to require the exercise of s"ill2
end knowledge, and to prevent his role from becoming too passive.
Cue aspect of attention which has receivead theoretical rather than practical uti4y concernu its
relationship to expectanoise.
People who are attending may perceive what they expect to gee rather than
what is actually there. Sowe codings, such as movement and flashing, may draw the cantroller's attentcon
The methods of drawing
to information but iary not help him to understand it once he has attended to it.
attention to information can affect what the nan expects to see.

L

When the man is overloaded, this may become moot apparent to him in the form if excessive demands on
his attention, where he knows that he should be attending to several things at once but cannot do so, and
has to decide how his attention should be allocated. In such circumstances he can appreciate that his
performance is being limited by his ability to attend to and wnderstand the information present. le may
fail to perceive something important because there were too nmany other things to attend to. This oan be
potentially dangerous and is considered in relation to the possible causes o' incidents or accidents.
However, incidents or accidents mRy also occur when the nman is mnderloaded, and hba too little to attend
to. Lapses of attention naiy be auuoociated with mnderload rather then overload. It may hr. with serioua
e of attention to the
nderloeding that the probability of daydreamint and the problem of the maLintewn
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PROCESSING

SProm time to time, & particular psychological theory or set of constructs becomes so dominant that
claims are made to treat the whole ci" pohologr in its terms. In the pact this has occurred with
certain learning theories. At prusent information processing is sometimes treated so broadly as to become nearly synonymous with psycholo&7 8 . Its frame of reference commonly used in peycholo&' in relation
Sto information proessing haw not generally been applied in air traffic ntro,wnI
hre in the post th
man has often become overloaded with information because his limitations of information proceseing have
been insufficiently understood.
According to a simplified dessripvion, the air traffic controller assimilates information frow his
displays, his eauroindings and his communiationse, and processes and interprets that information in the
light of his capabilities, knowledge, training, experience, proodureh;, instruotions, preferences and
attittues. He gains ea understanding of what has occurred, is occurring and will soon ocour, ohooses
and implements appropriate notions, and continues to ensure that these actiono are safe, efficient and
appropriate for as long a" neusessry.
According to conventional wisdom, the controller att4nds to far
less then he could sense, and mostly processes what he attends to rather than what could be secusd. The
proces oes of attention limit the information he can assimilate and use, but he also itoers
has
limits in
the rate M which he can process information. Because he can deal oily with a few items or mintu of
information nt a tiue, it is desirable.

muts

(1)

To parcl that informstioa for him into
eassimilated &s entities.

which are as big as poshible

nut which can be

(2)

To make the information in separate units as compatible as possible with that in ether
unite.

(3)

To guide the man so that he does not waste time tr•ing to %,sizilateinformation which is of
no roulev•eno.

(4)

To ensure that the information presented is at a level of detail which allows him to tackle
the tasks which he must perform.

(5)

To make maximm use of the sants existing knowledge and frames of reference rather than of new
knowledge which hea to be gathered and processed before be cm use it.

"Acurrent way of looking at information processing in theoretical terms is to consider whether the
limits on th nman are ultimately data limited, in the sense that he nas in some respect insufficient
information to oarr out his task properly in the time available, or resource limited, in the senne that
although the information in present, limits or attention, of effort, and similar conoepts ultimately
determine how well it can be used56. Clearly it is not efficient if ke has inadequate information an the
one hand or excessive data on the oth&r. Therefore in praotiocl terms the aim may be to match the
separate limits not by data limiting factors end by resource limiting fasonrs so that they are not
grossly different. This would imply that the information has been well taUlorod to the needs of the task
end to the mnose abilities and limitations.
A recurring finding in sir traffic control is that the typicl controller posumasee more infonmation
about the traffic he is controlling than would be predioted on theoretical gzrvua.
T-is is becaue the
combination of selection, training, knowledge and experience in the controller leads to mn efficient
froem of reference which alsc fosters the incorporation of further data efficiently. Tse Inforoation
structure and units which be has learned are also broad and integrated a part of their initial perception, before information processing takes pl&oe. The controller who takes over an operating position
from a colleague requires quite a long time to build up his picture of the traffic. Be has to process
a lot of inrormation in order to do so, and the prolonged time reflects the limits of his ability to
process information and construct a very elaborate framework even with his knowledge and experienue.
Once he has constructed it, ha relies heavily on it for controlling traffic and feels vulnerable if airouastances suggest that this carefully constructed picture may vanish, disappear or become meaningless.
Ha m therefore worr abo-ti wha-t he oaiIe Hlosing the picture", believing thet, if he does lose it,
itu reoonttruotion is a long process, and that during the reconstruction the systew is more vulnerable
and perhaps less safe. The evid6nce to support this belief is not strong, but nevertheless the belief
is strongly held3 5 .
Because the controller brings a great deal of existing kuowledge to his task, and beamuse be needs
to know a lot of information to do his task efficiently, the choice of information for him, the level of
detail at which it is depicted, and the coding conventions employed, can all be expected to afteot
considerably his tfioiency as a processor of air traffic control information. This is reflecoted in the
pre-ocoupation of much air traffic control research and evaluation with displas, with layouts, and with
information coding. However, much of the emphasis has been on the choice of information Odeduce from
task dsoriptions. It has seemed to be implied that the human factors work is substantially finished
when it can be shown that the information needed to do the task is present, but it is not. In practice
it is easy to present data which contains the information needed for a task, but which the uar cannot
fathom. Some computer manuals inadvertently illustrate thiw point very well. An essential stage of
hb•me factors is to ensure that information is not merely present but can be ued and can be nuiderstood.
Compared with a omputer, man cannot process a great deal of information in a short time.
It is
partly became of this, that computer saids are needed in air traffio control. It also follows that in
many respects it is imposinble for the man to check what the computer is doing, simply becamse it can
handle and prooes the information at a pane with which he cannot compete. To check the computer there0rvero may Boom plausible to
fore he nseeds to know what sort of mistakes it can make, and what sort of
it but not plau=ible to him. It is not poesible for the man to make the aam calculations as the computer in order to ohebk their correotness. This in an a priori principle and it should have a major
influence on the respective roles of um and machine in the system. A oompukor can be programed to
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process and weigh data from many independent sourcas but if theor are too many independent
otouces of
data for a man to process in the time avail'.ble he will simply mice out some of them and they might as
well not be present for all the influence they have on his understanding and decision making.
The choice of types of coding, such as alphanumeric, graphical, pictorial cr symbolic, can have
considerable influence on the ways in which information is processed by the controller and on the rate
at which the infoeration can be processed, although this does not always have as much influence as it
should have on choice of appropriate coding. lata in the form of flight stripe differ from data derived
from radar displays in terms of the priorities and level of detail, of the information contained, and
of the prooessing which the nan can readily achieve. The controller selects the information which he
finds easiest and quickest to process, eand which is most compatible with his existing thought processes.
Informatian which has to be recoded before it cani be med is inefficient and nay be neglected or ignored,
and it introduces extra orrors, combining those normally associated with the interpretation of information with the further onoe introduced by mistakes in receding. When information on aircraft identity
first appeared on radar displays, controllers grongly preferred it in the form of the aircraft oallsign
becaue in any other form it had to Ie recodedco.
In the design of air traffic control tasks, procedures and werkspaces, much effort. has to be devoted
to circumventing human limitations of information processing, and to maximise efficiency by means of
prakiowledge, experience and training, by the choice of appropriate codings, by presenting the informs-tion at the correct level of detail, by making information compatible with existing frames of reference,
and by eamuring that as much of the man's time as possible is taken up by productive information processing. A limit on inforaation processing also occurs if' there ar long periods with no information to
process, interspersed with periods when there is too much. If the information processing load can be
spread evenly, this makes the most efficient we of limited time and helps to ensure that the information
is as up to date as possible.
5C
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In general nan acts only on information which he understands or thinks he u•derstands.
Ultimately
it is pointless to present him with information which is incomprehensible to him, or to draw his attention to information whic:h he cannot make sense of. it is also wasteful to present him with information
which he tries to umderuland for a long time but ultimately diecards becamse he is not sure what it
means.
The product of information processing is uzderstanding. ibderstanding in the basis for solving
problems and taking decisions. It is therefore somewhat strange that less attention is paid to the
process of iniderntending th•n to those of presenting information or of taking actions. This is partly
becamos, if the man and machine are viewed as a sub-system, hvAn understanding is perhipu the anpsot of
that system which in moot difficult to disentangle from other influsnoes end must difficult to meaureo.
Nevertheleaw understanding is of crucial significance: it iu the culmination of the other processes of
sensation, perception, learning, meoryq, attention, and information processing; it is the precursor of
the processes of problem solving and decision making. Most of the understanding which the controller
brings to bear to the air traffic control situation before him at any given time depends not on ob~rac-teristiou of that particular traffic situation, although they are relevant, but on the vast body of
knowledge and experience about air traffic control and its methods and problems which he has accumulated.
This is ultimately what characterices his behaviour and separates the controller from the zon-oontroller.
The controller uses his understanding when he postpones certain aotions but not others, when he
gradually changes task strategies uaider high workload, when he plans in advance, when he builds and
maintains his picture of the air traffic uinder his control, and when he diroots his MAttonticn.
It is
taken for granted that the controller must understand the principles of air traffic control and must have
a considerable knowledge of the characteristics of the region within which he controls traffic, its
geographical alrspace, its divicions, its main vertical atructuring, the location of reporting points,
of airways, of danger areas, and so on. It is not taken for granted that the man needs a detailed
understanding of the hardware and software of thn system in order to use it.
It would be too impractical
and osetly for every controller to have the detailed knowledge oi software in the system which a programoer of that system needs to have, even if it wore shown to be desirable, which it has not been.
Understanding is aided if it can be referred to logical and general principles of air traffic
control and of system design. It should not be necessary, in order to untierstand the traffic situation
or the procedures to be followed, to remember a large number of specific ruleF. A small number of
generai rules should suffioe. Ideally, the logic of a keyxoard layout, for example, should be so clear
that it should be possible to perforan a new keying seqvnanc with it which has never been performed
before, the meaning of which is self-evident from the legi.c of the layout and the sequences of keys.
The use of such logios is a great boon to understanding. It is lass important which particular logic is
adopted, as long as it is followed rigorously and consistently everywhere that it applies, and &a long
as the boundaries within which it applies are clear,
A problem which has become severe in other man machine systems and is showing silms of appearing in
air traffic control is the following: when aids are provided in the form of computations and recoimmendations for the man to act on, they rely on information at a level of detail and an order of complexity
bsyond his ability to understand. If he is asked to accept or reject that computer recommendation, the
information which he in his turn uses to accept or reject it is much less adeqxate and comprehensive
than the information used to make the computations and to arrive initially at the rocomsendation. This
seems illogical. It also followo that the man is unable to recalculate and verily the computed solu-.
tions. This raises the problem that there may be no point is having elaborate computed solutions which
are better than the mnu alone can calculate and which are intended to compensate for his own limitations,
unless the', implementation is in some sense mandatory, since if the man is able to override them his
own solution, given that the automt&ed aid is safe and efficient, is likely to be poorer than the
automated solution which it replaces.
There is a serious problem of man machine relationships hors,
and it arisese becae of the rant s limited understanding of what is happening. His limitationc may be
ciroumvented partly if he understands more about the system and how it fucotious, but in ",y- se•citio
instance the machine will always be able to out-calculate him and hie underatanding theref,ore is bouwd
6,
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to be incomplete. All the oonseqenfOet of this, and the optimtm man-machine relationships in this
contexts, have still to be worked out, but in the interests of efficiency and safety thm problem Iaa to
be faced.
7
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Mich of the relevant theoretical work on undsretanding has been confined to laagisvge and speechi
or to asoial understanding of the behaviour of other poopln by the st•dy of gestures and expreouions .
work baa been devoted to the problem of how well peoplo vnderatand the complex jobs which they
actually do. In air traffic control there Is not only the p.iactical problem of how much controllers do
Iraarstand, but the further problem of specifying how much they need to understand. Here a widening
julf is appearings although variouz attempts have beeu made to bridge it, none baa really succeeded.
'he gulf is between the utderetancing of the designer of the system and the understanding of the user.
Neithe, comprmhends fully the problems which the other faces. The designer may be concerned with problems much us technical feasibility end costs. The user is oonceited with controlling air traffic, with
uwing his resourcen to the beet advantage, and with the attitudem of management towards him as he sees
them. This is a topic ripe for misunderstanding, since neitner has sufficient knowledge of the other
to see the tthtrsva point of view. The lame menual air traffic control becomes, the more this problem
to arise, and the greater the gulf between the needs of the designer and the needs of the user
this .s not a problem confined to, or typical of, air traffic control, but is oharato become.
oterietio of rodera maa-aohine systems in general. It does mean that no-one has a clear might of all
home possible solutionse such as the participation of controllers
the informatLon ., Qded to resolve it.
in design teams o.r it vhe writing of software, or practical experience for designer% in controlling air
traffic, have "'baei tried but not with sufficient success for them to become common practice. Although
in theory snyomým oaA ahare his allegiances between disciplines, in practice it seldom seems to occur.
Many en air trsxfl conctroller has become a pi'ogrammer, or been appointed to a responsible managerial
position, to taw paL'Aiite of his fellow controllers who feel that at last Bemeons in authority will
"understand them mnd thei.- problems, and be able to express their point of view; but the same controllers
ta person in his now position sees all the other problems
have suhsequently been disappointed bcauso•,
which the oantrollers thomsoeveo do not use, is influenced and perhaps over-influsnoed by them, and
view is lost to them as a favourable influence and advocate. There
from the controllers' point
is also a further problem. of in.lo.rdinoiplinary misunderstanding in air traffic control. It arises
between controllers and mainteniuLwe s-affs. It amy be necessary in the future for each to have a
greater understanding and %cknowledgement of the needs of the othe2l and for both to have a greater
imuderstanding of how technical and financial decisiono are reached which influence their day-4o-d&y work.
5h

SOLVING
PHQBOIJE

In some respectu, air traffic control can be viewed aa a sequence of problem solving, particularly
in heavy traffic. In the pv.'rt, '••vh manual systems end relatively low traffic levels, much effort has
been devoted to the early d6teotion and aolution of impending problems before thoy become serious sad
hazard safety or lead to inefficient manoeuvres. Much air traffic control has been conducted at a
tactical ad hoc level. The trend iL away from this kind of air traffic control towards strategic solu.tions to any problems which arise and towards preplanning 5o that problems are prevented. The concept
of flow control, by the careful timing of initial departures followed by long terw, relatively small
adjustments to an aircrceOtls routs, height or speed, in in many rospeots intended not only to improve
efficiency but also to leorestall ,.itoblems, particularly potential conflicts between aircraft and
infringements of meparation standards which, when they arise in congested air space, rtoy be quite
difficult to solve eaflay. L-robleanm ar therefore gradually changing from tactical to strategic and from
the solution of diffi,'ulties to t'sir

prevention.

Air traffic •mntrol can be considered as a hietrrohy of problems, the solutiono to many of which are
constrained by decisio,: reached during the design stages of the system. The kinde of problem which each
man in the system has to ea.Ave am therefore determined not mainly by himself but by the position he
occupies in the -.yetem, bV the information which is available to him, and by the facilities which he
knows how to use.
It is often held amng controllers that there is notneceunarily one bent solution to every air
traffic control problem. Individual controllers tend to heve their own preferred solutions which depend
on different selections and weightings of evidence end different appraisals of the relative importance
of various consequenues. Automated aids to problem solving are often based on the assumption that a
single optimum solution to a problem can be specified, and this is one reason why suah solutions do
not alaWas seem the best solutions to the controller. If there is an optimum solution it may sometimes
be speol Vied in mathematical terms, but thow.h the mathematics may be faultless the premises on which
be challenged. In particular, the relative importance of the
the calculations are based can conmtimes
9
various factors nay be disputedc , end from time to time new factors ray be added which invalidate the
previously optimum solutions, call for their revision, aad engender further debate on what relative
weighting the new factors should be accorded. Ybr example, the need for noise abatement ant for a
greater awareness of ecological factors means that the relative importance of environmental noise as a
factor hAs increased, end the optimum solutions to air traffic control probleas may have to be modified
to take account of this. Marc recently, the greatly increased cost of aviation fuel has added to the
relative importance of fuel conservation as a factor, so that fuel efficiency carries a greater weighting
now than it used to have, and the optimum solutions to problems have to be modified again accordingly.
It is only possible to speoilt an optimum solution to a problem if it is agreed which factors are relevant
and what their relative importance is.
It is not yet possible to approach with automated aids the flexibility of the human being in solving
A central difficulty is the matching of" nm and machine in problem solvlng2 automated aids to
problems.
problem solving may go so far as to propose solutions, but the decision is ultimtely left to the maen to
accept or reject the automated solution. The difficulty has been to provide the smin with an adequate
rationale to fulfil this role satisfactorily, so that his contribution does add to safety and efficiency
A
rather than reolacna an, automated solution with a m•eual one which may be further from the optimume
furtherdiffioulty, not yet resolved, is tlha in anual air traffic control systems problem solving is
a team activity, with much conrultation between controllers end sometimes negotiation between
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pilos and controllers.

Automed aids tend to be more suitable for individuals than for to

,and

team functions become fragmented into individual functions as more automated aids are provided for the
individual controller, particularly under high workload when each team member tends to go his own way
and to have no time to follow closely his collesgmesactivities.
This affeots many aspects of the
control teak, but may be particularly important for problem solving where the processes of consultation
and supervision are no longer possible9 O.
Problems in air traffic control vary greatly in their tirm scale.
Those in oceanic control are
very different in this respect from those which arise from an unexpected overshoot in a busy terminal
area. The value and desirable foram f problem solving aids depend on the complexity of the information
in relation to the time available. The time scale also affects the knowledge which the controller an
have about the correctness of the solution to a problem which he has implemented and about the full
extent of its implications for the rest of the air traflio control system. Xt can be difficult to predict more than a few minutes ahead, partioularly in ce-neseted airspace, but nevertheless the preferred
solutions even to problems which have arisen very suidenly and which must be solved at once are those
which take account of the traffic cituation which will result from implementing thle preferred solution,
so that as far as possible one solution does not trigger a succession of problems.
Training in problem solving can be rather difficult. It must include the eOility to appreciate all
the consequancem of a proposed solution, incluling indirect and longer term ones, and the ability to
maintain some attention to other aspects of the air traffic control task while the solution of a poblem
is being worked out. It is difficult to obtain descriptions of how controllers solve problems.
cue
method which could be attempted is to ask the controller to verbalise the problem concurrently or
retrospectively, but there are aspects of air traffic control which are essentially spatial and visual
and which do not lend themselves to complete dssoription in words. There ar also limits to the extent
to which the controller can verbalise what he is doing, since he is not particularly trained to do so.
There may be relatively little activity while a controller is solving problems. If he has to consult
information which he needs, then that can be recorded, but if a great deal of information is present,
the problem is to determine which he uses and which he ignores. How i. it possible to tell the
difference between a controller who detects a problem, examine* all its aspects with care, and decides
correctly that the optimum colution is to take no action , and a Controller who also takes no action
because he haa failed to detect the problem at all?
Various techniques have been employed to try and trace what the controller does, and to deduce how
he solves problems, inolliing work derived from theories of attention said studies relying on eye movement recording. None of these can cope satisfactorily with this example of the controller who mulls
over a situation and then decides to keep attending to it but to do nothing yet. Cno important aspect
of training in problem solving in to fine tune the controller'e judgements of whether there is a problem
or not, and of how long he should watt to find out whether one develops. The earlier a solution to a
problem can be found, particularly in terox of avoiding action, than the loss urgent the avoiding action
need be, and the umaller the necessary msnoeuvres and consequent delays become. However, avoiding
actions instituted too early will include a prop)rtion which were in fact unnecessary. A balance has to
be found which represents the optimum timescale for taking action to solve probloem.
Various theoretical approaches on the selection of information and on the utility of information
selected can be studied, but thin can only be done producxtively if the criteria arm clear on what constitutes maximum efficienoy and ideal solutions. At present, such criteria are not clear. There is also
some tendency to teach problem solving by a series of examples, between which the connections are vaguo,
rather than by a demonstration of usderlying principles, to which evezy specific problem can be referred.
Perhaps the aim should be to tzy to derive a kind of mental checklist of all the factors which can be
relevant in solving an air traffic Control problem, and to train the controller to make the optimum
selection of factors from this list which apply in each individual case.
5L

U)SCIUI0N NAKINU

Much recent psychological work on decision making has been concerned either with the processes of
managerial decision making and with their optimleation in accordance with known human capabilities and
limitations9 1 , or with laboratory studies of quantifiable decisions, usually involving mathematically defined optima-,
oto-ntio prooearca92. 1It might
hrfpothisd from -- tdi•,= of tih lattar
-typ that con-.
trollers would over-emphasise accessible information and xnder-emphaciee information which is obsouze or
difficult to obtain, but this has not been confirmed in air traffic control contexts. It might likewise
be hypothesised that in taking decisions controllers would attend to what is familiar rather than to the
unfamiliar, porhipe to the extent of tending to discard the latter altogether, but again oonfirmtag
evidlnce from air traffic control itself does not exist. Controllers have a long training which is
bound to influence the means by which they roach deocision-, and indeed is intended to do go.
'lisa may
be advantageous for their decision making if training is oorreotlýy tailored to their needs but it
carries the danger of imposing inflexible thought processes which can lead to stereotyped decision
making. While Appropriate training may encourage the controller to look at each problem afresh, and not
to assume that the solutions which have succeeded in the past need nocessarily still be most apposite,
training does not seem to have been particularly successful in ensuring that the controller not only
looks carefull]r at the evidence which bolsters a decision he has already taken but looks equally carefully at evidence which undermines it or suggests that it should be revised. In air traffic control as
elsewhere, people needs a lot of evidence before they can admit that they might be wrong.
Although some of the basic findings about the way humn beings reach decisions must be applicable
to controllers who work within typical human constraints, not much of the experimental work on decision
making has been very helpful to air traffic control, with two main exceptions.
One concerns the examination of decision aids in command and control systemo9 3 , and the other ronoorns the series of French
tuiliea on the relevance of cognitive Ltheorias, souch as signal detection theory, to the kind of decisions
which the air traffic controller ,sakos 4 .
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Man is slow end ineffioiant if he has to weigh optimally numerous independent sources of information
in order to reach a decision, particialar3y when he mumt gradually accumulate information and derive
probabilities from it.
A pmotioal consequence may be a preference for cherished taotics or solutions
which the individual become. well known for adapting. Such rigidness is ialikely to produce optimum
decisions oonsintently. Subjective and mathematical randomness differ. 'Te man tends to impute causal
connections whore none exist, to eqoate randomness with lack of repetition or pattern, and to presume
that an event must be dcu to occur soon because it has not occurred for a long time.
More knowledge about the controller's decision making can perhaps be gleaned from studying the formation of his picture of the traffic, his frame of reference, the role of his memory, and in particular
"the time scale within which decisions are reached. This last Point should be a main determinant of the
information depicted on displays, its layout, its coding and its level of detail. Display contents have
a profound influence on the decisions which can be taken using the information on them.
A further pertinent humnn ohraoteristio which affeots decision making is the formation of habits.
The etandardisation of instructions, training in air traffic control prooedurem, the6miformity of equipment, and the implementation of stsadard ergonomic reomandations in workepace design, all foster the
formation and reinforcement of habits, although their objectives ar seldom expressed in such terms.
Because of habits, the operator can ocouwo another position similar to his normal one if the latter
becomes uiserviceable, and perform his tasks efficiently there. His training transfers at the broad
level because the facilities end commumications are similar, and at the specific level becaste each
specific control is so similar to its counterpart that habits of us
aquired at one position tranlfor
completely to the other. A reason for the general reluctanoc among controllers to accept aW chaSnge
which in apparently made solely for the make of change is thal, if the change is major, habits may not
"transferand new habit. y have to be painstakingly acquired.

.

Real life air traffic control docisions are about the control of particular aircraft, the maintenance
oifsmooth flows of traffic, the avoidance of conflict situations, the economic and efficient solution of
problem, and so on. The controller also makos decisions about the allocation of his own resources. He
decides what probleme to deal with, how to allooave his attention, when to act, snd when to take the
initiative. He decides how far to trust the information presnted to him and its probable quality. The
manner in which he reaches decisions nay determine the extent to which he is fully in control, planning
ahead and avoiding problems, or is responding exclusively to the demands of the system, so that his task
becomes the solution of a sequence of problem some of which my originate from his own incorrect
decisions about the allocation oafhis resecurces.
A further influenoe on the controller's decisions is his knowledge of the alvernatives available.
In the simplest case, if there only seems to be one solution to a problem decision making becomes easy.
If there are two solutions, decision making may etll
not be complicated. The mor solutions that an be
seen, the more complex the decision making process becomes
This suggest. that decision making nay
become more oumplex as exporienou and skill era developed and a greater insight is gained into taskse ad
system functioning. A further product of his experience sad skill is his appreciation that there are
more factors to take into consideration in decision masking than were injtially apparent. A further relevant relationship is that between dacisionnmaking and expectancies. Air traffio control decision are
influenoed by expectancies based on the past behaviour of air traffic and on assumptions that traffic
will obey the controller's instructions and not behave unaxpeotedly. The importance of expectancies is
sometimes revealed inadvertently in simulation studies in which apparently minor differences between
eimulated and real life conditions receive great emphasis because the expectancies from real life are not
"quite in accord with the simulated oonditions.
Generally in air traffic control the controller has knowledge of results in that he knows the oonsequenoes of his decisions within a short time. Unforeseen consequances of his decisions m also beowme
apparent soon enough for him to see the relationship between them ad the decision which produced them.
The baiso conditions for learning and improvezent are then present. Knowledge taken into account in
reaching decisions, and knowlelg of the consequences of decisions, combine to provide a basis for
reviewing subsequent additional evidence, for determining whether it is new end relevant, andi hence for
judging whether the decision should be re-txamined. A problem which arises when automated aids are
introduced into decision asking is that it becomes leLs Clear what constitutes new evidence.
Decision making is a function often considered as ripe for automated assistance. From the point of
view of the controller, decision making aids nay be a misnomer as ths functions they introduce can be
unlike the decisions which he used to take. Even in a manual •yteo,
the controller has an incomplete
understanding of all the implications and consequanoes of hie docisions, sad of the penalties that could
be incurred 4y wrong deoislons, since their ramification extend to system functions that he has no
knowledge of. he has less understanding however when automated aids to decision making are employed, to
the extent that his ca.aity for effective intervention may be seriously itdermined. In system effioiency terms, it may be bstter either to remove decision mrkiug functions from the man altogether or to
accept that the aids needed for such functions may be of a very different kind from those provided now.
There is a tendency, not warrented by current knowledge, to presume that man's decisions are
rational and that his subjective notions about optimum decisions are therefore realistio. There is the
further tendency to presuse that there must an optim.m decision. In air traffic control, this mny not be
so. Several solutions to a problem W be possible, all with approximately equal consequences in terms
of efficiency, safety and economy, and all giving different weighting, to various factors. As long as
there are argmuts about the optimun weighting of these various factoro and insufficient objective
evidence to support a firm conclusion, there can be no adequate rationale for making an arbitrary decision or imposing a particular problem solution which the evidence cannot support.
As he aoquires experience, the controller gradually loaras from his mistakes and wrong decisions:
these processes oif gradual learning and the correction of mistakes have not been thoroughly stidied in
air traific control co=ntoxte in any way which ocn lead to further optimisation ol decision makt•=_.
Where
mistakes can be identified, as in accounts of incidents where separatinca have been infringed or air
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misses have boen reported, the outstanding impression is that such incidents have very little in common
and that there is no single kind of decision which c
be identified as intrinsically unafe and therefore as a profitable sabhjeot for further training and learning. Rather it seems that the errors which
precipitate incidents are representative of all errors, the vast maýority of which do not lead to
incidents. The causes of each incident seem to lie in the particular environmental conditions prevailing
at the time rather than in the nature of any errore that were made.

5j MOTIVATION
There is a curious dichotono' in psychological work on motivation. Much applied work has paid progressively more attention to it as a factor relevant to real life jobs, and this interest ham spawned
masy theories based on evidence from operational contexts, although the proliferation of theorie souggests
that none is likely to prove adequate for all evidence and all jobs$5.
By contrast, interest in motivation as a factor in cognsitive funations stu'lied in the l•boratory
seems to have waned. Some cognitive theories pay no heed to it; othars borrow cnoopts such as needs
or satisfiers from the applied work, or subsume motivation uader a. broader heading such as knowledge of
results or feedback. To the man performing tasks, motivation seoe important. Evidence en hoW important
it ins in terms of efficiency, errors and seafety is much more equivocal. It is difficult to manipulate
motivation as an independent variable untrammalled by other influancem. Help in understa•ding motivation
in air traffic control9 6 from basic laboratory studies therefore seems limited. This seems a pityv
as a
concept it is complex , and it seems of priotical importance to know more than we know now %bcu. its
effects on the efficiency of i•i" traffic onrtrol in general and on safety in partioular.

•.

People who can control their own workload often make themselves bu•y deliberately. Congenial work
can have intrinsically satistying properties, so that nono continue to work voluntarily at thezr job
during nominally leisure hours if there are no external constraints on doing so, ELven within the labora.tory it ii apparent that tasks vary ge•atly in the quality which they possess to motivate the subeoct te
do them well and to try bard. Some demand and raeeive his full commit-•ent on' he may be roluctant to
stop doing them. Others seem so ink-rently7unappealing that his full collaboration L-n never be enlisted. lnsuffioiint is known at present about the properties of tasks whiih provide strong motivation to
perform them well. Confident predictions cannot therefore be made about how motivating a pArtioular
task will prove to be. It is generally assumed that motivation has a cause, in the sense that a rational
explanation of it is possible it only it could be found. It is also asuumed that motivation is central
to performance.
However, the driving force behind imay tasks may cone largely from the satisfaction of
performing the tank itcelf. It is surmiued that it is a good idea to try and onsurn that people at work
are highly motivated.
Here, huma•itarian and moral notions may become anmeshed with ideas of produotivity
"and cuot effectiveness. in many contexto the mma who is happy in his work apparently performs his tauk-o
no better than one who is not. It may not be true that the non who is highly motivated in his work
performs his tsk better than one who is no.. S-pporting evidence for uuah a contention i usurprioingly

.

The ntwly of motivation must therefore start with the qusetion of why it is being sought. It can
then progress to entablis2'ing what is affected by changes in movivation. l•rom ouch knowledge, a realistic
appraisal ca be nmde of what attempts to improve motivation arn likely to achieve. Perhapa the main
effects of good motivation ar in terms of low staff turnover, high morale, willing collaboration with
new ideas. tolerance of administrative or maunaorial setbacks, and factors of that kind, rather than
direct improvements in efficiency or usaety.
anthe other hand., motivation may be the key to efficiency
and safety. The fact remainu that we do not yet know.
5k
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Designers of air traffic control oystems, faoilitieo and wOrksapoes do not normally have a comprehensive knowledge about humass capabilities end limitationo, which are outside their terms cf reference.
rThesimplest mismatches, and those which can be tho moat readily resolved, refer to workspaces. l~camplen
aro working positions at which the cntroller cannot sit comfortably, controls such an keVboards which
are wrongly placed, displays at an it.oorreot angle or distance for viewing, with information which is
inadequate in brightness or ciontraut, and with erceoeive glares or rvflections. Most human engineering
handbooks contain sufficient information for these problems to be detected and prevented at the design
stage, and to be cured in operational sottinpg, given adequate financial, technical saiu hu•an factors
resources. It is relatively easy to ensure for a given speoified physical environment with known minimum
standards of eyesight and hearing for operators that information is presented far onough above the visual.
and auditory throchold" to be es-nly veed or heard. Most common sources of visual or auditory errors are
now known, and mismatches resulting from them c4n therefore be avoided. Nevertheless there is a general
failure to r.eoo•gase human limitationz in higher mental fuactions, and this is the source of many
intractable mismatches between man and machine.
It is common to present intonmation at the wrong level of detail. Either it in too simple, end the
man has to resort to cumbersome proced.ures to call down other information which he must have, or it is
too complex, and involves him in time wasting oearnh activity and in errors snd misoiderstandings when
collating information from different sources. A Lrther source of misrmtohas is a failure to impose a
coherent logical order, both on the information uiinplayed or available for display, and on the control
facilities and their layout and sequence of use. Control display relationships also need to be matohed.
The displeay themselves ran be used, although often they ame not, to give reminders and to aid teaching.
It is common to misjudge the rate at which man can process information ox, collate information from
disparate sources. Information ma not be presented in a form which
readily iador•tood or compatible
with the man9s thought processes and mental images. Commonsnase wouldis sggest
that it should be so
°:

presented, althoucjh proof of this is lacking. Hitherto displays have
~of
oouveyingE information needed, f0or the per`i'ormanoe of tasks. In the

been evaluated primarily an m"sz
future, displays muot oontiiaue to
fulfil this function but must also satisfy other needs, such as memory aide, prediotors siad indicators of
human error. Mismatohes now occur becaume displays do not isest these further needs vezy well; sometimes
the needs have scarcely been reoognpsed.

;

F.
Displys also lack qlitative
end it

is
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information.

Sometimes accuracy in equated with clear portrayal,

presumed that information which appears on a display of good technical quality Mint itself

be

of good technical quality. This need not be so. Many current and projected air traffic control dinplays give no indication of the accuracy of the information on them, of the extent to which it should be
treated, or of what a display failure would look like. A current mismatch is the absence of information
about how the system can fail and how a failure an be circumvented.
Displays which present a full representation of the task which the man is doing may lead him to
attempt to do the tank according to the representation alone rather than according to what it actually
representat for example, he may keep blips or labels on a display apart rather than aircraft in the sky
separated. Ilis mental picture may not be of aircraft at all. This kind of consequence for the man of
changes in information portrayal undertaken for other reasons is not always apprsciated, its effects
remain largely =mknown in terms of safety and the provision of a good air traffic control service. The
controller himself can become somewhat m-eay as more and more equipment seems to intervene betwsen him
end the airomr•a
for which Ie in responsible.
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There is some current concein with the effects of the system on the man end with the kinds of mis•match whinh can take that form. Symptoms of stress in the man can be construed in thin way and often
have been. It is contended that the responsibilities which the controller carries, and the oiroumatances
under which he has to work can, partioularly if asocciated with overloading, lead to occupational health
problem and long-term impairment of well-being. Lvidonce on this point varies from country to country,
but in never ntrong97.
Concentration on the problem of stress has perhaps unfortunately overhsdowed
greater long-term problems. The trends of giving the iranloes to do and of using automation more in air
traffic control will avadually remQve
overloading, or may do no as a form of strass, at the coot of
9
Aggravating the problem of boredom O. In many practical contexts, %siderloading is as serious a problem
as overloading, but doss not attract as much attention. Many air traffic control facilities have to be
manned for long hours when there is little or no work tU do. Aircraft accidents and incidents are not
associated exclusively with overloadiug, and underloading is no guarwtee of safety. There may bh: an
optimum loading in terms of efficiency and safety, or there may not be a single optimum in the Conge that
the desirable state is to require the man to continue gradually to learn and to adapr without ever soer.ou0ly overloading him. T1heoptimum '. then dynami.c and ohanging. This kind of matohiag between man and
machine, and particularly the need to help the machine to be wor adaptive to the man, hoc not yet been
seriously studied but offers promise for the future.
A further source of mismatohes in the past hen been the natural tendency to automate what could be
autouated and to leave manual what had to be left. As a result manual functions were not allocated to
the maxi because he was good at doing them but because a machine could not do them at all or could not do
them well. Nevertheless ha was expected to do them, A further extension of mismatching conoerzs the
fact that functions like deoicion making and problem solving *hAnge a great deal when automated t'ough
"nominally they may remain unchanged. Aide to flow sequenoing, to conflict renolution, mnd to other
functions may take the form of' a computed solution which the man has to accept or reject, with an inoomplate understanding of the basis of the computation. This is not like the humae decision making which it
has
replaced.
A mismatch
occurs if the machine
solution
but retains
the r6sponsibility
for its solves
safety.the problem, and the men does not understand the
Man is a poor monitor compared with moot maohines. Ho is not particularly good at marshalling and
manipulatini resources, although thn sort of managerial and supervisory role is seen as his in future
air traffic control systems. Certainly it seems to require a fuller underetaxding of the detailed
oapabi litiem of the reasources at his commend than current proposals envisage he will posness. Efforts
atrepemristently, made to ensure uontinuouo attention even when there is nothing to attend to. The maintasance of Continuous attention seems to have become an end in itself and there is a reluctance to
concede that it in unattainable. The saf+ty and efficiency of the system Waypresume that attention can
be maintained when the praotical point is that the system must remain safe even when attention is not
"meintainod. Thin is a veii serious mismatching between system sad human capabilities. Traditionally the
strengtha of r inolude his ability to innovate and be flexible. The wherewithal "to enable him to be
flexible in. a progressively more automated oyutcm io difficult to provide. If he cannot in fact be
flexible, either there in no sensible role left for him or moans t) be innovative must be restored.
IAfurther source of mismatches concerns the fact that air traffic control is a team activity. Forms
of computer assistance stitable for teams rather than individual controllerv are slow to appear. The
tendency is for each man to bocome more autonomous.
This has numerous implications for job interest,
satisfaction, the development of professional norms sad standards, and collaborative effort. It is
noticeable already that in evaluations of designs for future systeew team work sometimes breaks down as
the sBytem becomes progressively more loaded, so that tasks which are done collaboratively by a team 'under
light or medium traffic loading tend to becomo fra4gnted into individual trisne msader heavy loading, end
each individual team member
becomes too busy vith his own #taks to keep him knowledge of his colleagues'
activities up-to-dateo 9 . The team no longer functions satisfactorily an such: automated aids tend to
promote this effect whether it is planned for or not.
There is a tendency sometimes to make human functions too easy. This taken insufficient account of
the needs for man to develop and use skills, A further problem is the importance of the oon+troller's
attitues, preferences and prejudices in his willingness to uns the equipment with which he is provided
ad to gain an tiderotanding of how to use iT to beet advantage. Comparatively little is known about the
attributes of equipment and workapacee which engender favourable attitudes towards them. Considering the
amount of effort which goes into marketing commercial products, astonishinglXy little effort has gone into
arIceting innovations in air Lraffic control.
In principle, automation helps the controller to perform his tasks and can reduce routine, although
in practice it may increase routine. It can provide aoeiatanre to make predictions, to solve problems,
and to reach decisions but this assistance may actually take the form of predictions made, problems
solved and decisions taken. It can increase the data handling capacity of the system but is much less
successful at improving the information processing capacity of the man. It car,extend the available
time scale so that air traffic control becomes strategic rather than tactical but this advantage way be
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negat-d
if there is no clear indication of the reduction in the reliability of information as its time
scala increases.
In theory at least automation can allow greater control over workload so that the man could resort
to manual methods when lightly loaded and have genuine computer assistance when heavily loaded. His
ability to make use of such a tool io not icnown and it does lend itelef to misuse. He might have to learn
how to use it to beet advanta&e and not to reserve for himself all the problems which he fosaid interesting.
In principle automation can probably reduce stress as a source of mismatches, but this benefit might not
materialiso in practice.
The complexity of potential mismatches between man and machine in air traffic
control is often umderestimated. A full understanding of the needs of air traffic control, of the
desirable operational standards, of human limitations and abilities, and of the full implications for the
man of equipment provided and equipmint changes proposed, needs to be gained before automated aide can be
provided without mismatches. The sources of mismatches between man and machine have often inadvertently
been chosen when the equipment said facilities hr-e been selected. In relating to a machine, man can find
it .hard to accept that a machine does not forgeL, a machine does not understand but abidee by the rules,
and a machine knows absolutely nothing at all about what it does not know.
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CHAuER 6
JOBS AND TISKS IN AIR TRAFFIO CONTROL

6a

TIM DISCRIPTION AND ALLOCATION OF JOBS

Although the distinctio:.s drawn between jobs and tasks are not always consistent in the literature,
in general a job is a much broader and comprehensive concept. The typical job consists of many tasks.
It ns necessary, in describing jobs in air traffic control and relating them to selection ad training
requirements, to examino both the common characteristics of various jobs and. the ways in which they
differ. The description of each job therefore has to be aufficisantly dstai led to enable this to be done.
Job descriptions show how jobs change as systems evolve. Some changes are progressive; an example is
the information presented an air traffic control radar displays and its method of depictior which have
evolved with technological progress. Other changes are sudden; an example concerns the contemplated
removal of the traditional jobs of the supervisor and the assistant in air traffic control with drastic
racasting of the divisions of responsibility am,' g the remaining controllers.

The compilation of a job description is a skilled activity which requirea a comprehensive knowledge
of huyan factors and an understanding of the job. It is essentially therefore a collaborative venture.
Althosgh the human factors specialist can draft the job description, he must verify it, or aspects of it,
with controllers, with those concornod with selection and training, and in the case of f nturo rather than
current jobs with system designers and planners. A job description should not be compiled by controllern
alone for it requires human factors kaowled•e they vre unlikely to possess.
hallmark of a good air traffic
control job description it; thaý it is couched in a broadly similar framework to descriptions of jobs outside air traffic con.trol, with comparable terms and concepts and an equivalent level of detail. This
allows characteristics of air traffic control jobs which are unique to air traffic control to be distinguished from those which recur in comparable jobs in otinr large man-rachine systems. Such information
can provide a useful perspective for air traffic control selection, training and job design, but thie
would be lost if job descriptions were too parochial,
A job description covers overy task which forms part of the job, but does not analyse any task in
fine detail. It indicates the relative importance and prevalence of various tasks. It incluaes the
responsibilities of the man, the init-atives he has to take, the extent to which he is autonomous, his
relationships to others if he is a member of a team, and required facilities, skills and attributes. AI
job description should be expressed in relatively non-teohnical language, since it must eschew jargon
which would be incomprehensible to others. Although in air traffic control it is possible to describe
each job exclusively in air traffic control terms, this limits the usefulness of the job description and
it has greater significance and value if it is expressed in other concepts, usually man-mochine system
terms, or psychological terms, or both. The specification of every action by the man is a matter for
task analysis rather than job desoription.
The notion of a job carries different implications in diffo:rent contexts and there are thereft)re
ambigeities assooiated with it.
In some contexts, such as job satisfaction, the meaning of the concept
approximates to the total work that one man does, treated as a whole and personal to him, so that his
attituodes towards it can be measured. In other contexts, a job may refer to a %roupof wcrk positions
within one oreanisation, so that many people may be employed in the same job but not people in different
organisationsIO0. In still other contexts, a job does not have the continuity implied by the above
notions of it, buat is a coherent structured set of activities with e definable product or objective,
with a definite beginning and end, so that an individual, singly or as a team member, can complete one
job and start another.
A thorough job description should detect some differences among jobs which are normally treated as
equivalent.
A successful job description should ensure that each job which has a distinct name or
title can be differentiated clearly from every other job not so named. This sounds straightforwari but
is not: it implies that the job description can reveal exactly what jobs performed in different looations but with the same title have in common.
Ihe selection, training and allocation of controllers
to jobs may depend primarily on the location of the jobs if this is the source of greatest aommonality
in -the job descriptions, or on the title of the job if the job is thought to be substantially the same
wherever it is done. The difference is between job descriptions of terminal 4rea controllers at, for
example, Kennedy, Heathrow or Frsnkfurt, where the job is described prir.arily 1y lo•ation, amd the
job descriptions of controllers as sector supervisors, oceanic controllers, or area radar instructors,
for example, where jobs are olsesified by the nature of their responsibilities rather than by where
they acredone.
:lob descriptions provide a logic for categorising air traffic control jobs by showing what they have
in common end how they differ. Job categorisnation is complex - a terminal area controller in a remote
tower with few aids end little traffic has a very different job from his col league, who uses many faoilities to deal with dense and varied tra•ffio near a busy international airport, but is also called a
terminal area controller. Job descriptions bring out these differences sal similarities which are uased
both to categories jobs end to select, train and allocate controllers to jobs.
Job descriptions must be objective and impartial. The process of obtaining them must be as passive
as possible end in no w;V interfere with or influence the conduct of the jobs themselves. This becomes
particularly importaet if job descriptions are used as a basis to define the desirable skills and
responsibilities of each job in orior to negotiate appropriate g-adings, pay and conditions of eiiployment.
Job descriptions are also employed. in the design of air traffic control systems, in research and evaluation, in choosing approp:riate equipment end facilities, in the definition of skills and selection
procedures, to provide a framework for training, in the allocation of controllers to jobs, in the exemtination of proponed system chsanges and their consequences, and in task analysis.

Rix
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TASK ANALYSIS AND TASK SYNTHESIS

These two concepts are not always separated, but a distinction between them can be useful.
The
products of a task analysis sad a task synthesis are similar, but the means of achieving each are differ-ant.
The distinction is as follows: a task analysis refers to a task which exists, and the methods of
task analysis therefore involve descriptions and classifications based, at least in part, on observations
and measurements of how those who are skilled and experienced in the task actually perform it; a task
synthesis refers to a task v:hich does not yet exist but is being proposed or planned, and the methods of
task synthesis therefore involve descriptions and classifioations based primarily on deductions about
what the task will be like, and what skills and experience will be needed to perform it.
In this sense,
a task analysis is factual, and a task synthesis hypothetical or speculative.
Maucl of the literature
on task analysis fails to draw this important distinction.
(ne

f

purpose of task analysis is

to provide a basis for stating what task ohanges would result from

a proposed system change, and for tracing the consequenoes of these task changes. Evaluations, which
often rely on simulation, are concerned mainly with the practicality, efficiency and safety of the
proposed system. Some form of task synthesis is a necessary part of the detailed planning of the evaluations, ps rtioularly with reference to the facilities which must be instslled at each simulated
operating position. Proposed changes may also alter coatrallerst attitudes.
A detailed task analysis

of the comparable roles in existing systems is a necessary precursor of the successful definition of the
attitude changes which
attitudes to the whole
actions may be changed
whereas other tasks or
they are tampered with
There is

proposed system changes msy bring,
job but selectively with attitudes
or removed with impunity as far as
actions may lead to marked changes
at all.

particularly if the concern is not with the
01
to particular firictionaI
. Some tasks or
the controllers' attitvles are concerned,
in attitude, favourable or unfavourable, if

no single optimum level of detail for a task analysis or task synthesis;

detail depends entirely on the objectives.

Successful task analysis

the best level of

or synthesis represents a great

deal of work; because each additional level of detail adds a lot more work, it is desirable not to examine
tasks at a more detailed level than will suffine for the purpose.
Two further factors in addition to
level of detail have a major influence on the task analysis or synthesis. One is the flexibility of the
task. Is there one agreed best way of performing it? Is the whole task always the same? Can parts of
the task be omitted, be added, be repeated, be done out of sequence, or be done in different ways? Many

air traffic control tasks are complex in this respect.

No single solution to an air traffic control

problem may gain umiversal acceptance as the best possible.
The second factor is the language used to
describe the task.
This also varies with the objectives.
The task
its sub-tasks may be described
in behavioural terms (detect airoraft on potential collision courses,and
decide if action is necessary,
assess consequences of proposed action, atc); or in system performance terms (the successful naintonance
of safe separation between two converging aircraft, the measured minimume separation between them, etc);
or in equipment terms (the appearance of a flashing symbol on a display, the acknowledgement of this
s;ymabol by the depression of the appropriate key, ete).

C.

A recent task analysis handbook prepared pritarily for training purposes 1 02 provides guidelines for
partitioning tasks into sub-tasks, and for defining the required supporting skills and knowledge.
Normally both these stages form part of the task analysis or synthesis.
Tiaks and sub-tasks deal with
actions, which include some overt behaviour whioh can be defined, measured and timed, and activities,
which may also include cognitive functions essential to the task but with no discernible behavioural
counterpart.
In task analysis or synthesis, every action and activity which the task requires is
usually in their standard chronological order if there is erne.
Task analysis, based as it is on
vation and measurement, also involves seoie deductions on the information which must have been os:
judgements which must have boon made, solutions to problems which must have been evolved and deaiLik
which must have been taken before the observed actions could occur.
These deduced items are inolvaal in
the listiag; in analysis, but not in synthesis, they can be confirmed subjeotively by those who perfurm
the task.
Measures of behaviour and actions provide the frame of reference for the task analysis ana a
sequence for the listing, into which the more deductive activitieu can be fitted. The task analysis may
also include a broad catgorisation of the relative frequency and importance of various tasks and subtasks, but this is not esiential and depends on the objective.
If the purpose is to verify that all
necessary equipment is provided than the relative importanrce of various items of equipment may only be
significant it. relation to its layout rather than to its presence.
However, if the purpose is concenied
with the inicidence of errors end the achievable levels of performance of the task, then information on the
relative frequency and importance of various sub-tnsks is essential.
A task analysis soy allow all the
possible sources of error during tauk performance to be defined, but may not include any evidence at all
about the performance achieved, the errors which actually occur, or their relative prevalence.
Although the frame of reference for the task analysis consists of overt actions med events, there is
never sufficisnt evidence of this kind for a task analysis except for the simplest of manual tanks.
eoacriptione of the operator's actions must be obtained passively without interfering with the actions themselves.
Methods include tins and event recording, photographs, films, videotapes and other visual records which
an be categorised: sequential tired descriptions by one or more trained observwrs, flow diagrams, and
critical incident techniques.
With varying degrees of success, those methods in principle can be followed
without direct interference with the task. Ott-er techniques such as eye movement recording, which mka
involve some instrumentation of the ountroller, may yield data which contributes usefully to the task
analasis, but they are less obviously passive as techniques.
The descriptions of actionc in a task analysis or synthesis may have little
explanatory value.
There
may be a record of where the man looked and of what he did, but no precise indication of exactly what he
looked at and why, of his reasons for his actions, or of what he believed he was doing. Therefore, for
complex tasks such as those in air traffic control, the bald description of events has to be complemented
by an informed explanatory account of the associated cognitive processes. This relies heavily on the skill
and judgement of the task analyst.

role.

P task synthesis may be compiled to rev•al what information a man must have to fulfil a particular
Practical considerations of cost end technical resources may then be used to evaluate the task
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synthesis, which would not normally contain such factors directly. The synthesis may challenge tlie
feasibility of a proposed operalional task by revealing that certain information which cannot be pIovided is nevertheless indispensablet or by showing that sub-taskc beyond human capabilities are inherent
in the proposal.
there may be far more options to consider than in task analysis, regarding the
synthesis
In task of
performance
the task by mnn or machine and the required level of task performance. Task analysis mAY
dwell much more on the tasks which would be required to meet system objectives, with the implied subtasks, facilities, knowledge and skills, and with the assessment of the feasibility of attaining the
objectives. Task synthesis may also be concerned with alternative tanks conseqient upon various possible
degrees of automated assistance. As with task analysis, the framework is of actions, albeit hypothetical
ones, complemented by the deduced cognitive processes required. In synthesis even more than in analysis,
the judgement of the task analyst is critical.
Task analysis and synthesis, though of great value for many purposes, have their limitations. A
whole task is never the same as the sun of its parts. The product of analysis or synthesis is eseentially
the sum of the parts of a task.

*,

-,-

The final phase of task analysis or synthesis is the derivation from the task descriptions of the
skills and knowledge on which successful task performance will depend or which would appear relevant
Iesoriptions of air traffic control skills have
it'they were present.
enough to enhance performs
They can be couched in general psychological terms or in specific air
generally been ruiimentary U.
traffic control terms. A better taxonomy of skills is needed, but a general one for all air traffic control in all contexts is not feasible - the differences between jobs are too great - and therefore it must
10 3
has
be specific to the task analysis or synthesis. The rudimentary listing of skills mentioned above
nevertheless been sufficient to demonstrate That the main differences between air traffic control and
other skills lie in the central processing of information rather than its input to or output from the
system, and that the diversity
of these central processing skills in air traffic control tends to vitiate
04
any taxonomy of themI °
There are opportunities for error in task analysis which do not arise in task synthesis. Task analysis involves the description of the actions of fully proficient and experienced controllers in ourrent
practice. Although the process of measuromant should be as passive as possible, the mare knowledge that
measures are being taken for a tack analysis is enoiih to introduce certain changes. Controllers want to
be seen at their beet and to appear efficient. They will not be idle even when there is nothing for them
to do. They will follow procedures punotiliously and avoid unorthodox ones. Normal social chatter will
be curtailed, irrelevant remarks reduced, language moderated, and uncomplimentary and derogatory asides
self-censored. Equipment serviceability will be minimisedwith faults reported when they might otherwise
be tolerated, and remedied as a matter of urgency when urgency is not needed. A task analysis can thus be
biased to portray an unrealistically slick and smoothly functioning system.
Task synthesis is in principle more comprehensive and objective than task analysis, since it is not
limited by the constraints of aotual tanks and can contemplate extensions to tasks beyond any which have
previously been adopted. Traditional practices and constraints have a less strong and lees restrictive
influence on task synthesis but are an inherent part of task analysis. A recent trend towards the evolution of future tanks by feasibility studies, in which the participating controllers sugest changes
which are *then implemented and commented on in their turn, provides a different and more flexible
approach to task synthesis and integrates it more closely with the partitioning, allocation and grouping
ol' taa1ks• nub-tasks and responsibilities.
6c

GCOULINO OF TASKS

The tank analysis or synthesis produces a list of tasks
its objective. Ono objective, associated in particular with
of a new air traffic control system, is to verify that every
in the capabilities of a trained operator, mnd then to group
successful grouping of tasks:
(1)

Tasks which share common requirements for skills and knowledge should be considered as potentially suitable for performance by the same individual.

(2)

Tasks which have requirements so disparate that they are unlikely to be found in a single
individual should be uuaianed to different people.

(3)

Tanks which form a coherent progressive sequence, and sub-tanks which follow a single sequence,
can be assigned to the same person, and sWs minimise duplication of effort and unnecessary
communications if they are.

(4)

'raeks which must be fulfilled concurrently must be integrated so that they can be done together,
separated and allocated to different individuals or teamus, or done sequentially where delays
in their performanae can be tolerated.

(5)

Tasks suitable for individuals muet be clearly distinguished from those to be performed by
teems.

(6)

Tasks which use common facilities in different ways for different purposes at the swes time must
be clearly separated if the performance of any one of the tasks would be liable to interfere
with the eofefative performance of any of the others.

(7)

Tasks which vary greatly in complexity, required knowledge and experience, status, andoesponsibilitieo may not be suitable for allocation to the eame individual since they would pose problems
of the definition of grading, status and responsibilities, and of selection and training.

0"•.
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and sub-tasks at a level of detail suited to
major system changes or with the introdu=tina
enviuaged function for the man would be withtraks. Numerous criteria may facilitate the

(8)
(9)

pTaks should be grouped to facilitate the definition of responsibilities, jobs, and selection
and training requirements.
'lask g.roupings should take account of traditional practices, divisions of responsibility, and
skills, which should not be discarded without good reason.

(10)

Teaks should be groupedeo that each individual or team is sufficiently autonomoue to make
progress in performance of their own tasks without having to wait for others to perform
theirs.

(11)

Teaks should be grouped to minimise gross differences in workload between individuals and

between different times for the same individual. The capacity of the whole system must not be
seriously reduced because the distribution of tasks and sub-tasks incurs overloading of one or
a few oentrollers long before any others are becoming overloaded.
(12)

Tasks should be grouped to avoid wasteful duplication of' facilities and fuxotionsl for example,
two controllers ahould not both be trying to contact the same pilot for different purposes at
the same ti-a.

(13)

TNaks should be grouped to take asue acoo•nt of envisaged future developments and syetem changes
so that they can be reconciled with each grouping. This probably entails that proposed changea
should have clearly deined implications for a limited number of tasks rather than rinattered
and apparently arbitrary ramifications for many.

(14)

Tasks should be grouped so that the tasks and functions of each grouping can be reconciled with
revised groupiues wherever thi s is required. In particular task groupings miuat be compatible
with envisaged responsibilities. This applies in partioular to the continued feasibility of
te••sork, to the future roles of eupervisors and assistanta, and to the amalgamation and
splitting of tasks to accommodate gross changes in workload and task demands.

p

attributes for the successful perfirmsnoe of the various tasks azcitee•d to the same individvAl. In
principle this commonality is a laudible aim if it cna be aohioved. In prantrue, however, it can become
a couisel of perfection, far removed from the realities of task !-nd sub-task giuupirgs. In air traffic
control tasks, two other considerations are often of greater impartaunc; one is the allocation of tasks
to equate workload across individuals

as much as possible and to achieve flexibility

of workload,

in

order to maximise the traffic handling capacity of the whole Wsytem; the other is the apparently negative
requirement to avoid the allocation to the u-.,I person of tasks and sub-tanks which seem Wodemand con,Clioting human capabilities, instructions or attributes.
The charge that aome of these requirements for task grouping seem too obvious to be worth stating is
co•ntered by the fact that in the past even these obviouo requirements have ofteL not been met. The
roles of uupervision, assistance, teamwork and safe controlling in progressively automated systems depend
greatly on the way that tasks and sib-tasks are grouped. The smooth fin-otioning of the uystem implies
that controllers do not normally get in each others' way. The divisions of responuibilities must be
clear so that vital functions are not omitted because everyone thought they were being fulfilled by
someone else. A teak which conainto substantially of routine data entry and another task which requires
comoplex decision making and prompt and decisive action require nttrbutes and qualities of temperament
so different that to seek them in the same individial seems over--optimistic.
Yet in air traffic control
they are regularly sought in the eame individual.
6d
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INNERAOTIONS 1ETWTEN TASKS
Interaotions between tauks are of three main types:
(1)

Interactions between tasks whi oh are the responsibility of a single controller, and which mus t
be done at about the came time, consecutively or by sharing his effort between them.

(2)

Interactions between tasks allocated to or shared by different controllers in the same workspace, for which different selectively retrieved information or different facilities naky be
appropriate.

(3)

Interactions between tasks done at different tines or different positions in the system, whore
the

concurrent

independent performance of a

task by on: controller

influences the

tasks of

others through the system design and facilities, or where a current task is influenced by, and
dependent on, the performance of a previous o=r by the same or smother controller.
Interactions of the first type have to be resolved by a combination of job descriptions, task allocation and grouping, and system design. An examination of the interacting tasks in the light of basic
knowledge of human cognitive capabilities and limitations will reveal) which tasks can be reconciled and
done concurrently (for example, because ail experienced controller can do one without attending to it),
which must be separated altogether because they would interfere witn each other too much (for example,
because they both demand full attention or require different selections of informa•tion which cannot all
be present at once), and which might be shared (for example, because each in a part-time task and both
need similar data). 'i'ho level of attainable performance will depend in part on whether the controller's
time-sharing ability8 4 has had any influence on his selection and training. It is important in oonsidering interacting tasks of this type to identify the kinds of error which might occur because of mutual
interference between them, and to ensure that suoh errors could not become dangerous.
Interactions of the second type are primarily a matter of workspace and system design, and of dccisions on whether tauku should be autonomo•u or dependent on each other. Tasks to be performed by a team
must be designed from the outset to foster this aim. The allocation and positioning of facilities at the
workupace determines which fusctions can be shared or done collaborativel, which meet be the prerogative
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which could be allocated to another team member. The extent to which
of a particular team member, and
facilities are replicated and t uplicated also influences this second type of interaction between tasks.
The guiding principle must be that each controller should be able to perform all his tasks without
seriously disrupting any other oontroller in the perfornce of his tasks. It must not be possible,
while one controller is using a display to perform one of his own tanks, for anuther controller, without previous warning, consultation or agreement, deliberately or inadvertsatly to change the content of
that display as a legitimate part of one of his tasks, in an way which interferes with the performance
of the. task already being done. If, to perform his own task, a controller needs to know what a collesgus is doi•g, he must be able to datermine this readily without disrupting his oalleagus'o actions.
Either hi can watohhis colleagus and thi information he is using or he can calldown at hie own work
positin- the relevant information about his collesgws's actions. A common fault, as task loading
increases, ic for the tasks of each controller to interact less with those of his fellow team members,
because he has insuffioient time to note their actionu, with the result that the team tends to break
down under high workload, and the interactions between tanks, envisged in the system design, no longer
Interactions of the third type are primarily a matter of system design, sad the provision of appropriate facilities at each operating position. In the case of tasks at the same position, the system
mut provide appropriate information on the relevant tanks already done and on what they have achieved,
in a form which is intelligible, appears at the appropriate time, and can be remembered. For tasks done
at other positions, the system must display to the controller that they have been accomplished•, and
their import for him. One of the commonest interactions between tasks in air traffic control concerns
the sequential control of an aircraft by different controllers as it taxies, departs, climba cruises
en route, descends, approachos, lands and taxies again. For each control task, information about the
actions of previous controllers is relevant. Muoh planning of the control of air traffic is done using
information about pending traffic, which is actually under the control of someone else.
Interaotions
between these tasks are therefore en intrinsic aspect of air traffic control. Interactions must be
studied with particular concern for the kinds of error which can arise with inadequate foreknowledge of
other tasks and for W ambiguities which can occur during the hendover of airoraft between controllers.
do

WORflAW

The concept of workload is very broad 105; in air traffic control, it almost invariably refers to
mental rather than physical workload. Almost the whole of the recent extensive literatuis on workload
has dealt with mental workload. Confusion arises because system planners and designers oi'ten interpret
They therefore
workload &a the load which the system imposes on the man in the form of task demands.
expect workload to be described in terms of the functions assigned to each mun which he mu" perform to
a required standard in a given time to meet the system objectives. If workload is equated w th task
demands, it may be described in system rather than humn terms, and, being imposed by the system, it
would not differ according to the operator who happened to be present. This notion of workload is
straightforward, quantifiable, and relativel easy to describe.
bfortmately it does not correspoad
with the human factors concept of mental workluad in real life tasks.
Mental workload, being a priori mental, is an attribute of the individual man and his reponses to
task demands. It therefore varies not only with the task demands theemslves, but with individual attributes of the person performing the task. The amae task demands impose very different mental woi-kload
on the novice and on the experienced controller. An air traffic control task presented to someone with
no knowledge of air traffic control would be impossible for him to perform. The same tank presented to
a trainee controller dru-ing the early etages of hin training might elicit an inadequate performance with
very high workload and maximum effort. Nevertheless the self-same task presented to a fully proficient
controller in current practice might imposo little workload, and seem simple, undemanding and evean
boring.

These gross differences depend little on the particular nature of the task demands; they are
primarily a matter of knowledge, experience, skill, and training. Therefore the adequate measurement
of the workload of the individual controller entails some means of allowing for these individual factors,
either by the di rect assessment of them, or by indirect means of assessment whereby system characterlstic•, task demands, individual responses and actions, and individual effort aa be quentified. Sall
wonder that efforts to qusantify the workload of the controller have hitherto been largely uanuccessful
except within very limited objectives. The individual controller's judgement on whether his mental workload is tolerable and acceptsa '.j also depends on profeusional traditions, pride, norms and staudards,
which influence the effort tU, , the controller himself is prepared to make, ead expects his colleagwis to
make, in order to cope with hLgh task demands.
The stuWy of mental workload is a live issue at the present time. It was chosen as the theme for
the first attempt to develop an electronic journal using an electronic network, althovgh the acsmnl
contributions of this venture to tho furtherance of the understanding of mental workload were relatively
fewI06. The prospects for the successful 4uantifioation and muanurement of mental workload in real l1fu
contexts seem to be receding rather than advancing, for several reasors. The idea that the concept of
mental workload corresponds with any coherent mensurable entity can no longer be taken for granted.
""he notion that in some sense the mental capacity of an individual is a fixed quantity which can be
partitioned and manipulated seems dubious. Man may be a serial or a parallel processor of information,
depending on tacks end oiroumstanoesa therefore the idea of a fixed meatal loading capacity cannot be
sustained. When tasks are partitioned the whole is not equal to the su-n of the parts, because the processes of partitioning, manipulation and summailon themselvss influence workload. Although psyohological
U.seories do not seem very helpful .7or solving praobical workload problems, at least the reasons for this
are now becoming clearer.
Since mental workload dapends

L...

so much on the frame

of reference which the individual brings to the

task, in the form of what he already knows and can do, it is not surprising if laboratory tasks, the
frams of reforence for which depends on instructions and traiuing whioh cen be mastered in a few minutes,
do not produce findings on workload which can be extrapolated to real life tasks in air traffic control,
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the frame of referenc" for which depends on instruotions sad training which may last for months or years
and not even 'be mastered then.
Serious attempts have been made to bridge this gulf between laboratory
4 9
and real life in the otuay of mental workload , but in some respects from the applied side the gulf
In the meantime, any single measure whitch purports to be an adequate represenstill
looks wnbridgoable.
There im fairly general agreement that c
tation of mental workload should be shunned as highly suspect.
multiplicity of measurco is needed for progress in the measurement of mental workload, and that even
4 9
these cannot gtarantee aucems •,07.
The members of a group of experienced air traffic controllers doing the mane air traffic control job

are not likely to differ greatly in the mental workload which the same task demands would impose on them.
The practical concern with indivadual differences in mental workload in air traffic ocntrol therefore
relates more to selection and training and to differences between tasks than to differences between fully
Hence it is feasible to ooneider that one controller might be able to make some
proficient people.
T1he
assessments of the workload of another provided that the validity of this procedure was veri'ied.

problem in epecif~ing mental workload refers lees to controller difference,

Squiances

than to the vary large effects

on mental workload of professional expertise.
Without expertise, a task W be impossible; with it the
same task may be easy.
This expertise takes many form•o , few of which a-e observable or measurable
Deduotions msW be made from
directly in mental workload terms while the task performanoe is in progress.
the controller's actions that he must have known the correct procedures and implemented. them efficiently
at about the optimum time.
'rho extent to which he underatood and allowed for all the possible cenoeof each docision is much more difficult to ascertain but is the kind of factor that any successful
stuly of the controller's iintal workload has got to take into accotnt.
Relatively small differences in

what he knows or in what he can recall wuocessfully may have major consequences for the controller's
mental workload.
5

Measures of workload have become complex enough to Justilt an AuARlDgraph dovoted to them , in which
much of the Noeyo•t Amerioan work on the assesmna.t of air traffic control workload was surveyed in
three papex•es
,IIll,0.
The proliferation of techniques for mental workload assessment is exemplified
11 1
by a recent oaesuifioation using thirty-five separate techniques
, %nderthe headings of subjeotive
opinion, spare mental capacity, primary tapk, and physiologi cal measures.
Misgivings have been

*'

expressed on the validity of air traffic control workload. measurement under simulated sir traffic onlitrol
conditions 1 12 . Most general studicu of workload have uought to a3ssess high workload but have failed to
address the practical problems of workload which is too high or too low, in the sense that steps must be

*

taken to adjust it.
If workload is too high or too low, tank performance may not be optimum and measur..
may show this; out cof much greater practical significance than the general level of task performance as
a consequence si inappropriate workload ray be occasional Instanoes of actions which are dangerous.
MeasuLrs of the nature of errors in high or low workload, as distinct from the incidence of errors, are
quite u•uom•on.
Analysis of reports of aircraft accidents and incidents sugg•sts that their prevalence
does not depend much on workload, but this is an impression: its scienatific proof would require the
derivation of very sophisticated and subtle criteria to establish what would be expected by chance and
how this would compare with what is observed to occur.
At the present time the concept of workload
seems liable to become debased by excessive and uncritical usage, a fate shared by the conoepts of
5
fatigua and stress .
Nevertheless, somehow mental workload should influence tauk analysis and task synthesis, the grouping of tasks and the study of the interactions between them. In practical terms, the performance of the

air traffic controller must not be degradad unacceptably because he has too much to do; he must not
continuously have to make great offorts to cops with his tasks; e-cessive task demands must not be
allowed to impair human well-being;

irrecoverable errors.

unavoidable haste and pressure from tasks must not lead to dangerous

Such considerations do influence the oonotrnotion of tasks, the divisions of

tasks ekd the traffic loading of tasks.

Perhaps it

is

possible to continue to tuake practical progress

without being able to define or measure mental workload in any precise way.

II

Certainly it

practicable to shelve the problem of mental workload assessment until definitive measuresl0'

is not
workload

have been derived, since there is no real sign that such measures are in the offing.
SIn

Moray'a text49, workload is discuooed in relation to experimental psychology coutrol wigneering,
mathematical models, physiological payoholo,
and applications.
Gartner and Murphyl13 distinguish

between workload as task demands., workload as effort, and workload as activity or accompliahmant.

The

conzcepts of performance, workload and stress have not always been carefully distinguished and sometimes
the same mea~uroo are a pprently related to these different concepts withut an adequate explanation of

how this in possible 11 . Psychologists should persevere in their attempts to adduce more satisfatory measures of mental workload since success would bring real benefits. Por example measures of mental
workload could then be uwed to wa~oss what the controllor'e experience, knowledge and skills ought to
be, and hence to aid the specification of the form and content of seleotion and training.
However, it now
seems probable that any assessment of the controller's mental workload which is comprehensive enough to be
of practical use must take account of what hleknows as well as of what he does.
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OHAPTWR 7
TIE WORK MNIROMNET
7a

PRINCIPLES OF WORKSPACE DEIMO

In air traffic oontrol, the workspaco is purpose-built, that is designed ezolusively for air traffic
control tanks and conditions. The process of workspace design is a collaborative interdisciplinary
effort between system planners and designer, techntoal experts in engineering, oo~maications, system
hardware and system software, and human factors and oooupational health specialists. It should also
involve controllers.
Directly or indirectly, constraints on the desiim are introduced from numerous
further souroes, inoluding finance, architecture, and heating and lighting engineering, and theme too
influence workspace design.
The role of human factors is to ensure that all the human factors implications for wozicspace design
of the system objectives, the job descriptions, and the design end grouping of tanks, ar recognised, and
that the workspace design, evolved through interdisciplinary collaboration, takes sufficient aoooist of
human factors requirements to enable all the onvisaged roles and functions of the imn to be fulfilled at
"operationally acceptable levels of efficiency and safety, preferably under conditions wbnoh are aa near
optimum as can reasonably be achieved. The requirements of air traffic control in rGlation to workspace
are ge•erally so numeroum, so complex and so diverae as to preclude any workspae,
specification which
would be ideal in human factors terms. Generally, there are too many different tasks to be done, too much
equipment and too many facilities to be fitted in, and too much envisaged flexibility of manning levels,
to permit a workspace specification which is optimum for all circumstances, or even optimum in any
circumstances.
The emphasis is to strike the bost compromise in workspace design so that no functions ever
become very difficult or impossible, and mast can be done very well. A fundamental practical question is
whether to design the best workspace possible for standard operating conditions in the knowledge that it
may be far from optimum in non-standard conditions, or to depart further from the ideal under standard
conditions to accommodate unusual operational conditions more adequately.
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Workspace design is influenced by, and may have some influence on:
(1)

The tanks and the equipment

"(2)

The physical environment within which the tankcs are done.
Manning levels, including requirements for task splittiuig or amIalgaation,

(3)

needed to perform them.
for supervision or

assistance, and for on-the--Job training.

*i

(4)

Conditions of service, especially restoring and oil-w&tch facilities.

Workspace design presumes that much of the detailed planning and task analysis has already been
completed. There are three distinct levels of detail in workspace design, progressing from the general to
the particular, And these must be tackled in order, retaining some flexibility to allow for interactions
between levels. The three levels of detail are:

At

(1)

'tse general working environment.

(2)

The workupace of the individual operator.

(3)

The detailed spooification, layout and. location of each equipment item within each individual

workspace.
Objectives of workspoce desi&n which have some infliance on its processes include the following:

S(i)

ToJpromote the achievement of the highest possible standards of operational efficiency by
ensuring that the design of the workspace introduces no avoidable constraints on performance,
accuracy or rate of work.
(2)

To ensure that the workspace design is compatible with the design aima of the system, in relation
to thu division of tasks, the allocation of responsibilities, and the balance between teamwork
and individual autonomy.

(3)

To ensure that the workspase can accommodate all the envicaged manning levels satisfactorily,
including the splitting or amalgnmation (baudboxing) of positions, and can permit all further
roles, associated with or ancillary to air traffic control itself, to be fulfilled, such as
supervision, assistance, and on-the-job training and instruction if applicable.

(4)

To permit the safe, smooth and efficient allocation and transfer of control responsibilities,
and effective liaison, co-ordination and commuricationu on the groumd and between air and
grounid.

(5)

To nsaure that each individual has ready access to all the information he needs about the state
of the system, and about the aotivatico and progreos of his colleagues.

(6)

To ensure that all the items required for tasks are present, easily visible, and laid out
l.jgioally to encourage efficient flowing physical movements and task progressions.

(7)

Tb ensure that the layout of equipment, facilities and displays reflects their importance and
frequency of use, and helps to show how the tasks are structured.
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(8)

To ensure that each item of equipment is placed in its optimum position, that the direction
and magnituie of the forces required to activate it are within recommended limits, and that
the type and sensitivity of controls are &piropriats for the functions to be performed with
them.

(9)

To minimise potenti:jl erreas, o.,iAsiona end ambiguities by identifying those which could be
engenderod by aspects of worki•pso design, in conjunction with task designs.

(10)

To prevent aspects of the physical environment and workspace from becoming obtrusive or a
distraotion to any of the people wAo are working there.

(11)

To ensure that the workspare proriotes effective training and learning of tanks, provides ior
each operator sufficient knowledge of the system foi him to uniderstand his role and, functions
correctly, and give. him sufficient information on the consequences of its actions for him to
achieve optimum performance.

(12)

To ensure that physical environmental factors, such as noise end acoustic properties, heating
and ventilation, ambient lighting, glare and reflections, and surfaces, paints and oolour
schemes, eto, cannot degrade performLace or efficiency or have adverse effects on well-being.
To prevent any injury or plhysioal strain on the operator, and to verily that the physical

(13)

work environment ca-ot be the sourco of any oocupational health problem or hazard.
(14)

'To

(15)

11bprovide a work position which is comfortable for each operator, if nucessary after suitable
and easily made physical adjustments; comfort is equated with tunbtrusivenesa rather than
lmur,.

(16)

To provide a physical environment which looks pleasant end is acceptable to all who work in
it.

(17)

To ensure that the physical layout of equipment is compatible with all ancillary functions
such as maintenance of equipment, cleaning, demonstrations to visitors, accessibility for
watch handovers, etc.

foster the interest, job satisfaction, morale and self-esteem of operators.

After jobs and taiks have been designed, the equipment needed for them has been deduced, and the
allocation of reuponsibilities has been tentatively agreed, then the workapaoe can be designed, firstly
in broad outline, and then in detail. Manning levels and accessibility requirements should have
some influence on the size of buildings and of roome. Job and task deaijlns, and the allocation of
functions to Individuals and to teamos, influence the grouping of individual workepaces into suites and
consoles, and the positioning of these in relation to each other. 'khe definition of facilities,
especially display facilities, and the extent to which they are for individuals or shared, influences the
need for general wall-mounted displays, and the desirable contents of them. Such displays may also be
influenced by the need for each individual to relate his roles and functions to those of the system as a
whole and to its current state, which a wall-mounted display may summarise. General summary displays
emay also be of use for briefing and for visitors. The number and location of general wall-mounted
displays, the amoint of information on them, and the methods for generating or projecting the data which
they contain, all have a profound influence on the positions which suites can oooupy in relation to
them, on the general lighting of the room, on the problems of glares, glints, reflections and light
scatter, and on the size and layout of the contents of the control room.
A problem encountered in workspace design concerns decisions on deceptively simple issues which are
expressed in potentially misleading ways. An example way clarify this point. Some years ago, there
was great debate among air traffic control planners on the respective merits of horizontally or vertically
mounted displays in a suite, especially radar displays. In some quarters this is still a contentious
subject. As an issue it seems simple and straightforward; the main benefits and drawbacks of horizontal
readily
shared by and
a team,
parti-.
Horizontal
may more
and
vertical
displays can be
frombe overhead,
discourage
but listed.
are awkward
to sit displays
at, difficult
to light
oularly
for consultation,
individual team members from acting autonomously. Vertical displays are more suitable for individuals
but tean members may have to communicate indirectly, for example by inter-console marking. Vertical
iisplays are more comfortable to sit at and easier to fit into a general lighting environment. There
are numerous further differences, including the pocitioning of controls in relation to the displays and
to those who operate them. The point is that the choice of horizontal or vertical display will determine
msnv of the commutlications which take platce and the kinds of teamwork which can succeed. Therefore
perhaps the communication problem should be solved first and the appropriate displays deduced. This
means that the problem is not primarily one of displays at all. To be fair, this isasu of horizontal or
vertical displays has to some extent been overtaken by other events, including advances in automated
commumications and inibrmution transfer and the ergonomio and occupational health problems associated
with some horizontal displays, but if the problem is solved solely as a display problem it can lead to
difficulties in other aspects of the system and workspace design. It is difficult to meat a group of
controllers in physical comfort roumd a horizontal display; it is perhaps comparabl,, difficult for
several controllers to share a single vertical display satisfaotorily.
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In air traffic control a change of responsibilities must take place smoothly and the transition must
not lead to any disruption of the air traffic control service. Therefore at watch halndover the workspaoe
must temporarily accommodate both incoming and outgoing controllers, without mutual interference.
Occasionally with very heavy traffic an incoming controller needs sometime to learn enoigh about the
traffic situation to take over the control of it. In extremely heavy traffic, the outgoing controller
may be taobusy that he has no time to explain to the incoming controller what he needs to know but is not
postponed ontel the traffic loading has eased. Thit is rare, becu.T
and hsndover
vident,
both
controllers
know has
when tothebe watch
handover is due and try to plan to allow it to take place. The
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point is that umless the workspace is designed to take such rare but vital circumstances into accounit,
then lack of physical tspacs may make a safe hazdover more difficult or impossible.
Such general points have to be settled in the workspace design before the details of the layout
of each operating position can be settled. It is always possible that when each position is being laid
out, no safe or efficient layout can be devised, and a revision of the task designs is called for, which
entails changes in equipment and responsibilities and a rc-examinati=n of decisions about worcspaoe
layout at a more general level. Such problems usually occur because of attempts to pack too many
facilities into too little space, and therefore can be foreseen. When the stage of laying out each
position has been reached, handbook data can be used as a guide and as a basis of a checklist of relevant human factors, but specific handbook recommendations must never be applied u•oritically in any
air traffio control context without interpretation by experienced human factors specialists. For a
variety of reasonu, the figures cited in human factors handbooks generally have to be modified for sir
traffic control applioations.
In the past, workspace design has often included physical models and mock-ups, life-size or at
reduced scales, so that those concerned can envisage what the wzrkupace would look like, a,,. cn comment
5
on it end modify it before they are committed to build itl1 ,01O. These techniques will continue to be
useful but can now be supplemented by computer models as a tool of workspace desiga. These models may
take various forms: the physical and environmental constraints can be specified by computer programrne
and the computer instructed to formulate one or more layouts which will eatisfy all requirements,
varying the relative importance of various factors. Computer graphics aad drawing modes can be used to
generate a visual impression of layouts, and to view these syathesised visual impressions from a variety
of perspectives. Proposed changes can be examined by this moans without the need to build any consoles.
'1hus method, potentially a valuable aid to planning and to the verification of workspace layout, is
critically dependent on the correctness and comprehensiveness of the data fed into the computer and on
the instructions to it.
A crucial condition of its suocesx is that no important factor has been
forgotten.
7b

THE PHlS3XGCL D(VIRONMiOT

The main oharanteriutioe of the physical environment relevant to air traffic control ar its thermal attributos, noise levels, radiation, and visual appearace, thi last being a product of room size,
lighting and the colours and textures of surfaces., Ibr meny of theme characteristics, there are
recommended national standards and tolerances. These must be adhered to whenever possible. Sometimes
however, they have to be compromised, perhaps grossly, to overcome technological limitations: the
need to compromise is lesse cosmon mow than in the past.

SThe Theml Environmet
;eIn

dealing with the thermal environment in air traffic control, it

is best to treat controllers as

sedentary and &s not making much physical effort, as distinct from mental effort, in the course of their
work, although a few air traffic control personnel, notably supervisors and assistants, may not be
sodenta-y for much of the time.
The recommended air temproaure for reasonable comfort in en air traffic control environment is
about 21OC, or at least within 2 C of this level in most European environments. In the United States,
a figure of 24' C may be more readily equated with optimum comfort. Clothing is usually light, and
shirt sleeveu are common among air traffic control workers. Much air traffic control equipment generates
considerable heat which must be dusted away and not become a major source of radiant heat for the air
traffic control operator. If an air traffic control centre contains large windows in the work environment, it is usually necessary to draw blinds over them to prevent high temperatures and excessive light
levels in direct •simlight.
In air traffic control towers, although heat can be a problem, the various
means to keep sound levels down often also reduce the offects of outside temperature on the interior.
•!
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temperature will not ensure comfort unless the humidity is reasonable. A humidity
.50%+is usually appropriate, humidity being measur•ed by oompaxing the percentage of
moisture present in the air with the amount of moisture needed to saturate it.
Although some departure
from 50% humidity is tolerable, levels above 70' am usually interpreted as humid and stuffy and
clothing starts to become unoomfortable, and low humidity levels can lead to dryness in the throat and
pe rhaps coughing.
The third main determinant of thermal comfort at work is air movement. As a general rule, the air
should move sufficiently to be just detectable at the workspace.
titer reasonable temperature and
humidity conditions this movement is around 10 metres per minute. Faster air movement may be tolerated,
and even welcomed if the air is hot or humid, but can be interpreted as a draught, particularly if the
air is cold. Slower movement may be preferred if the air is cold, but the aim should be to maintain
temperature, humidity end rate of air movement at near optimum levels. Careful planning of air intakes,
fans, and forced air movements is needed to take account of the position of each operator in relation
to the room and especially in rel&tion to the furniture which disrupts the air flow. Fans mwit not
be a source of noise in the environment.
If smoking is permitted, smoke should be dusted away.
Noise Levels
These are important for the effioienqy and 'afety of air traffic control. The noise environimant in
air traffic control is unsual. In many towers and local control centres, though not in the most
modern air traffio control centres, it is possible to hear the noise from aircraft. The work environment
has to be provided with sound insulation to ensure that airoraft noise does not interfere with the contro] of aircraft traffic. In some environments, such as temporary control cabins sited near the end of
runways, the noise of departing and arriving aircraft may provide confirmation to the controller that an
aircraft =der his control which he cannot actually see has taken off or landed, but this is not a
desirable way of organising air traffic control. Extraneous noise should very largely be excluded,
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though not ncessaarily to the extent that take o±Ts cannot be heard at all.
Air traffic control relics heavily on speech, and that speech is of three distinct kinds - between
controllers and pilots via R/T ohannelse between controllers and other controllers in the same environment by direct speech, and between cont.ollers and a variety of others using telephone links. The
controller therefore not only has to wear a headset through which he can hoar messages; he Dv' have to
next to him is
without taking off his headset, and may have to hear what his oolleaut
use a telephone
saying
to him directly while also hearing what is said through the headset or a telephone. Castellated
earmuffs, with or without covers, say maintain user comfort, and enable R/T messages to be heard without
attenuating extraneous somda and conversations too much. The problem of striking the correct balance
betwoen tlese three kinds of spoken messages is difficult enough to solve by trying to specify appropriate
headsets and hearing conditions without aggravation of the problem because the controller has to contend
with extraneous background noises as well. It is desirable in air traffic control environments to keep
the background noise level down to about 60 db at most, and preferably not above 55 db, and to quell
noise as much as possible, Air conditioning should not require noisy fans or duoting, nor should any
installations within consoles and otner air traffic control furnitur% intended to remove the heat
generated whenever equipment is switched on.
Some environmental noise is inevi ;able but much of it can be reduced. Sound absorbent plasters and
wall coverings can maKe a large contribution. Acoustic tiles on ceilings, and if necessary on walls as
well, can, absorb much unwanted noise. Well hinged and properly" maintained doors should not squeak, and
compressed air attochments to doors should ensure that they close quietly. Much of the noise of movement
can be deadened by suitable floor coverings. Good quality carpeting, preferably with an appropriate
underlay, can absorb much of the sound from even the noisiest footwear. The opportunity should be taken,
particularly in large control centres, to choose floor coverings which also impose a pleasant visual
Tufted carpeting or carpet tiles are preferable to plain carpeting for this
texture on the environment.
purpose and the latter may be the only means to deaden sound on floors effectively in envirutments with
false floors and removable panels for maintenanoc.
If noise le ale are high, all speech must be louder: this in turn manes messages more difficult to
hear, and speech has to be amplified more to be heard. Speech which cannot be saplified very much, for
example over the telephone, may become difficult to hear imleso it is spoken very loudly; this an turn
High noise levels therefore tend to be uelfleados to louder competing messages in the work environment.
perpetuating, and %hey force louder and louder speech to maintain intelligibility. Auditory warnings or
sigals become unreliable or unusable. Messages are misheard more often and have to be repeated. Errors
I6veryone can be much quieter
occur and misunderstandings arise. A noisy environment has no advantages.
in an environment which is quiet to begin with.
Radiation
Safety standards are clear and
Radiation is not a hazard in air traffic control environments.
gentrally enforced, and the equipment currently marketed does not have emissions which approach hazardous
The emiosions from modern visual display auit.are so low that they are
levels, even in full-time use.
difficult to mneasure. Fbr the air traffic controller, the radiation emissions within his home environment are likely to be as high as those at work. The user of equipment is therefore not subject to
radiation hazards. Nor should maintenance staff b% provided that they adhere to the laid down safety
procedures.
Visual Appearance
The first determinant of visual appearance is the adequacy of the dimensions of the building, room
and workspace for the work that is done there. A large room should be quite high to maintain pJQasant
visual proportions, and particularly to aooommodate any general wall-mounted displays. A further benefit
of height is to permit reasonably uniform lighting levels throughout and. to convey an impression of
spaoiousiness.
Adequate provi,sion for accessibility, watch handovor, on-mite maintenance, on-the-job training,I
supervision, and cleaning and servicing in a continuously manned environment can be aided greatly by the
optimum use of the space available, and can foster the impression of an ordered and uncluttered environment. It is difficult to convey an impression that good quality work is being done in a physical
environment which looks like a shambles, even though the two factors may not in fact be closely related,
and the disarray may be the inevitable outcome of inadequate upace or of bud design, rather then the fault
of those who work there. Ca the other hand, the occupants of the workspace can reduce the visual
attractiveness of their work environment by leaving chairs and other movable items in disorder. When
care has been lavished on providing a visually pleasant appearance , there is some obligation on the
occupants to keep it so.
The lighting, and its interactions with the colours and textures of visual surfaces, determiner the
suitability of the visual environment for the tasks. Certain guiding principles are relevant in evexy
air traffic control environment:
(1) The level and spectrum of ambient lighting must be compatible with the levels of luminous
information on displays end with the characteristics of dioplay phosphors.
(2)

Glares and reflections should be minimised, and serious sources of either muct be removed.

(3)

Lighting levels throughout the workspace should be fairly, but not exactly, uniform:
particular, pools of light or darkness should be avoided.

(4)

The colours of the environment should be chosen with a full knowledge of the lighting and of
the appearance of surfaces in each colour when lit by the lighting to be installed.

in
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(5)

Lighting should generally be from diffused sources rather than localised spots, to minimise
shadows and promote uniformity.

(6)

Colours of surfaces should generally be matt,

unsaturated, and light.

An appearance which given the impression of care and thought in the design MaEbe more important than the
choice of particular colours. The visual environment should be designed as a whole, including the
colour and texture of all furni.ture, floor coverings, walls, and ceiling. For flooring, carpet tiles in
two neutral, pastel, fairly light oolours which do not contrast sharply with each other can provide the
best solution because they impose a visual texture on the environment so that its general size and
dimensions can be clearly gauged, and because they have the advantage of being selectively replacable
in the event of localised wear or damage.
:hting levels had
Not so long ago, most air traffic control environments were dark, and ambient
to be kept low in order to ensure that the information on displaye, especially -n radar displays, could
be clearly seen. Also, displays sometimes flickered, a condition which can be annoying, obtrusive and
distracting, and which led to manuy complaints. Flicker also produced horrific accounts of mainly
mythological deleterious effects on well-being, for which objective supporting evidence was hard to find.
Nevertheless, although evidence for its adverse effects is sparse, except in the range 8-14 hertz which
is rarely encountered in real-life tasks, flicker should not be tolerated when it does not have to be.
Modem display technology has largely removed both the dark air traffic oontrol environments and the
flickering displays.
There is normally no discernible flicker in displays which operate at 50 or 60 hertz, and no serious
problems in air traffic control environments at renewal rates above about 35 herts. This latter figure
depends on the size of the display, the smnount of information on it, how the renewal of information is
eynchronised, the light output of the luminous characters or data on the display, the ambient lighting
level, the decay rate of the phosphor, the nature of the task, the dwell times and eye movements patterns of the operator, and individual operator characteristics such as visual eyesight standards and
The aim should be to produce air traffic control visual environments at or a little below the
visual lighting 7levels reommended for offices. It is reasonable to aim for an illumination level of
aro•nd 500 lxI1 . There is nothing uacrosanct about this figure and efficient air traffic control can
be conducted at other levels without any adverao effects on operators provided that the tasks and
equipment ar planned for those other levels. A 'sevel of 500 lux should certainly not be achieved at
the cost of reducing the visual contrast of the information on any display so that it becomes difficult
to read, or of making hard copy seem much brighter than the information on visual display unite. Of
overriding importance is adequate but not excessive contrast for all displayed information, and a good
balance between all the surfaces which the man must look at regularly in the course of his normal tasks.
just as it is undesirable to have frequently used information at different visuo.l distances so that the
man must re-focus every time he locks from one to the other, so it is also undesirable to have information
sources grossly different in brightness so that the pupil size of the man changes substantially whenever
he looks from one to the other.
Sources for the recommendations in thiaSection tend to be scattered, but any handbooks of ergonomics
data 118 0 1 9 form a useful starting point.
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SUITES AND CONSOLLZ

The approximate positioning of suites within the control room, and their positions in relation to
each other, should be knownbefore the detailed specificanions for particular suites and consoles are
draw up. This is necessary because of the interactions between the locations of consoles and their
specifications: most notably, the height of a suits or console must be greatly reduced if the operator
ham to be able to look over it to see wall-iounted displzys.. Although wall-moimted displas whi, oh esnanarise the current state of the system can have a useful roles the operator's tasks should not require him
to look at both wall-monuted displays and en suite displa•s, with frequent changes between them, in order
to obtain essential information.
Recommended stages in the development of sector suites and consoles are 3ob analysis; profile
opecification; determination of the relative location of displays, controls and communication facilities;
verification of -each and viewing distances; considerations of the interactions with the physical onyW6 onmeat; implications for the well-being and occupational health of the operators; and final evaluation
In designing suites and consoles it in necessary to know all the facilities which have to be
incorporated in them and the constraints which will goivorn their use, The main information used in their
deaiga can be summarised as follows:
(1) The number, size and -elative importance of displays, and the envisaged relationships between
them in terma of their contents, sequenoe of use, frequency of use, and expected patterns of
eye movemento.
(2)

The controic and input devices, their sizce, sensitivity and actuation forces, their sequence
and frequency of use, their relationships to each other, and their relationships to displays.

(3)

Comunmications facilities, their type,
stowage when not in use.

(4)

The allocation of usage of displays, conirols anC. commneications among team members, in relation
to constraints of viewing distances and angles, and reach distances; jointly used facilities
which have to meet the viewing and reach distance constraints imposed by more than one operating
position; duplications of usage where tile sharing of facilities would lead to exceasive interference or unwanted interactions between operators.
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(5)

operational needs,

relevant ergonomic evidence,

and anticipated decrements or penalties for

failing to comply with minimum ergonomic standards; the specification of more information
dicplays to meet operational needs than can possibly be accommodated within a console, without
violating ergonomic criteria of width, height, viewing distances or reach distances.

(6)

Other incidental requirements including the accommodation of' job aids, manuals, instructions
and hard copy, the provision of writing surfaces, of adequate support for elbows, wrists and
hands, for Luhtraey if smoking is penmitted, and for cups if these are allowed.

(7)

operators,
those related to well-being, such as
Individual
differences
between
minimum medical
standards
of eyesight
and especially
posture.

(8)

Anthropometrio data on the range and distribution of body sizes to be accommodated at the suite
or console.

In some contexts, where the tasks are relatively simple and the number of displays and controls at
each operating position is small, it is possiblh to introduce some flexibi lity in the design of suites
and consoles. A single display, a word prooo-snr on a dosK for example, may be moved about to suit the
wishes of the individual operator, and associated keyboards may be treated in the same way. Such
flexibility is precluded by 'as complexity of most air traffic control, tanks with their need to aocommodate numerous displays and controls within the consoles, and also by the requirement to match the
console desirn with the specified physisal environment, especially the lighting. The task of' eliminating
all major soturces Of Klaro and refilections in a largo control room is daunting enough when all diaplayu
are fixed so that with care all the sources of' glare and reflections can at least be predicted; it cani
become impossible if numerous single displays can be moved about at will.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate some recommended dimensions for console profiles, based on European
and nforth American anthropometric data, and assuming that the controller may be either a man or a woman.
The adjustments to be allowed for would be different if only men or only women had to be accommodated
because of the substantial differences in their average body sizes. If the size of the whole population
to be accommodated is subostntially different from that of European and North American populations, as
it would be in the case of Japanese controllers lor example with significantly smaller body sizes and
reach distances, then the whole console design should be different, including a lower shelf height,
shorter shelf depth, and perhaps different display angles to take account of lower average eye positions.
Idealised profiles are given in PRgure 1 for a console housing a large radar display on the axis
13u, and in Figure 2 for a console housing smaller displays with a greater provision above eye lenl for
control panels and displays which are used less often or rarely, such as those for setting up equipment
or which function as ancillary memory aids. These two figures illustrate the application of the eame
principles to meet different requirements. The starting point is the enthropometrio data from which
ranges of adjustment, clearances, and reach and viewing distances can be derived 121.
The console profile is designed as a whole and each surface interacts with others. It may therefore
be difficult to know where to begin when designing it.
Probably the dimension which it is beet to
determnine first is the height of the upper surface of the shelf at the front edge nearest to the operator.
Normally this should not exceed 720 aim,the height shown in the figures. It can be lower, subject to
constraints of thigh clearances and shelf thidcness,
but it should not be lower than 640 mm., and this
is permissible onV with a very thin shelf. The maximsn thickness of the shelf at the front is about
8d nun. which is a tolerable but never a desirable figure. This must be associated with a height of
720 mm. and leaves no flexibility whatever to take account of other factors.
The shelf itself may be flat (vig. 1), or sloping (1ig. 2), A sloping shelf is usually intended to
accommodate input devices which themselves elope, to make them easier to use: examples are stepped rows
of keys, or touch sensitive surfaces which funsction either as controls or as combined controls and displays.
The shelf may also slope to help to reduce the excess space needed to house small displays (axis Go in
Fig. 2); alternatively it may be flat to facilitate the incorporation of large displays without extending
the top of such displays above the level of the eye (FIg. 1).
Two further influences nn shelf angle
should be noted. blirstly, the extent to which room lighting can induce glare or sheen may depend partly
upon shelf angle and therefore the interactions between shelf angle and room lighting must be considered.
Secondly, the shelf can be wed for a multitule of other functions, inoluding writing, reading hard copy
and job aids, and holding coffee cups without spillage - most of these functions favour a flat shelf.
A depth of about 300 mm. is normally recommended for the upper surface of the shelf. This depth can
be increased slightly to accommodate equipment, but not by much if short operators must be able to reach
and operate comfortably controls in section BC (Fig. 1) or CD (Fig. 2).
As far as possible, the front
part of the upper surface of the shelf, perhaps the 120 mi. or so nearest to the operator, should not
contain any controls but should provide a smooth surface for hands, wrists or elbows to rest on.
A
deeper section of at least part of the upper surface of the shelf should be kept clear of controls if
extensive reading or writing is required regularly as part of the tasks. The front vertical surface of
the shelf, depicted as 20 mm. thick in the Figures, can aocommodate sockets for plugs and a few setting
up controls if necessary, but these should be recessed and not placed centrally in the console.
The position and dimensions of the shelf top having been determined, progress can be made with the
other console dimensions. All displays 'ibove the shelf have to be related to eye position; although it
is possible to postulate an ideal eye position and use it to fix the positions and angles of displays, it
is better to establish first whether the ideal position in attainable, since major discrepanciesn from it
would warrant revisions of display angles in particular, and these in turn can affect other factors such
as the positioning of light fitments. The next desirable step is therefore to establish the eye height.
A reasonable eye height for a seated operator working at an air traffic control console is 1150 rm-.,
or thereabouts.
This recommended height presumse that in his normal working posture hle leans forward
tso
hat hIs eye position in relation to the shell is approximately as drawn in Figures I and 2, end that
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he does net ncrirally sit back and upright while working, although he may ocoasionallI sit back to view
a large diameter display as a whole, and his viewing distance may then become about 750 ais. instead of
the more customasY 420-450 mm. M4oot if not all the controls would be out of reach of an operator sitting back and this cannot therefore be a normal worling position and should not be used in determining
displaey locations.
The aye height of 1150 mmincludes a correction for slump, the normal slightly hunched and relaxed
working posture which reduces eye height by 80-100 imm. and increases the downward viewing angle by a
few degrees, compared with the more straight backed and rigid posture more often associated with selfconscious ciroumstances such as being measured anthropc,,ietrically, rather than with real-life.

-

Although ideally 1150 mmis the eye height for all operators, and is anhioved by appropriate adjustments to the seat height, in fact considerable variations in eye haight ,ay occur because of individual
differences in postural preferences or because individuals do not kno% or fail to make, appropr:iato
adjustments to the seat. The range of seat adjustment of 100 mm. is not generous, but the upper limit is
set by the need to maintain adequate thigh clearance between ti-e seat top and the underneath of the
shelf (a minimum clearance of 200 ms is the usual recommendation), and the lower limit is set by comfort
and by the need to reach controls. In air traffic control workapacen, tall people usually sit high, and
short ones low, a borderline decision dictated by operatorsa wishes more than by ergonomic optimisation.

"

'
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S•dimensions

It should be noted that there are tw,) separate and incompatible principles which may be followed in
designing consoles and seating. Handbooks generally fail to draw the distinction between them. One
principle, more commonly described in handbooks and adopted when the dioplays themselves amd perhaps the
shelving are adjustableg means that a short operator will sit low and a tall operator high to be
comfortable: as a result there are considerable variations in eye position, viewing angle and viewing
"distance and these are compensated for by repositioning th . equipment; a footrest is less necessary, The
other principle is preferred with displays that are in complex and constrained environments like aircraft
cockpits, particularly when variable eyo positions may pose insuperable problems in preventing glares and
reflections for all operators: the aim is to achieve a single optimum eye position for all operators,
and the tall operator tends to sit lower than the short one to attain the recommended eye height, and
"further back than the short one to have comfortable reach distances for the manually operatcd controls:
a tall operator needs ample leg room and a short operator may need a footrest. The extent of fore and
aft, adjustments of the seat depends on whether there are any foot-actuated controls.
In air traffic control it can be difficult to position foot switches so that everyone can use them
comfortably. If foot switches are employed, they should have a simple on-off functioa so that usage of
them is not continuous or prolonged. It may sometimes be necessary to iasse their position adjustable.
A footrest should not be fixed. Whera-s a tall operator may want to dispense with it altogether, a
short operator may want to set it high and bring it closer to him (or sore probably her). These two
of desirable easy adjistment for footrests are not independent.
If it is tipped, the
The depth of the seat should be about 380 mm. The seat should be horizontal.
front should be slightly higher than the back and the seat should not slope by more than 5 degrees from
Armrests are a contentious issue; on the whole they are more trouble then they are
the horizontal.
worth in moot air traffic control contexts. They must be set low to remain clear of the shelf when the
seat is at its highest adjustment, and they can get in the way when members of a control teanr are sharing
facilities, partioularly where adjacent chairs both have arnrusets. 1y contrast, there is no doubt at all
that the chair itself should incorporate adequate support for the back, in the form of adjustable lumbar
support and preferably some suplxrt for the upper back also, which the operator can feel whenever he
site back.

*
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To accommodate the longest thighs in comfort, the underneath of the shelf should extend back at
least 460 mm. in the whole region that the operator "y ocoupy. At ground level, spaoe should extend
back at least 750 mm. from the front of the shelf. This figure is a minimum; it is desirable to provide
more room if possible, so that tall operators can straighten their logs if they wish without encountering
the console.
When the eye powition has been setablished, either an ideal one or a revised one to take account of
particular restrictions, the layout of displays and their viewing angles and distances can be settled.
The general principles are that the operator's line of sight should be approximately perpendicular to the
centre or the display, and that the whole of frequently viewed displays should lie below the horizontal
through the operator's eye level. If there is only one display, a downward viewing angle of about 15 dogrees, with a consequent angle of mounting of the display at 75 degrees from the horizcntal, is about the
optimum, but in air traffic control there are likely to be several displays at each work por'tion, ond
they all lhve to be fitted in. In Figure 1, ropresenting, a large diopl]A on axis B0, the requirements of
the viewing angle leave little scope for varying the angle at which the display can be placed and therefore at which other sm~aller displays on the same axis mut lie. Other displays which are viewed
frequently should be accommodated on the same axis alongside the large one. Within reason, horizontal
head and eye movements are preferable to vertical ones if they have to be performed frequently; there is
therefore a preference to locate displa6ys alongside each other rather than one above the other, if there
is room. In Figure 2, the main displays would be on the axis 0D, with those referred to loss frequently
on axis BC. In both Figs I and 2, the panel AD should contain only displays which are rarely used.
Controls associated with a specific display 9nd not used ofter., for example ior setting up, may be beside
the apprcpriate display. Frequently used controls should all be on the shelf. It is important to Iy
out the workspace eo that the relationshipe between displays and controls are clear.
Figure 3 shows reach distances, and the relative positioning of operators sitting alongside each
other and sharing a suite. Controls which both operators must use s':ould be placed within the minimum
reach distaness for operators in botn positions. Some controls are more suitable than others for
effective uae with the non-preferred hand (e.g. a rolling ball has this advantage, end a light pen has
not), and this may be an important attribute when determining the preferred location for a control
designed to be shared. A display which is intended to be viewed by more than one operator has to be
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sited to facilitate this, with due regard for the implications: alphanumeric characters are viewed at
an angle; approach angles on a plan position display may be misjudged; unwanted parallax effects may
occur; many more sources of glare and refluctions may be encountered and have to be circumvented; etc.
The distance between the centres of the seats for adjacent operators should not be less than 650 mm.
If there are normally several operators in a row in a suite, even this distance may seem cramped, and
should be increased by about 100-150 mm. for permanent occupa.cy. However 650 am. is a reasonable width
to allow for temporary or intermittent occupations, as in on-the-job training or occasional supervision
or increased manning levels. It is also suitable for suites with only two positions if there is a gap
between the suites.
The layout of suites •nd consoles is intended to promote the objectives of the air traffic rontrol
system dosign. It is therefore undertaken as a response to spsoifications of tasks, equipment, end
operator characteristics, and is not intended. to be an izuaovative, disruptive or obtrusive aspect of
system planning and evolution. The iftention is to provide what is required as efficiently as possible,
rather than to introduce new requirements, although occasionally constraints at the console may warrant
the re-examination of the original requirements. It is obviously possible 'o draw up a specification
which includes jar more displays, controls and facilities than can be accommodated.
There can be no
satisfactory solution to such problems without incurring aone penalties. A role of human factors is to
specify what the penalties would be, and to advise on whether in human factors terms they would be
acceptable in relation to the known objectives and standards to be atbained.
IMost problems which can arise from layouts, ospecially those related to the physical environment,
deduced from drawings and principles.
Console layouts such as those shown in the figures, allow
the region to be dofined within which oeltain visual problems can arise. Por example, in Fligure 1 lines
drawn from the cye to P and to G, and continued as if refleoted from BC can be used to establish the
region of the ceiling of the room within which a light t'ould be seen from the operator's eye position as
reflected in a tube positioned on the axis 11C. Purthcrmore the extent of a•y cowling of the light or- of
the tube necessary to eliminate such reflections could be established. The effects of changes in
display size or angles on reflectance can also be predicted.

"can be

In somemair traffic control environmentu, a large radar displray is literally vertical, The
operator's line of eight is not at right angles to the display but the problems of glares and ruflectione from the environment can be eased at the cost of introducing some ornsro in parallax- and
judgesents of relative bearing. A vertical display may be most successful when there arc few other
displays to be incorporated or where the height of the console must be kept low bocause the operator
bhe to be able to see over it.
In other air traffic control environments, large radar displays are mounted horisontally. Although
this may promote task sharing, horizontal displays have certain fundamental disadvantages from the point
of view of suite and console layout. It is imposeible for several people to sit comfortably around a
horixontal display, because each man has to sit at an angle to it, and the display is where his legs
would normally be. Controls have to be housed round the edge of the display and the operator has to
stretch ovor the controls to see the display and minimise parallax from it, whereas to use the controls
he needs to sit back.
Light reflectance can be almost impossible to eliminate if sevoral people can
sit round a horizontal display and view it from mrany angles.
It is difficult to use a horizontal display in conjunction with other displays and especially with
a flight strip board. 'rho latter contains several columns of flight otri pa in holders, normally at an
angle of not much more than 40 degrees from the horizontal, because it iu essential to be able to
.reove, replace and manipulate individual flight strips without disturbing the others, and particularly
without them falling off the flight strip board. The traditional flight strip board was a very
flexible tool, and it is proving difficult to retain all its advantages in electron-sally generated
tabular information displays intended to ropla-o it, althuaWrh electronically generated displays can
reduce the operator's work substantially. E;rgonceiolly, the flight strip board was very difficult to
reconcile with other air traffic control furniture, becaune of its bulk and the need to treat it a,3 both
a display, the whole c;f which must most display viewing diatance requirements, and as a control surface,
the whole of which must moet reach distance requirenmnts. Attempts to provide a flight strip board,
other displays, and a horizontal radar display can lead to insuperable ergonomic difficulties in
devising satisfactory suite and console designs and layouts (Pligs. 4 and 5).
The gradual replacement of the flight strip board by electronic informati'rn displays does not signal the end of displays which must double an control surfaos; far from it.
Touch wires, touch
sensitive surfaces with or without a matrix of light boamsu,
light pens, and plasma pane •u may aJl employ
a display surface which is intended to be to-ached directly by the operator's finger or by a device held
by the operator. The disla)y sourface mukA not only meet the visual viewing dietanee requirements but
be wholly within reach. There is no point in building a console, installing a display intendea for
viewing at 750 smm., replacing it with a touch sensitive surface, and then discovering that it is out o1'
reach.
There is no ideal ergonomic solution to the problems posed by displays which are also touch sensitive surfaces,.
ither the man must look down at them far further than would normally be recommonded for
regularly viewed displays, or he must reach up to them far further than would be recommended for
regularly used controls. Compromises, such a. mounting the device at an angle of about 30 degrees or 40
degrees to the horizontal, seem as likely to retain both problems as to solve both. The most favoured
solution is for control requirements to predominate eo that the device is treated primarily as a control
and housed in or near the shelf. This solution is most Jikely to be satisfactory whore the display is
intunded primarily to aid learning and ultimately the operator can loas to us it largely by touch. If
the man always has to look at the device while he is using it, the pace of usage may remain slow.
Consoles need to accormmodate ancillary equipment. Below and to one side of the shelf there should
be prevision to stow manuals and job aids, and this stowage should be designed to facilitate their
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selection.
It should be possible to see the title
of each by looking at them when stowed, end to
retrieve the one required,
•nd replace it correctly afterwards, without taking other iteims out.
This is
a matter of layout
6ndlabelling of the manuals and aids themselves and of providing stowage which fits
them.
A V
i in-lex may be useful.
Controý i.s uSc headsets.
At each work position, there should be somewhere convenient to house a
headset tehporarily while it is not being used, without damaging it.
Headsets often have cabling
which is wrapped tightly round the headset itself
for stowage, a practice which can cause wear
damage.
Perhaps the cabling should be housed on a gently spring-loaded coil within the console
to be pulled out and attached to the headset with Pn automatic release of the spring-loading

"attached,
"and
"itself,

whenever requir red.
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AIR TRz•flC CO'ITiOL OFM
C

ES AN±DCONTROL RiO'2NS

in relation to the work environment, the humman factors problems posed by centres and control roems
mainly orthodox, and solutions to uiiy
of Ohem can be achieved by following the guidelines outlined
in the earlier parts of this orapter.
IIf an air traffic control workspace is continuosly masnned, allowance has to be mwte for extra requirements for space, for example to accommodate watch handovera.
The
appearance of an air traffic control centre or control room does not usually vary according to exterior
daylight or dairkness, so that in designing the work environment it is reasonable to try to make specific
recommendations to achieve an optimum solutioA within the known constraints of tasks and loadings, since
these reconmmendations do not have to take account of uncontrollable variables associated with physical
environmeiital conditions.
Designs and simulations of centres and control rooms can therefore specify and
replicate their appearance faithfully, and equipment confi 'urations can be tried and tested under
environmental conditions similar to those ir real life. 1h1n all the data used by the contrller are
either presented on visual displays with specified contents or heard through headsets or telephones or
from colloagxw.s around him, as they are in control, centres and in control rooms, the variables which will
aI'fect famillarisation and training can all be specified and studied.
are
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As a consequence, a simulation of a control centre or control room can in principle be so realistic
that a casual, or even an informed, observer may not be able to tell
whether he is watching rimulated or
real air traffic control.
lie may glean hardly any clues from the physical environment, the workspace,
the information sources present, or the acti'.i
ec of the controllers.
lo biguree 4 and 5 show real or
simulated air traffic control? Contrast this with the most elaborate simulati-i of an air traffic control
tower or an aircraft cockpit.
There the problem is to ensure that the simulation contains sufficient
representation of the information for the man to do his tasks or learn to do them, so that the aspects of
them of particular interest can be studied.
Tl the informed bystander, a flight simulator, or an airport
control tower simulator, is instantly recognisable for what it is, a simulation, in a way which a simulated air traffic control centre or uontrol room may not be.
An ironic consequence is that more attention
has been paid to the difficulties of simulating air traffic control towers or flight decks than to the
problems of simulating air traffic control centres or control rooms.
Much of this attention ham been
devoted to the replication of the visible real world and of the cues from it which are utilised in tasks,
a problem which does not arise when the workspaces simulated contain no view of the real world.
One outcome has been a split between centres and control rooms on the one head, and air traffic
control towers on the other, in the kinds of human factors studies of them which are generally undertaken.
Practical real-time evaluation; which employ elaborate measures of the task demands and of the controllers' responses to them, tend to be of centres end control rooms, for which : -irpose-built simulation
facilities exist to study them in general terms or to replicate say specific one in detail.
'Task
performance has therefore been extensively studied, in relation to changes in equipment, in demands, in
procedures, in instructions, in training or experience, in the influence of physical environmental and
workspace variables, and in controllers.
The work environment is studied as such, because its critical
aspects can all be specified, controlled end replicated.
The workspace of an air traffic control centre or control room, particularly a modern one, is usually
sufficiently spacious to allow choices in the positioning of suites and consoles, in the location of
general disp2.aye, and in the fulfilmenot of ancillary functions sach as maintenance and accessibility.
There is also flexibility in designing the physical environment, in its colours, textures, and lighting.
Such comparative freedom in design may make the attainment of an acceptable solution more probable, but
gives scope also for more critical mistakes in the specifination of the workspace.
On the whole however,
as a workspace, the air traffic control centre or control room is easier to replicate than an air traffic
control tower in human factors terms.
In most respects a simulation facility can be adapted to simulate a particular control centre or
room by building and installing appropriate suites and consoles.
Depending on the objectives, various
equipnent configurations and layoutscan be tried, and displays can be left blank, can show a typical
static picture, or can present dynamic information to allow the feasibility of envisaged air traffic
control tasiks to be established, or even to obtain performance measures of epeci fled tasks.
Some of the
1
possible stages are illustrated in a mock-up study of a TiRACONI 5, the facilities for which can become
quite elaborate (Pig. 6).
Every feature of the environment, the furniture, the hardware and the software
is stated, and provision is usually made for ready adjustments to them so that alternative configurations
can be tried and their practicality and appearance ýauged.
Findings about the physical environment and
layout of' workspaces and of the equipment items within them can be expected to have hLgh validity if the
study tI.
been conducted competently, because the physical environment is constant and its main attributes can be replicated.
Furthermore, there is a good prospect that many of the findings will be
applioable to comparable environments and workspaces wherever the lighting, the suites and the console
configurations are similar.
7e
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TWAFFIC CONTROL 'TOWERS

In many respects air traffic control towers pose different human factors problemsý from centres or
control rooms, for five separate bt
int-ranting roasoas:
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(1) The physical environment, especially the lighting, is not constants but can vary grossly from
bright sunlight to exterior darkness, nud the direction of the main light source also varies
with time o0 day.
(2)

The controller has a view of the visual world outside the tower, and uses information
gleaned from looking out while performing his tasks.

(3)

The controller's view from the tower is panoramic, and he nay need to look all round him, or
at least through a large arc. As a result his postural and viewing poaitionz are not
standardised. and he has to be able to see over any equipment installed in the tower in most
if not all directions.

(4)

The cont.oller can see, and. perhaps hear, airoraft moving, and detect them against backgroumds
of sky, olo•,d darkness, poor visibility, and gruud with its seasonal variations in appearance.

(5)

In trinoiple, towers are likely to differ from each other more than centreas or control rooms,
and "herefore the prospects of findings obtained about one generalising to others are poorer
for towers than for centres or contrl rooms.

The information which the controller needs for his taskeis therefore not contained solely within the
tower, and no replication of the tower alone can be adequate to study every aspect of his tasks and roles.
However, certain aspects of his workspace, its furniture and the equipment installed in the tower can be
st•uied by mock-ups to obtain findings within these strict limitationsal . Much of the tower controller's
knowledge of the courrent state of the aircraft under his control and of the consequences of his own
autions is obtained by looking at the aircraft on the ground or in the airport approaches, aspects not
covered in mock-up stuties (ltg. 7).

""

It is possible to provide sound human factors advice about any air traffic control tower by visiting
it, taking appropriate measures of the workspace, furniture and physical environment in relation to the
tasks and antnropometrio data, and applying human factoru principles to evolve a workspace design which
In any real life environment, it is always feasible to apply human
meets human factors requirements.
factors principles in this way, and to identify the constraints which say make an acceptable solution
impossible. Although the application of data on such factors as console profiles can be straightforward,
it mn be much more time consuming and difficult to compile job desoriptions2 or to work from job
descriptions and a task analysis or tauk synthesis to determine the required display contents and to
derive acceptable methods of depiction and portrayal of information.
This information must be reconciled
under all circi•mstances, if necessary by automated or manual adjustments, with the gross variability of
the ambient lighting. In towers, space tends to be at a premium, all consoles must be low, and the lmaout
of operating positions must ensure that n, can', -Iler can block hie colleagues' view of essential
information inside or outside the tower.
Many human factors problems are posed by the need to simulate the outside visual world and the aircraft flying in it as seen from the tower, in order to study validly tasks and procedures, to explore the
effects of changes, to evaluate performance, o. to determine and provide all the requirementu of both
students and instructors during training. Fbr most pu•rpouose
it is simplest to simulate the view from the
tower at night, since all the necessary information may then be (onveyed in the form of patterns of fixed
lights and moving lights, the latter carefully specified to replicate faithfully all the relevant apparent
movements of aircraft.
Daylight, with its ausooiated variations in climate, visibility and light intensity, generally requirgs some form of projection in simulation. The representation of the aircraft
themselves can be by various principles, from toy aircraft to electronioally-generated aircraft hapoes.
The options and associated problems have beeo considered in r"lati
to th' feasibility of a simulated
air traffic control tower for the purposes of controller training 1
.
eny solutions are costly, 1 2 3
grandiose and sopiAstiacted; the technological implications of some solutions have bean evaluated
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ClUPTER8
DISPLAYS
8a

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS

Comprehensive guideliner on the factors which affect interactions between visual displays and their
users can now be compiled. A human factors checklist of factors is provided a4 Appendix 1. This is
The human factors specialist has to be cautious when judging the applicacareful not to quote figures.
These
figures.
bility to air traffic control contexts of sources of hu-man factors data which do cite
124
was originally
are seldom derived from, or inft.hlded for, air traffic control. A recent handbook
written for visual display terminals in the newsipaper industry, where the tasks are different, the people
are different, the physical environment is different, the displays themselves are different, and the
extent of teamwork is different from air traffic control. burthermore, aome of the figurer cited can be
traced to relevant ergonomic studies, but others appear to represent the opinions of the authors; the
strength of the evidence on which recoomendations are based varies greatly, but the text does not make
this clear, The moral is plain* do not apply data from handbooks uoritioally in an air traffic control
context without obtaining speoialist human factorc advice on how the data should be interpreted.
In air traffic control, major chanL-es in information displays are taking place, comparable in
mag•itude and human factors implication with the replacement of conventional instrunments by cathodu ray
tube dioplays in airoraft cock.pits. Three kinds of display, grossly different in their dimensions and
orientation, may be f•eud in air traffic control workepacess
(1)

Luminous electronically generated displays, for individuals or groupa, mounted horizontally
or vertically, showing radar information, tabular information or topographical information,
in pictorial, graphic, alphanumeric or sy•bolic form, usually but not necessarily using a
cathode ray tube, with some variability of content which is automatic ead some at the
controller's discretion by means of a keyboard or comparable input device.

(2)

Wall-mounted displays, often of more general or summarised information, driven by electronic,
projected or mechanical means, luminous nr non-luinous, employing a wide range of coding
conventions and various methods of updating, but not normially under the control of indiividuai
controllers.

(3)

Non-luminous displays baued kn flight atripa, which are pieces of paper, one for each aircraft
at os.oh reporting point, printed automatically or prepared manually by the controller or an
assistant, housed in strip holders on a board, and moved about manually; and other displays of
information such as saps, charts and job aids which aer also in the form of hard copy.

The first of those is most recent; the trend is for it to dominate and ultimately replace the second and
third kind. of display.
At one time, the ambient lighting requirements for the three kinds of diuplay were fundamentally
Incompatible, mainly because information on eleotronioally g•enrated disp),as could not be perceived in
bright ambient light. Advances in display technologpy have led to the development of visual display unite
which can be used in ambient lighting up to or above that of office lighting atandards, and similar
ambient lighting standards can now prevail in air traffic control centres and room% given modern equLpmont. Some problemn may remain in towers, since even the best displays can become difficult to reed If
direct sunlight is allowed to fall on them.

"The general location of displays should be sattled as part Of the workupaoe design, and is not
solely, or even primarily, decided by display factors. The main influences an the decision are the tasks,
the physical environment, the communicatione, the extent to which individual roles are intended to be
autonomous or team functions, the envisaged content and uti isation of other displays, espeoially wallmounted ones, and accessibility. Thoese factors determine broadly the information required at each
operating position, its approximate level of detail, and whether it ohould be displayed permanently,
The eizs, shape and positioning
temporarily but automatically, or temporarily at tile controller's behest.
of each display depend on engineering constraints, cost, and commercial availability, on how many displays
there will

be and on the relations

between them,

on whether each is

for one individual only or shared, on

the amount of information to be portrayed and the methods of coding, and, in the case of radar displays,
nn the region to be depicted and the preferred scale. Ambient lighting requirements are borne in mind
lest they pose problems which have no solution: as far as possible, the dimensions, location and orientation of the displays are specified first to suit the task requirements,

and the ambient lighting is

adjusted to be compatible with the display requirements, rather than vice versa.

Fbr displays of tabular information, limits are set by the planned capacity of the system. Prov:sion
is made to display information about a maximw number of aircraft at any one time, end the infornation
about each aircraft is standardised. Such displays commonly are intended to maet a specification of a
Required character sizes
maxisum number of lines of data and a maximum number of characters per line.
and spacings can be derived from display olsraoteriatios (especially contrast), ambient lighting, method
of character generation, viewing diutance, and minimum eyesight standards, to arrive at the character
Prom this, the ,dnimum
dimensions needed to ensure legibility under all circumstances in that environment.
display dimensions can be derived. Not tnco•r "ely, this exercise has the effect of making everyone think
again, because in air traffic control the tendency has always been to try to cram too much information onto
displays. The options are:

m.J

(1)

To reduce the amount of information to be portrayed.

(2)

To increase the number of displays if there is space for them.

(3)

To
reallocate tasks and roles so that it is possible to put some of the ifrmation on other
displays.
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(4)

To keep all the information buL speoify a larger display than was originally envisaged.

(5)

To keep all the information but recode it

(6)

Tb improve the contrast of the characters or redesign them to retain their legibility at a
reduced size.

(7)

To adjust the level or spectrum of the ambient lighting if

(8)

To re-examine the planned viewing distance and see if it
750 min. to 450 ma.)

(9)

To raise the minimum eyesight standards for operators.

in ways that use less space.

this could improve legibility.
could be reduced (e.g. from about

These are options to be considered; in any given ciroumstances, not all of them will be feasible, and
some may not make a significant contribution on their own, but only in conjunction with others. The
kinds of solution also depend greatly on the severity of the problem - whether each display dimension
would have to be increased by 10A or iOVO.in order to acco,•modate to the required legibility standards
all the data thought to be necessary.
The initial impression from many modern air traffic control workspaces is that the radar display is
very large. A diamoter of about 550 -m, is not unusual. This is far in excess of the normally recommended size for an information display even with a viewing distance of 750 mm., and in air traffic
control the viewing distance is often 450 fm, or even less. The larger the radar display, the more
difficult it becomes to accommodate within the workspace the radar display itself and othur displays and
their associated controls at near optimum pn-iticns, or to provide ambient lighting which does not lead
to any glares and reflections from any rr.aar display.
Nevertheloss, the largo radar displa~y can convey acme advantsages.
Often the controller uaos only a
segment of it most cf the time, and this segment is of the same ovder of mtagnitude as the recommended
aeximin display size for an operator to view the display as a whole, Therefore the large display does
not necessarily lead to frequent large eye movqments and extensive display scanning. It does provide a
context for the radar controller'Q task, so that he can see impending traffic and gauge some of the
longer term consequences of his proposed actions when controlling the traffic which is his direct
responsibility. The display when large can be sot up pernmanenlLly and does not have to be ro-centred
whenever the focus of interest changes substantially.
Although the smearing associated with re-centring
and long persistonce phosphors is a problem which modern teohnology is in the process of resolving,
"nevertheless even with the best displays the change of visual framework and orientation assosiated with
re-centring the display is st'.A s'uffoiently disconcertang to be avoided whenever possible.
A further advantage of the large display is that an extensive region which inclidos all the radar
evidence directly and per phorally relevant to the controller's tasks can be depicted at a reasonably
large scale. Although a•y loss of radar information or impairment of performance by reducing the scale
is almost invariably nogligible, yet most controllers express strong preferences for as large a scale
as possible since they believe iJtimproves their performance, particularly in judgments of range, bearing, separations, and optimum sequencing of traffic.
There is however, the implied asuumption, which is potentially hazardous if wrong, that a larger
scale impli~es greater positional accur'acy and perhaps greater reliability in the data. This ispression
can be pernicious: a large display and a large scale for the displayed radar information should not
result in the depiction of data at spuriously high levels of accuracy. It is misleading, if data are
accurate to a kilometre or so, to present them on a display on which differences of 100 metres could
readily be discriminated. A large display can help to show that data are accurate when they real'y are,
but can fail to show when data are inaccurate.
One practical adva•tage of a large radar display is most appaient in heavy traffic when it is most
needed. The size of the alphanumeric characters which form the labels on a radar display is a function
not primarily of the size of the display but of other factors such as their method of generation, the
ambient lighting and the operator's viewing distance; as a result, the larger the display, the less
osevere the frequency of label overlap and its associated problems becomes. The advantages and disudventag•s of a large r:ldar display are therefore finely balanced. Perhaps the point of most significance
in terms of safety is hat the display must not, at its normal expansion setting, convey the impression
that the informatrion on it is very much more aoourute than in fact it is.
8b

LAYOUT
Dibphay layout can be considered in three respects:

the positioning of displays in the furniture

in relation to each other (considered in Chapter 70); the layout of displays in association with controls
(considered in Chapter 9e); and the broad principles for the layout of information within each display,
considered here.
Many principl..
"3r the layout of information on air traffic control displays can be derived from
two main sources, guidelines in human factors handbooks and traditional air traffic control practioes.
'The flight strip exemplifies the latter. Its traditional layout has generally been retained when displays
of electronically generated tabular air traffic control information have replaced flight strip boards,
although in principle this change provides an opportunity for the radical recasting of the layout of
information. With regard to radar displays, the fact that a radar display provides a plan view of a
region imposes major constraints on the flexibility of layouts that can be adopted; the main issus is the
extent to which layouts can conform with the principles inherent in a plan view without becoming
cluttered by additionttl alphanumer.o or symbolic information.
Secondary radar displa•s have now largely auperoded primary radar displays in air traffic control.
L Where they have not, the prn blsm of maintaining the identity of each blip or track in relation to other
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It requires elaborate cross--coding
data soures, usually in the form of flight strip boards, remains.
between two information sources where the principles for information layout can be grossly different,
the one giving a plan view, and the other providing a list of airoraft in a sequence determined by time
ordker, direction of flight, height, destination, or some combination of these and allied factors.
Although the tasks consequent i'pon this cross-coding could be cumbersome and in many respects were
inevitably inefficient, they were not totally devoid of advantages: primalry radar gave some indication
of the qualitative aspects of information suoh as the strength of the signal or its propensity to fade,
and the aiomnt of active participation in tasks entailed by oross-coding, although often of a routine
nature, had the incidental benefits of helping the controller to build his picture of his traffic and of
reinforcing his memory of it.
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Secondary radar presents tracks and dots which have been smoothed and appear more stable. It offers
much greater flexibility than primary radar in torms of *he additional information which can appoar on
the radar display. This has led to much discussion on what the content of the label onLa radar display
should be. Much information could be shown, at the coat of making each label large, cluttering the
displa•, presenting information which is not often used, and Introducing potential sources of confusions,
for example between dieits which show height and, other digits which show speed.
Label overlap is a serious layout problem on radtar displays, partly becaue a priori it is most
likely to occur when it can leait be tolerated. Label overlap occurs when two or more aircraft are quiLe
close together, and the groater" the traffic density the bigger the problem becoses. When aircraft are
close to ;ether and the traffic is dense it is most important to renad the label of each aircraft correctly
and to c itablish the identi tierv. heights and speeds of the ai rornf+ concerned. It is therefore important
to make each label as small as possible and to lay out label positions to minimise label overlap. (Cie
possible approach to the problem is to move labels automatioally if they are aboui to ovexrlap, for example
putting one or both at the end of tag lines or by alternating their presentation every two seconds or
so. A farility for the controller to move individual labels or spscified categories of labels oan be
provided, with manual or automatic reversion of the label positions once the air(:raft have Neparated. The
controller
may uerceive
of gaps
labelsorasclosing
a oinsle
traffic flow
and it.thereby
that a smooth
is being maintained
with anoseries
opening
separations
within
If heverify
can perceive
stroarmsflow
of aircraft in this way he can also verify that 'he sti-oams are safely separated from each other. This
fnction is facilitated if the controller can structure a series of labels as a visual entityl.
Where
the label is always In the same position relative to the air:raft, the controller may tend to use the
labels to judge relative positions, tearings, or even speeds uf aircraft but if he does this, the
selective movement of some but not all of the aircraft labels in relation to their track positions in
order to prevent label overlap could clearly become potentially misleading, particularly if the cuntroller
forgot that he had moved labels selectively. W2helayout of labels on the display may therefore convey
far more information to the controller than it is intended to end this must be borne in mind when the
facilitieu for repositioning labels are being considered.
As far as possible, the layout of labels should follow a logical principle which faci litates their
comparison with other data displays about the same aircraft, although it is the layout of the latter
which generally has to be adjuoted to the layout imposed by the radar display and by the route structures
depicted on it. Proposals are sometimes made to introduce small tabular information displays in regions
of the radar display not in regular use, often with the provision that this additional tabular information
could be deleted from ihe radar display or moved elsewhere if ned be. These further data could keep the
themselves at a more reasonable size or could obviate the need for the controller to look away
from the radar display every time he needed certain categories of further information. While the aidition
of small tabular displays within the radar should not be ruled out entirely as a matter of prinoiplo, it
can only have limited value without causing clutter; if there is a need for it, the relevant electronic
data displays may need replanning to make it easier to find the requisite information on them. Proposals
of this kind also raise the more fundamental qietion of the eftent to which it is douirable for the
controller to come to voly almost exclusively on his radar display and not to have to look at other
displays very often.
Major layout problems tend to arise with tabular air traffic control. information on electronic data
displays. Such displays have a pre-planned capeacity to match the planned maximuim loading at the work
position. This sets the number of rows of tabular data. Additional rows of data rmy be required for
several purpooco - to readback the information bDingr entered, to show additional information requ•oted
about designated aircraft, to provide scribble lines, or to allow the compilation and use o.eextra tables
of data for specific purposes. These additional roles must be differentiated clearly by their layout from the
main tabular data, by means of gape to provide visual separations, differant layouts for the additional and
'forthe main data, separate headings or labelling of the additional data, or different coding conventions
in the two parts of the display.
A dilemma with tabular displays of air traffic control information is that they almost invariably
function efficiently when traffic in light and when they therefore contain few rows of data, but that the
busier the traffic is and the fuller the displays become with data, the more they impose a search task
on the controller to find the data he needs, juot when he has least time to devote to searching for data,
and the more errors due to misreadings and misalignments can arise, just when there is least time to
detect, correct or hsndle the consequences of orrors. The layout of tabular data should therefore be
chosen to minimise search, ti. prevent misreadings, and to eliminate visual misalig•sments as far as possible.
Nevertheless, the layout must not follow these orinciples slavishly and unintelligently without regard to
the content of the inforsmxtion being laid out, since it is desirable to use the layout to promote and
strengthen the visual structuring and grouping of data in logical and efficient ways for task performance.
Flight stripe employ differently coloured paper for eastbound, westbound and crossing traffic. Individual flight stripe can be offset physically on the flight strip board. Such principles impose a layout
structure which can be used to aid memory. These are sound human factors principles, to the extent that
comparable equivalents are needed r.n eleotronecally generated displays of tabular information.

L.

The air traffic control information on tabular displays is normally grouped under headings such as
aircraft identity, typo, route, destination, expected times at reporting points, actual and cleared
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heights, and whether the aircraft is level, climbing or descending. The information under many of these
headings is in alphanumeric forms that can appear superficially similar. To avoid confusion it is
necessary to give the headings themaslves on the display. Since it is much easier and more logical to
put all the information under the same heading in a column with the heading at the top rather than in a
row with the heading at the left or right, the equivalent data about aircraft, such as their heights,
generally appear in a single column under the appropriate heading. All the information about each aircraft appears in a single row. To establish rules for the spacing between rows and colu•ns, handbook
data can generally be followed, with some extra allowance for the thickening of luminous charo-ters
attributable to the method of their generation. If the row of data is long, some replioation of the most
vital information within the row may help to prevent miealgnments - a favoured form is to put the
aircraft identity at both ends of the row of data about it. Technical limitations in the generation of
characters, coupled with the planned display capacity, also influence the layout.
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Within a row of data, miralignments can be minimised by lines of dots linking separated items and
by other conventions such as depicting a whole row in a different colour, font, or size of characters,
or uizderlining it.
Some of these methods, such as the use of a different colour or underlining may not
only make a row atand out visually but also impose a visual structure and layout on the whole display.
Blocks of data, readily distinguishable visually, can be formed horizontally, vertically or in both
dimensions by lines, dots, gaps, changes of colour of the oharacters or of their backgrounds, differences
in typeface, case, or size, or other discriminable attributes such a% different height/width ratios of
characters. KMay of these conventions can become much too obtrusive for most purpo weo and prevent the
user from seeing the tabular information on the display as a whole. If the intention is simply to break
up the displaýy visually to facilitate searching and to discourage misalignmente during the ; :anning of
rows of data, then the simplest method is to leave homewhat larger gape than normal between certain rows,
with a larger gap about every tLird, fourth or fifth row, preferably whern the display content provides
some logic for introducing a gap rather than at the same position in the display regardless of the discontent. Almost any visual coding dimension can be teed to help to sttuoture the layout: in
general, the aim is to provide a structure strong enough to be discernible but not noticeable enough to
"be disruptive. Gross changes, such as colour coding, thick lines, or gross brightness differences are
generally oxoessively obtrusive to be suitable solely to structure the layout.
In general, the same layout principles should always be followed throughout, and not varied for apparently trivial reaionc. They must therefore be chosen to remain applicable whatever the display contents.
Occasionally it is possible to use the layout itself au an information coding, but this requires great
caution. ýbr example, if information on eastbound end on westbound aircraft is laid out differently
according to different rules, this may certainly facilitate the distinction
eastbound and
weetbound traffic, but it can engender oonfusion in tanks which require databetween
a-bout both. It is better in
making such a distinction to rely on other coding conventions, such as colour, symbology or the offsetting
of a row sligAhtly, 'ather thae. alter the layout of the whole row of data.
One of the most difficult problems of layout arises with the labelling of displays such as touch
wire displays, touch pads and plasma panels, when they also function as data input devices.
Comsonly
such displays funotion in many respects like a keyboard but the electronically generated label that
describes the function of each key position and appears beside it varies during a sequence of keyings.
Sometimes the variability depends solely on the position in a sequence and i for example, at a
•particular position in the sequence the keyboard always functions to enter numerals, the position of each
numeral in the keyboard can be lsarned and eventually the man say enter it without having to look at
the display label. However, in the normal rest position these displays often present a list of aircraft
identities which are not constaut and not in the long term learnable. Each entry sequence is started by
touching the appropriate identity, usually in the form of a callsipn, and this would normally be in the
system for uvs for a period of only a few minutes. As an aircraft leaves the controller's area of
responsibility and a new aircraft enters it, callsigos drop out or appear. Various principles oan be
followed in the layout of the labels of callsigne on a display which functions as aen input device. A
callsign may remain in the sams location as long as the aircraft remains under control. When an aircraft
calleign is removed all the other callsigns could be moved up so that the callsign- always tended to
fill the same part of the matrix of rows and columns, normally starting from the top left position. A
now call:i:: could always be added at the end of a list or it could fill up an existing space where one
had dropped out. These alternative have different implications for learning, for search, arl for errors
in identity. The pzoblem is complicated if there are more aircraft callsigne than saoes available for
them, so thct somc have to bc presented on a second "page" which the controller must call down and scan
when he has searched -"he first page in vain and which replaces the first page and wses the same touch
sensitive panel. The layout of callsiguk on displays of this type needs to be studied. The optimum
answers to the above questions are not kmown.
Existing tantative evidence suggests that it may be best
to keep each callsign in the position originally assigned to it and to put new rallsigne at the end of
the list rather than to fill in gaps in the list. Eventually the end of the list is continued as a new
beginning. This principle should not be extended so that two "pages" are ever read unnecessarily.
The information layout nay also have to make it easy to discriminate between certain basic categorisations of information, Bxamples are static and dynamic information, and information which refers
to Stattýu or to events. The layout of information nay also influence the functions ofit, for example by
preventing confusions cetween actual and predicted information. The numerous possible functions of
displayed information (of. Appendix 1) should be borne in mind when decisions are taken on how it is
laid out. As far as possible the principles of layout followed in different contexts, such es for wallmounted displays and displays for individual operators, should be the same or at least logically
compatible.
It is desirable that the principles of information layout are self-evident from the layout
itself so that the user is not ixuiecessari ly mystified about what they are and can use the layout
principles to find the information that he needs.
8c
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The i.nformation content to be presented to the controller is initially established from the objectives, job descriptions, and task analysis or synthesis. These not only permit the specification of the
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information needed, but also guide its grouping and collation onto displays. Information which must be
used in conjunction with other information is distinguished from information used independently.
Knowledge of human capabilities anud limitations and of current air traffic control rraotices can then be
applied to dotermine the appropriate level of detail of information, in terms of the time available for
tasks, the standards of performance to be achieved, and the knowledge which the c(ntroller can be presumed
to possess.
From such beginnings, the specification for the informatioa content for each display is derived.
From tasks, guidance can be obtained on the information which is permanently or temporarily displayed.
From the nature of the information, for example whether it is static or dynamic, mandatory or advisory,
essential or optional, warning or confirmatory, important or trivial, quantitative, qualitative or statua,
etc, guidelines can be derived on its desirable relative visual prominence and on appropriate methods
for its depiction. From its location, and its use by groups or individuals, suitable formats can then be
suggested.

*

•
*:coding

Because there are so many tasks and roleo in air traffic control, no general specification for the
information contents of displays can possibly meet every air traffic control purpose. The content of
each individual controller's displays therefore depends on what his job is.
It is not self-evident, but
has to be deduced. Even when the general guidelines to determine information content are clear there may
not be agreement on exactly what should be presented. An example concerns the labels on aecondary radar
displays. Ceoarly the most vital information is aircraft identity in some formi the general preference
seems to be for aircraft callaign becaume then the identity on the label beside the appropriate track on
the radar display corresponds with the identity announced by the aircraft pilot when contacting the
controller and used by the controller to contact the pilot. The use of callsigns therefore avoids cross
which can be a source of errors, delays and extra work, but would be necessary if for example, a
four digit code was used. An electronically generat-. !ientity on the radar for each aircraft track
replaces the plastic "shrimp boats" of primary radar display; and inoidentally introduces the option of
having vertical rather than horizontal radar displayfs.
Hadar provides a two dimensional plea view, on the basis of which many air traffic control tasks can
be done, inoluiirn the control and monitoring of traffic flows, the maintenance of safe sepe.rations, the
interweaving, crossing and amalgamation of streamw of aircraft, the detection and resolution of potential
conflicts, the sequanoing of aircraft for final approach, the detection of navigational deviations from
the planned route, etc. For most of these tasks, one further item of information on the radar display
would be of great assistance, to the extent that if it is not shown then the controller wovl.d have to
obtain it by searching his flight stripe or electronic displays of tabular information. This further
item is the height of each aircraft. Even better is height pluh an indication of whether each aircraft
is level, climbing or descending. Therefore aircraft l"bels on radar displays commonly show height.
Beyond this point, the desirable information content of a label on a radar display starts to be much
more debatable.
Much information could be shown, at the cost of making each label larger, cluttering
the dioplay, presenting information which is not often used and introducing potential confusions, for
example between digits showing height and digits showing speed. The more information appears on the
label, the greater the problem of label overlap becomes.
Although it is clear what the total information
contoet must be for tasks, the allocation of iteme of information among various displays is a matter of
striking the optimum compromise between conflicting benefits and disadvantages.

_' I

Two further considerations influence the specification of the information content of air traffic
control displays. One is the tendency for the individixil workspace to be fully occupied or over-occupied
with displays which can be difficult to accommodate end which contain so much information that they can
become cluttered and difficult to interpret. The other is "Aat air traffic control displays must do more
than convoy information and their contents must therefore foster the efficient performance of many other
tasks by the controller. These further fuiotions are mentioned in Appendix 1 in relation tc task demands.
They cannot be fulfilled unless the information content of displays meets their requirements also. A
comprehensive task analysis or synthesis should show this, but it does not always put sufficient emphasis
on them or recognise some of the new roles which the display must fulfil because of changes at the manmachine inter.-face associated with advances in display technology and the progressive dissociation of the
man from hie real task of controlling aircraft.
The information content of air traffic control displays is not interpreted in a naive and untutored
way. Those who view air traffic control displays in the course of their work already know a great deal
about air traffic control. To someone with no knowledge of air traffic control much of the information
content of air traffic control displays is incomprehensible.
The fact that the knowledge of air traffic
controllers is taken for granted when the information content of their diaplays is specified mist not
oabacure its importance. Displays do not normally contain information about air traffic control procedures
or instructions, nor are detailed legends provided, am for a map, which define the meanings to be assigned
to all the cymbols and information categories portrayed. It is presumed when the information content
is specified that the controller knows what all the displayed information means, what his tasks are, what
rules, standards arnd conventions he mUst follow, what the objectives of air traffic control are and what
constitutes safe, orderly and expeditious control of air traffic. The information content of the displays
must therefore be matched to the controller's training and knowledge. Since far more air traffic control
information could be portrayed than can be depicted on displays, there is a tendency not to portray
information all the time unlese it is needed, counttered by the preference of the controller to see all the
information that can possibly- be made available to him, or at least have access to it.
It is very important ii, the specification of information content of displays to ensure that the assumptions about the
controllers' knowledge are correct.
It would be a serious maietake to present information on the assumption that the controller will know what it means, only to discover that he cannot fully understand it.
Three kinds of human factors problem are of particular importance in relation to the information
content of air traffic control displays:
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(1)

The xmnseeseary presentation of information which the controller already knows should be
avoided, but sufficient information mist be provided to serve as a frame of reference for him
so that he can see how to apply what he knows to the interpretation of the information content
of his displays.

(2)

The specification of the information content of displays must not make too many assumptions
about the controller's knowledge since otherwise vital information will be lacking; the controller's training should therefore be examined before the information content of his displays
is finally speoified.

(3)

The information content of the controller's displays should be in a form and at a level which
is compatible with his knowledge eand experience, and in particular the information content
should facilitate his recall of relevant knowledge when it is needed.

~A

m•ajor potential advantag•e o•f the direct participation of experienceed controllers in the specification
of the information content of their displays is their ability to relate the displayeal contents to their
professional knowledge.

"The information content of displays should foster the controller's learning and understanding. To
learn, he needs to be able to see the consequences of his own actions, both to discourage less successful
procedures and stratagems and to entrench those which are near the optimum. Although some knowledge of
results can come from others - supervisors, colleaguas, pilots - most must come from the information
content
displays which ame the basic means of conveying information to the ma about the system, its
current of
condition
and the state of progress.
Data about the system and about what is happening in air traffic control terms are therefore
necessary for man to improve by learning,, but they also form part of the information content of displays
for other reasons. The amount of knowledge of the system and its functioning needed by the controller
in order to apply his basic skills to it in the optimum way is a matter of debate. Currently, moot air
traffic controllers do not know much about the hardware or software of the system, to the extent that they
may criticise the system designer for failing to achieve what he never intended. As wholly manual tasks
are gradually replaced by tasks whore man-maohine interactions in variom proportions are essential,
evidence has accumulated that the man needs to understand the functioning of at least some aspects of the
machine quite thoroughly before he can achieve the most safe and efficient air traffic control while
using it.
While the information displayed cannot be adequate to tell the man all he may need to know
about how the system is functioning, and therefore he must acquire a considerable understanding of the
system before he can use it properly, nevertheless it is taken for granted that the information content
of the displays must contain some data about the system itself, such as its serviceability.
As long as
an envisaged role for the man remains that of manual intervention and task performance in the event of
system failure, insofar as this role is feasible it follows that the information displays must be able to
indicate such a failure, and preferably its extent, its cause, and the automated and manual funotions
which rAn still be performed.
A major difficulty is to predict what the information content of the displays would be if the system
were to fail in a way in which it had never failed before. In highly automated systems, very many kinds
of failure can occur, all of which are likely to be rare and unfamiliar. In the event of a failure, the
man may have no way of knowing what has occurred or what its implications arec except by the information
content of the displays that remain to him. In certain instances of failure, there may be no information
content, or the dynamic information mey freeze in its condition when last updated. This manyindicate a
failure, but not its nature or extent or the meet appropriete course of action.
The information content of displays derived from data stored and collated in a computer can be
seriously deficient in qualitative information. The strength of processes such as task analysis and mynthesis is their efficacy in defining the quantitative information required; a weakness can be their
inadequate coverage of its qualitative aspects. The information content of displayBs should inolde in
some form some cuss to the quality of the data portrayed - its accuracy, the frequency and magnitude of
its updating, and the extent to which it should be trusted. A secondary radar display, or a tabular
information display of air traffic control alphanumeric data, provides no visual d.istinotion between
accurate or inaccurate data, between data which are up-to-date or are out of date1 or between data which
should or should not be trusted. Here the problem is not simply to reoognise that the information content of the air traffic control display should incorporate some qualitative information of these kinds;
it is also a problem of portrayal, since widely acknowledged and accepted visual conventions to depict
even gross differences in information quality are not to hand, though they are badly needed.
In air traffic control and elaewh -a, varios ferns of automation are beginning to pose a problem now
which will become more severe in future, and which directly affects decisions about the information
content of displays: if certain aspects of uysteoms aem too complex for the man to understand, end are
designed to function automatically, it seems probable that even hie m•st wfell meaning and well informed
attempts to intervene might do more harm than good. If it is suspected that the man nAy misinterpret the
contents of information displays in this way, one solution is to withhold the information from him by not
presenting it on his displays. Not the least of current problems when deciding what information should
be presented to the man is to consider what he could possibly do with it, and whether any of his misunderstandings from en inadequate appreciation of its significance could be so potentially dangerous that
the information must not be presented at all. This kind of problem is already being faced in the context
of other large nun-machine systems such as nuclear power plants and chemical processing plants and
advanced aircraft cockpits, and it seems likely to arise in air traffic control, It is also clear that
any apparently simple solutions to it are likely to prove far too facile.
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VISUAL CODINGS,

INCLUDING COLOUR

This section is concerned with the main visual psychophysical variables which can be employed to
applicable, it inoludes some indication of
on air
control
code the information
of displays.
each codingWhere
variable.
appropriate
applications
andtraffic
limitations
imensions
Perhaps the most basic distinction is between point, line, area and volume codes, which with some
slight simplification, can be described as codings in no, one, two or three dimensions, In air traffic
control, information based on this distinction is confined almost entirely to radar displays and ancillary map displays: on displays of tabular information, the uses of points and lines tend to be limited
to the visual structuring and alignment of other data.
Point
A point on a radar display denotes the location of an item; a point alone cannot convey much further
information, and it needs to be embedded in, or associated with, further codingo if information about the
nature of the located item has to be presented to the controller. Different categories of information
cannot be conveyed by poinat alone. At least as a coding points have the advantage that they do not
ecou' much space?
Line
Lines are often used extensively for coding on radar displays, as straight lines or curves, and as
continuous lines or lines segmented in a variety of ways. A line, used to depict an aircraft track,
can
show position, heading, approximate speed, and, if associated with a point or symbol, direction of movement. A line can also serve as a tag, to associate the position of an aircraft with further information
about it.
Lines are employed to depict boundaries, for example where there is a change of air traffic control
responsibility, and to depict linear features such as coastlines. Circular lines, in the form of range
rings, connect points that are equidistant from a designated position. Peaked lines may be used as a
kind of electronic ruler to assess distances. Line coding has been tried, but with less sucsoes, to
depict height by a oolumi,particularly in attempts to include a perspective view of three dimensional
traffic on a two dimensional surface. A further use of line coding has been to extend it ahead from a
current position to show the predicted routes of an aircraft and future positions,
If more than one meaning mye be assigned to a line on a display, these meanings must be clearly
distinguished by combining the lines with other codings, of which colour and segmentation are likely to
be the most uocessful. Gontrust may also be varied in assooiation with line coding, but line thickniess,
a sucoessful coding on some hard copy, is seldom suitable for eleotronic displays.
Area

"L

A series of lines are the usual method of depioting an area, by outlining it.
The commonest types
of area depicted on air traffic control displays concern airways or air corridors, danger zones, and
regions within which some flying restriction, such as a minimum altitude, is in force. Line codings
depicting different kinds of areas must themselves be conspiouolVly different.
If other codinge are combmned with lines and areas, the meaning of each combination must be unique. The distinction in meaning
between lines which differ in brightness or colour, for example, must correspond to differences in meaning
between any other symbols or information whioh also differ in the same way in brightness or colour. This
principle is vital: to ignore it can be potentially dangerous.
Flurther important principles are that
any differences between lines must remain clearly discriminable under the most adverse viewing conditions
and must never be near the visual threshold, and that the magnitude of the visual diiference resulting
from the codings should bear a reasonably close relationship to the operational significance of the difference which it depicts.
Volume
Apart from experimental three dimensional displays, codings by volume are not used in air traffic
control. They should not be confused with area or linear codings that may be employed in attempts to
depict three dimensional space on a two dimensional surface. Height information about aircraft in plan
view exemplifies three dimensional data on a two dimensional display.
Shape
Shape coding is by far the commnonest coding employed for information on air traffic control displays.
UMualljy it takes the forms of alphanumeric characters or symbols.
Alpha•nueerico
There are various national and international standvrds for the design of alphanumeric characters, but
moot of these are intended for non-lumsinoun characters with good contrast with their backgrounds and full
flexibility in their depiction. Electronically generated characters generally have restricted flexibility,
and sometimes technological limitations can impose serious constraints on their legibility. In air traffic
control, alphanumerio characters have the great advantage that they can often conform closely to the
content of the visual or verbal message received in alphanumeric form (e.g. callsigns, heights, speeds,
reporting timeso eto), and therefore alphanumerio "can obviate much cross coding.
The extent to which alphanumeric characters can differ is ill.ustrated in Figures 8 and 9. The aim
in the design of any set of alphanumeric baautezs is to iake them as legible as possible and as
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discriminablo as possible from each other, within the limits set by context of use, physical environmental
viewing conditions, and principles for character generation, such as the use of a 7 x 5 dot matrix.
Occasionally, these limits become so cevere that a full act of characters, all of which are sufficiently
disoriminable to meet operational requirements, cannot be generated, although with technological advances this difficulty has become much less cosmson in recent years. Indeed technology has now advanced
so far that there can no longer be any valid excuse for toleratin, poorly discriminable alphanumeric
oharaotere on electronically tenerateci air traffic control displays; many good character sets are available, and poorly disoriminable characters can be hazardous.
The height of alphanumeric characters on air traffic control displays may not agree with handbook
recommendations, expeoially for characters on radar displays where compactness is sought to minimise
clutter and label. overlap. Air traffic controllers have high eyesight standards. The characters in
Figures 8 and 9 would require different heights to ensure legibility. It is therefore not possible to
give a single recommended height for alphanumeric characters on air traffic control displays, regardless
of other factors: sources which do should be treated with scepticism.

4i

I

The principles to test for the discriminability of alphanumeric characters are fairly standard: they
inclu•ie the progressive degradation of characters or viewing oonditions to discover their margin of
safety, the measurement of errors which occur during task performance, and the emphasis on known sources
of confusion to check that none of them is prevalent. Eacamples of known common confusions are between
0 and $, between S and 5 and 8, between I and 1, etc. The quirks of a particular method of character
generation may result in confusions between characters not normally confused with each other.
'he
compilation of a grid in which the presented character is compared with the reported character125
reveals particular confusions which may have vo be tackled as specific artifacts of the particular
character set and require ad hoc solutions. Sometimes in designing individual alphanumeric characters
it is advantageous to exaggerate somewhat the most salient features of each, as a mesas of enhancing
their discriminability from each other. Characters which are to a slight extent caricatures of therselvos
can appear odd when drawn at a large scale, but acceptable and in no way exceptionable when presented on
an air traffic control display at a small size, including the slight visual thickening and blurring of
characters often associated with cathode ray tube displays.
Shape coding is also a basic for symbols, which are used on air traffic control displays of tabular
on radar displays. The use of symbology in air traffic control is nevertheless quite
limited compared with its use in other contexts such as air defence systems, and therefore the visual
problems which can arise from combinations arnd superimpositions of aymbolm do not normally occur in their
severest forms on air traffic control displays. Proposals for elaborate symbology codings in air traffic
control are made from time to time, but seldom reach fruition.

"information and

In shape coding, there is a potontial clash between tho requaremont to maximiso the discrisinability
of each symbol, and the requirement for an unambiguous name or descriptor for each symbol. There may be
no obvious name to denote a gask•y irregular shape which in fact is highly discriminable from its background and from all others: as a consequence it is discarded in favour of other shapes (triangle, square,
circle, octagon, eto) Which may in fact be lees diacriminable from each other but have the advantage of an
umnambiguous, umiversally known, and recognisable, name.
This property of alphanumeric characters as shapes,
that each has a name, is so often taken for granted but perhaps is their major advantage, to the extent
that alphanumeric characters are retained and efforts are made to improve them even when they are poorly
discriminated, because they can be designated so unambiguously. They differ grossly an certain visual
dimensions such am svmmetry, but nevertheless are viewed as a distinct shape category, as are symbols
with squaýlly familiar names.
Symbols which are not inherent meaningful in this way are mere readily confused with each other, and
although they may be easily discriminated if they are present on a display at the same time, confusions
can nevertheless arise if they have to be referred to in order to convey information to others. Certaill
combinations of shapes, and of symbols in particular, with other codings such as size, brightness, colour
or flashing, are usually possible without impairing the controller's ability to recognise the shape, but
attempts to combine one symbol which denotes one meaning with anothersymbol which denotes another meaning
into a single symbol intended to convey the meaning of both may render both the original symbols wid the
combined one unreoognisable. The visual principles involved, though often cited as the basis for symbol
sets, must always be employed, if at all, with extreme caution. It is beat in air traffic control to
keep to simple inherently meaningful symbols such as arrows, with a few easily named shapes to denote
major categories (preferaoly with shape as a redundant coding combined with another OodiLg dimension),.
Certain symbols, such as asterisks, should be used very sparingly: they have a commonly recogoised name
out no inherent meaning in an air traffic control context so that their significance has to be learned
and remembered.
Symbols which have neither an obvious unique name nor an inherent familiar meaning should
be avoided if at all possible in air traffic control.
Size
Size as a coding dimension is not used much in air traffic control. but it can be very usef-ul.
Normally information on air traffic control displays is presented as compactly as practicable for safe
end efficient use. Therefore there are few opportunities to employ size coding by reducing the size of
items of information- its usage must therefore be confined mainly to increases in size. The selective
'we of increases in size can make the required items of information stand out well without disrupting
everything else excessively. Only one increase in size is usually practical, or at the most two in very
rare circumstances.
Size is more effective as a relative than as an absolute coding. It ma be readily
apparent that items of data, such am labols, characters or rows, are not all of the same size when they
are present on the display together, but much mere difficult to tel; if all of the presented items are of
the same size, which of several possible sizes they in fact are. Size as a coding must always be used
sparingly.
Differences in sizs should be related to the importance of the distinction drawn; if an item
is very large it must be very important indeed. Size as a coding dimension can also be useful when
applied to the gaps between items or blocks of items, rather than to the items themselves.
Differencea
in the size of gaps may designate clearly differences in the degree of association between data in
different blocks.
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Texture
Texture as a coding is not applicable on most air traffic control display. or on electronically
generated displays, where subtle differences in surface texture within symbols my be difficult to represent.
only gross differences in texture, as between outlined and filled symbols, may be worth considering, end then only if there is a compelling logic which makes the respective meanings assigned to
different textures obvious.

V.

Contrast and Brightness
Contrast is a main determinant of the possible uses of brightness as a coding dimer'ion. In addition
most electronic data displays impose some limitations on the different brightnesses that can be generated.
aor information on air traffic control displays in a modern environment with ambient lighting approaching
the standards recommended for offices, and with display surfaces which do not have high reflectance, a
contrast ratio between luminous characters and their background of about 8:1 is generally suitable.
Contrasts greater than about 10:1 tend to show some disadvantages and higher contrast ratios per se convey
no benefits. Ratio& below about 6:1 may begin to produce difficulties or occasional misreadings in some
oirusmstauoes, although ratios as low au 3:1 may sometimes be tolerable for certain kinds of non-essential
information which are meant for reference and are deliberately intended to be unobtrusive. To maintain
legibility the size of characters may have to be increased if their contrast is poor: even so, increased
size can compensate for reduced contrast only within narrow limits.
a 'always

"

These contrast ratios are guidelines: there is no need to follow them slavishly, and due regard must
be paid to the effects c" particular display oharacter-istios or physical environmantal conditions.
However, any use of brightness as a coding should not incur gross violations of these guidelines for
contrast, and the differences in brightness must be clearly discriminable, The implications are that only
two brightness levels can normally be employed, and that brightne as is usually, though not necessarily
always, used to introduce a few items of more importanit information at a higher brightness than the standard
one, rather than to present items of lees importance at a lower brightness level than the standard.
A recent problem, &n artifact of technical achievements, is that tho background of a modenl cathode
ray tube can sometimes become so textureless ac to contain no visual surface perceivable to the viewer.
iHigh contrast items of information can therefore appear to be floating in space within the display rather
"than resting on a surface. This problem can be aggravated by colour ooding, which may make differetly
coloured items of information appear at different visual distancs, an effect which is merely disoonscerting and not sufficiently regular or controllable to render these apparent differences in visual
distances useful in their own right as a coding dimension. Since textureless backgrounds are often
a3sociated with excessive contrast, the beet human factors solution is usually to degrade the background
so that some surface tixture im perceivable, or to use the ambient lighting to impose a just perceivable
visual surface on the display.
On luminous air traffic control displays, the convention is to have bright characters on a dark background. The ooncept of inversion in this context therefore refers to dark oharaotere against a light
baokground. Its meaning for luminous displays is therefore the opposite to that for non-luminous displays
such am hard copy where inversion generally refers to bright characters against a dark background and dark
characters are the norm. As a coding, inversion can be effective in principle if used sparingly and with
a realistic appraisal of the consequent problems that have to be overcome, One of these is that character.
on luminous displays almost certainly must ba thickened and may have to be redesigned or increased in size
to retain their legibility when they are inverted and become dark characters against a light background.
Another consequent problem is that the extensive use of inversion increases grossly the total light output or luminous flux from the display as a wholei this can create extensive patches or areas of the
display which seam, and are, excessively bright in relation to the other sources of light within the
workspaco.
Fatenuivo use of inversion as a coding can therefore upset a careful design intended to bring
the various light sources into harmonious balance. Thus, if" used properly and rarely, inversion can be an
effective coding dimonion for air traffic control displays: if misused or applied in ignorance of the
consequential effects that have to be allowed for, it can ronder information illegible.
Colour

*

"Probably the moot attractive rad most studied coding for air traffic control displays and for displays
in many other contexts in recent years is colour12 6 ,127.
On non-luminous displays, colour is really three
codinga, hue, value and oromia, which can be varied independently. Technological principles or limitations
preolude the independent manipulation of these three dimensions in luminoms displays. Colour display
teohnolog' has advanced greatly in recent years, and will continue to do so in the near future. This has
"two implications: one is that any current application of color' coding is likely to become technically
obsolete in a short time; the other is that there is a risk of introducing colour coding in a form
dictated by what is immediately feasible in the present state of toohnologj rather than what would be
ideal or most efficient for air traffic control. It is seldom possible with current technology to portray related information on several adjaoent air traffic control displays with a different technological
basis in the same colour, yet this might be an effective usage of colour on air traffic control displays.
One compelling reason for introducing colour is because it is available. Another is that people
like it so much. These may in themsel3ves be sufficient reasons for introducing colour displays into air
traffic control, but it is unlilcely that the introduction of colour coding wi 11 bring marked benefits in
task performance, efficiency or safety at the present time. The reason is not that colour is ineffective;
indeed as a coding it can be highly sucoessful.
Rather the reason is that alternative monochrome oodings,
selected with care, can usually be equally effective. For example, colour coding can help to counter the
effects of label overlap on radar displiyn, but il is not the best way to deal with label overlap. Also,
colour, being highly influential as a v;sual ,odi' g, can predominate visually over other codings whioh
are also present, and should therefore he reserved for distinctions of' major significance. But colour
comes late to air traffic control radar'
d electronically generated displays. Distinctions of major
significance, essential to air traffic control tauku, are already in existence in monioohrome, using
*
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ccdings which have become familiar to users, the effectiveness and safesty of which have been proved.
Colour must always be used in the same way throughout to make distinctions on only one dimension.
The present options for using oolour coding ares

(1) To wait until a new and vital distinction is needed in air traffic controal informAtion, and to
consider the relevance of colour coding to it.
(2)

To use colour to make a distinction not hitherto made, which tends to imply & trivial or
optional usage which haa not hitherto been essential in air traffic control.

(3)

To reinforce by colour an important existing distinction currently made by a monochrome
coding by uwing colour am a redundant code and depicting the distinction in colour as well.

(4)

To replace an existing familiar important monochrome code with colour coding and to use colour
as a non-redundant code.

(5)

To Awe colour coding in a partially redundant way, by combining or sub-dividing distinctions
embodied in more than one existing monochrome coding.

In practice, it is almost impossible to use electronically generated colour coding in a wholly nonredundant way, since for technical reasons colour differences are invariably confounded with differences
in brightness and in contrast in current real-life applications of colour coding. The currently preferred monochrome colour for luminous air traffic control displays is usually green. This is partly
because it lies in the most sensitive part of the visual spectrum, and in terms of contrast is often
better than yellow or white (with excessive contrast) and than red or blue (with too little contrast).
If colour is used for a single clearly defined purpose, then the usage of colour can be optimised for
it.
In air traffic contiol, these circumstances never apply. The coding must serve several functions
in different air traffic control tasks, and say particular application of a coding therefore tends to
foster some
tasks have
and been
to hinder
othen2 . Numerous
possible applications of colour coding on air traffic
control
displays
suggested
They include:
(1) D•istinctions between easztbound, westbound and crossing traxfio.
(2)
Distinctions between aircraft controlled by a specified individual controller or controlled by
others.
(3)

Distinctions of aircraft according to their height.

(4)

Distinctions betwean actual information and predicted information, or between current end
future states.

(5)

Distinctions according to the nature of the air traffic control service provided or offered.

Colour coding would probably succeed for any of these applications for certain tasks, at the cost of
hindering other tasks, but the very fact that so many uses have been seriously considered suggests that
colour coding is not obviously uniquely suitable for any particular application. Logically, perhaps the
favoured distinction would be between eastbouncl, westbound and crossing traffic on a controller's
display, since his flight strip information is, or was, colour coded according to this convention, and
therefore the controller is familiar with it.
While this usage can facilitate the controller's ability
-to perceive as a single visual entity on a radar display a stream of aircraft flying along an airway in
the same direction, it may not facilitate the detection of potential conflicts between opposite direotion
traffic, the conflicts requiring most urgent attention, since this would require the cross-referencing of
data in different colours which may be more difficult to perceive as items to be compared when they are
in different colours than they would be when in monochrome.
In principle, colour coding facilitates search tasks, but this holds true only if the colour of the
sought item is known beforehand. If an item of information in a tabular air traffic control display
changed, and, because it had changed, was coded in a different colour until the controller acknowledged
that he had noted the change, whereupon it reverted to normal, this usage of colour coding would facilitate search. However, to code the changed item in a larger size, at an increased brightness, or by
"flashing, would all achieve comparable results in monochrome. Similar considerations apply to the coding
of information needed for emergencies.
Colour can sucoeed about as well ao alternative monochrome codings.
Two kinds of advantage for colour as a coding may however be postulated for consideration. Cne iu
that, if the same colours can be generated on different displays, the cross-reference of information on
different displays all relevamt to an emergency or particular problem could be helped if all the relevant
data could be presented temporarily on all the displays in the same colour, a colour not employed for
any other purpose elsewhere.
The other putative advantage is that although colour coding may not of
itself improve the performance of tasks at the time when they are done it may facilitate the subsequent
recollection of them and of the information that was present.
The general guideline that three or four colours only should be wed on displays is reasonable for
most air traffic control applications, and particularly for- categories of dynamic information.
1or background information, at lower contrast levels, many more colours can be used. A topographical map or a
projected moving map display illustrate the subtlety and complexity of colour coding that can be employed
euccessfully if the format is appropriate and the coding conventions are clearly understood or selfevident. Many colours can be employed in semi-pictorial applications, such as the depiction of boundaries
and danger zones, as long as they are all discriminable and are not obtrusive enough to become confused
with dynamic information about individual aircraft.
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it Cannot be emphasised too utrongly that the efficacy of colour ae a ceding does not depend
primaraiy on colour at all but on contrast. A red character against a green background can be very
difficult to read if the contrast ratio between character and background is nearly 10.I
The need to
maintain reconmended contrast ratios when employing oolour coding is of overriding importance.
Colour combines quite well visually with most, but not all, other codes. It can often be used in
conjunction with shape, size or brightness. With point information, colour is just about useless, and
with lines its value is limited. Attempts to combine colour with inversion can be so ill juixged as to
produce classic demonstrations of how colour coding should not be used. On the whole on air traffic control displays, it ip best when using colour coding not to attempt to oolour both information items and
sections of the background as distinct from the whole background. If this is attempted, the legibility
and aesthetic qualities of the outcome can be grossly different from what would be predicted. Sometimes
for example, a successful application of oolour coding to a row of data on a tabular air traffic control
displa4- is to vary the chrome and value but not the hue within the row: an instance would be pale
onsaturated blue alphanisnericn against a dark saturated blue band as background. Never introduce this
kind of combination of colour coding based on theoretical visual principles only, without checking to
see what it would actually look like.
Stabi lity

p.

F

F

F']

One way to draw attention to information on a display is to move it or change its state. Care has
to be exercised when this is done; a movement or change glimpsed peripherally for an instant, which is
no longer there by the time the observer can look at it directly to determine what has moved or changed,
can be irritating and lea-l to time consuning data checking. The use of movement as a coding also depends
on the display phosphor, with long persistence, movements have to be relatively large and infrequent to
'urtail smear. With a short persistence phosphor, movements of labels and tracks can be in much smaller
incrmentsa, can give an impression of continuity, and can therefore convey greater positional accuracy.
Coding should not be by movement alone, and dynamio information should be portrayed differently from
static information so that the two can always readily be distinguished. Methods of generation of data
on air traffic control displays which can induce any form oi spurious apparent movenmnt should be
avoided.
Flashing or blinking of items of information can be an effective way of drawing attention to them,
but is distracting if it persists. Flashing or blinking can be used to denote the occurrence or imminence
of a change, but should be cancelled automatically, or by a simple manual function, whenever the required
action has been initiated. The recommended flaashng or blinking rate is about two cycles per second, with
the duration of each flash or blink being approximately an long as the duration of the gap between consecutive flashes or blinks. Flashing as a coding must be used sparingly, to draw attention to information
of importance.
As a general guide there should not normally be an visible flashing ites= of information
on a displwy while it is in use. Flashing should be en oooasional and seleotive coding. It is not
inherently meaningful, aid is best employed -o drag attention rather than convey information. Different
frequencies of flashing arc not recommended as a means of drawing distinctions. The differences have to
'oe gross to be reliably discernible and interpreted correctly.
All the codings diseussed above refer to visual differences in the coded information itself. it is
also possible to cods distinctions by the inclusion or exclusion of additions to the information, while
keeping the information itself conste•t.
An example already mentioned concerns the addition of actarieks
or similar symbols to distinguish desifnated itoms of information from others. Onderlining is a further
"example. Additions to symbology can becomo quite complex. )br example, a box m.V be drawn electronically
around the aircraft labs]. on a radar display to denote that the aircraft has strayed from its planned
flight pat-h by more than a defined tolerated margin; the box may be retained as long as the aircraft
remains in this condition; part of the box my remain to denote that a revised heading has been issued end
to act as a reminder that the controller's task 12 not yet complete; the whole box may be removed only
when a final instruotion han b'oen issued to the pilot to return to normal navigation.
Very many additional codings are possible. To choose the most appropriate one, the task is otudied
and the precise information "co be conveyed is established. In most cireomatanoes, a conventional codasig
dimension is preferable if it will suffice, but occasionally en unusual tailor-made additional coding may
convey the required information in the most directly meaningful way, with a visual prominence conmensurate
with its operational significence.
Absence of Information
The absence of information can itself be a form of coding. If all is well, or a fscility is not in
use, this can be implied by showing nothing. As a principle, this reduces visual clutter, and it is
commonplace in the coding of control labels and in the coding of displays which show serviceability
states for maintenance purposes. However, it is better to show important operational information positivelys this not on4y indicates its presence but also acts as a reminder.

"Moet air traffic control displays need to contain so much essential information, to be coded as
succinotly and compactly as possiblein order to misimieo cluttert that there is little likelihood
of any substantial amounts of unnecessary information appearing on them, The problem is rather to ensure
that all essential information is present or readily available. Compactness of coding is therefore a
great practical advantage. Also it is prudent to consider using redundant rather than non-redundant codes
for air traffic control information wherever practioable.
It may be impraotiorl in the case of much
"alphanumeric information, but redundant codinge for purposes of categorisation are often feasible, and
where they are they should be adopted.
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LEGIBILITY AND READABILITY

In human factors terms
In common parlance, these concepts are often treated as interchangeable.
they are not, but represent separate and successive phases. Most of the effort devoted to the coding
of information on air traffic control displays is intended to achieve legibility, w.hich is a prorequisite for readability. If characters look similar enough to be confusable with each other, this
represents inadequate legibility. The means for enhancing legibility of characiers depend partly on
the way in which the characters are generated, but they normally include:
(1)

The improvement of brightness and of contrast between characters and their background, so that
the contrast and brightness are neither too low nor excessive.

(2)

Adjustments to the size of characters, generally but not necossarily by increasing their size:
characters generated by dot matrices in particular are not necessarily made more legible by
making them bigger.

(3)

The optimisation of the spacing between characters within a word, between words,
rows of characters.

(4)

The design of individual characters to minimise the visual similarities between them, to
emphasise the moat distinctive features of each, and to render trme more visually harmonious
as

(5)

a

and between

Oel,

The prevention of conditions knownto degrade legibility, such as the overlapping of characters.

In tests of legibility characters are viewed and reported, often under conditions in which they are
deliberately degraded by reduced contrast or restricted viewing times. The purpose is to proscribe
"conditions usder which errors in the discrimination of characters are care likely to occur in order to
gather sufficient data to compare alternative character designs in terms of the incidence of errors
associated with them. Errors in discrimination or identification are also categoriced by character.
certain characters are more likely than others to be confused with each other 12 5. Particular attention
is paid to the specific errors predicted as most probable and to those which actually occur associated
with each character in a knowncharacter set. With alphanumeric characters, containing a set of 26
letters and 10 nurmrals, whether an "S" is confusable visually with an "8" or a "5" or both or neither,
or with another ohardoter altogether, depends on specific details in the design and method of generation
of each character. Which potential confusions are operationally significant depends on details of the
tasks. With symbols, the extent of errors arising from failures in legibility depends more on the choice
"ofuymbols; for example, a square and a circle may be highly discriminable as symbola, but the inoluuion
in the same sat of symbols of a visually intermediate symbol such ma a hexagon or an octagon may not
only lead to poor disoriminability of the additional symbol but ma also degrade seriously the legibility of the square and the circle, both of which may be confused with the hexagon or octagon though not
"with each other.
Methods that roey on degradation of the viewing conditions for assessing legibility may be ergonomically defensible but logically dubious. If the derraded viewing conditions will not arise in real
life in air traffic con'trol, the legibility errors which occur wider operational conditions say not
necessarily be those found under the more artificial circumstances of the laboratory. The rationale
therefore has to be proved before firdings from legibility studies in simplified laboratory settings can
validly be applied in real life. Sufficient is now known about legibility, its criteria, methods of
measurement, influences, standards and findings,
for the legibility of any given character set, and
the particular sources of potential decrements within it, to be established by a competent human factors
specialist by inspection and the application of known principles, without recourse to experimentatLion
except to verify the correctness of the conclusions end recommendations in a few particular instances.
'11here are however, cer'ain circumstancon where this does not hold true and the human factors specialist
will wish to conduct practical evaluation trials to moasure legibility: these circumstances occur with
novel methods of character generation or non-standard environmental viewing conditions.
In relation to
legibility, it must not be presumed without ver fication that findings for non-luminotm dirsplays will
apply to luminous ones, or that findings about one type of luminous display such as cathode ray tubes,
will apply to others such as plasma pakiel.
Thu legibility requiresmants of or-tain kinds of display,
such as elsctroluminescent panels, may be unique to that diuplay type so that separate studies of
legibility must be conducted using them.
.

Whereas legibility is concerned with perception and is measured Ay tests of detection, discrimination or identification, readability is concerned with oogni ive aspects, and is measured by teasts of
cognitive funotions such as learning, comprehension and memory. The subject-matter for laboratory
studies of readability is usually written text of some kind, although the variables within it are often
perceptual. If the legibility is inadequate, this affects readability, and Ui many respects there is no
point in studying readability until all the naterial proposed for use in a readability study has been
shown to be legible; otherwise, a failure in comprehension, attributable to inadequate legibility, may
erroneously be asoribed to poor readability of the text.
Because roadability is assessed in terms of comprehension, it is more common to talk about the
readability of the design of the whole text or character sot, whereas legibility can and does vary a lot
between the specific characters within a character set and legibility is often discussed in terms of
individual characters and symbols. Sometimes the pattern of eye movements, measured by an eye movement
recorder, is enlisted as an index of differences in readability, and similar techniques, applied
slightly differently, can be used to assess legibility also. Although different teat designs may impose
detectable differences in patterns of eye movements while they are being read, this msay in tuzi be of
little practical significance if the differences do not have any measurable cognitive correlates.
Because of the nature of air traffic control, dioploVc, ac distinct from instructions and job aids
in the form of hard copy, seldom contain any substantial quantities of text intended to be continuously
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read, and therefore most of the standard tests of readability cannot be applied di rectly to the informaaThe main ways of assessing the readability of suoh information
traffic control display.
tion on an
.ins:lue

[•'

(1)

Measures of the search patterns which the information imposes, and of' variables in it
iated with perceptual differences (legibility also affects these measures).

(2)

M'-sures of task performance with particular reference to the information which must have
been read for the task to be performed, and to the errors, omissions and delays which occur.

(3)

Measures of the extent of understanding and comprehension of the material read, related to
the time required to read it,
or measures of the asounit read and understood in a given time.

"(4)

eAsures of recollection of what has been read,
or required for. the reading.

aseoc-

related where relevant to the time spent in,

Comparative measures of alternative ways of presenting the eaa.e information, based on assessments of comprehension and time required.
(6)

Measures of specific errors and delays,
inadequate readability.

(7)

Measures of texts known to be highly readable in other c
readability coder air traffic control conditions.

to try to trace whether their origins include

oexts,

to assess their adequacy and

ilecabse the controller knows a great deal about air traffic control and can deduce information often
without reading the disi'ey at al, there can be a probleu in assessing readability, of disentangling the
presented information froe,. other information already known ¾ the controller but not actually read.

':

2'.

Layouts, formatting, display contents, and display coding, as well as legibilityt are among the
display variables which can affect the readability of information on air traffic control displays substantially. Readability studies often include deliberate specifiable variations in these dimensions,
and measures of their cognitive consequences.
In the case of legibility, it is usually possible to
determine whan an approximate optimum has been achieved, because the few residual errors are nearly
random and could not be sub,.tantially reduced by a few specifiable changes.
A comparable judgement,
that near optimuls readability has been achieved, rny not in fact be possible; all that can be said is
that 6he readability attained is operationally acceptable, will suffice to meet the air traffic controller's objectives, and does not seem to be improvable by any specific suggestions that can be mrade.
This
does net imply that readability could not be futrther improved, but that it is not possible to specify
the maxitaum attainable level of comprehension of the material or the fastest rate of reading while
re.tining full comprehension.
Therefore if the optimum readability has been attained, it cannot be
recognised; if fur-theo improvements could be attained, they eight not be recognised either. What would
constitute perfect pe.,formance can be specified for legibility but not for readability.
8f

RELATI',DN

UNTt'.I'IN DISPLAYS

Compared with the basic flight instruments ina'. aircraft cockpit, tla, displays within the wor|kspace
of an air traffic controller interact less closely with each other, b.t nevertheless they are not wholly
independent.
Different air traffic control displays have tended to evolve separately, in accordance
with atr traffic control system designs, traffic lemands and teclmological advances.
Primary radar display•s have given way to secondary radar, on wnich additional information, mainly alphanumeric or
symbolic:, lias .n its turn evolved.
Manually written a Light strips have been replaced by automatically
printbud tili:ht strips, and latterly by electrons cally generated displays of tabular information correspoi.ing t.) flight strips.

Displays of various kiyids, notably those which double as input devices
oecause uhey are in some way toucn sensitive, have also been developed independently.
Technological
changes,
uipled with the recasting oa thU. controller's roles, have influenced the need for geoneral wall.mounted ai...l)':,yvs of air traffic control information, and led to changes in the contents of such
diepý ,fq, .,csen generated according to novel principles.
CD the whole, these and other display development ,ave'..
At been related closely to each other from their incipient beginnings, but the task of
relating and ro,,na.ling them has been left late, on the assumptions that it can be done end that major
nodificati;rr '.-) the displays themselves would not he a precondition of successful reconcilation.
In
some contexts. nore of thee t'chnological changes has been mad,',
and the equipment for air traffic
orimi live.
control is sti'!
i'wo separate- aspec' , of' the relationship between displays deserve consideration:
firstly, their
S"ioning %sithin
the workspace; secondiy, the users integration of their e . ved contents.
aoms pr•biems in the relstiL ohips of the displays within the workspace originate if such factors
4
are not sonuidered n detai I from the outse% but are settled when decisions about display size, user's
f',a'tacra,end thaiapp.'oximate display content have already been reached.
The problem of trying to
A: to.e many c. pl4y5 into a Woraspaee wh;
it is to meet the nornmal aequirements imposed by reach
>1%stancov and viewing distances is too sea
%commadate thum all, cannot arise in the form which it
ixuonl'y alakes in air traffic control ur.essr
robler of display positioning and the relrAtions between
displiys is treated as secondary.. The decJ4ics
in the size of a radar display, for example, can, and
must, have a major influence on where other displeys c-In Le put, on irhat their viewing angles will be,
on whether thy can be alongside or alc'n each other, and on how high up they msay need to be placed ir
the eonsole, regardless of .hat theii c,:htents are.
h different order of priorities, assigning greater
rimportance Lo ti,,i relationships between disolays, would resull often in a workspace that lasted very
''feront.
Tlhin is not to Py that 17rkeater importance sihould be assirclrd to display relationships nrased, on the whoje, it pr•oi:si
should not.
The intention in rather to p)int ost that because of
alious docisions taken about inilvidual[ d;,•&•ys,
and beoause oc th.:ersis'nl
tendency to try somehow
lit into the limited worksoaoe all the displays decided individually to be necessary, there is often
e.y lit•tle flexibility remaiingnr witiin which to optimise display relitionships.
Tihe implications for

all displays therefore need to be spelled out more clearly at the time when decisions about each one are
taken.

K%
,partly
U.

Problems about the relationships between diepiays in teras of the integration of their contents are
determined by where they are in the workspaeoe ao well as by what they contain. The positioning
of displays should influence their contents.
Cue obvious example is that displays above eye level
should not inclute any information that must be consulted frequently.
Collectively, the displays must
contain all tie information necessary for tasks.
The controller has to obtain all the information he
needs in the must effinient way from the varlous displays. Presuming that information categories have
been allocated to variois displays sensibly in relation to the technical limitations and purposes of
each, and that within each display the format, coding and design of the information content have been
devised competently, the main aim is to mase the information on different displays as compatible as
so that it cnn be coliated quickly and efficiently with a minimum of fuss, confusion or error.
This means that:

"possible
(1)

Different displays should wherever possible incorporate the same principles of layout; if
different principles are followed theymust be related in ways that are self-evident.

(2)

An information coding used to denote a specific information category on one display should be
used to make the same distinctions onall other disploys, and never fora-ything else.

(3)

The visual appearance of relat'd information should reflect the closeness of the relationship
by the degree of its visual sioilarity.

(4)

Information rf great importance on one display shouid be portrayed to denote this and equivalent information on other displays should be portrayed in the same way, or at least in an
associated coding which saves search time and is reserved for equivalent urgency.
For example,
the information required to solve an urgent problem might be flashed at the same rate on all
displays.
If information which is urgent is coded on some displays in a distinctive colour,
a similar colour should be chosen for related information on other displays with a colour
capabi lity, and on monochrome displays there should be some =ens of drawing attention to
related information of equivalent importance, a means which is reserved for the same uses as
that of the particular colour on the displays with colour capability, and is not also used
for other functions inrelated to those coded in colour elsewhere.
There should not, in other
words, be different confoumdings of codings on different displays. If there is,
errors are
almost inevitable because the meaning then depends on the display on which the information
happens to appear.

(5)

Wherever possible, conventions should not clash. This can be difficult to achieve in air
control where information on a radar display is in plan view and information related
to the same aircraft on a tabular information display, or as a set of labels on a data input
display, nay be set out according to a different prinoi:ple.
There is no ideal simple way to
resolve this difficulty.
Any solution must lead to ce.oain anomalios.
Of overriding

"traffic

importance is that there must be some principle which tue controller knows of, understands
and can use, to relate the information on one display to that on every other dtsplay without
fruitless searching.
The least flexible displpy is the radar.
Therefore the simplest
solutions mayaid
tend otianpparentilyeadmfs
to follow the principles which hini
it embodies.
Iven
its principles
cannot
mutnve
r
lation
to ifthdta
ornithes radart
always be followed (and for some purposes such as listing aircraft in height order or according tonever
destination
wholly or random
partly fashion
inappropriate),
the todata
another
display
bo laid they
out inmayan be
apparently
in relation
the ondata
on the
radar

i•:•,must

display,
looking on
Seuccass.
8g
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'information;

must be some guiding principle so that the controller knows where to begin
ther display for the data which he needs, with a good prospect of quick

THE QUALITY OF DISPLAYED INfOFMATION

In air traffic control, as in eutny other context.j, there has been a progressive change from an,
.gue
to digital information.
This, coupled with improved display technolog,
has had two main human fautocs
implications regarding the quality of the information displayed.
(lne is that displays often contain
far lens qualitative information than they once did, although the consequences of this change may be
difficult to determine.
The other is that the usor tends to ascribe high quality and reliability to
clearly portrayed and aesthetically pleasing displayed information, yet there need be no close relationship between information quality end the way in which it is portrayed.
The reduced role of qualitative information on air traff'
control displays has occurred partly
because no standartised coding conventions have been evolved for use to drnote the quality, reliability,
validity, accuracy or similar attri'utes of displayed data.
Radar displays perhaps exemplify best the
reduction in qualitative information. The primary radar displays of the past, more familiar in air
defence han in air traffic uontrol contexts, were subject to clutter, permanent echoes, fading, and
poor siotl.-to-noime ratios.
Individual blips, and the tracks which they formed, differed greatly in
the ease with which they could be discriminated.
The operator could glean from the primary radar display
a gre4
deal of qualitative intormation about whether a track seemed likely to disappeari or had a propensity to fade, or was heading for clutter, or had a poor signal-to-.noise ratio, or seemed near the
limit of the range of the radar under the prevailing conditions, and, for these or other reasons,
depended on data of poor quility or uncertain orovenacice.
Knowing the quality of the data, with
associated evidence on its propenoity to vanish, bercome uncertain or become misleading, the controller
allow for this in his division of attention, his allocation of resources and his decision
maning.

"could

It is imposnible to tell, from looking at a modern radar display, anything about the quality of the
data from which it has been derived.
A symbol jay denote the position of an aircraft which represents
the carefully weighted average of pc~ations sennsed from several radar" heads, each giving highly reliable
or it rmaV denote the position sensed by a cingle radar head in a dubious state of

r
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serviceability:

in both cases the radar display would look the sane.

The controller mav not even know

which radar head, with its particular idiosyncrasies of coverage, is in fact in use to provide the display. In the absence of such qualitative information, the controller cannot in ary way respond
selectively to take account of differences of which he has no knowledge. 1i.sa may not necessarily be
important, provided that the eystem design and its procedures have compensateod for the controllor's
recognised loss of qualitative data: however, it can become highly important if the abuonce of qualitative data has not been fully appreciated, and failures can be sudden, mystiiying and hazardous, rather
than predictable, of known aetiology, and largely circumvented. The practical options are therefore to
plan tasks so that qualitative information is not needed, or to put qualitative information back onto
displays.
Perhaps more insidious as a problem is the ascription of quality to clarity. A radar displa'y on
which the position of each aircraft is shown precisely and crisply, using points, lines, symbols and
alphanumerics with good contrast ratios and shrp contrast gradients so that the light from luminous
chiaracters does not seem to spill over or blur, is perceived as containing information the location and
description of which must be known precisely because they are depicted precisely on the diaplaj'. The fact
remains that the radar must show the position of the aircraft somewhere.
There may be no means for
denoting in visual terms that the data shown so surely on the display are in reality not trustworthy. For
some purposes this may not matter; in others it may be vital. The height information about each aircraft
on the radar display may be presented in exactly the same way, as three digits within the label of the
aircraft, although the quality of the height information may vary substantially from one aircraft to
another, to the point where a defect is suspected. If the portrayal of the data renains impeccable, it
is all too easy to presume that its quality is of a high order, and that all is well.
In a crude form, tie uits in which information is expressed convey something of its quality.
cite data to the nearest 10 miles obviously are based on much poorer data that those
expressed to the nearest 3.1 of a nile. The air traffic control practices and procedures which are
followed depend so much on the quality of the iiformation available that some notion of it can be deduced
from examining them. But positive indications of quality, and especially of lack of quality, rather than
deductions about It should be taken more seriously on modern air traffic control information displays.

"Separations which

8n

WMW DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY

The purpose of this section is not to gine a detailed desoription of the current, still raDid1v
developing state of modern display teohnolog,. 26, but to note some human factors implications which
"can arise when these technological developments are introduced into air traffic control. Cathode ray
tubes have themselves evolved greatly, and some of the commcnest human factors consequences, such as
excessive contrast, textureless backgrounds, limited choice of colours mad over-saturation of those
offered, have already been mentioned. Plasma displays, light emitting diodes , and electroluminescent
panels are examples of display types which have been msed in, or evaluated for, air traffic Control.
Various forms of television diaplay are under active consideration or in use. Displays which also funot-.
sninput devices form a further category.
The human factors issues which these and other developments raise can be subsuaed under the following headings:

'••(2)

(1) How far do the recommendations given in human factors handbooks and in related literature for
the coding and presentation of displayed information apply to the new technology?
What coding dimensions can be varied and controlled, and what range of options is therefore
possible in the content and portrayal of diaplayed information?

L•"

(3)

What are the limitations of each new display principle, with particular reference to any which
do not apply to other forms of display generation?

(4)

What canfaulty
go wrong
?
became

with the display, and what would the display look like to the uver if it

(5) What advantages are claimed to justify the introduction of the new display technology into air
traffic control, and what is the substaAnc of these claims in terms of the natire and strength
of the evidence purporting to support them?

F.

(6)

What sources of human error or confusion will
the new technology bring or reintroduceg
their
operational migeificanoc, and how can their
effects
be minimised?

"(7)

What form of .valuation W7 the new display principle is required to strike a fair balance in
appraising it, so that its advantages can be confirmed and quantified, and also any disadvantages can be identified Pnd assessed?

what ic

Any innovation in display technology usually has committed advocates who believe that it brings
major benefits and are keen to see these benefits realised wherever possible. Air traffic control is
often considered as one of maty possible areas of application. The human factors approach to such
innovations is often perforce critical, not because human factors is in principle antagonistic to technical innovation (such an attitude would be foolish) but because far more thought hae usually been given
to its benefits then to its possible disadvantages, so that to obtain a fair judgement it is necessary
to redress the balanco somewhat, particularly since any unforeseen disadvantages may prove very difficult
to circumvent once the innovative display becomes an integral part of an operating air traffic control
system. Human factors must also weigh an innovative display against the human factors benefits and disadvantages of the altirnatives to it.
As a result, the human factors apecialiet sometimes seems
particularly keen on comparative evaluations so that alternative displays can be thoroughly examined in
terms of safety , eoffiripyv and the errors they may engender.

L
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cr elsewhere.
A technological advance does not necessarily convey human factors benefits, in displays
that
If it leads to particular human fact,ýrs difficulties, these may prove insuperable. It is ualikely
in the form
the full human factors benefits of ýn advance in teohnology will be realised immediately
improvements
which the innovation first takes as at is boing developed. Therefore it is normal for some
to be effeoted by the application of aunan factors principles to tecknological innovations.
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LOCATION OF COTROLS
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Controls are the main means for the man to nonvey information to the system or the machine.
The
controls that are provided largely determine the responses which the man can make to system states or
machine events, the actions he can initiate, and the choices available to him. Tak designs, and the
functions envisaged for the man, set the control facilities to be provided. Their location, type,
sensitivity, and interactions with other controls and displays determine the efficianoy with which the
tasks can be performed, and many of the errors that can and will be made.
The broad pri.aoiples for the location of controle are derived from task requirements and from
relevant human capabilities and limitations, couple "ith a knowledge of the control options technically
available and the characteristics

of each.

These pr_.±iples are applied during the design of the 5ystem

and the workspace, the allocation of functions and the development of the console profile, using
appropriate anthropometric data. These combined factors then set the limits within which any residual
problems in the location of controls must be resojved. Sometimes further constraints are imposed, such
"as the specification of all control panels in standard dimensions so that they are interchangeable.

,
I

Before the limi-c, imposed by the workspaoe design, reach distaaces, and the need for certain controls tn be shared, have been fixed, it is essential to establish that there will be room within the
workspace for all the controls which must be accommodated to enable the tasks to be done. If the
available space is insufficient for all of them, fundamental revisions may be needed. The following
options may bc .intertained:

Uitil

(1)

Re-examination of the preferred control types to see if they could be replaced by more compact
controls for which there would be sufficient room.

(2)

Combination, amalgamation or removal of certain control functions, again to reduce the apAce
that the controls occupy.

(3)

Reallocation of functions so that some, with their associated
overcrowded workspace.

(4)

Re-design of the workspace or the consoles to provide more suriaoes to house controls within
reach.

(5)

Re-location of controls to extend the usable workspace, by employing controls which can be used
at greater reach distances, on different surfaces, or with the non-preferred hand.

it

has been established that

all

the controls

can be fitted

controls, are removed from the

into the apace availablea,

and until

the

amount of unused or unallocated space has been gauged approximately so that the degree of flexibility in
the location of controls can be estimated, it remains premature to tackle the human factors problems of
the optimum location for each control with respect to the relative importance of its functions.
Giv--i that the controls can all be housed, each can be allocated a provisional location. This is an
interactive process, with trade-offe of benefits and disadvantages.
The fundamental principles are that
the proposed location for each control must take account of the proposed locations for all others,
particularly those with which it is fuactionally associated, and that each control must be positioned
appropriately in relation to the display or displays to which it refers. Within the limits imposed by
these principles, the basic allocation of controls, or groups of controls such as panels, to surfaces is
relatively straightforward.
The most important controls should all be located on the main console shelf, pL 3itioned. so that
there is room for appropriate support for the elbow, wrist or hand wherever the task or the typo of control requires this. Controls which are specific To a particular display and not in ocmmon rae should be
positioned near the display. Controls, s-izch as light pehis, which have to be picked upý held and put
down and have special requ:irements to avoid operator fatigue if they are in freq*u.ent =,',, chould not be
adopted if alternatives without these support problems will suffice; if they are used, there must be room
for appropriate elbow or other support, and somewhere convenient to put the light pen when it is not in
use. Controls which are combined with display srfaces are the most difficult to locate satisfactorily:
generally thr, best position for them is towarde the rear of a sloping shelf, but sometimes they must be
treated prirn.ily as displays and positLoned accordingly if the controls are not used frequently or if
the costr' I functions change so much that they cansaot 'be remembered and therefore the operator generally
has to -*k at them whenever he uses them. This solution is never ideal in human factors terms;
fr•qant we of such a device can lead to insuperable problems of wrist and arm support.
--

Swmay

The broad allocation of controls to surfaces having been completed, work to determine the precise
optimum location of each control or panel within the surface can then proceed. The design of the
workspace, console and surfaces should ensure that the controls are all comfortably within the recommended reach distances for the smallest operator. The precise location of each control takes account of
various further factors, including actuation forces1 the direction of movement of the control, the
control depth in relation to shelf thickness, the use of the control by the preferred (right) or nonpreferred haud, and its intended use by one controller only or by more than one. Tasks are examined not
only because they determine the relative amount of use of each control, but also because they indioate
the sinst probable sequences in which different controls will. be used. These sequenoes and frequency of
usage should if possible influence the location of controls in relation to each other. This is
perhaps most obviously important for specific associated controls within a single control panel, but it
is also important when controls in different panels ofon have to be used in a regular sequence and it
be particularly impurtait for Qontroln intended to bo uc.d together or in conjunction employing both

.1
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Such controls need to be located in positions on the shelf which facilitate two-handed operation.

hands.

FoPr all but the simplest tasks, the location of controls is always a matter o0± compromise. Lven
with simple tasks, such as those employing a single keyboard, an optimum layout for each key in
relation to the others is seldom achievable, since the optimum varies with task details. In air traffic
control, the tasks are complex. Controls located in the optimum positions for any single task are unlikely to remain optimum for any other tasks. This is not as important operationally as it may seem:
the practical implications are that efficient task performance relies considerably on the man's
Of
adaptability, and that training to attain full proficiency in all tasks may be somewhat prolonged.
greater practical importance than the fruitless quest for the optimum location for every control may be
the avoidance of a seriously inappropriate location for any one of them. Cnitrols which require
excessive reaching, uncomfortable postures, operation with Inadequate support, excessive force, or uaunual sustained effort are generally in the wrong place, •nd should be located elsewhere.
9b

CONTROL TYPES

The range of controls used for air traffic control tasks and therefore found in air traffic control
workspacees is verj limited. Controls dhioh require major effort to operate or which are bulky are
intrinsically unsuitable. onntrols near the front of the shelf must be of limited depth so that they do
not restrict thigh clearance but can be housed entirely within the thickness of the shelf; otherwise
they must be at the side of the shelf. For most jobs in air traffic control, numerous controls are
necessary. Since the workspace is limited, compact controls have to be chosen and placed as closely
together as is permissible without impairing performance or generating errors.
The control types in air traffic control are generally restricted to the following, which are considered in turn:
Push betton, especially in multiple use in the form of keyboards and panels of keys.
Touch sensitive display panels, combining display and keyboard functions.
Switches and knobs, especially for occasional uses.
Continuous controls, such as joystick, rolling ball or oursors, for functions such as position
marking on displays.
Plugs, sockets and other controls mainly for communications.
Foot switches.
Push Buttons
Push buttons or keys are the comnonest control in air traffic control now and they will become even
more prevalent in future. In principle, a button or key should have two settings, on and off. It is
used to enter a single designated unit of information, a description of whh!h is associated with each
push button, in the form of a label within it illurinated when the push button is activated or a label
If the label can be changed, electronically for example in accordance
scribed or engraved beside it.
with its position in an input sequence or depending on the task being performed, then in practice a
single push button can be used to enter a variety of units of information but each of these units is
normally predetermined by sequence and order rather than at the discretion of the operator, and the push
button still functions as a control with two settings only, one of which is variable. Push buttons are
an efficient waV to enter data which are difital ai.J pro-oset.
It is essential to indicate whether a button or key is in operation or not. I1'its function is a
change of state (e.g. equipment switched on; range rings shown; larger size radrir display label selected;
etc) then it should be possible to tell the state selected by looking at the posh button or key: it
should not look the same in both its possible states. It may remain depressed, or be internally lit, or
acquire a different label, but it must look different, so that it 's immediately obvious to the user what
state it is in.
If Ws function is to enter an item of data, it w, 'I generally be one button or key in a
row or columi of keys or- in a keyboard, and it may be activated more than once in rapid succession. Hore
the essential

information that the key has been successfully activated

must be given immediately whenever

it is operated, by some discernible event on a display and also by the feel of movement of the key against
11 firm stop.
so that he does
The operator should be able to feel the movenent of the key whenever he operates it,
not have to look at it to tell whether he hau operated it or not. Typically a fo-rce of some 300 gram
should be required to operate it, and its travel discernible, at least 3 mM., with a sudden obvious
resistance at the end of travel and no sukggestion of mponginess. A just audible click, to denote contact,
can be helpful, espeoially during learning, and even when fully proficient. An operator using a keyboard
with which he is very familiar does not normally look at it much, and the absence of a click when it
fails to operate msy be by far the most effective way to let him know when something is amius.

The optimum spacing between keys within a keyboard depends on functions.
F1or an alphanumeric keyboard, used to enter substantial amounts of data, the aim is to make the keyboard an a whole as compact
aa possible to minimise time-consuming finger, h.nd, and a moveoents while operatirg it; this implies
However, if the keys are too close, the probability of activating
"that
the keys
be close more
together.
the w.ong
one should
or of striking
than one at once is inoreased: this implies that keys chould be kept
apart, The optimum compromise for keys in a row is to have a centre to centre distance of sons 18 ran.
between adjacent .eye in the same row, which inoluy1es a space Of about 5 mm. between the adjacent keys
themselves. These figurves are approximate. The pan between keys in a column, or between adjaoent rows
cf key., can be slightly greater, particularly if the rows are stepped end lie on a tilted r-ather than a
horizontal surface. kor funo+lonal keys, essentially -se one at a time and relatively infrequontly,
their size and the spacing totween them nmay be inqceased, these inrovased dimansions being helpful sometimes to group and code the functions. In partioular, a large• or sore separated key imy denoted a
function of partioular etgntficance, or one which initiates or teirinnates a sequnoe of keyed functions.
-
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of icys should not be me shiny that the finAer can slip over them or that tbey reflect
'Pha- •,
*hwuld be alixhtlv ceonav,
but. preferably not embovued, except as a coding to

'i.i

make certain rarely-used but vital key functions diecriminable by touch, not from each other but from
Elaborate codinge are not
standard umembossed keys.
A key uhould not have any sharp coners ox edges.
suitable for keyboards.
they take much longer to learn and do not necessarily lead to greater speed of
input.
Chord keyboards, whereby a function is designated by the activation of two or more keys concurrently, car. be effective in air traffic control if used sparingly but they are more difficult to learn,
they introduce their own crop of errors, they require a great deal of very careful pre-planning, and they
Being m.re compact in
do not necessarily repayr in terms of increased speed and efficiency of input.
principle, they offer an option which may have to be considered in air traffic control if there is no
They can be highly effiother way to accommodate all. the necessary functions within the shelf space.
cient, but at considerable cost in design, software and training.

*.

The standard (QWERTY) keyboard has gradually come into favour as the preferred layout for an
alphanumeric keyboard in air traffic control, and it seems likely to become more firmly established.
Although it is far from ideal in ergonomic terms, the extra time required to become proficient at it,
compared for example with a keyboard in alphabetical order, is not large, and the learning transfers to
other standard keyboards in widespread use, such as teletypes and keyboards for word processors,
provided there is no gross disparity in the separations between keys.
A trite
but important aspect of Keyboards is that if controllers are allowed to smoke or take drinks
to their workspace, sooner or later tobacco ash will fall on the keys and drink will be spilled on them:
they should therefore be designed to withstand such predictable hazards.

*

Touch Sensitive Display Panels
12

Some, such as tcuchwires
9 have been used in air
PTouch sensitive surfaces take various forms.
For most of them, air traffic contraffic control for some years; others are in the development stage.
trol represents one of many potential applications of the technology.

*

o

Either they are on the
Touch sensitive surfaces generally function as both displays and controls.
shelf and can be operated by touch alone in some circumstances, or they are intended to be viewed while
being operated and may be positioned either as a normal display or on the shelf. Various Iinde of touch
sensitive surface bring their own particular human factors problems, the solutions to which do not
generalise, but the human factors problems which they have in common, in addition to those concerned with
workspace, can be expressed in general terms.
(1)

what is being entered.
Therefore
By touch alone, it is not possible for the operator to tell
it iin necessary to indicate this clearly to him either by electronically generated labels at
or by similar labels on
the appropriate positions within the touch sensitive surface itself,

another display with which the touch sensitive surface has an obvious one-to-one relationship.
(2)

There is no equivalent of a key to feel. Therefore if it is important that the operator
touches the surface in the correct place, something must be introduced to give him feedback that
he has done so. This say be a wire as in touchwires, a protuberance or surface bulge, a series
of engraved lines, a marker on the touch sensitive surface or on another display, or a label on
the touch sensitive surface if it is intended to be viewed while being operated,. In the last
case, it may be necereary to offset the label somewhat, either to allow for parallax or to
If this is so, the label
enable the label to be read while the surface is being activated.
Some independent information
has to be slightly above the sensitive region which it designates.
regarding the input being made with the touch sensitive surface must be provided as a condition
for the operator to be able to learn to become proficient when using it.

(3)

Therefore there can be no direct
The input with a touch sensitive ;:urface has no moving parts.
evidence from this source that an input is being made successfully or has been successfully
completed.
Feedback is vital to the operator and must therefore be provided in some other way,
The preferred method is to show on a display what is being entered
by auditory clicks.
change, for example by showing a
as it ia entered.
The touch sensitive surface may itself
different set of options as a means of indicating the completion of the previous input, though
this change will not necesuarily indicate that the previous input was correct.

"even

(4)

*

It should not
The region which is touch sensitive for a particular function should be apparent.
If it is possible to
be possible to touch =ny position and activate more than one function.
touch a position and activate no function, there must be some feedback to nhow why, so that the
The operation
operator knowo which way to move his finger to activate the intended function.
Ouyo the required kind of touch, in terms
of the touch sensitive surface must be consistent.
kny siggestion
of its pressure, duration, etc., has become famdiliar, it must always succeed.
±of arbitrtrineso in the functioning of a touch sensitive surface, so that it sometimes funetions and sometimes does not in unpredictable ways, will guarantee clow and inefficient
performance, negative attitudes towards it and a lack of smoothness and proficiency in its use.
If for any
The options which the touch sensitive surface presents must alweZ-s be unsmbiguoua.
reason it does not function, the reason must be clear to the operator- so that he can Lsc what
he must do %o activate it as desired.

Switches end ?nobs

other disairete, controls common in air traffxIc control inclide switchecn and knobs.

bloat of' these are

Switcheu may be two
used for occasional functions, for setting up displays or for selecting facilities.
In either case, there should be a firm atop at
or three position single switches, or rotary switches.
each possible position of the switch and it should never be possible to set the switch inadvertently
It must always be poea ibis
between positions.
lNach position for the switch should be clearly labelled.
to tell
at a glanoe the position at which the switch in set however many poe tions there are, to see how
many settings of the awitah are possible, and to know whether the switch has been activated or act.
The
Standard guidelines in hunan factors handbooks should be followed to achiuve these objectiven.
function of ech switch should ho made as self-.mvident an possible by means of its positioning in
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relation to other displays and controls, and its labelling. Knobs have comparable fimotions to rotary
switches in air traffic control workspaces, and the sane guidelines apply to them. Their settings must
each be clearly ,rarked, and the position at which the knob is set should be immediately obvious from the
shape of the knob and from the engraved settings for it, and should not appear to alter with viewing
position. The shape of knobz can be varied so that knobs with different f mbtions have different shapes
and are disoriminable from each other visually and by touch.
Some controls seldom have any relevance to air traffic control or are too cumbersome.
Thumbwhesla
are not generally suitable for setting in air traific control data. They take too long, and can be a
source of errors and misreadings. Light pens are also generally usuitable, being best for drawing or for
tracking moving objects, neither of which are funotions commonly needed in air traffic control tasks.
Light pens have the serious disadvantage of being awkward to time share with other controls, since they
have to be pickeCi up and put down every time they are used. Continuous usage of a light, pen demands firm
support for the arm or elbow to Lorestall fatigus; such support requires free shelf space which is not
always easy to provide in air traffic control workspaces.
Continuous Controls
There is a requirement for continuous controls in many air traffic control tasks. The main options
are joystioks, rolling balls (track balls), and cursors. All share the problem of striking the best
compromise between speed of movement and accuracV of positioning: this decision on gearing probably has
a more important effect on the performance achieved than the choice of type of continuous control. In
air traffic control, the rolling ball seems to be the most favoured continuous control. Equall; good
performanoe in air traffic control tasks can usually be obtained from a well-engineered joystick, which
has the advantage, if it is linear, that it is possible to tell by looking at it the approximate region
of the display where the associated marker czan be found. The problem of losing the marker or of its
reappearance at the opposite side of the dieplay does not arise with a linear joystick. With a well
constructed joystick, rolling ball or cursor, suitably geared, it is possible to achieve impressive
performance and the operator can make very small movements indeed, of the order of 0.1 mm., which may not
be vlsually discernible. If accuracy is required, the gearing should be set so that the limits are
perceptual rather than an artifact of the control type and its sensitivity: in other words, if an error
can be seen, it can be corrected. Such a degree of accuracy is seldom needed in modern air traffic
control systems where the speed of movement of a continuous control is generally of more practical significance than accuracy of marker positioning. The question of gearing is discussed further in the next
section.
P6lgs and Sockets, etc
'Though not controls in the conventional sense, several further items used and handled by the con-a
troller should be designed and located to facilitate their effective manipuiation at his workspace. His
telephone, for example, must be compatible with his headset where both may have to be used at once, and
the telephone should be positioned to be in easy reach, so that he can view other essential information
while uning it, and so thet its cable does not get in the way of anything else. Its location and installation are an integral part of the workspace design, and should not be an afterthought. Similar
considerstions applV to the sockets for headsets, which should gr2-ip the plug firmly end have en unmistakable feel to indicate that the plug is home. T'he plug should be released without tugging. It should
never be possible to plug a hoadset into a socket not intended to house one.
,xtra sockets, for
listening in, supervision, on-the-job training, maintenance checks, etc., should be clearly distinguished
from standard ones if they have u different specification or are intended for different purposes.
Fbot Switches
A further type of control found in air traffic control workipaoes is the foot switch. This, if
should serve an on-off function, rather than one which provides continuoUs control or has to
be pressed for a long time. itom Figures 1, 2 and 3, it will be apparent that the decision to include
one or more foot switches has major implications for the console profile and the seating design, since
it is not usually practical to incorporate a large adjustment in the foot switch itself, and the optimum
eye position may have to be sacrificed to allow people with grossly different body sizes to use the foot
owitch in comfort. (areerally ther should only be one foot switch per position, and since that foot
switch can serve only one funotioe the arguments in its favour are probably outweighed by the ergodomic
problems its presence engenders.
If a foot switch is present, it is essential to provide a clear visual
indication for the operator of its state of activation, since he cannot see it directly.

"required,

9o

CONTROL SENSITIViTI AND FUNCTION

T'he importance of control type as a determinant of efficiency can sometimes be overestimated. The
residual differences between alternative control types may be quite small if they are appropriate for
their function and the operators have become fully profioieant in using them. The importance of control
sensitivity ard gearing is as consistently uLderestimated; incorrect sensitivity can set severe performance limits and engender errors.
Although sensitivity as a concept can be applied to discrete controls, for example to keys which
require excessive force to be operated or which are triggered by the slightest brush, it is generally
applied to continuous controls, and especially to their gearing, which in the amount of movement of a
display marker per unit movemant of the control. Optimum sensitivity varies with the task end especially
with requirements for speed or accuracy. For most tasks and fgearinga, speed is obtained at the cost of
accuracy, and vice versa; the closeness of the negative relationship between speed and accuracy varies
with the control type - it is mush closer for a rolling ball than for a joystick. Efforts to achieve
both speed and accuracy lead to various strateagems, such as coaraeefine ratios to give more than one
gearing, and non-linear gearings so that large or fast movements of the control produce proportionate ly
gina-ten movemarts of the marker tha small or slow movements, or than those produced by a linear control.
uenerelly in air traffic control great sensitivity is not needed becoaue graaL couraoy of iarke-r
L
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I
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!
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positioning is not needed. The marker is moved to desigeate an aircraft or character or label, and does
not have to be positioned with the degree of accuracy required if it has to be centred on a point.
Therefore for most air traffic control npplications a relatively small movement of the control should produos a large movement of the marker. For a joystick, its total arc of travel would normally caUSe the
marker to traverse the entire display. For a rolling ball, rapid spinning of the ball should never be
needed. It should always be possible to reposition the marker to the required level of accuracy within a
second or so. If it is not, then either the gearing is wrong or the need for such high accuracy in
positioning should be questioned.
Air traffic control fuctions using controls can be classified under the following general headings:

9d

for two settings use a push button, toggle or switch.
for threc settings use a three-position toggle switch or rotary knob.
for more than three settings wee a rotary selector or knob, which incltuees an "off"
position.
If the settings are very nuneroeu (more than about 10) do not attempt to get them
all on a single rotary selector. The necessity to have them all on the came
control should be questioned by considering whether all the settings really are
on the same dimension. Separate controls should be used for different dimensions.
All settings should be labelled.

(1)

Setting up:

(2)

Danignating positions on a display:

(3)

Selection of states or facilities:

(4)

Data entry:

(5)

Data re+rieval:

use continuous conirols such as joysticks, rolling balls or
cursors or a touch sensitive surface if low levels of
accuracy would suffice. Continuous controls usually
require push buttons to be operated when the marker is at
its designated position.
for two statee use push button or toggle switch.
for more than two states use a rotary switch or a row or
column of push buttons.

use push buttons in the form of a keyboard or touch sensitive surfaces.
there may be direct voice input in future.

Perhaps

use functional keyboards, touch sensitive surfaces or continuous controls in
conjunction with push buttons. Again voice may be used in the future.

INTSRACI'IOJS BETWEEN CONTROLS

The first requirement is that the user must not miotake one control for another. This problem
arises between controls of the same type which should therefore be diutingoished from one another by their
appearance (size, shape, oolour, texture, etc.) unless they are intended to be used as a group (for
example, four controls with the same alignment indicate that all is well). Every control should have some
label or designation to indicate its function, partly as a memory aid, but also to discourage random
exploratory tinkering when there is nothing to do. Although not general practice, it can be useful if
certain controls are also distinguished by the way they feel when they are operated, partioularly if it
could be hazardous if adjacent controls were mistaken for each other. They might therefore require a
difforent force to operate or have a different travel distance. However, if this problem arises a more
fundamental cure is called for: similar controls should not be adjacent if the operation of one in
mistake for the other could be ha-axdous.
The ways in which controls will be used, including their normal sequence of usage, should be reflected
in the wo-kspace design, in the choice of control types and sensitivities, in their positioning in relation to displays, and, for frequently used controls, in their relative positioning on the shelf. Unwanted
interactions between controls have therefore to be foreseen and prevented, rather than cured after the
equipmenz has been installed. Many air traffic control tacks involve the concurrent or conmecutive use
of more than one control. Although tacks should be designed to minimise the need to change from one
nontrol to another, a certain amount of changing in air traffic control is inevitable. The main guiding
principles in considering the interactions between controls include the following:
(1)

Minimise gross hand and arm movements when changing from one control to another.

(2)

Employ controls which are in a state ready for immediate use end do not have to be picked up
and put down or moved or switched on before they can be used.

(3)

Do not have controls with gross differencen in sensitivity, cc that one requires large movements
and another small, fine adjurtments.

(4)

Do not employ together controls which impose gross differonoes in the pace at which they can
be used.

(5) Minimise the total number of different typoi

of control within the workspace.

(6)

TMmsure that there are no incompatibi lities between controls in their expected directions of
movement.

(

Do not employ within the same workspace controls which demand very different forces to operate
W)
them.

(8)

Use the layout, engraved lines, colour codings, and other devices to show visually the presence
of important links between controls.
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(9)

9e

Use mechanical or electronic interlocking to prevent ary deliberate or inadvertent operation of
controls together or in succession which could be operationally dangerous or could damage
equipment. Do not rely solely on human memory but assume that every possible combination of
control will sooner or later occur and positively prevent those combinations which for any
reason must not happen.

CONTROL DISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS

As far as possible, the workspace design and the location of controls and displaysain relation to
each other should make the functions of each control self-evident to an experienced user and should
render the interactions between controls and displays obvious. Thero has been a failure in task design,
workspace layout, control specification and labelling, or training, if a control is provided but never
used, or consistently used inappropriately either because it is uasuitable for its intended function
or because the user does not know or understand what its function is, or because it has no obvious
association with any displayed information. Control-display relationships are intended to foster the
efficient and safe use of the control, to help the man to select the correct control and to remember
what it does, and to make it easy to carry out each function efficiently.
Several principles can be followed to realise these objectives:
(1)

Position controls beside the displays to which they refer. This guideline is easier to
implement for rarely used controls than for those in frequent use, since it may be incompatible
with the provision of adequate wrist, arm or elbow support during the manipulation of the
control. When task requirements and the conventions for movement (see 3 below) permit,
controls for a display should be beneath it or to the right side of it (assuming a predominanoe
of right-handed operators), so that information on the display is not obscured by the
viewer's arm whenever he activates the control.

(2)

Replicate display layouts in control layouts. This principle applies in most extreme form
to touch sensitive surfaces which are also controls. But if, for example, touchwires within
the display are replaced by a keyboard on the shelf, while the electronically generated
labelling remains imaltered, the la~yout of the keys should replicate the layout of' the labels
with which they remain associated. Their relative positioning must be retained; their absolute spacing need not be, so that the optimum spacing between adjacent keys should be that
recommended for keyboards rather than that of the labels on the display.
Fo(3)
bllow the atandard conventions for display movement in relation to control movement.

These

in clude:.
the direction of movement of the display and the control should be the same;
the control should, where possible, be in the same plane as the diaplay, with its axis of
rotation at right angles to that piano.;
display movements should be proportional to control movemsats, or conform to another
easily learned relationship between them;
control movements which are cloc1wise, to the right, forward, or up should be associated
with increases.
Toggle switches are awkward because there are two contrary conventions - down for on in the LN;
up for on in the US- it is beet to follow the local convention wherever they are used.

'4)

Use similar codings for displays and the controls associated with them. This is most readily
cdona by employing the same labelling on both, the same typefaces on both or the same colours
on both. The more the controls look like the related display contents, the more readily they
can be ausociated with them.

(5)

Show links between controls and displays visually by engraved lines or similar means. This
principle is most applicable in air traffic control to displays for purposes such as maintenance a•d fault finding rather than for air traffic control itself, but as a principle it can
be successful even in

air traffic control if

used sparingly and not too obtrusively.

(6)

bbllow the same conventions for control-display relationships consistently thro'ighout the
workspace, with as few different conventions as possible.

(7)
k

Tie displv changes directly to control movements, so that the relation between them seems
causal to the operator, and the display provides inmediate confir-mation that the control is
being activated.

--
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_
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CHAPTER 10
COMIUNICATIONS
10a

TRANSMISSION OF INFORIMATION WITHIN THE AIR TRAFFIC CCOTROL SYSTEMI

Communications in air traffic control have seldom boon studied in their own right in human factors
measurements of the effects of known and specified variables in comsmunications
terms, with scientific
on controller performance or system efficiency. Rather, conmimuications facilities, often in elaborate
form, have been provided as an essential prerequisite for the stidy of other aspects of system perform-ance, particularly in air traffic control simulations. As a result, communications in air traffic
control constitute a relatively neglected human factors topic.
The transmission of information within the air traffic control soystem presupposes a sender (man or
machine), a recipient (man or machine), a communications channel between them, and information in a form
suitable for transmission. The subject matter of human factors studies of comnmunications therefore
includes in principle:
(i)

Attributes of the sendr which affect the information that can be sent.

(2)

Attributes of the recipient waich determine the information which can be received.

(3)

Characteristics of the transmission channel, such as its capacity and the chanCes,
or failures in information transmission which it can induce.

(4)

Characteristics of the information transmitted, including its form, content,
compatibility with the communications facilities.

Ven to machine (generally sent by using controls).

(2)

machine to man (generall

(3)

Man to man (generally in the form of speech).

(4)

Machine to machine.

pace and

its communication can take four

Since information can be sent or received by either a man or a machine,
main forms:
(i)

distortions,

sent in the form of information on displays).

This last category is not usually of direct human factors concern, except where the machine processes the
information in some way for human use (for example by collation, summary, tabulation or selection) in
Under the heading of man to
ways which 4l1u man nay not appreciate and which are beyond his intervention.
men communications are inoluled the use of a/T snd telephones, even though these are intervening machineu,
the characteristics of which as transmission channels may introduce substantial, though largely predictable
changes between what is sent and what is received. Man to man communications also include hand-written
pieces of paper, such as manually prepared flight stripe.
A further four-fold independent classification of air traffic control communications distinguishes
between messages from air to ground, ground-to-ground, ground-to-air, and air-to-air. This last is the
least, important category for air traffic control purposes, although it is not irrelevant. Pilots may
acquire a picture of the traffic near them from overhearing messages sent to others, and this picture may
be a valuable safeguard whenever the quality of the air traffic control itself is suspect for any reason.
From the point of view of system design, communications deal with channels and their routeing. The
design of the network of communications also depends on the tanks, the quantity and nature of the information, the predicted utilisation of channels and 6he balance between available funding and resources on
the one hanr and on the other hand, tolerance of overloading, of delays, of 6arbling, and of the characteristic sources of degradation of information associated wiLth altoniativa methods for transmitting it.
In simulations not intended to study communication channels as such, their provision is usually amriple,
and controllers often remark on the comparative sase of establishing contact with pilots whenever and
wherever required. In real life, communications are often subject to gross variations and deficiencies
in quality and accessibility. Some channels may be so notorioucklr unreliable, and some places or people
so consistently difficult to contact, that ad hoc procedures have sometimes boon evolved to circumvent
or by-pass such highly fallible communication cluhnols.
If information is sent by means of controls, or received in the form of display contents, the
communications seem to the nan to be an inherent part of the display or the control. If the overloading
of a communications channel rendero a control temporarily inoperative or if information garbled during
trunaindsion appears unintellifible on a display, these events are interpreted respectively as a faulty
control or a faulty display, rather than as inadequacies of eunsunication, even though there ma be
nothing amisewith either the controls or the displays. The uzer may t•ke communicaticns facilities for
granted until they fail or become overloaded. When they do, his frustration nay make him particularly
asntagonistic towards them because he seems, and ofton is, powerless to counter their failures.
The aspect of communicaitions which to the controller is most dominant is speech. Since in this
chapter communications are considered primarily in hisman factors terms, much of its content is therefore
concerned with speech in air traffic control. However, speech is no longer the main meanm for the
transmission of information within the air traffic control system; in a modlern sJstem far more information is tranaponded and gathered automatically, and in the future this trend will be aooentusted, for
example when data derived from satellite-basued Havigation sytems are employed for air traffic control
purposes. Therefore oommunioctions in air traffic control must not be equated with speech.
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Positive air traffic control cannot take place without
rules which all users o~ubscribe to, end knowledge of the traffic pattern and of the individual aircraft
within it.
Traffic centralI entailas facilities for positive intervention in the form of instructions
sufficcisp tsry ta snaasthe

++

when.t
of aandtime
each aircraft
allocation
either by(n pro-plarning
individual
to to
issued
height
route
or to
a designated
for the
departure,
toh ma
d a lot and
preset procedure
follow a aircraft,
it
begins
for crossing the Atlantic) or by requiring tactical manceyree (such as the avoidmince of conflict with
another aircraft or the utequencing of' aircraft preparatory to their final approach to an airfield).
Insofar as the c~ommunication with all aircraft in the system is incomplote, the air traffic control

service is itself incomplete.
On
Initially much of the trannmitted information in air traffic control was in tho form of speech.
the basis of what was said, the conlroller wrote down what he wanted to remember and used that informaThis procedure became- acre
tion Eas the basis of his air traffic control deoisionsaend inotructions.
voice trassionesi
interfered
with control
aredytw
a.se o
coisnunicattons
oo~
foulr
channel
any
l~airo traffic
Tairst
groundtsdfo
groundwitoair.1&
When thePrereqiiest
formalised
with flight etrips.
sufficiently to sake the spoken sscags unccrtain, thin wan. apparent to -the receiver who could ask for it
to be repeated or request specific information to verif~y the parts of the message about which he was
uncertain.
There is no equivalent to this function of asking for a message to be repeated when data are
Usually the controller cannot diagnose suspect data; if he does, he cannot ask
transiponded automatically.
for it to be sent to him again, or ask manj questions about it.

*

When radar information was added, in the form of a continuous plan viewof the traffic, initially the
radar picture contained saoms information from the sweep about the rate at which it was, updated and the
way in which it was communicated, and some information from the signal-to-noise ratio about the reliability
Comparable information ie absent from modern secondary radar displays which portray
of the data.
or no indication of the communication channels in
information of' apparently high quality but give little
use, of the accuracy of the data, of the rate of transrmission and renewal of information, or of the
serviceability of the communication channelo themselven.

*

1=~

~

Thesa points apply with similar force to modern tabular displays of air traffic control data. ItI
may be possible to glean from them scame notion about accuracy and transmission rates, but there is so
indication of the amount of procetaing the information has undergone, of the quantity of transmitted data,
from which the presented information has been derived, or of the state of the communication charnels
In faot, now andt in the future, quantities of transmitted data tind tranemiesion
themselves.
significance for the controller while the appearance
rates may increase vastly, but this may have little
Changes in information transmission, eapooisl~ly
of his dimplayu, and their contents, remain unchianged.

--
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from air to ground, may therefore be of muof less consequence to the controller than their trvw importance warrants. The gain from them may remain largely technical, in the absence of direct guidanc.B for
the controller about tj.icm.
With increased amounts of transmitted information go demands for more communication chainele, for
revisions in the allocation of frequenoies, and for better ,rwans of changing frequencies. Problems with
huimai faotoro implications for air traffic control inoluis the overloading of a channel in heavy traffic
just when overloading is least tolerable to the controller, the sequercing of verbal messages to the
controller on a single channel into an order 'o take some account of their operational priority, and the
specification in air traffic control terms of the amount o' information actually transmitted and the
amumt of reduadancy in it.
1Oc

.JFPICH AS A NEfUiui

OF
p COIUNICATION

Altough aural oormusiiation is important in aviation, the main emphasis in recent studies of
peech has be•an on voice monagcoa in the cockpit with its characteristic backfground noise1 32 . Conditions
-&r. &4r traffic control are different. The outstanding charactoristios of speech in air traffic convtrol
arm its VLexibility, complexity, immediacy, and freedom from restrictions. Compared with displays and
utsto,

with their preset formstu an

fvactionu, speech can be flexible sad unfettered.

In a system

coateat, ei.ch as air traffic control, this is not necessarily a boon. Rules, conventions, formats and
torutneolaey "we to be impcsed and standardised to try and ensure that spoken air traffic control mess-e..
are qnv-sali
cntelli;,ible and compatible with the system. When they are, speech becomes
o se,-abla with other ways of sending information, to the extent that comparisons are actually made.
In
tan ;azt, teas ham ociurred main
when it is proposed to replace spoken messages with autcmatically or
u-.:l"
raaaponeid infoe•iation using controls and displays. For certnin functions in the future, the
latS.rms in turn yield to automated speech synthocis and recognition, though not retaininG the full
ptcatcal flexib ilty of sapech between people. The technical complexity of the sounds in speech has
tKn•d f•rm attempts to recoGoise them automatically, which generally entail frequent sampling of
fareus
vwnetsc azd other parameters to achieve recognition of even a very limited vocabulary in a
!MMvoice.
A potcst:al attraction of direct san-a&ohing communication by speech is its iseodiacy and naturalseem
na
anLa form of hiian cimmunication, which mkoes the alternatives, such as keyboard data entryz,
;.nd
~ct
and cunberuome by oomparioen. In certain respects, this impression can be misleading. Speech
".s
not nuces&arly -re effiLcient, quicker, or io)re direct than its practical alternatives.
Some tasks,
eoh sa thm wantil 4f a c.ursor, apparontly beacome more difficult and unwieldy if the. commands must be in
veoal&ors; others,
•uchau the catching of complex vlsal patterns can neither be done nor deecribod
"eff"ctivtly e eiamprehsnsvely in verbal ter-w. However, much air traffic control information is
expressed in the form of wods, axd• speech mut thereforo be a potentially advantageous way of comiiunicatin,: it.
In tht ca;se of very rar-e uvents and oircutstanoes, for which no provision has been made
in the mystem design because the possibility of their occurrence was never foreseen, speech may be the
only means of communicating essential inforniation, which is sufficiently free from restrictions to be
ssplyed both to describe the rare courrence and to formulate and express the actions required to deal
with it.
In common with other means for convoeying information, speech has its own characteristic souloe of
O
error and confusion. Most of them are predictable in general terms though not in specific instances.
Just as the kinds of error which will be made using a particular kLyboard for a known task can mostly be
predicted by examining the keyboard layout in relation to the task for which it will be used, so the
"kinds of error which will occur in spoken mesnages con mostly be predicted by relating the message
formato and contents to the consequent probability of known common phonetic confisions, taking into
aocotynt the technical oharacteristics and distortions of the communications ohannele themselves. Because
manyor the sources of potential confusion in spoken air traffic control meseages can be identified, it
is possible to rode their incidenceo, though never to eliminate them, by designing messages so that
these sources occur as rarely no possible.
In a mon-machine system, spoken messages are outside the system in the scnse that it cannot receive
them directly or integratc them in their spoken form with other sources of information or with stored
data. Consequently, iwforaiiation which is spolecn has often to be entered into the computer additionally
and separately, in order to update the stored information and to ensure that computations based on
stored data take account of the content of spoken mossages
To the controller, to speak and to key in
the same information can constitute unnecessary duplication of taeks, the more irksome the busier he
becomes. Such chores can be interpreted as compensations for machine doficioroics, The replacement ofspoeeh
by keying, or the replacement of keying by speech because of the sucoossful automated recognition of
speech to permit direct voice entry, both offer prospects of progress, and moans for reducing duplication
of effort.
Speech intelligibility can be aneessemd by establishing whether the speech has boon heard correctly,
but it is more commonly neseseed in terms of undarstonding. Baekcground noise affeots hearing rather than
remembering.
Similar sounds may be confuosd with each other, or their order of occurrence mAY be misintarproted, either of which can have serious consequenceo in air traffic control. Poor signal to noise
ratios affect the intelligibility of speech adversoly, and impair the listenerts confidence.
Standard
speech discrimination teats can be used to diagnose an inadequate speech channel, but not to predict the
specific probloem encountered by experienced controllore listoning to Pir traffic control messagoe spoken
over that channel, mince the ability to use a noisy channel improves with practice anod
samiliarity, and
the differences between individuals and between groups in their acquired ability tousO a noisy channel
can be oubatanitial. The gain from repeating spoken messages heard against noisy backgrotnds may be more
confidence than in hearing or in undo rtanding. eoies does not affect all frequancies equally. Moet
Intelligibili.ty can often be improved by
noise interfoere with higher frequsnoies more than lower onee.
fmquonoy modulation or by speech compression techniques to reduse the bandwidths.

In
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For most practical purposes, speech is best treated as a single information chamtel; it is potentially confusing to try to listen to two or more people speaking different messages aenourrently.
In air
traffic control this is a practical problem, with direct speech, speech over R/T, ead perhaps speech over
a telephone as well. If more than one source of speech must be heard, it is usually better to direct one
source to each ear, since this helps the listener to distinguish them.
The ability to perform such
dichotic listening tasks d3clines with age.
Although the successful presentation of more than one source
of speech at the same time is easy to achieve technically, this does not resolve the associated human
factors problems which centre on understanding rather than on hearing, on the need for frequent
attention switching, on the involuntary distracting effects of new messages, on the need to listen and
understand before the relevance or irrelevance of the spoken information can be established, and on the
increased potential for confusion, omission, transposition and mishearing associated with the reception
of different spoken messages at the same time.
Therefore, wherever possible, it is best to design the
air traffic control taský end funotions to prevent the simultaneous occurrence of spoken messages from
more than one source at the same time, or, if this cannot be done, to permit the controller to suppress
or delay whichever message he does not want to hear, if he finds that the interference between them
impairs their intelligibility, as it is likely to do.
To a naive listener, speech in air traffic control, particularly speech over a noisy R/T channel,
sounds unintelligible.
In the correct interpretation of speech, much reliance is placed on the training,
knowledge, experience and special skills of the controller.
The corollary ic that findings about
intelligibility of speech obtained in the laboratory or in applied contexts other than air traffic
control should never be presumed without verification to be applicable to air traffic control.
10d

QUALITATIVE ATTRIBUTES OF SPFECH

The full importance of the qualitative aspects of speech may be recognised only when they are no
longer present because speech as a medium of communication has been replaced by some form of automated
transponding of data.
It is then tot late to restore the qualitative information that speech
conveyed.
When the spoken information required for tasks is examined, quantitative air traffic control information naturally receives most emphasis.
It is clearly essential for task performance.
Speech has
other attributes that convey information:
pace, pausec, repetitions, structure, phrasing, and in
particular selective feedback in the form of individual spoken responses.
On the basis of these qualitative attributes and responses, each speaker in an air traffic control conversation makes judgemente
about the others
about his competence, his calrm.css, his confidence, his professionalism, his reliability, his probable workload, his emotional state, and whether he has really understood the information
sent and perhaps formally acknowledged.
'The soundness of those judgements based on qualitative information may be uncertain when gaund
impartially and sclentifically, but to those who make the judgemente they are the basis of many actions
and decisione.
A message may be repeated, even though it has already been correctly acknowledged.
An
emergency in the air may receive the pilot's full attention because he has judged that the controller
is calm. competent and reliable snd can be left to institute appropriate ground-based procedurso on his
own initiative.
A controller may diagnose uncertainty or inexperience in a pilot from the content and
manner of his speech, and pay more attention than normal to the needs of that pilot, porhapa by allowing
extra air space fcr unpredictable manoeuvres.
Massages sent in a langua&e judged not to be the native
language of the listener may be spoken more slowly, more distinctly, and in a more standard format than
normal.
Messages sent to a listener who is judged from his responses to be very busy may be shorn of
inessentials and superfluous pleasantries.
Spoken information of vital importance, or which in very
unusual, may be confirmed and reconfirmod until both spanker said listener are completely .:atisfied that
it has boon heard and understood correctly.
The true impact of such qualitative attributes of speech, and of the actions they load to, on eafety
is uncertain.
Cn balance it seems very likely that they do improve safety; certainly the belief is
strong among many controllers end pilots that safety is enhanced by judgements based on speech, and that
these judgoments arc uncelly correct. When speech is replaced, wholly or in part, by tranrponded data,
no such judgements can be made, or the opportunities for forming them are severely curtailed.
Thu
information contained in the qualitative aspects of speech Js lost without speech. It has no equivalent
in automated transponding of information, in man-computer dialogues, or in automated speech synthouis
and recognition.
Perhaps the consequences of these attributes of speech should be more thoroughly
explored, to establish exactly what is lost when speech is no longer possible, and whether what is lost
needs to be replaced.
Information gleaned from these qualitative attributes of speech is not necessarily beneficial to air
traffic control efficiency or safety.
The examples quoted above of types of messages which might be
thought to promote safety can be countered by further, but fewer, examples where the judgements formed on
the basis of speech may potentially distract from safety, usually by stifling further speech.
A curt
response may discourage further verbal communications;
an apparently obvious confirmation may not be
carried through; an action which should have been queried by the controller may go unchallenged; the
controller may not venture to issue a reminder which could be construed as casting doubt on the p3. lot'Is
se3p3ere
- in short, spolken messages likely to invite a rebuff may not be sent when they should have
been 33.
Bu+ they will not be sent either when speech is replaced by automatically transmitted data.
While there are many instances when spoken messages between controller and pilot have led to confusions and misunderetandinge which would not have arisen in the absence of speenh and which would
therefore be removed as sources of error if spoken messages could be dispensed with, it is very clear
that the form of data transmission that replaces speech, whatever that form may be, will bring its own
quota of confusions and miaunderstandings, many of which may be predictable if the forts is a familiar
Impariecns between speech and its
The apparent findings oi
one but may not be if it is novel.
absence, and their respective consequences for efficiency and safety, often need to be tempered by a
hard-headed appraisal of the true benefits and ponalties uf change.
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There is some evidence, such of it from exper.ienoe of automation in Flight Service Stations, that
there may be some potential ben,
ts in certain circumstances when speech is replaced by man-computer
dialogues, provided that the dialogue has been correotly designed. In particular, ii the man does not
understand information he has --eceived, he may be more willing to ascribe his faliure of understanding
to inadequacies in the computer and ask for clarification or repetition of the rnformation than he would
be to admit to someone else that he does not understand what he has just been told.
It may be important,
in designing dialogues, for the man to be able to blame the machine for any deficiencies of understanding that may arise regardless
of where the true blame should lie. His efficiency and his collaboration, may depend on the ascription of his failures and misunderstandings elsewhere while he gains
experience and learns to overcome them.
In communications between controllers in the same workspace, speech is supplemented by the infonmation obtained from seeing the speaker directly, and from Lnowing him. This inclideis manner, gestures,
personality, and relative statues, all of which influence the interpretation of spoken words.
In rednat
years, the information commsmicated non-verbally has become a major area of study in its own right
but the usual cavea, must be entered here about extrapolating findings from elsewhere to air traffic
oont ro 1.
10e

AUTCdATED SPEECH RECOONITION AND AUTOMA'TED SPE-C11 SYNTHFSIS

In automated speech recognition (also known .s direct voice input) the cnntroller enters data into
the computer by speaking, instead of by keying it in or using another control. In automated speech
synthesis, the computer conveys information to the man by speaking to him in a synthetic voice, instead
of presenting information to him on a display or changing the state of a control. The requisite technoogy for both these applications is row available in prinoipl% although a great deal of further development seems necessary before either could be introduced into operational air traffic control.
Initial
application,- to air traffic control training seem more probable.
Direct voice input has reachedc a tage
of being as good as a keyboard for the entry of certain categories of air tzaffic cont.,ol data0.
A grevt
research, particularly into automated speech recognition, in being co, iýUted
currently
in deal
many of
countries,
although the effort does not seem to be well co-ordinated.
The possible
applications appear to be very numerous.
The most promising ones require a limite,. rocabulary which can
accommodate every message without being extended, a series of clearly defined options, material which
can be expressed in forms similar to menus, and a etructure for each message that includes an unambiguous
beginning and end and discrete identifiable intervening stages that can be sequenced according; to
definable logic or algorithms.
Much air traffic control comes near to meeting these requirement,%

although perhaps not as near as other potential applications such as automated booking systems.

Never-

thaless the concepts merit examination in human factors terms for air traffic control applications.

Some formidable technical problems have still
to be overcome.
In air traffic control it would
probably be necessary for each controller to pro-record the whole usable vocabulary in any automated speech
recognition, and to identify himself, perhaps by speaking his name, as soon as he came on watch so that
the appropriate package would be used to compare his s-cech patterns with his pro-recorded un;ce, match
thee, and recognise his messages accordingly ir terms of maiohed syllables, words or phrases.
The auditory
patterns to be matrced would not ncoesuarily correspond to wcrds in the dictionary sense of the term, but
might be phrases spread over a second or two if these wore of standard pattern, or might even be parts of
a word. Nuch work has still
to be done to partition air traffic control messages ints verbal umite whiuh

facilitate pattern matching and which minimise errors and mismatches.

The extent to which the messages

themselves, th,) sequonco of items of information within them, their phrasing, and even the introduction
of pauses within them, would have to be standardised, t•ught, and rigorously adhered to, would have to
be established.
Perhaps the controller would have to learn to speak in a particular way - another imposi-

tion on him to circumvent technological limitations!

Certain problems in automated speech recogsition arise for which solutions must be found before any
application to air traffic contccl can be seriously contemplated.
ne problem concemns any air traffic
control message which contains a sequence of more than two numerals, e.g. 220, 245, eto.
Such equences
are very common in air traffic control.
In automated speech recognition, the first and last numerals can
usually be recugnised successfully, but the middle one, articulated legs clearly and embidded in, and
overlapping with, the others, cannot.
Problems such as the distinction between "to" and "2", or between
"for" and "4", have to be resolved by a combination of context, priorities, and pattern matching.
The
common cold can alter the voice so much that the comp,'tor may make fraquent errors in matching the same
voice with and without a cold.
In some respects, the ideal might be a system, where it was no' neceousag-v to pre-record all the
spoken data because the words of a new speaker could be recognised by the machine just ax LhVy are recognised by other human beingw.
Ho'wever, while such a development seems a prerequisite for the tucoessful
development of a direct voice input automated biozing sds+-,m lor rse by the general pLblic, il may no..
be so advantageous in air traffic control where the use on ore-recorded msteriza) coupled with the need
for positive identification of the speaker by the compute.- may provide an eff'ictive safeguard against
unauthorised tampering with the systen.
Hiran factovs is concerned with the solutions to the týccr.ical problems of automated sp:ech 'eoognition and automated speech 'sythesis.
It can apply tie extonsive
todyof knowledge about common phnnetic
confiaions and sources of errc
to help to resolve ambiguities.
?he potential huian factors implications
of automated voice recognition and synthesis go far beyond pr'nrr.g tbh techntology, minimising errore end
expanding the vocabulary.
What would it be lake to spend the working asy talking to a machine that tats
back. when there is no-one else there? Perhaps the men would come to prefer talking to a predictable,
friendly and docile machine than talking to rmal people, an" eventually shim other people. Perhaps the man
might treat other people as he treats the machine ",d they iould xesent it.
PerhapF, the man would become
able to work effectively only in isolation, e(n nort as a member otf a collaborative team.
Perhaa the
characterietlo errors associated with autorrnt-d speech recognition or synthoes.s in air traffic co.Ltrol
all be adequately aetected, resolved or avoided. :arnaps the mran would treat the machine as a toy,

Lcannot
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particularly if he
he would play with
its reliability or
would come to rely

had to he at his workplace for long periods with few air traffic control tasks to do;
limits, with dire consequences for
it,
experiment with it, and try to test it to its
Perhaps he
oven for the officisncy and safety of the air traffic control system.
on the machine so much that he could not control aircraft traffic without it.

In addition to provirg and improving the technology of automated speech recognition and synthesis,
It is essential to find acceptable answers to them before the idea of
te should ask such questions.
It is desirable
introducing extensive automated speech into air traffic control is seriously adopted.
to be able to predict all the potential human fictors consequences first.
10f

CO-ORDINATION AND LIAISON

Co-ordination and liaison are i-"ersnt aspects of the commurications within an air traffic control
system.
There are other aspects jv
inherent, such as handovcrs, which tend to be discrete events
rather than on-going activities.
TV term "co-ordination" usually, but not exclusivelv, refers to the
activities of controllers when the handling of air traffic by one controller impinge;s or will impinge
on the rightful responsibilities or activities of another controller. Some examples may clarify this
point.
Two controllers who are in control of different aircralt in the same airspace at the same time
must co-ordinate their activities very closely and continuously to maintain safe separations and smooth
A military controller wish'ng to route
traffic flows:
it is dangerous if either acts independently.
an aircraft across a civil airway must co-ordinate this by agmeeinE a crossing height r'd approximate
The departure time o.nd climbing profile of en
time with his civil colleagues in charge of the airway.
aircraft departing from a small airfield to enter or transit the terminal area of a larger airport must
be co-ordinated before departure with other controllers concerned, who may include an inbound controller,
an outbound controller and a controller handling other local traffic just outside the terminal area.

1.-

The denser air traffic becomes, the smaller the region which is the responsibility of a singleo
controller tends to be.
The requirements for co-ordination increase not only because there is mo 'a
traffic, but because there are more frequent transfers of responsibility for each aircraft.
Furtnor
partitioning of the regions of responsibility becomes at some point self-defeating, when the additional
co-ordination workload exceeds the reduction in workload of other kinds.
Co-ordinatlon requirements
therefore set major limits on system capacity, and on the peak number of aircraft that each controller
can handle at once.
This is one of the main reasons for the disparity between the number of aircraft
handled by a military controller or by a civi l controller in regions whore military and civi 1 control are
not integrated; the former usually has much more co-ordination to do.
Hitherto, co-ordination practices
and procedures have changed relatively little;
much of the work has still
to be done by the man, and the
changes wrought by automation have ben, rela.ively small:
this may be the explanation for the paucity
of st•diss of co-ordination problems2 compared with ihose dealing with displays or controls.
The form and extent of the co-ordination required ii, an -ir traffic contr)l system are larpely set
by the system design. Main influences are the divisions of cintrol responsibility, the extent to which
tases are performed by issividuals or by teams, the planned traffic handling capacity of the system, the
ball:ice between strategio and tactical control procedures, end the nature of tho air traffic control
service,
Obviously, co-ordinAtion of traffic apj:roacbing a terminal area is more intensive, more frequent
-nd more urgent than that of traffic in mid-ocean beyond radar coverage.
Co-ordination problems feature
prominently in workspace design.
Decisions on whether displays will be individual or shared affect ooordination methods greatly.
A planning and execiutive controller in a team may sit side by side (in the
UIK) or back to back (at some Eurooontrol facilities).
The consequences are major in terms of the
controller who becomes overloaded fir-t,
the form which co-ordination takes, and communications directly
or via equipment such as telephones.
The extent to which co-ordination ucanbe altered once the system
becomes operational is very limited, without altering -usning levels, divisions of responsibility,
facilities, workspace design, or the system design itself.
Co-ordination should be studied more in

[

its own right in

human factors tenals.

Often the priorities

appear to require the co-ordination procedures to be fitted to other changes in aide, facilities, routeings and procedures, so that measures are taken of how much co-ordination there has to be for the air
traffic control system to function properly, rather than plans laid of how much co-ordination there ought
A policy on co-ordination, considered as one of the starting
to be for effective air traffic contr-l.
points for air traffic control system planning, might prove helpful.
Studies on effective and cafe ways
of reducing co-ordinatiorj and the human errors aSSoviatod with it, are also needed.
l!

TUK LANGUAGE AND TEB$INOLOGY OF AIR TRAF,'FIC CONTROL

"Air

traffic control, as other disciplines, has evolved its own technical terms.
Its vocabulary
contains few neologisms: moat words have been adopted from common currency and given a narrower
technical meaning specific to air traffic control when used in that context.
Many technical terms in
They therefore share with air traffic control
human factors and applied psychology have similar origins.
the problem that vords used in their technical sense may be misconstrued by anyone familiar only with
their everydaj meaning, so that their true siý,.lificance and implications may not always be appreciated.
essential part of the stock-in-trade of the experienced controlleý is his familiarity with, and correct
usage of, the technical meaaing of air traffic control terms.
An essntial
aspect of interdisciplinary
col'aboration on air traffic control problems is oonrtiant verifioati',n that when controllers and nonc'narollers are working together they are not inadvertently ascribi.g different meanings to technical
sir traffic control terms, and thereby unwittingly engandering mist iderstandings about what is being
agreed.
In extreme instances, such terminological confusions can 1, ad to subsequent accusations of bad
faith if they are no. recognised.

"An

Much of the recent interest in linguisAir traffic control messages are rarely given as centences.
language of air traffic control. The standard langusjfe for international air traffic control is English;

L

a consequence is th.t
controllers whose native language is not En.ysh m
know only the technical
they use.
There is also an inoreased
meaning aid rnot the more general meaning of many of the terz.L int
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likelihood of confusion and misunderstanding when unusual air traffic control ci rcumstances and problems
arise, since the terminology needed to describe and resolve the problem adequately aay be unkao•rn to
a controller with limited command o' Englich.
To some extent, spoken air traffic control messages can expand or contract to fit the time available
for their trangsmiasion.
In light traffic densities, courtesies ma be exchanlged and sociable ccnvorrations
conducted, which are omitted if the controller or pilot has no spare time for such niceties.
In heavy
traffic densities, spoken messages nmay be shortened, primed in number, quickened in pace, and acknowledged
in abbreviated form, mo that more messages can be tranýsmitted on a single channel in a given time.
Oie
consequence of those trends is that measures of the occupancy times or utilization of information
channels end frequlencies ca not in themselves reveal much, without concurrent records of the natture and
content of the information sent, of the incidence of superfluous and redundant messages, and of occasions
when the channel was in use hut not for sending air traffic control information.
Computer languages are used for air traffic control software, and therefore air traffio control
terminologr must in certain respects be compatible with them.
The nomenclature forqu-eries, menus,
commands and other forms of man-computer dialogue must not only be reconcilable with the laliguage of air
traffic control but must actually employ technical air traffic control terms wherever they apply, since
to use any other terms, or to use air traffic control terms in their non-technical sense, could be
mis leat'ing.
Two aspects of the terminology of air traffic control deserve specific comment in human factors terms
because of their different implications for the expeoted incidence of hwman errors.
One concerns the
allocation of callsignis to aircraft.
Those are the means by which aircraft are generally identified in
air traffic control.
It is vital for safety that aircraft should not be misidentified, and that as far
as possible the calleigne of different aircraft should not be similar or readily confused.
Therefore
it would be expected that in the allocation of alligns
to aircraft, all prudent and reasonable steps,
though not obsessionally pernickety ones, would be taken to try and minimise the occasions when aircraft
with similar callsigns could bo in the same airspace

the same time.

wider the control of the same controller at about

Obviously this could not be achieved perfectly worldwide all the time, but a firm policy

to try to achieve it should render the presence of aircraft with similar callsi&ns on any air traffic
control display simultaneously, quite rare.
In fact the actual allocation of calleigne has the opposite
effect, and well-nigh ensures that aircraft with callei-gns which could readily be confused with each
other will be under the concurrent control of the same controller far more often than would be expected
by chance.
Positive proof that this practice is potentially unsafe is hard to come by - it is not easy
to determine what would constitute proof in statistical and scientific terms - but zany controllers
worry about callilign confusion, and in humavin factors terms the principles for the allocation of callsigns
should be re-exanrined, with a view to reducin(o the potential for confusions, and the similarities

between calleignQ

of' adjacent aircraft.

In contrast to calleitens is the other aspect of terminoloer

relevant to humn error - the evolution

and adoption of the standard ICAO alphabet (Page 35).
Before the final choice of words for the ICAO
alphabet was made, there were numerous practical tests of the acoUstic properties of the chosen words and
of alternatives; their intelligibility against noisy backgrounds was tosted; their meanings (or lack of
meamningeq)
and their connotatiods in various languages were examdned; the low potential conlusability of
each word with every other word in the set was checked; the retention of the intelligibility of each word
when spoken by a non-1ibiglish speaker who might mispronounce a vowel or consonant or misplace an accent
was verified. All this work did not show that the words of the IOAO alphabet could never be confused with
each other: a very noisy channel can ultimately defeat "cen the most dedicated efforts to enhance
intellignbility.
Wihat the work did show was that this sot of wordo was about the best that could be
devised for the purpose, and that no alternative set would be likely to achieve any gross improvements
in into lligibi lity.
10h
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but not likely, that substantial improvements in

the efficiency of air traffic

control could be attained by recasting, its phrasing and message formats, but in all aviation contexts it
tlways potentially hazardous to change without god reasne any meseago formats which have become
as
familiar and trusted as inherently! safe.

Over the .years, meet oi£ tile sour-ces of actual and potential

ambiruity in air traffic control phrance and message forr.ts haveo been identified and resolved.
It is
alwa~ys possible to find
and for a ntandard
sro•
mess
usr,
w-ed in safety on thousands of occasions,
.quddaniy to contain an ambiguity in exceptional circumstancos.
The rare misinterpretation of meo.ýaes
which emnploy phrnsin{, ag formats which have been used many times in the past in cafety leads occanionally
to a tral-c
acci den- , but such ambig;uities are now rare,
Although they can never be wholly eliminated,
whe bost safes-uarc
ardainst them is t adhere strictly to the tried and true formulae which have served so
The proijabi lity of ambiguity and misinterpretation becomes very much higher whenwell for many yeor.
ever non-etaodtatil words, phrases, ormate, content, cr sequences are used.
To recast phrases in order
to rrriilve anibti :suitis, far from absolviwng poken messages from errors would undoubtedly engTender a now
crop, which, would gradually emerge in daily uric, first in the form of comrmon conflusions to be resolved
and then in the form of typical ambiitiee associated with progressively rarer circumistances.
To have
of cnfus-ion at all in air tral'fic 'ontrol
ssuagaes can be potentially hazardous. To eliminate
the-n entiroly from messages spoken by human boing.s is boyond reaoonable expectation.
The rams arc
therefore to trj and minimiecc
eiir occurrence as much as possible, and, having accepted that on rare
occacioens confusions arc inevitable, to attempt to minimise tho adverse coneequences which any singcle
source of c-,nfusion can caGelor.

"sources

'fi'ear
Manry classificatione oC the inlirxation in air traf'fic control macsagso; ihave been attempted.
have been few recent attempts, perhaps because the process has proved to he unrowardn-in and unienli,,htening
l,'lndin,-m have boen obtained, but they have generally been confined to what would be
in the pa:;t.
predicted without experisentation, a-nd the practical steps that should follo)w from them have boon far
tend to vary with the sleakor's
e cl ntre
oair traffio
matao
of' spoken
grths
f am ibvitus.wit lthet}heIilnlantuagTte.
A
are longLer than air to ..;rowid onesu.
Ground
to air ine:;e
familiarity
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classification of air traffic control messages into the categories of information, instructions, confirmation; and requests, assigns a preponderance of the first two categories to controllers and of the
latter two to pilots.
eassages expressed either in the form of sentences or in more abbreviated air
traffic control forms can be compared, and in both cases the essential information is embedded in longer
conversations which could be shortened substantially; however it is not nocessarily safer to do so.
Communications influence workload, and a reduction in speech, or more succinct phrasing or formats,
would in principle cut workload and free more time for other tasks, but this apparently self-evident
Significant relationassumption has not been confirmed on the rare occasions when it has been tested.
ships between air traffic densities and phrasing, formats, and amounts of communications can be
established, and can be shown to afford reasonable predictions over a fairly narrow band of air traffic
densities, but the sheer flexibility of air traffic; control communications, in their content, pace, and

J

adaptation to the time available and to changing circumstances, makes any extrapolations of these
relationships to grossly different traffic densities precarious and largely invalid, just as it can
render meazsres of ohanlel occup•noy times nugatory.

I

The consensus of human factors evi.dence therefore suggests that it would be inadvisable to tinker
with the well established current air traffic control phrasing and message formats without good reason.
Further minor anomalies and sources of confusion can be expected to emerge, and be in need of correction
from time to time.
However, the problem arises when existing practices do not fit new technology.
Perhaps the ultimately successful application of automated speech recognition and synthesis to air traffic
control would require the abandonment of traditional phrasing and message formats altogelher.
It may be
that really effective menus or options can never be presented in the air traffic control terms which are
used now.
It is possible that the way to efficiency in air traffic control is to make each work position
more automated and more autonomous and in the process scrap altogether the transmission of substantial
amounts of air traffic cntrcl
information in verbal form, and with it the associated difficulties in
phrasing and formats.
Certainly in contexts other than air traffic control, inefficiency is often
associated with a needless reliance on essential verbal communications, especially when the amount of
such communication is closely related to the task demands.
Nevertheless it is wrong to see the reduction
of verbal communications as an end in itself,
bound to bring other benefits in train.
A
few principles

i1i

can be enunciated again:

(1)

Always employ standard phrasing and formats, oven when it
cumbersome, or excessively time-consuming to do so.

(2)

If in doubt, check, repeat, and check again, even at the cost of a rebuff or sarcasm, both of
which are much less important than air safety.

(3)

Do not try to pass too much information at once, particularly if the whole message contains
more than one set of potentially similar numerals or other items.

(4)

When heavily loaded, and at other times, take care not to cut off the beginning or end of a
message, either verbally or by a switch, but be sure that you hear the whole message and that
the whole of your own message is heard.

(5)

Do not skimp on acknowledgemonts, repetitions, confirmations, or other means for ensuring that
the message in its entirety has been received and understood, end that therm is no room for
misinterpretation.

(6)

Do not inclule in messages any implication that there ne
be no further communication for some
considerable time, .mless the circumstances, such as trans-oceanic flight, warrant this as a
matter of routine.
Light traffic, or being busy, are examples of circumstances which do not
warrant this implication.

(7)

Speak at a regular pace, without gross variations in pitch, and be sure that the end of each
phrase or sentence is not spoken more softly, more quickly, or at a much lower pitch than the
remainder of the message.

(3)

Never assume anything; if
it and make sure.

you are not sure,

seems pointless, unnecessary,

over-

no matter how obvious the question luky seem, ask

INFOMATION QUAITIF1CATION AND RE1DMNDANCY
IN AIR TRAF1,IC CONTROL ,ESSAGES

Many attempts have been made to classify and quanti4 air traffic control messages.
None has proved
sufficiently encouraging, practical or helpful to be adopted as standard,
Sometimes the purposes of
classification or quantification have been obscure.

F

A simple method is to measure channel occupancy times, and the relative and absolute frequencies of
usage -f various channels in the communications network.
Occupancy times approaching 100% for any
channel po~int to actual or incipient overloading if they persist for any appreciable time, and in many
circumstances average occupancy times above about 507 can be construed as indications of overloading.
High occupancy times of channels can occur in light loading, as a means of passing the time.
Occupancy
times need to be supported by further data on the content of the messages passed, before they can yield
useful findings.
sometimes, with occupancy times around 50 in particular, a great deal more information
can be transmitted by curtailing unnecessary verbiage and by increasing pace and succinctness, without
much increase in the measured channel occupancy times.
Moesages can be classified according to the various fourfold categories mentioned in Section I1a.
They can alsc b classified in tories of the air traffic control agencies involved.
Mlessages may be
between radar and planning controllem, between sector controllers, between ag6encies controlling different
regions, categories or levels of ai:'spac.e
between military and civil controllers, between domestic and
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internationals centres, between ground movement, upprcach, departure, terminal area, or en route controllers, between controllers and supervieors, between controllers and aspistants, and so on. They may be
categorised under psychological concepts, such as iix'orfation, question, confirmation, acknowledgement,
instruction, etc. They may be classified as essentia.' or in, ssent'.al; as related or =nrelated to disThey can be classified
played information; as introductory, appropriate, inapprop.iatt, or irrelevant.
as identity, height, heading, destination, route, time ei re)oot'nag point, climb, descent, emergency,
and so on.
All the above kinds of classification of 'ur 'e.t'
-, control information have at some time
been exrmined as a means of specifying air taffic
cozntic.i ;mnEsagem, and suggesting what they should
consist of and how they ought to be changed.
Attempts have also been made to trace the flow of inforinti or through the system, to discover how
and whether essential information is delayed or distorted, wid to .ffiect improvements and measure those
attained.
]br many purposes, this approach may be most like r to fturish practical findings that can be
implemented, but it is highly empirical, does not usually rest on any firm theoretical support, and
generally implies that the whole exercisea has to be repeated following any major recasting of the system,
since its effects on the ilow of information may not be deducible 'roe first principles and have to be
measured once again,
A method for the quantification of information which has often proved efficacious in other contexts,
and has the incidental benefit of assessing the amount of redundancy in messages also, is the ire of
information theory, in which all the information transmitted in conver'ted to "bits", standard units of
information comparable to those employed in digital computers.
Beoause with this technique all information can be converted to the same uits,
comparisons can then be made in an objective fashion in terms
of the relative efficiency of various channels in the amount of information successfully tranmitted
through them in unit time.
Any aspects of air traffic control messages which can be converted to
quantifiable dieital form can in principle be treated in this fashion, though it requires a rreat deal
of work for highly skilled specialists.
The qualitative aspecto of air traffic control messages ofton
cannot be converted into information theory terms with comparable precision, although information theory
does not fail totally to take account of qualitative information and can make some allowances for it.
Lven if the effort is made to try to apply information theory to air traffic control messages, there
are considerable difficulties in interpreting the findings and in deciding what practical steps would
actually succeed in improving the efficiency of air traffic control messages.
The main finding is that
there is a great deal of redundancy in air traffic control ruessages.
Maeny of them could be pruned very
drastically and still
in principle convey the same information.
Technically much redundancy is present;
it does not follow that there must be benefits in reducing it.
Redundancy may be in the form of
Redlndanoy may be in the form of speech by the
confirmations and repetitions which enhance safety.
more than waffle but ie in fact vital, either to give him
centrollar which sounds am if it is little
thinking time, or to allow him to perform some essential activity without being interrupted by other
pilots while he is doing it.
The application of the concepts of information theory to air traffic
control reveals the great complexity of air traffic control information as well ao the high levels of
redundancy in much of it.
Although the practical steps that should follow are not always clear, the
techniques of information theory can be illuminatinr in revealing many of the functions served by air
traffic control msesages, and in pinpointing their essential core of indispensible information.
Also
the amoutt of redundanoy has to be quantified in some terms before the need for all of it can be
evaluated.
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CIHAPTER 11
TI11SELEC1TON OF CONTROLLERS
11a

TWOIUNRESOLVED FrMDN3lA
TAL ISSUES

The presumptions behind selection are that everyone is not equally fitted for air traffic control
work and that everyone cannot be trained to perform air traffic control tasks equally well. The aim is
to select thos- moet capable of learning to become controllers, most able after training to do air
traffic control tasks, and most likely to remaiin willing and able to make air traffic control their
career. If the wror:g person is selected, much time, effort and resources are wasted, and much personal
anguish may be caused if an individual, perhaps after years of training, must reluctantly face the facts
that he will never become a oentroller, that his years of effort have been wasted, and that the training
he has received does not equip him for anV alternative employment. Meanwhile someone else, who might
have been more successful, has been deprived of the opportunity to become a controller and perhaps of a
successful air traffic control career. From every point of view therefore, the process of selecting the
most appropriate people to become controllers should be as fair, valid and successful as it can possibly
be.
Yet at the heart of this process are two fundamental issues which must be tackled and resolved
before the selection process can be optimiseod or substantial further progress in selection can be made.
These issues have been fudfed or evaded, partly because they are difficult to deal with but also because
they could have unwelcome political or adnunistrative consequences.
The first concerns the relationship
between selection and training: the second concerns attributes unrelated to air traffic control bet
nevertheless doomed essential in controllers.
Put oversimply, the correct balance between selection and training depends on whether controllers
are born or made. There is no dispute that the experienced controller .elies heavily on his abilities,
skills sad knowledge.
There is debate on the respective roles of innate qualities and of aoquired ones.
The argument that assiges more importance to selection runs somewhat as follows.
A relatively rare
combination of innate abilities mnd attributes is an essential prerequisite for a moed air traffic controller. Quito a small proportion of those who apply to become controllers would be expected to possess
all these abilities and attributes.
Maony people could never become successful controllers, no matter
what training they receive, because they lack the essential innate qualities.
If this argunemnt pertains,
any succescful selection procedure would be expected to be elaborate and would reject a large proportion
of applicants but emerge with an elite, almost all of whom could be trained to become controllers since
they are known from the selection process to possess the required combination of abilities and attributes.
In those circumstances, selection becomes very important, and failures at the end of training
can most readily be ascribed to faulty selection. A controller would be souccssful primarily because
of his inniate abilities and attributes which provide the indispensiblo potential for successful training.
The rain way to raise the quality of controllers would be to improve the selection procedures.
The contrary argumsent that assigns more importance to training runs somewhat as follows. The innate
abilities and attributes essential in a successful, controller are few and prevalent.
Nest people, with
above average intclligence, a reasonable educational standard and good physical and mental health
especially in eyesight, hearing and emotional maturity, could be trained to become good air traffic
controllers. Provided they meet these sTraightforward criteria, few applicants need be discarded
during selection. If this argument pertains, selection procedures should be simple since this will
suffice for the few essentials, and further specific attributes beyond these are unimportant.
Since moet
people with these general attributes could become satisfactory controllers, selection itself is relativelyr
unimportant. The main determinant of success at the end of training is the training itself, and failures
should be ascribed to training rather than to selection. A controller is successful primarily because
of what he has been taught, has learned and understood during training, in the forms of knowledge,
experience end skills. Mis ability as a controller is learned. It is not primarily a matter of innate
attributes or potential.
Many controllers might themselves incline to the view that their innate abilities are important and
assign a predominant influence to selection.
Other controllers, and perhaps many management staffs and
some human factors specialists, might support the idea that training is more important and that highly
specific innate attributes are not. Both groups of protagonists have to rely on belief and sr.ccdoto tc
bolster their views. Sound scientiLfc evidence does not exist because the necessary research has not been
done. It is overdue. In the meantime, much effort and resources nay be expended en the development or
improvement of a selection procedure which has little relevance to air traffic control; or comparable
effort and resouces may be devoted to the development and improvement of training, which musst ultimately
be a profitless exercise if the wrong people have been selected.
Work to define the priorities and relationships between selection and training in air traffic control
is urgently needed. One possible conclusion is that much effort on both selection and training in air
traffic control is wasted, simply because suitable coandidates in sufficient numbers never apply to become
controllers.
The attraction and recruitment of applicants would then take priority over both selection and
training, as the first hiumin factors problem to be solved. There are gross national differences, and
sometimes differences between civil and military experience, in the ease with which air traffic controllers can be recruited.
The other fundamental unresolved issue, cften particularly applicable to military air traffic controe,
is the confounding of the selcetion of controllers wilh the selection of future military officars,
managers or programmers.
In offect, the individual must satisfy mere than one separate selection procedure. The attributes needed for success in one maW bear little relationship to those needed for success
in another. When those who satisey one selection procedure are rejected because they fail in a separate
one, this reduces the supply of eligible candidates, sometimes drastically, and complicates the
validation of each procedure.
This can result in mu•dle.
...................

Controllers commonly contend that those who manage them fail to understand them but that if all
management staffs were drawn from experienced controllers their needs would be adequately understood.
In
Those appointed to management posts, where they havo to take account of
practice, this does not follow.
fiscal, political, procedural, and other constraints which the controllers themselves remain unaware of
and do not wish to be associated with, often seem to their erstwhile colleagues to desert their former
The managerial jobs
air traffic control interests and loyalties as they settle into their new roles.
are different, as are the attributes needed to do them well.
A practical consequence is that a selection
procedure designed only to choose the best possible controllers would almost certainly differ from one
designed to chose individuals who could be both successful controllers and future managers of ocntrollers,
or one to choose individuals who could be both controllers and programmers.
This issue of the exact
requirements of selection in air traffic control needs to be faced and roeolved.
11b

SUPPLY AND DMID

The nature of' the selection process must depend greatly on the public image of air traffic control
If no-one
as a profession, and the consequent williniGess of people to apply to become controllers.
can be recruited, the question of selection does not arise.
If the only applicants are obviously inappropriate, it still
do.m not arise.
The most urgent problem then concerns recruitmenr policy and the
reasons why air traffic control is so unattractive.
The greater the number of applicants, the greater
the need for selection.
The greater the number of applicants who all meet or exceed the minimiza agreed
standardst the more refined the selection procedures must become to distinguish the most suitable candidate from others who may be nearly but not quite as suitable.
Air traffic control has an additional
selection problem, in well qualified applicants who wish to become controllers but who nevertheless see
air traffic control as second best,

having failed an aircrew selection procedure.

The supply of applicants may be curtailed if numerous candidates are rejected On grounLs irrelevant
to air traffic control.
The lack of prospective managerial or software writing skills provides a few
examples.
Much more common are poor officer qualities among candidates for iailitary air traffic control.
This constraint can become serious enough to convert an adequate supply of candidates into an inadequate
supply.
A measure of the problem could be obtained by disentangling the reasons for rejecting individual
The need for controllers to be officers is an emotive and contentious issue that cannot be
applicants.
avoided if it is blocking adequate recruitment.
When the number of air traffic control applicants who meet the basic criteria far exceeds the numb r
required, a two stage procedure may have to be implemented as a practical necessity when the costs and
resources needed to put all
candidates through the full selection procedure would be prohibitive.
The
first
selection stage, often based on the information obtained from application forms, must be straightforward to achieve its objective of a substantial reduction in the number of oandidates, but if it is
cursory or invalid it may inadvertently reject many of the best candidates, a deficiency which cannot be
subsequently remedied.
It is therefore important to establish the true validity of the first stage of
any two stage selection procedure.
A corollary is that the content of the initial
application form may
have to be revised drastically, and perhaps expanded, if it may be used not only to establish that each
candidate meets the basic general criteria, such as ago, health, education, etc, but also to permit a
preliminary sift of the candidates apparently best qualified.
Selection is complicated by fluctuating demands, particularly if they are uspredicable or sudden.
These include the proportion
Various allowances can normally be made when predicting future demands.
of candidates who will complete their training suooessfully, the prevailing or predicted attrition rates
among controllers, predictable retirements, changes associated with the opening or expansion of control
facilities and towers or the closure of existing ones, changes in manning levels because of new equipment,
procedures, traffic demands or policies on hours of work, rostering or grading, changes in training and
retraining commitments, and so on. Because of the length of training, and because newly licenced
all air traffic control jobs without fixther experience, predictions of
controllers cannot fulfil
Such predictions are usually quite accurate, except
expected demand have to be made several years ahead.
when unusual circumstances intervene, most commonly in the f rm of such gross changes in national policy
as a total ban on recruitment.
On the basis of expected do, Lad, training courses are planned in terms
of their frequency and the numbers on each course.
Supply nd demand are matched as closely as possible
so that there should neither be trained controllers for whom there is no work, nor insufficient controllers
to provide a full air traffic control service.
Wherever possible, the balance between supply and demand is smooth, so that the requirements for
training are fairly constant over short periods and the Organisation of training can thus be more
efficient.
This smoothing also means that the probability of a candidate's acceptance or rejection
should not fluctuate grossly over short time periods for reasons that are irrelevant to him and are
beyond his control.
The aim is to make the selection criteria and standards as consistent as possible
so that all candidates selected meet them but the borderline between acceptance and rejection changes
only slowly if at all.
Ideally the selection criteria are held constant and fluctuations in demand that

cannot be smoothed away are countered by variations in such factors as recruitment publicity.
The most serious consequence of gross changes in demand at short notice occurs when there are also
recruitment difficulties.
The only way to obtain a sufficient supply of candidatos for training is to
lower the selection standards. Whether the selection criteria are specific or general, and employ many or
few assessments, if they have validity it is self-defeating to lower them: the result may be the
rejection of a higher proportion during training, the prolongation of training, or the licencing of less
able or less safe controllers, none of which are desirable consequences.
However if the selection
criteria were initially poor and of dubious validity, little
extra penalty mey be incurred by lowering
them.
Once the vagaries of supply and demand have been reconciled, if necessarj by including an initial
selection on the basis of the contents of the application form, the fullscale selection procedure is
followed with a sufficient number of candidates to yield the numbers ultimately required, allowing for
known or estimated attrition rates for every reason at each subsequent stage between selection end full

licensed or journeyman status a- an air traffic controller.

These subsequent stages include:

(1)

Candidates who pass the selection procedure but do not present themselves for training.

(2)

Candidates who fail or leave at some time during training.

(3)

Candidates who fail at the end of training.

(4)

Candidates who complete training successfully

(5)

Candidates who start to practice as controllers but leave for dny reason before they have
become fully experienced and fully independent as controllers.

but never practice as controllers.

The later the stage at which individuals fail or leave, the larger the resources devoted in vain to them,
the greater the benefits if they had never been selected, and the more difficult the decision to leave
f-ar each individual.
A productive role for the human factors specialist, especially if he is seen a.
impartial and independentt is to conduct formalised interviews with those who leave to explore their
reasons for doing so.
11c

THlE IDIOII'ICATIN. OF RELEVANT ATTRIBUTES

The first stage in devising any eel. otion procedure is to examine current and future tasks ii terms
of the human qualities which are or may se relevant to their successful performance,
Jiut as job descriptions and task analyses are needed to specify the equipment end the workspace, so they are also
needed, in conjunction with evidence about the workspace, the equipment and working con(li -aons, to
determine relevant attributes in selection, and to guide the planning and implementation of training.
The evolution sad proving of a valid selection procedure involves a great deal of careful end painstaking
human factors work, much of which is comparatively routine in the sense that it requires the application
of known and proved procedures and techniques, rather than innovative or radical ideas which may sound
more valid than they are.
Some selection techniques which possess face validity (so that their p.-edtctive
value for air traffic control seems plausible both to selectors and to candidates) may lack true
validity: evidence of validity must therefore depend on much more than comionsense.
Selection tachniques which employ interviews need to incorporate defined dimensions for assessment, and not rely on
hunches and ill-defined non-specific impressions, whether favourable or not.

Ii

Many kinds of attribute may be sought in selection.
Some refer directly to aspects of task
performance, such as manual dexterity and verbal fluency. Others concern mental attributes such as a
quick appreciation of problems, a good well organised memory, a high level of intelligence, or the
ability to reason, to predict or to deduce.
z)t.'ers concern the organisation of mental attributes - the
propeansity to be distracted, the ability to time share tasks effe1,ctively, the choice and management of
available resourceso,
or the ability to judge how important and urgent each problem is.
Others are more
social attributes, such as the ability to work collaboratively as an effective member of a olose•y
integrated team, the insight to judlge when ethers ohould be consulted und when they need not be, the
ability to listen to speech by R/T, telephone or ceolleagoues, the acceptance of the need for rules,
conventions and standards, and the willingness and ability to absorb and subscribe to the ethos of air
traffic control as a profession and to act accordingly to be fully aoc,,ptablo as a colleague.
Still
others deal with physical attributes of individuals such as adequate colour vision, eyesight which can
reach required operational standards if necessary a-ttr
correction, good hearing, fitness, and emotional
stability,
Other individual attributes include being within acceptable age limits, not being addicted
to drugs or alcohol. not being exceptionally tall,
short or obese, and possessing the required educational qualifications.
Sometimes a further attribute that is sought is experience, knowledge or
stated interest in aviation in general or air traffic control in particular.
long list of attributos
can be compiled.
Although there is a core of essentials (reasonably high intelligence; minimum
educational qualifications; adequate mental health; adequate physical health, vision and hearing;
physical fitness; appropriate age; esc), there are considerable national differences in the attrieutee of
controllers which receive most emphasis in sielection and in the forms of assessment employed in the
ielection itself.
Biographical data, interviews, tests, and simplified air traffic control tasks are the
commonest methods for obtaiaing the basic data used in selection.
In air traffic control, selcution is of controllers as such, rather than of a controller of a
particular type, except that civil and military selection criteria and procedures may differ. Cenerally
selection is not uned much to prejudge the kind of air traffic control for which the individual is beet
suited.
In countries where the traininr of all controllers is relatively standard, it makes good sense
to use training rather than selection as . guide to the allocation of controllers to appropriate joba on
completton of their training, rather than to prejudge their job when they are selected.
However in
countries where controllers are recruited mainly for particular facilities from the outset, it may be
advisable to question the universal applicability of a single selection protocol for this purpose.
It is
reasonable to expect that a provern end vilidated selection procedure should not only select good controjllets but should also indicate the kind e- air traffic control most appropriate for each individual,
If a selection procedure is based on a thorough analysis oi' tacks, equipmen•,
workspace, facilities,
responsibilities, and cvnditions of employment, a relattvely short list of testable attributes of
predictive relevazce is likely to emerge as a basis for validation.
Aln alternative approach, basied on a
di fferent perception of how scientific methods should be applied to selection, may alsr be adopted:
this
involves far less finesse and insight, more resources and testing time, lens human factors coumeitment,
and 'arore statistical computation.
It requires the measurement of almost evoiry conceivable attribute that
can be quanti 'ied arnd correlated with air traffic control proficiency, whether or cot there is manky
logical basis for linking the two or any rational cr theoretical connection between them.
Methods akin
to this have in fact been adopted.
The advantage is that any factor with p)redictive value is unlikely to
be miassed.
A disadvantage is that, at icast initially, a few factors may seem significant by pure chance.
Also, c,)rrelations may be mistaken for causes, or the imputed direction of a causal connection nmV be the
reverse of the true one. The justification for the predictive value of a relationship may be purely
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empirica],
because it

a rathematical correlation with no feasible explanation.
seems to predict, although no-one knows why.

A measurement may then be employed

The more this latter approach is adopted, the more scope there is for the interoorrelation of
measures, to establish which are independent of each other and which appear to be different measures of
the same thing. Some overlap among measures is always expected, such as a relationship between general
intelligence and educational qualifications.
The intercorrelation of measures is encouraged by the
development of automated methods for comparing the variables within a stored data bank, although the work
required. to gather the data can be formidable, and there is the risk of invalidating some measures by
trying the candidates' patience too far, particularly in the absence of face validity.
It is debatable how far human factors should become involved in exploratory work on the correlation
of variables where predictions depend solely on mathematical relationships devoid of psychological
insight, explanation or theoretical justification.
This kind of approach can lead to muddled thinking.
Efficiency an a controller may be correlated positively or negatively with numerous factors, but to contend that all such factors must in principle have predictive value for selecting controllers is fallecious.
For example, some of the measured attributes may have been caused by being a controller; if those who
failed had been selected instead they too would have evinced the same correlated relationships.
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Age is important in selection.
In many countries there has been a change of policy so that older
people, no matter what their qualifications and experience, are not eligible for selection as controllers.
At one time ex-aircrew with mazy years of experience were eligible, but their attrition rates and failure
rates during traiuing proved too high.
a
h1 .mTximer ay now for recruitment is usually between 23 and 30
awith a minimum ag of between 17 and 21i
. Therp
e now fo
recruiment is
at which a controller
can take sole responsibility. The interacting effects of age and of experience, which tend to act in
opposite directions, are complex to disentangle 134
It certainly becomes more difficult to train a
controller as he gets older, and his peak, without allowing for the factor of experience, ocoums on
average when he is quite young, around thirty. Thereafter, increased experience may counteract the
effects of age: the extent to which it does so varies greatly between individuals.
Some show little
or
deterioration in their ability as controllers for many years; some burn out when quite young, for

"reasons which

at

often obscure, but which are sought
from
time to time with a view to incorporating
selection if possible.
If mti become more difficult for an oldertngtroller to adapt uuooessfull)y to evolutionary or revolutionary changes in the design and operation of the
sair traffic control system, because he cannot learn new skills as well as he could when younger, and
because he cannot break old habits so easily and, being older and more experienced, he hae more old
habits to break.
rmeasures of them during initial
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS

In principle, appropriate psychological tests should prove useful and valid in the selection of air
traffic controller's.
In practice, numerous tests have been tried in different countries at various
times.
in the wholp psychological tests have not fulfilled their promise in air traffic control assessments.
They have not failed, but their predictive value, though positive, haus generally been low.
Efforts to devise and validate suitable single tests or test batteries continue, in the belief that
further improvements in selection should still
be attainable if only the right tests could be found or
constructed. The most extensive work on the selection of air traffic controllers using psychological
tests has been done i the United States; fortunately a historical account of the main research programme
has recently appearsd'
The psychological test with the best predictive value at an initial
stage of selection in air traffic
control is likely to be a test of general intelligence, but this kind of teat is not used extensively
perhaps because it would tend to duplicate the evidence from other criteria such as educational attainments.
The fact remains that controllers must be of above average intelligence, probably with a minimum
IQ of 115 or thereabouts, so that for purposes of initial
selection a test of general intelligence, with
its well established normu and often with procedures for automated scoring, is not to be disparaged.
Although the requirement for minimum educational qualifications may in some respects overlap with that
for intelligence, the predictive value of a test of general intelligence 'ay be commensurate with that of
educational attainment for initial
selection.
Thereafter, intelligence may be a poor guide.
Those with
the highest intelligence may not necessarily prove to be the b-at controllers; i.he
United States those
with the highest educational attainments are certainly not the best controllers
.
T11ie ra&ises the
question of why most coiuitries continue to choose applicants with educational qualifications far above
the minimum, when there appears to be no evidence to justify this practice.
Deductions from the nature of air traffic control tasks suggest numerous testable attributes likely
to be advantageous in a controller, and therefore worth considering in air traffic control selection.
These includxe the followi ig: numerical ability, arithmetical reasoning, verbal fluency, abstract reasoning, spatial reasoning, directional judgements, dial reading, analogies, and manual dexterity.
Research
on the predictive value of these and other attributes has extended over more than twenty years.
There are
difficulties in establishing their true validity, because many independent criteria, essential for
validation, may themselves lack both objectivity and validity, but this difficulty is not confined to
psychological tests for it applies with equal force to any alternative selection procedure which might
replace them.
E'ven so, the predictive value of psychological tests in air traffic control selection
hovers above the borderline between usefulness and irrelevance. For most tests, it is not so low that the
tsot can be dismissed out of hand as having nothing to offer, nor so high that it can be incluixud pormanently in a selection procedure with confidence.
The predictive value of several tests collectively can
be better than that of any one test, especially with weightinge to meximine the validity of the tests
collectively, but as each further test is added to the test battery, the extra predictive value that each
test adds diminishes until a point is reached where the time and effort required to administer, score
end interpret the test are not repaid by a worthwhile improvement in predictive value of the battery as

a wholes.

Because

of the basic requireisenis which must be satisfied by any individual before ho or she can be

eligible for selection as a controller, tho sample to whom the selection tests for air traffic control

.
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are administered is far more homogeneous than the general population, and the differences between individuals in the dimensions pertinent to selection are already small and circumscribed. As a consequence,
any rieasure which can differentiate reliably between individuals in the sample must itself be highly
sensitive, reliable and valid. It is inevitable that coefficients between test ecores and criterion
measured must ce lowered by this restriction of range. Nevertheless a valid selection tait must still be
satisfactory within these coustraints, which are not confined to tests. Perhaps what is needed is greater
insight and skill in

devising psychological tests sensitive enough to be effective,

since the results to

date, while disappointing in their iresediat, practical value, offer sufficient encouragement to suggest
that valid tests could be devised with persistence.

More problematical io the place of the personality test in air traffic control selection. Its role
hithcnto has been as a diagnostic clinical tool, to detect individuals about whom fuller data should
be gathered, rather than as a test in its own right or as one of a battery with a scoring criterion or
cut-off. A personality profile or pattern, or the avoidance of extreme personality scores, has been
sought, but not assessments on dimensions likely to have specific significance for air traffic control.
Yet there would seem to be some measurable personality dimensions as potentially relevant to the selection of controllers as the more famillar cognitive, motor and skill attributes. Perhaps a controller
should be able to work offec+ive.ýy as a member of a team, be emotionally stable and not become over
involired, be able to tolezrate and remain unaffected by streSs", be able to roach and abide by decisions,
and even be somewhat obsessional in following rules and procedures faithfully. While it is unlikely that
a single optinsum personality profile for controllers can be specified, nevertheless dimensions which lo*k
particularly apposite seem worth exploring further. Different measures of personality, such as the
classification into type A end type B personalities, have been taken to try end predict the individual
controller's propensity to show symptoms of stress, but the comson finding in other professions, that the
type A personality - the ebullient, thrusting, highly active ead highly motivated person with ambitious
goals - is

more essceptible to stress, has not been replicated among controllers,

await a satisfaotorxy

xplanation 13 7 .

for reasons which

-- e testable fautor of relevance w1hch has emerged nore recently and may be pertinent to air traffic
control concerns the ability to share tasks. There is some evidence of the independent existence of such
a factor, regardless of the nature of the tasks being shared, though not of how extensive it may be in
each individual. It is not yet known whether an individual's apparently enhanced task sharing ability in
some tasks applies to everything he dose. The ability to remain aware of the general situation and of
other pending problems no satter how demanding a speuific problem may become, is clearly relevant to air
traffic control. Attempts are made to instill it during training. To some extent, the success or
failure of these attempts may be predictable in terms of this task sharing ability.
In considering the role of psychological tests, it

is

fair' to conclude that their status in air

traffic control selection is broadly comparable to their status in other contexts. Some measures,
notably those concerned with personality, have been devised originally for application to clinical rather
than occupational problems; a personality test specially devised for occupational use would probably
offer better prospects of practical utility and validity. Social end legal attitudes towards psychological tests have changed in some countries in ways which affect air traffic control applications, so that
the social context within which the psychological tests were originally devised has been replaced by
new and more questioning social attitudes towards them, to which the psychological tests must adapt so
that they can suzvive.
The future of psychological testing in general is currently a matter of debate
and reappraisal.
11e

THE ROLE OF AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TASKS AND KNOWLEDGE

Whereas the employment of psychological tests for the selection of air traffic controllers examines
attributes which occur generally in human beings but are thought to have a particular relevance to air
traffic control although the tests of them were not originally designed as air traffic control measures,
simplified air traffic control tasks are intended specifically for air traffic control selection. They
rarely have norms for the general population but only for controllers but they attempt to measure
directly some attribute of air traffic control, usually in a rudimentary form and disentangled from its
air traffic control context so that the simplified task can be done by a candidate with no knowledge of
real air traffic control.
These simplified tasks generally possess high face validity in that they seem
sensible and plausible to candidate..
Two distinct kinds of tasks can be distinguished: one concerns
knowledge or experience of aviation, air traffic control or particular air traffic control funotions; the
other requires the actual performance of tasks based on aspects of air traffic control or ostensibly
derived from it.
When air traffic cunt.o! began, many of the people who became controllers had aircrew experience. It
seemed logical that a knowiedge of flying and of the tasks of aircrew would be helpful in a controller
in charge of air traffic. For a long time, the practice persisted of favouring in the selection of
controllers those with aviation experience of some kind. In some countries this practice was endorsed as
national policy. Over the years the evidence has gradually accumulated that the only previous aviation
experience which confers sufficient advantage to be included in selection procedures for controllers is
previous experience as an air traffic controller. I'iperienoe or knowledge of other aspects of aviation,
including flying experience, confers no benefits. Obviously, the more experience a man has had, the
older he is likely to be when be applied to become a controller and so age might be a confounding factor
in this finding; but even when full allowance is made for age, the finding still remains the same. The
scientific t upport for the innlusion of any teats of aviation knowledge and skills in selecting controllers is at best very tenuous, although its face validity is high and it seems co reasonable.
The burden
of proof should therefore rest with those who advocate its inclusion: there is ample evidence that it
does not contribute usefully to the selection of controllers.
It is important that this point is not confused with an apparently similar one.
It is not being
nirgued that the controller does not need to learn about other aspects of aviation during training, including flight deck experience and perhaps obttrning his private pilot's licence. This is an esuential part
The point is that if, for
of his professional knowledge and he must therefore bu well versed in it.
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whatever reasons, he kcnows about this beforehand it does not increase the probability that he will
become a good controller, and he should not therefore be selected on that basis miens ho has previous
direct experience as an air traffic controller.
Selection procedures for controllers have often included one or more tests representing air traffic
control problems, generally but not always in static form. The task has usually been to determine
whether a depicted situation, or proposed changes in it, would violate specified rules, usually concerned
with separation standards expressed as times or distances, with conflict detection or resolution, or with
The general experience with these air traffic control tests has been much
sequencing or flow control.
the same as that with the psychological tests: they have enough predictive value to be seriously considered for inclwion in a selection battery for controllers, and sometimes slightly more predictive
value than psychological tr-.ts have, but they do not have so much predictive value as their face validity
The impression remains that this aspect of selection merits re-examination at
one to expect.
might lad
the present time, particularly with respect to the use of micro-computers to generate simple dynamic
These micro-computers offer high
tasks which can be presented and scored automatically at very low cost.
face validity, and great flexibility in the generation and validation of suitable air traffic control
material.
A further use of air traffic control tasks in selection might be to facilitate the allocation of
those selected.
Although extensive efforts havti been made to try to provide guidance from the selection
procedure itself
on the kind of air traffic control jobs for which each candidate may be most suited,
only limited progress has been made, and muqh of that has been in the form of different proposed out-off
1
puints in test scores for various options 3d. This too would seem to be an aspect of selection on which
definitive work might yet be done.
Although aviation interest, particularly an interest in aircraft sr- flight, has been dismissed as
a useful major contribution to selection procedures for controllers for lack of supporting evidence,
there may nevertheless be a case for treating it seriously. An interest in aviation as such may not
affect a controller's ability but might well affect his motivation, his attitudes, and his tolerance of
In particular an interest in aviation may sustain his alertness and the belief
air traffic control work.
that he is doing a worthwhile job throughout the long hours when he is on duty but there is very little
While he waits, the man with aviation interests maW have greater satisfaction
work for him to do.
because he is doing a job that is intrinsically interesting to him, especially if he is in the surroundhave
ings of a tower, where the runways, taxiways, aprons, airport buildings and parked aircraft Wasy
some fascination for him. If such a boon can come from an abiding interest in aviation, it may well be
worth having.
11f

THF VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF SELECTION PROCEDURES

A recurrent theme in attempts to devise any selection procedure for controllers is the difficulty in
Some independent definition of the attributes of a good air
establishing criteria for its validation.
traffic controller is required in order to gauge whether the selection procedure is providing them.
Preferably the validation criteria should be sensitive enough to permit correct decisions on whether a
change in the selection procedure has been beneficial and on the prospects that further worthwhile
The notion of a good air traffic controller
improvements in the selection procedure may be attainable.
is at best a nebulous concept, which becomes even more elusive with efforts to express it in quantitative
measurable terms for validation purposes.
The main sources of criteria for validating an air traffic control selection procedure include the
following:
tests and instructors' judigements.

(1)

Progress during training, as measured by assessment.,

(2)

Final assessment and initial

(3)

Supervisors'

(4)

Peer ratings of on-the-job performance.

(5)

Career advancements,

(6)

incidents that lead to investigations or official enquiries.

(7)

Participation in reiresher or retraining courses,
qualifications.

(8)

Attrition rates, and reasons for leaving.

allocation at the end of training.

assessments of on-the-job performance.

promotions,

and responsibilities.

and the attainment of additional professional

It is usual to choose a few of these sources and amalgamate them in some way to derive a single composite
an amalgamation of weighted measures, is
criterion against which the whole selection procedure. itself
validated, or again.st which each test or assessment within the seleation procedure, or proposed for
The way in which the sources arm chosen
addition to the selection procedure, is validated individually.
and the weighting accorded to each in the amalgamation of them, depend partly on the strength of evidence
In the absence of any adequate basis
for an optimum weighting and partly on the purpose of the validation.
in which the characteristics of a good controller could be expressed in quantifiable terms, a more
modest aim may be to select those candidatos most likely to complete their air traffic control training
Most weighting would then be given to training and
successfully and to go on to become controllers.
However, if the emphasis of the selection was to find controllers potentially suitable
attrition factors.
for management posts, the selection oriter-ia should then be weighted in favour of supervisors' asseasments
and career advancements.
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Controllers themselves, in peer ratings, are often in substantial agreement about which of their
Air
They have difficulty in putting their reasons into words.
colleagues are the best controllers.
traffic control instructors often nave firm views, formed quite early in the training course, about whu
will ultimately succeed and who will fail. They too have difficulty in formulating their reasons
Both these types of jcdgmuents are made by well-informed people on the basis of evidence
verbally.
If it is indeed present, more persistent
which they believe to be present, though hard to quantify.
efforts should be made to identif~y and measure it, since it is not being included in current selection
However, if in the case of the instructors it is spurious, based on superprocedures but should be.
ficial impressions of no scientific worth whi ch may rapidly become so entrenched as to become selffulfilling prophecies, then such premature judgments must be firmly discouraged, and no discriminatory
In either cae, this propensity to form early judgments needs thorough
activities must be based on them.
stu:dy, the outcome of which should lead to practical action.
The vagueness about
Existing criteria for validating air traffic control selection are inadequate.
the attributes of a good controller, the subjectivity of many of the judgments on which the criterion
measures ultimately depend, and the dearth of objective, scientific, quantitative indices of air traffic
control safety, efficiency and performance, all conspire to keep the validity and reliability of the
selection procedures low because the validity aid reliability of the criteria a4gainst which these proceIf the validity and reliability of the selection proceduzee
dureo are judged are themselves low.
themselves are in fact high, there is no means of recognising this in the absence of equivalent validity
and reliability in the criterion measures.

P

Subjective evidence from controllers, althogh it may eventually be discredited, currently offers
enough encouragement to suggest that there is scope for further progress in quaifying the attnof a good controller, thereby improving the criteria for validating air traffic control selection
procedures, a prerequisite for improving the procedures themselves in an intelligent rather than a random
great deal of effort could be expended in the improvement of selection procedures, to no
fashion.
A
avail as long as the criterion .:easures are suspect.
Perhaps the balance should be redressed, with more
resources devoted to criteria for validating selection procedures, and fewer to the actual procedures.
Sooner or later, a better rationale for making changes in selection procedures will have to be found.

S•butes

Pi

Evidence for the validity of selection procedures should be obtained more thoroughly in the form of
statistical correlations.
Some data are already in quantitative form, or can be so expressed with little
effort.
Examples are marks and assessments obtained during and at the end of training, assessments made
at promotion boards, the timing of achieved promotions, the nature and dates of obtaining further
professional qualifications, and the incidence and dates of attrition. Such measures can be correlated
with the overall asssessment at the end of selection, and with individual markings incorporated within
that overall assessment.
The resulting correlations will show the predictive value of selection as a
whole and of its various components, for progress and attainment during training and Onuring subsequent
air traffic control career. The true prognostic value of the selection procedure can then be determined,
and compared with the ideal prognosis.
Action should follow, its nature depending on what is found and
what is required.
Assessments which are in the form of pass or fail have very limited value in
determining the validity of the selection procedures and wherever possible more detailed quantitative
measures should bo used.

F

If the correlation between selection and training is poor, one or other, or perhaps both, need to
be re-examined, depending on the correlations between selection and achievement as a controller
If they are not,
and between training and achievement as a controller.
All three should be in step.
selection or traening, whichever has the lower correlation with achievement, needs careful reappraisal.
If selectionand training correlate highly with each other but not with achievement, both need to be
The whole point of selection, and of training for that matter, is that it should
looked at afresh.
relate to ultimate achievement as a controller and the success of the selection procedure depends upon
this. A series of correlations can show where the procedure is succeeding, where it has some limited
If it hais no predictive
success but needs improving, and where it fails because it lacks predictive value.
value at all, it should be scrapped.
1ig

ADAPTING SELECTION PIIOCED)URES TO CHANGING NEEiDS

Air traffic
From time to time, changes in selection procedures for controllers become necessary.
control is not static. Its demands, equipment, procedures, facilities and organisation evolve, sad
selection procedures should evolve accordingly.
New requirements, such as the ability to understand
software, to utilise automated aids to higher mental functions efficiently, to relate effectively to
machines, to work within a team structure which is smaller and less tightly defined, or to maintain
interest during inactivity, may become desirable attributes in controllers, sought in selection procedures if means to test for them can be devised . Because of the lag between selection and becoming rally
qualified as a controller, it is desirable, though rare, for selection procedures to consider not the
current air traffic control requirements but those some time ahead, in so far as they can be predicted
with confidence.
Continuous efforts have to be made to adapt selection to new requirements, to ensure that the
The
evolving changes in the selection procedures are valid and reliable end can therefore he justified.
rationale for changes may have to rely on deductions of the required skills and attributes if the changes
originate in technological innovations, since long term evidence on validity can accumulate only
Most of the innovations have been the
gradually after the changes have been introduced into operation.
Much more could be done
subject of tests and prototype evaluation before they have gone into service.
during these initial
evaluations to define the training procedures which the innovation is likely to
entail, and to specify the skills and attributes required for its successful operation, which might
Dy relating planning and evaluation sore closelyf
therefore feature in appropriate selection procedures.
to selection, it should be possible to make significant progress in adapiing selection to the changes
taking place in air traffic control, and thereby to enhance the predictive value of the selection procedure itself.
Air traffic control has changed so much that selection procedures which have not changed
for many years must almost certainly be inadequate now in some respects in relation to new roles.
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CHAPIER 12
THE TRAINING OF CONTROLLERS
12a TRAINING OBJECTIVES

*

Although the main objective of air traffic control training is self-evident, being to produce f-tl•y
qualified, safe wad efficient controllers by the most cost-effective training methods, there 4P 1.6tle
uniformity or standardisation in the practices followed in various countries to achieve this objective.
Training is protracted because there is a groat deal of information that the controller must be taught,
but policies differ on the best training techniques, on the desirable degree of specialisation during
training, and on the balance between academic learning, practical training in specialist training facilities, and on-the-job training. Training has to reflect some oi the main differences between countries in
their air traffic control, such as the extent to which civil and nilitary control are integrated, the
Training also
traffic demands, and the sophistication of the installed air traffic control equipment.
has to reconcile two requirements which are potentially incompatible: a set syllabus leading to an
absolute standard of proficiency has to be followed, and this is easier to administer if it is adhered
to rigidly; yet individuals differ in their rate of comprehension and retention of information, and some
piovision for flexibility in response to individual training needs is essential.
The expected pace and content of learning, and the choice and training of instructors, are further
topics where practices are diverse.
Some courses have a high academic content; some emphasise classroom
teaching; some concentrate on practical exercises; some emphasise teamwork; some rely heavily on on-theSou,, courses aim to teach
Instructor-pupil ratics vary substantially.
job training and experience.
The need for instrut.)i. to be taught how to teach
principles; others concentrate on practical examples.
is now widely acknowledged.
Their attitutes towards instructing vary greatly, because in some countries
a spell as a trai-ing instructor is seen as a positive step towwrds career advancemen", whereas in others
it hae the contrary reputation. An anomaly in training is that logically the training of controllers
should include expezience of all equipment they are likely to encounter at the places where they way
subsequently be assigned.
Training schools should therefore be among the first places where new equipsent is installed: all too often they have been among the last.
Training costs per pupil
Most air traffic control training schools accept pupils from many nations.
are high, and many smaller nations have neither the resources nor a sufficient numiber of air traffic
Partly as a result of this, training in schools
controllers to justify a training school of their own.
has to emphasise general rules, principles, procedures, and standards, rather than the particular air
traffic control problems that arise in the country where the school is located.
Sometimes training haa
to fulfil other requirements also. 1English being the international air traffic control language, some
fluency in iu, coupled with clear and unambiguous articulation of E.nglish over R/T or telephone, is
such a fundamental requirement that every prospective controller must reach a reasonable standard in it,
if necessary by special training in spoken English, before the air traffic control training begins.
'br
some peoples, where the structure, phonetic properties, and articulative characteristics of their own
native language are very different from those of Fnglish, their poor intelligibility when speaking in
English over an R/T channel can become a problem not merely for a few individuals but for n'early everyone,
and persistence is required to overcome it.
In

some countries,

further constraints may govern aspects of air traffic control training.

An

example is a national policy which requires the selection and training for air traffic control posts of
designated proportions of candidates from various subgroups in the population, identifiable in terms of
sex, ethnic origin, national origin, or physical disability for example.
Such a policy can pose particular selection and training problems which must be overcome.
These arise not so much in the publicised
and sensitive area of any lack of equivalence across subgroups in their abilities, skills and innate
potential (although such difficulties may not be wholly avoided), but more in motivation, associwted in
particular with willingness to see the need for, be sensible of, or subscribe wholeheartedly to, a
professional ethic with its notions of commitment, dedication, normse self-discipline, and closed ranks
when challenged.
Such policies alos mean that selection and training processes may be scrutinised hostilely for signs
They must not only be fair and impartial, which is in any case always an objective of any
of bias,
aniontifically validated celection and training procedure1 but they must also be seen to be fair and
impartial by people with no knowledge of scientific methodology, an objective that can be much more
difficult to achieve, especially if some selection and training procedures that possess true validity
lack comparable face validity. Hitherto, most evidence suggests that differences between the various
dures.
This is fortunate, because it is in the interests of everyone that national employment policies
and the requirements of aviation safety do not clash.
The basic principle underlying selection and training procedures is that all users of air traffic
control are entitled to receive a service at all times which meets the required standards of safety and
efficiency that must never be compromised. With each individual, training must continue until he or she
reaches those otandards consistently, or until the efforts to train the individual to become a controller
are abandoned.
Although the air traffic control service which a particular pilot receives obviously will
vary to some extent according to the experience and abilities o0 the individual controller who is
providing it, nevertheless -that service must never fall below the minimum standards, no matter who the
controller is.
It is a function of training to ensure that as far as possible it never does and never
will.
A further objective to maximise training efficiency is to ensure that there are no gross sudden
Such changes must be fundamentally inefficient in certain respects:
changes in the demand for training.
either training facilities are underused, or training is being conducted under unnecessary pressure,
hondling acre pupils than the facilities were designed to deal with. The ideal is to kecp supply and
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demand in

balance

1ailng that, changes in demand should be relatively long-term so that adequate pro-

vision can be made for them by advance planning.
12b

THE 0C00P'NT OF TRAINING COURSES

Each air traffic control training school (academy, college, etc) has its own detailed syllabus,
curricula and training manuals. These are the best sources for fuller details of what is taught during
training. Training content frequently comes under close scrutiny, especially in terms of general policy,
,bjsotives, and costs. Occasionally, an appraisal of air traffic control training is conducted, to
identiIfj ways in which it might be improved r9. Here,
training content is discussed in general terms
only.
Tiaining can be done within the school, or outside it on-the-job.
Most training courses include both
these aspects.
Training maky aim to provide every controller with knowledge and some experience of nearly

-

.~facility

'

every type ot air traffic control, or each controller may be assigned from the outset to one type of
control (for example en route or terminal), and trained primarily for that. The air traffic control
whare the controller will be assigned on completion of his training may be known from its outset
mad he may be trained specifically for it or the decision on his allocation may be taken only on
completioni of' his training so that the training itself must encompass a broad range. Such differences,
plus varying policies on the extent of background knowledge that each controller should possess and on the
desirable degree of intensive individual tuition during training, have the effect that the total time
required for training varies considerably.
Training content maey ba classified under the following broad headings:
(I)

Academic knowlege, theory, rules and background information.
This covers the principles of navigation and flight; basic 1;nderetanding of equipment such
as radar and computers and their functioning; knowledge of related subjects such as meteorelog', aviation law, and air traffic control history.

(2)

Classroom instruction on fundamental air traffic control principles.
This includes the structures and divisions of airspace and airports; the rules of the air;
the responsibilities of air traffic control and the divisions of responsibility within it;
"ground-based and airborne facilities; the types, language and formats of air traffic control
communications; basic air traffic controt principles and procedures; handling characteristics,
manceuvrability and limitations of aircraft, and the equipment and facilities installed in
them.

(3)

Individual or group demonstrations and tuition.

-Phis covers air traffic control teams and their interactions; correct and incorrect
procedures; aspects of task sharing between individuals; the allocation of resources by each
individual; the time scales within which tasks must be completed; tne optimum timing and
ordering of different tasks; the learning of principles and rules for specific tasks, such an
conflict detection and resolution, stacking, approach sequencing, etc.
(4)

Practical instruction and rehearsal using simulatiom.
This covers learning and practising procedures; the correct usage of the displaycd information, communications, and controls associated with them; the effects of traffic demands on work

*(

and its

scheduling;

procedures

for handling emergencies

and compensating for

system failures;

the optimum allocation of priorities, effort and resources; the progressive acquisition of
appropriate skills, fluency in speech and use of controls, and confidence.
(5)

Practical experience in a real-life setting.
'This covers controlling within the school environment real aircraft flown for the benefit
of controllers under training; experience of and familiarisation with real air tr'
.ntrol
environments in a subordinate capacity, either by watching controllers, conducti'
*
mited
control under close supervision, or performing some or all of the tasks of an ai.
c control

assistant;

experience

of flight

and of the flight

deck;

first-hand

knowledge

he
i.

pilot's tasks, perhaps :noluding obtaininga private pilot's licence; experience of the
professional norms, standards, motivations, responsibilities, and ethos of air traffic control.
Training is classified according to the main types of air traffic control. The divisions between
some types, especially between military and civil air traffic contrul, may be so complete that they have
separate and totally independent training facilities. Other divisions, between airways and off-airways
traffic,

between en-route and terminal

control,

between radar and procedural control, are fundamental

enough to be treated in separate training courses which are assessed separately and not conducted concurrently. This training structure often means that the andividual controller can obtain further
validations to extend the types of air traffic control for which he is qutlified.
Some training is for a specific system or location. The former is becoming more common where the
largest airoorts or the busiest regions of airspace are covered by specially installed air traffic control
equipment, aids, procedures or instructions which controllers have to learn to use. The latter, training
by location, is most common in the Uknitod Stataes, where controllers may receive much of their training
not at the a-adesy but on-the-job at the air traffic control facility at which it is intended thcy will
be employed. The fact that different countries have evolved different solutions to the problem of the
most

desirable balance between general air

traffic

control training

ana training

for a

specific location

indicates that this is a topic on which there remains much scope fox debate, even though each nation has
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perhaps adopted the solution best suited to its

partiOular air traffic control needs,

no single optimizm

solution for all needs may exist.
Air traffic control is essentially a team activity, and will remain as, a.though the trend is for
man-iachine relationships to replace man-man relationships, partly becnuse there has been greater s,,icBs
in devising automated aids for individual tasks than for team functiono. An implication behind team
t tining is that distinctive team funot3.ons determine to acme extent the efficiency cf the team, and these
go beyond the eum of the functions of the individuvl tear members, so thait proficiency in them cannot be
acquired by training each irdividun2. team member Zn isolation. Although this implication is widely
be2lieved, much team training does not in fact ts,.
co'laborativo team funotiona, but provides a setting
within which each controller practises his own funotbioxi alonZn 4l' other controllers who are doing the
same. However, where functions are designed from the outset to be team functions, every team member must
realise that what he can do depends vitally on what his collenguse are doing, et that his knowledge of
some at least of his colleagus', activities must be detailed anxd kept up-to-date.
The training of teons
as teams rather than as collections of individuals working alongside each other desetres more attention
in air traffic control, and elsewhere than it has received. A general review of the ourren6 status of
team training has recently appearedl4b.
At this point, some clarifica'ion of a ftumdamental issue soeom desirable lest the tenor of these
strictures is misconstrued. Those who conduct air traffic control training are generally dedicated,
competent, and well aware both of the deficiencies in many of the training methods they must employ andI
o! the opportunities for improvements intraining which current technological advancea may offer if they
could be wsed. These criticisms are therefore not directed at training instruotors, but are intended to
point out that their best efforts may be frustrated by years of inadequate research support for air
traffic control training, inadequate validation of its content and technique, and reluctance to sanction
the experimental introduction of innovative training methods and technfques to see whether they might
help and to discover how they could best be adapted to the particular needs of air traffic control
training. Not every air traffic control training facility has had to contend with inadequate resources
and support, but many have.
Fundamental learning principles - overlearns,-, demonstration, the elucidation of princirles, active
rehearsal, extra entrenchment of material just learned, immediate detailed knowledge of results,
adaptive training to fit individual needs, opportunities to devklop and exercise skills, the need for
frequent active recall, the breaking of undesirable habits, the optimisation of the transfer of training,
the building of confidence and motivation, the learning not merely of procedures and actions but of the
reasons for them, the switching of attention to facilitate task sharing, etc - these are at the heart
of successful training. Their realisation implica we.,-defined training goals, clear intermediate
achievements on the way towards attaining these goa)a, the training of instructors in teaching methods,
known validity and reliability of trairning content and teohni',--ss knowledge and evaluation for sir
traffic control training of advances in training techniquee a.d especially in those using micro-computers,
greater research expenditure on training, and willingness -6 implement authenticated research findings.
Currently there are some encouraging reappraisals of air traffic control training. If the opportunities
which they present arc seized and acted upon, substantial benefits for air traffic con;rcl training may
accru•.
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THE ROLE OF SIMULATION IN TRAINING

Attitudes towards simulation in air traffic control training have been, sand in some rspects still
are, somewhat ambivalent.
Ch the Ie hand, there has been much er..p:Ais on the necessity fir simulation
as an indispensible training tool
; on the other hand-, there has often been a marked reluctance to
provide the funding and resources for simulators for air traffic control training, especiaily for
simulated radars. The benefits of simuLlation have on occasion been so extolled by its advocates as to
suggest that it is a panacea for training problems, and that other training methods are superfluous, a
point of view which has certain affinities with the equally erroneous contention that the more sophisticated and realistic the simultion is the better it must be for training. Some air traffic control
training contexts have lacked even simple simulation facilities, although these are almost invariably

beneficial; others employ or propose to employvery elaborate simulation facilities in the qust for
realism, and the use of innovative technology seems to overtake the fidelity requirements for training
air traffic control evaluation, simulation has been juixgd to be
In some contexts, 1 notably
purposes123.
12
both
indipensibl and overused
. The comparable judgment on simulatic in air traffic control

training would probably be that in some contexts ii has been insufficient and in others over-sophisticated. Although it is widely presumed, almost certainly correctly, that simulation is beneficial for
air traffic control training,
In

scientific proof of this presumption is
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relation to training real-time rather than fast-time simulation is
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In training

as elsewhere in air traffic control, there has been insuifioient integration of fast-time and real-time
simulation techniques and findings.
The lasis for employing simulation to train controllers is the notion of transfer of training.
Learning in the simulator transfers to real-life. It would be exp-oted that the degree el" ýransfer would
depend on the faithfulness with which the simulation replicates real-life, but this does not always seem

to be so. Where procedures are being taught, a rudimentary, even non-dynamic, simulation may suffice to
teach the procedures. A series of photographs may illustrate successive stages in the use of a touch4input

device as effectively as the equipment on-line.
In the case of dynamic simulations that include
some form of' man-machine interartion, their most important requirement for training is feedback in the
form o knowledge of results, so that the man can learn by his mistakes, recognise his successes, and
make other finexr distinotiono between the two.

"

If the aim of training is to acquire skills, then the relevant physical components of the system
the type, sensitivity, feel, location and operation of controls - have to be replicated closely,
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"preferably with

But the system context
the same equipment in the eimu'ation as in the rnal-life tasks.
can bh quite primitive.
Fluency and skill in operating a keyboard car be acquired using only the keyboard
and its associated sensory inputs, though the learning process can then be tedious and it may be difficult
to sustain motivation.
Nevertheless, it is wasteful to have al large and unlnecessary system on line just
to train a ran to use a keyboard.
To simulate a work position for training purposes, the most imoortant requirement is probably completeness, rather than realism or fidelity.
If some fundamental attribute of the workspace has been
omitted, enhanced realism is the aspects that are present cannot compensate for its absence, or restore
realism to the simulation as a whole.
The more complex the task, the information, the knowledge, and
the skills become, the more difficult it is to use simulation for training in the expectation that the
whole of the training will transfer. '•his is because ii becomea more probable that the simulation will
in some fundameirtal respect be incomplete, or that some fundamental attribute of the system will be
simulated incorrectly so that the learning ,in relation to it is inapplicable to real life.
Given this context, in some respects air traffic control simulation must, a priori, be inadequate
for training just because it is simulation and thereby incomplete.
If it were complete it would not be
called a simulation.
The aircraft to be controlled are not real aircraft, or at least not real
passenger-rarrying aircraft, and the controller is not responsible for the safety end lives of the crew
and paosengers.
Serious infringements of separation standards may be criticised as major erro:-s which
would be dangerous, but in the simulation the pilot does not file a acar miss report leading to an
official enquiry.
The simulation is incomplete in its emotional climate, even if every physical aspect
of it can be replicated faithfully at enormous cost.
It' the man has all the ;requisite skills and
knowledge but cannot face the responsibility of controlling real aircraft unaided, this may never become
apparent as long as training is confined to simulation.
Simulation an a technaqus therefore has some
limitations which cannot be circumvented.
Simulation may encourage learning in the form of a series of specific problems to be solved cormeetly, tut it may be less suitable for the demonstration and elucidation of principles.
In later stages
of training, simulation m", be most effective if used flexibly: this should include the freezing of
the system while instruotion,
eaplanation and correction are given, and the replay of previous exercises
to show the origins of mistakes, the factors taken into account in deriving the optimum solution, and
the timing of the correct solution.
It can often be enli,2'tening for the instructor to demonstrate the
solution of an air traffic control problem and then to present at to the pupil who does not find it as
easy as he thought to implement the same solution.
Simulation can also aid in the categorisation of
problems, in the systematic identification of all the variables in each, and in the detection of
circumstances when the correct decision is to do nothing.
A further advantage of simulation is that the
complexity of problems can be increased gradually during training, in step with improvements in the
student's understanding, knowledge and skill, and the difficulty of the problems can be adapted to the
needs ci the pupil.
A common fault, a corollary of this progressive increase in difficulty, is to stop training on a
particular type of problem just after the most difficult exenples have been solved sucessufully.
This
does not represent sound learning.
There has been least familiarity and practice with the problems that
are most difficult, and greatest familiarity with the easiest ones.
Feurther experience of the most
difficult problems should be given until all the ways in which they can be tackled and solved have been
thoroughly learned and mastered. Some overlearning, that is continued learning- of something that has
apparently oust been learned, can be strongly recommended, especially for difficult problems during air
traffic control training, bccause it will result in the long-term maintenance of performance without much
subsequent rehearsal, in higher standards, and in increased confidence.
In using simulation, a balance has to be struck to satisfy two distinct requirements.
one is to
provide continuity, so that training can be improved from year to year b3r retaining what is successful and
modifying what is not.
If there is continuity across training courses, ýt is easier to tell
whether
training standards are being maintained or improved, or are falling. Such factors encourage consistency
in the simulation exercises used for training and in the traffic samples they employ.
However, air
traffio control itself
changes, and the training has to be changed to keep in step with new requirements.
Samples may need to be changed because new points have to be made during training. It is improbable that
the s•mrples of traffic used in air traffic control simulation for training a few years ago can be employed
now to place greater emphasis on the effects of alternative air traffic control strategies and tactics
on fuel consumption and conservation.
These were not such important considerations when those samples
were originally devised. Special s,ýnples may have to be written in order to make training reflect the
greater concern for the factor of fuel conservation, and tu teach controllers more about the consequences
of their actions for fuel conservation.
From time to timc, additional factors, such as the recent one of
fuel conservation, are accorded greater importance.
The best way to ensure that they receive it, is to
teach the necessary additional knowledge as part of training.
The ultimate simulation is to use the real-life system as a simulated one.
Where this is poesibli,
it can be a very effective final stage in training. It can provide an intermediate link to facilitate
the full transfer to the real system of all that has been learned during training.
It has been employed
more in cockpitg than in gr~uad control eystecs, but current evidence suggests that it would be effective
in air traffic control.
Its benefits would be to reinforce training, and to maintain learning and
knowledge among experienced controllers, particularly in relation to procedures and problems which seldom
occur in real life and which they therefore do not have the opportunity to remain fanmliar with. To
use a real life system as a simulated one can also help retraininV, by familiarisiag controllers who are
experienced on one air traffic control system with another system which is in some respects different
'ut which iz known t, be complete.
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ASSESSMENTS OF PROGIMIOSS DURING TRAINING
The purposes of assessment during training include the following:
(1)

To measure the level of knowledge and skill currently attained, and to verify that what has
been learned has been correctly imderstood and can be put to practical use.

(2)

To qualify a controller in a particular option,

(3)

To ascertain that the controller has reached a criterion level of performance,
for proceeding with further training.

(4)

To provide evidence of progress in a standard

course, or part of a course.

quantified

as a condition

form, to permit absolute or relative

judgments of that progress.

(5)

To pick out those who need some t'e-training, more intensive tuition, or further practice, and
to specify the desirable content of additional training.

(6)

To identify those whose progress and prospects are so Lusatisfactory that their training should
be discontinued.

(7)

To measure the efficacy of training, with particular reference to aniy changes that have been
introduced in content, materials, techniques, or equipment.

(8)

To standardise the content and efficiency of training at various facilities and locations.

(9)

To verify the continued relevance of training to operational requirements.

(10)

To give guidance on suitable assignments for controllers on completion of their training.

Assessments during training can be classified as objective or subjective. The former relate to
measures on quantitative dimensions, such as delays to aircraft, or number and duration of infringements
of separation minima between airoraft. These measures make most sense it they form part of a standard
battery of tests, always presented unsder the same conditions at the same stage of training, so that norms
of performance are built up, and the scores of each individual ca be interpreted not merely as indices
of his own rate of progress, but also in comparison with his peers. The scores themselves should be
impartial, and not in any way dependent on the person who does the scoring.
This latter source of bias is endemic in subjective assessments. These are generally supervisor's
ratings.
theyru1arvisor
are formalised
defined
topics they
on each
which a for
rating
required, or remain
informal inWhether
that the
choosesby his
own words,
are of
notorious
poor is
reliability139,•
which
is not improved greatly by altering the time scale over which the ratings ere made. Some improvements are
possible by thorough training of the assessors, but not to the extent of curing the problem of wreliability. Different supervisors or uontrollors are still liable to give substantially different
ratings of the same individual doing the same tasks. Correlations between those making ratings in this
way are generally so low as to leave most of the variance unexplained. This is not because of any lack
of integrity, impartiality or effort on the part of' those making the ratings but a reflection of the
inherent subjectivity of the dimensions on which the ratings are made.
It also relates to the
difficulty in defining a good controller and in specifying the attributes that are sought, and their
relative importance.
A requirement for both subjective and objective measures is that the assessments should provide
quantitative evidence or scaled ratings, and not be expressed simply as a pass or a failure. To take no
account of the degree of success or failure in aLseesments is to evolve a very blunt instrument which does
not lend itself to much sharpening. I.very measure should aim nob morely to separate success from failure
but to differentiate among those who succeed and among those who fail.
There is a further possible form of bias in assessments during training.
Ratings can become selffulfilling prophecies. Instructcrs form views about the individuals they train, and this is inevitable
and in manly respects helpful because the instructor's views are formed on the basis of much relevant
knowledge and experience. However, it is often striking how early during training the instructor's views
on individuals have apparently become entrenched. Once set, their views are susceptible to the inherent
human characteristic to notice and emphasies evidence which apparently reinforces attitudes already held,
This is not a
and its counterpart to discard, fail to notice, or misinterpret any contrary evidence.
matter of wilful bias, and camie+, be wholly countered by exhortations against it or by training• to preThe practical point is t-at in a context where early impressions of unknown predictive value
vent it.
can be so readily formed and acted apon, subjective assessments which could be biased by such impressions
should be eschewed wherever possible, in favour of objective aeseerments free from that source of bias.
The need to validate these subjective judgments from the point of view of their predictive value for the
selection of controllers has already been discussed. Although it is easier to mnks subjective than
IM42ull range of suitable objective assessments may not be immediately
objective assessments, and altho•
, that appropriate measures can be devised, and, subject to
to hand, there is ample evidence
'
validation, much more extensive use should be made of them in assessments during training.
Althogh the use eof objective ,teasuree can be extended, they cannot cover adequately every aspect of
training auseesment.
Some attributis, such as a propensity to panic in crisis or acceptability to
colleagues, may remain subjective. Independent assessments by several instructors, or assessments by
others who make no direct contribution to teaching, may help to increase reliability, and even if they do
not they increase the apparent fairness of the assessments if they are scrutinised critically. Continuous frequent assessments during training are likel3y so give a more representative view than rare brief
assessments, though the latter may have value by showing the individual's reli: bility when subject to
strain. Whenever real aircraft are flowm for air traffic control training purposes the opportunity
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should be taken to make assessments of emotional state and relevant aspects of personality since a
controller'c subsequent difficulties in shouldering the full responsibility for the control of real
aircraft may first be hinted at with r-al aircraft during training.
MIore detailed records of the kinds
of mistakes made during trainingr their frequency, and the amount of learning needed before they could
be overcome, might provide further useful indices of training p~ogress, to be incorporated into assessments.
The ability of the controller to do a task which the instructor has just demonstrated and
explained might provide a further basis for assessment.
Whatever approach is followed, some staadardication is essential in the tasks on which individuals are assessed, in the conditions under which the
tasks are done, and in their scoring.
'iY atandardice assessments, it soess necessary to have some means of ensuring that training conducted at different facilities is comparable in quality and content, so that the controller is neither
advantaged aior penalised by the facility at which he happened to be trained.
This aspect of standardlsation >ointu to come form of centralised, universal, independent testing and acesosment authority.
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TRAINING PROCEDURIES
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A few years ago, )ne verdiot
about training for en route and terminal controllers in the United
States was that "there is evidence that training is not standardised at the facilities, that training
times given to various topics differ between facilitieu, that some procedures apeoified by the curriculum
are inconsistent with others in the ourric'ulu•,
that qualification stiuidcrds are interpreted differently
at various iacilitiee, and that some teaching materials donor conform to ciurrent operational practices".
This report goes 'n to note that there are deep-rooted longstanding disagreements about the value of, and
desirable emphasis on, various forms of training, and that objective and impartial evidence is needed to
resolve these disagreements.
Nevertheless there was clearly the general view that training on the whols
is appropriate and does fit the controller for his task.
Many of the misgivings about the suspect reliability and validity of selection procedures apply with
equal force to training.
Perhaps of overriding importance is the purpooc of training - to proiduce
controllers who will prove to be safe and efficient in the long terra. The purpose of training is not
simply to complete training sucoossfully.
It is tempting to treat the completion of training as an end
in itself,
and to juige the value of assouerunts taken during training solely in terms of their ability
to predict who will complete their training successfully and who will not.
'While this should not be
ignored, assessments during and at the end of training should be correlated with subsequent progress,
inoluding supervisors' and peers' ratings ci" compotence, promotions, attrition, and other quantifiable
data of rolovance, to establish their long-term predietiv, value.
All the quantifiable assessments
during training should be examined to establish their predictive value as a oonglomerate and individually,
with particular reference to those which are used to influanca the docisiono on the sind oi air traffie
control job for which each individual seems most fitted.
Training procedures slay be unreliablc simply because they are inconsistent and differ a great deal
between one facility and another.
They say also become unreliable if they have to be changod drasticaliy to cope with gross sudden imbalances between supply and demand, from whatever cause.
Training
procedures may be invalid for any of the following reasons:
they do not teach what is necessary; they
are at the wrong level of detail; they emphasise rote learning and a series of disconnected examples,
rather than inslght, understanding and the practical application of principles; they teach subjects in
the wrong order or ,jith the wrong relative importance and priorities; they teach procedures that are
obsolete on equipment that is out of date; they teach in an environment so di ffsrant from real air traffic
control that the ability to perform a task in training does not guarantee an equivalent ability in real
life.
[lost of these sources of training inadequacy are familiar to inutructors, who may be powerlees to
do much to circumenit them in the absence of direct 1asowledge of the validity of the training being
given. Just because a particular training schedule produces controllers, it does not follow that
improved training could not produce better controllers:
indeed it almost certainly would.
But as long
as we have no objective miane for recognisin, better controllers, and especially for quantifying how much
better they are apd for explaining exactly why they are bettor even if we manage to produce them, so we
have no meons of recognising valid training isprovasents, of quantifying them, or -f explaining them.
It is not Lnown how msnh the validity of the training of air traffic controllers could be improved.
It
is not even possible to cite a quantitative filgwre to state what the validity of the current training
procedures is.
There appear to be some tacit assumptions about the relationships between the various possible
measures of validity in trainlaing.
If charntg
in training are introduced and they lead to a reduction
in attrition rates, it does not follow that the quality of the accepted controllers is better, or that
the controllers who are sti II being rejected are the ones wao, ill the long term interests of air traffic
control, should be rejected.
3utoperting evidence is needed for such conclusions.
1f those who obtain
the highest assessments at the end of their training do not, during their subseoquent careers$, prove to be
better contxollers on average than those who were borderline passes at the end of training, perhaps come
of the controllers who failed would have been as good as many of those who passed. Work to quantify the
reliability sad validity of air traffic control training, and to settle such issuor, is urgently needed.
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Ni;W TASKS

Because air traffic control demandit equipImelnt, suytem design, responsibilitios, and oven objectives
chinae fLsom time to time, now Tasks, or major changes in existing tasks, must occur, for whicn appropriate training has to be devised and implemented.
It' the whole concept of she air traffic control system
is revised drastically, or important new. forms of automated assistanoce are provided, then the envisaged
roleu for the San may become vory different as a eonacs
oneo, particularly if the man is expected to
adapt his roles to the demands ol the revised systeom 3.
Training for now tasks should be introduced as
the new tasks arise.
l'valuationa of new functions should include the testing end optimiuation of
training for them. :e3ms guidance would then be available on appropriate traininI, content and techniques
when the training schedule for the tasks was being set up.

.P
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In practice, those commonse'se ideals are seldom realised.
Training logs behind operational needs.
Logically, training faci lities should be the second to receive new equipment required for new tasks.
Since training should precede operational xuse, training facilities need the now equipment ahead of the
operational environments.
Liily evaluation facilitios, where the viability and practicality of the new
tanks and new equipment are established, need to receive new equipment before training facilities do,
since it" the equipment and tasks are rejected for operational use as the result of an evaluation the
need to install them in training units does not arise.
II it d,es arise, training com.s next.
The links betwten evaluation and training4 could oiten be strengthened, with benefits to both.
The
derivation and proving of adequate training procedures for now equipment
•nd new tasks should be a
regular part ot" their evaluation, to which those professionally concerned with training should contribute.
Training for now tasks must be compatible with the broad training schedule, and not devised and tested
without regard to it.
The emphasis in an evaluation of new equipment or a new task may be to prove its
feasibility or to quantiiy performance attained with it:
in either case, the answer may depend on the
kind of training devised for the evaluation and on the efficaqy with which it has been carried out.
The
evaluation itself
may point the way to training difficulties which would have to be resolved.
Its design
should seek to reveal such difficulties and to explore solutions to them, just as it seeks to discover
inadequacies in equipment or in task performance and explores means to circumvent them.
Currently the usual emphasis in evaluations is to devise training and familiarisation wholly
specific to the evaluations themselves as distinct from subsequent operational conditions.
The training
adoeted may be based largely on groumds of expediency, to minimise the time whe-. the system is on line
for training but not providing twoful evidence for evaluation purposes.
Alternative training techniques
are not explored routinely.
It is difficult to gauge if the findings of the evaluation might have bees
different had the training for it been altered.
Sometimes there is retrospective evidence that some
participants in evaluations have never undorstood correctly the intended functions of some facilities or
the full implications of some tasku. Iletter integration of eval.ation and training mighi help to ensure
that this could not happen.
It has not yet proved possible in the training for many new air traffic control tasks to take full
advantage of the multiplicity of training techniques now available, nor to relate their efficacy to the
known principles for the learning ead retention of new information.
Training should normally continue
for somewhat longer that it does, especially on the final phase using the most difficult material which
normally requires the greatest practice before it has been mastered.
The value of demonstrations aimed
at insight into the relevant variables often seems to be uiderettimated.
In the past the main reason
was often that simple dynamic demonstrations were not technically feasible, but the advent of microcomputers offers enhanced opportunities for demonstrations, and also for training for new tasks within
a realistic dynamic air traffic control environment rather than in isolation. Human factors advice on
training for now tasks covers the following broad topics:
(1)

The specification and validation of the mout appropriate

(2)

The optimumx iue of evaluations

(3)

The possible contributions of training to evaluations.

training techniques.

for deriving guidelines for trainingl.

(4) The level of' proficiency to be attained, snd ouitable tests for miazuring the proficiency
actuallj achieved.

m

(5)

The most effective

criteria for establishing that training is

(6)

The content,

and duration of training.

(7)

The material appropriate for training, its order and presentation, and its range of difficulty.

(8)

The sources of errors, delays, confusions and mistmderstandings which will arise during
training, and the success of various methods for allowing for or circumventing their
conu eq unoe n.

(9)

The prooable learning curve and the expected range of individual differences in performance.

pace,

complete.

(10)

The need for, and probable effectiveness of, extra training to couiter inadequacies in
individuals, and the most efficacious extra training techniques.

(11)

The extent to which training in a new task can be done successfully in isolation, the need for
training in an air traffic control setting, and the complexity of the setting required to
achieve the training objectives.

(12)

The successful integration of training for new tasks with training ior existing ones, and the
influence of new tasks or procedures on the reliability and validity of training as a whole.

(13)

The principles and practicality of automated ads to training in new tasks, and the types
of aid moat likol ti be effective.

(14)

The relevant underlying psychological abilities and attribut-s on which the new tasks depend,
and the feasibility oi using tests of the)e to select those suitable for training in the new
tasks.
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RE-TRAINING
Re-training can become necessary:

*

I

(1)

If

a major aspect

(2)

if

a controller moves to seethe- air traffic control job.

(3)

If

the performance of an individual controller is

of the system itself

or the equipment or tasks within it

is

changed.

waning or could be improved.

Many of the main guiding principles for re-training have been discussed in relation to the content
of training courses, assessments of training, and training for new tasks.
Obviously the controller who
is already experienced uses his experienne as the basis for new learning during re-training. The
extent of re-training required therefore depends on how closely the tasks resemble those he has done
before, on how long it is since he has done them, on the extent to which they have changed in the meantime, and on the extent to which he himself has changed.
However, re-training poses one class of
problem not encountered in initial
training, namely the need to forget or not follow certain familiar
functions, as well as the need to learn new ones.
This is the source of some of the difficulties which
older, more experienced controllers may encounter during re-training, if many of their overlearned and
very familiar actions and skills have to be discarded because they are no longer appropriate.
This is
one context where practical knowledge about the most effective means for training to forget would be a
real help if it existed.
As far as possible, re-training should seek to develop skills which are either essentially the same
as previous ones or are quite new.
Tasks that are a complex amalgam of familiar and novel activities
may encourage the extension of existing practices beyond the point where they are still
apposite,
because the t'.-.:Žsition between old and new is too smooth and unobtrusive and too easily made out of
habit.
This transition may lead to a reversion to familiar but inappropriate actions, especially under
high workload or stress when their immediate consequences may be most dire.
There is much to be said
for the perpetuation of existing skills whenever possible in revised systems, because re-traina.ng
problems are minimised and the acceptability of the revisions is enhanced.
Where this perpetuation of
skills is not possible, the occasions when new actions could gradually or, imperceptibly revert to old
habits should be clearly defined and severely discouraged, preferably by altering the system design to
make the reversion impossible or highly obtrusive.
It is vital that tha controller cannot do anything
dangerous out of sheer absentmindedness, forgetting for the moment that he is in the new system and not
in the old one.
Re-training must addx.•sa this problem.
A return to the fundamentals of task analyses can facilitate re-training, especially if a controller
is changine his job.
Differences and similarities between jobs, or between the same jobs in different
places, can be revealed by task analyses, and used to specify where existing skills and knowledge will
remain relevant and where new learning must take place.
The degree and locus of similarity between the
old and the new become apparent when the respective task analyses are compared.
Sources of potential
confusion between them can be identified where the similarities are partial but incomplete.
Re-training
can then be directed to achieve the correct balance between the entrenchment of exieting skills and
knowledge which remain relevant, the acquisition of new skills and knowledge where needed, the extinction
of old ways and habits which no longer have any place in the revised system, and the clear separation of
new and old where the interactions between them are confused or vague.
RoIe-training occurs extensively wherever the controller's new job is very different from his old one,
especially if he no longrnr is an active controller but occupies a managerial position or is concerned
with hardware or software.
Here the approach to re-training may be exactly the same but should not be.
Granted that it is essential for the man to learn during re-training the skills and knowledge that his
new position requires, it is not desirable that he should forget his former skills, since it is partly
on the basis of them that he has been appointed to his new role.
They remain relevant there, and
complement rather than clash with his new responsibilities.
Therefore some re-training of managers and
others to keep their skills as controllers alive should be eer~ously considered at intervals.
Reminders
of their attitudes when they were controllers would not be untoward and would help to reassure controllers
that their needs wore understood.
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AUUMAfIUIIN III TRAINING

The impact of automation on air traffic control training has increased for two distinct reasons.
Training techniques rely more on various forms of automation as aids to learning.
Many of the functions
for which the man is trained are themselves substantially automated.
6orne automation, albeit primitive, is an essential ingredient of much air traffic control training,
once it has progressed beyond strictly procedural control methods based on flight strips. The nfieds to
generate radar displays, tabular information displays, traffic samples, communications, and vepreouentations of pilots, and the requirement to provide knowledge of results, all lead towards automated
assistance.
Efforts to standardise training and to assess training progroes objectively likewise
point towards the automratic generation, presentation, and scoring of standardised air traffic control
tasks and problems.
The advent of the microcimputer, with its asnocisted displays and faci lhti.s to generate tasks and
to relate odaptively to the mna while he is learning, has opened new vistas of air traffic control
training whore the an soits at a terminal, interacts with a computer, and gains in knowledTe and
experience uning programmes of air traffic control instruction which adapt to suit his individual needs
as he goes along. Largo computer aystesi,
with remote terminals, sar, fuli'll a similar purpose.
:students
do not always use automated aids in the ways intended.
A potential advantage of the individual inutruction offered to a student at a torminal is ihat weaker students can supplement the standard classroom
laboratory simulation and g•roup tuition with extra individual study and practice at the terminal,
di~rected specifically towards the tanko, procedures and instructicns which present them with difficulties
.4-
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and employing computer dialogues matched flexibly to their knowledge and needs.
Unfortunately it can
be difficult to prevail on the weaker students who need this experience most to use the terminqls in
their own time independently in this way.
In practice it is often the most able students whoneed extra
training least who make most use of such individual training aids.
To some, even friendly computers
seem daunting.
When automated aids are used in this way, the air traffic control problems presented are usually
varients on a theme, progressing in complexity in stages subject to the successful solution of the
t
A
problems at each stage. The problems are already flexible in response to the man s requirements.
further feasible stage using microcomputers is to allow the man to formulate his own problems as well as
work out solutions to problems presented to him.
It ;a be a salutary experience, and a well-remembered
An advantage of tuition at individual
lesson, to formulate a problem and then be unable to solve it.
terminals is that immediate knowledge of the consequences of each decision can be provided to the
controller as the outcome of him actions unfolds before him.
Automated aids to training can extend theways in which learning is reinforced by insight into the
effects of actions.
It is possible for an instructor to demonstrate the soluftion to an air traffic
control problem and then for the student to demonstrate that he too can solve the same problem.
A
problem can be developed dynamically and then stopped by freezing it on the display while discussions are
held on how it has arisen, how it could have been prevented, and how it must now be solved.
Various
solutions maV be advanced, sad each tried in turn to show its effectiveness and to demonstrate the
further problems that it may lead to. The student's own performance can be recorded and replayed to him,
and stopped while the instructor points out his successes and failures.
The reason for Lhe latter can
also be clarified. The instructor's solution to a problem at which the pupil has failed can then be
given sad also replayed with explanations.
To make different points, a problem can be replayed as often
as necessary.
Such automated aids offer great flexibility, build on each individual's strengths while
revealing his weaknesses, give insight into the implications of decisions, and bolster the individual's
confidence by adapting the pace of progress to his abilities.
It

is

also possible to look at the same problem from different points of view.

A conflict resolu-

tion, for example, may be treated from the different points of view of the various aircraft in potential
conflict.
The crucial importance of quite minor aspects of a problem to the correct solution to it can
be demonstrated by taking similar problems which differ only in that minor aspect, and showing that the
correct solutions differ.
For example, in conflict resolution a point may be reached where an aircraft
can no longer be turned safely behind another to resolve a potential conflict.
The small difference
between the circumstances when a turn is or is not a practical solution can be perceived, and training
in the necessary judgments can be achieved, by the use of automated training aids which permit problems
to be generated and presented to order, and small variants in them to be specified.
In training, and in man-computer dialogues, the computer is generally friendly. This means that it
does not stop for no apparent reason, and does not give a peremptory indication that its operator has
made an error, without also providing some help by describing the nature of the error in some detail and
preferably by suggesting a remedy. It is also kindly, courteous and infinitely patient in its dealings.
If sorely tried it does not become upset, and at the very worst merely becomes sharply humorous.
While
thin commendable idealised computer personality may be helpful to facilitate training and to encourage•
the operator's ability and confidence to embark on constructive man-computer dialogues, it means that
some aspects of training must reiman incomplete, and others may not transfer well to real life.
Perhaps
this principle can be carried too far. In the later stages of training there may be a place for the
cantekerous computer, which has only a limited tolerance of errors and naive mistakes, which complains
about complex solutions to problems when simpler ones are available, which questions manceuvres that are
apparently unnecessary, and which sometimes takes much longer than usual to respond to instructions.
Such a device in the later stages of training might inject a note of realism, and help to prepare the
budding controller for real-life problems that lie ahead.

Some controllers have to be trained to work in highly automated air traffic control environments,
where the man-aachine interface used for training is similar in complexity and equipment to its reallife counterpart.
These controllers my also have to be trained to cope with very high traffic demands,
since some of the difficulties they will enounter only occur under such conditions.
actors ouch as
team structure, co-ordination and liaison say change when everyone becomes very busy.
Fach controller
may become much more autonomous, with little
time to keep himself informed about his colleagues'
activitics.
The content and for•at of air traffic control mesccao may al-o be different under pro.esre.
The controller must become familiar with such effects so that he does not met them for the first time
under real-life severe pressure and under operational circumstances.
Tiam training should be able to
help to prepare the controller for these changes as demands increase.
The more automated real-life air
traffic control systems become, the more air traffic control training must employ simulated systems
capable of an equivalent degree of automation.
A further impact of automation on training is in the redordiag and scoring of each controller's
progress throughout training. In the future much of this could become automated.
Automation offers more
impartial means of assessment, but it also permits much more frequent ansocsments, and more detailed
records of progress.
It may also be used to record the incidence and correction of specific faults
during training.
In most training contexts, there is still
heavy reliance on subjective assessments by
instructors, and these may never be replaced entirely because certain attributes of the controller would
be very difficult to assess in any other way, but automated training techniques do offer far more objective evidence of progress as well as ready comparisons between individuals, between facilities, between
courses, andbetween training years.
They may also offer anonymity of assessments which may prove to be a
boon, both to render any legalistic accusations of bias demnnstrably false, and to ensure that assessments
cannot be influenced excessively by early impressions which lead to favourable or unfavourable attitudes
by instructors towards individuals, with self-fulfilling propheoies of success or failure.
Suspicions of
bias may be unfounded, but it would still
be advantageous to have a sure way of demonstrating that they
are. Greater automation of assessments meg well offer thin advantage.
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THE 1W4AGiNU'iT OV caWITOLLIsM

Whether this
Air traffic controllers have acquired a reputation for boing difficult to manage.
If controllers are
reputation can be substantiated depends largely on the point of view adopted.
employed by national governmonts, then they r•.V be less amenable to active :mnagerial a.iraction than
many of their fellow government employoeso,
especially if ouch direction can be construed as interferonce.
If controllers are viewed as part of the aviation community and related to other groups within that
community such as pilots, then their reputation for being difficult to manageo may appear much loss
deserved.

{

styles of management vary, according to national air traffic control policies, norms for acceptable
management practices in different countries, conditions of air trai'fic control (especially military or
The quality of innapaisent of
civil), and local and individual interpretations of managerial functions.
the quality of managecent of most
air traffic control appears no ,core uniform throughout the world thai
international professions, anud there is little reason to expect it to be.
H~owever, two additional

~other

factors can
air traffic
some of the
other storn
,

be identified in relation to air traffic control and itsumanagament, which, if net unique to
control (they may well apply also to pilots for example), may nevertholess help to explain
problems that seem to occur: one concerns the selection and training of controllers; the
from air traffic control as a profession.

In so far as the selection and training of controllers hans validity, they encourage the formation
and
s
development of certain attributes in controllers.
These inclixie the ability to act decisively, to be
self-reliant, persistent, and self-confideit, and to be fI)rm rather than vasci llatint,. They also include
the abilities to seek the juntification of actions in terms of reasons rather than to take thinge for
granted, to require confirmation and verification and not to act on assumptions, to sift essentials from
inessontials, and to evolve tactics and strategies independently.
l.urther characteristics inclh!e the
ability to solve problems oneself rather than to accept imposed solutions, to value most the aspects of'
work that use professional knowlodge and give opportunities to exercise skills, and to believe in the
vital importeance of the work and in the uniqueness of the skills that it requires,
Gontrollers may
also learn to value moat highly the professional opinions of their imunediate colle'aguus whoa they see as
best placed to mele informed jud(ments about the competence of air traffic control provided, and they
may loean to identify most closely with those who bolosn to the same team, by beinC at the same suite,
on the same watch, or in the iame air traffic control facility.
It should coise a0 no surprise that
people selected and trained to rz)esese such attributes might not be the mer:t amenable to managerial
directives.
They can be expected to question decisions that iiysLify them and deiial to know the reasons
for them. They may also tend to dliscount as frivoloes reasons which seem to therii to be only obliquely
relevant to thsir functions as controllers, but which
nlevrtholees
ovay
be central to management who must
take account of c-iher thizng.
Controllers may be reluctant to concede that those who, in their eyer,
lack up-to-dato practical experience of air traffic control or practical skill in it, could possibly be
knowledgeable enough to take managerial decisions about it. particularly these which have a direct
bearing on the controller's work. They may lament ,rjsaogorial fai lure to undoiuticad their neods
,
to
accede to their requoeto, or to keep them as fully inf'ormed f futurne developments as they uould like to
be. T1,hey may feel that the squipmont Wi bh which they must work, and their conditions of emiployment, fall
far short of what they need and desccvry because or the iiportancs of their work and the ski [is needed
for it.
In short, the kind of attributes sought and developed in the oucecsouful controller seem to be
those characteristic of people who would be difficult to tuasnage.
(be method for examining the relative status of air traffic control as a job in each notion is to
note the minimusn entry qualifications for a controller thee-, the typical pay o' a controller is midl
career, and a few further conditions of employment, aud then compile a list of oiher jobs which in those
chosen roepects are roughly equivalent to air traffic control.
Mhen this; in donc,
it ic striking how
much the lists for different countries dicagree.
The status of air traffic control as a job is far from
uniform throughout tile world. On the whole, the higher the status of controllers in a nation, the more
air traffic control in that nation wsaieos the hallmarks of a profession, as distinct from a trade or job,
althoughl there are inevitably some exceptions to 3•uch a 1;•lib tioncralication.
In a profession,

the norms and standards of acceptable perfornmece,

and a professional ethic, tend to

arise from witnin the profession itself and be maintained by it.
They are resistant to chuang by
exhortation or direction from )utside the profeseion, which is interpreted as interference and often
resented or dismaucced as a sign of' ignorance.
hiembers of a prol'ssioon close ranks •losn challentted, to
defend the il;eegrity of profeseional standards and practices and theirr professional pride wherever these
appear to be qnentioned or slighted.
The attitudes of each individtial to his conditions of ompl-'ywoni are
strongly influenced by his p,
aesional colleagues, but he gains catisi'.oction from the worM itself, to tile
extent tiat miany members of -o profession would be unwilling to do any other job.
In the cos-e of air
traffic control, all members of the profession are expected by their celleagues to subscribe to the need
to maintain a good air traffic control service wherever possibtr, and to be competent to d') i 9 , oevn whin
they consider that their conditions of employment and air traffic countrol oquip:ont are diangraccl'ul.
The level of performance actually achieved in thoerforo dependent to E considerable extent on
professional norma rather than on the equipment or ,n jmranagomont decisions.
Thin can be both a strLngth
and a weakness.
With a strong seore of rosponoibility to, and idontifioatbon with, the profession and the
.job, a controller may make a very groat effort to provide a safe, efficient and satisf'ctory air traffic
control service, even when the equipment is inadequate and the conditions o' emphiolomnt are poor. Blut I'
for any remason controlleru no longer identify closely with air traffic contiol an their profession, no
longer care about air traffic control and take pride in it, and no longer reel that they owe any alleg.iance to it, then their achieved performance
cay deteriorate without any change in the air traLffic
control system i zieilf, if that porformeano, lia been propped up by adherence to pr- feusi onal norms; and
Everyone would bh the loser if such a situation were allowewi to dovoli.
Lstandards that have gone.

I11
These attributes of air traffic control, which are not peculiar to it but can be found in other
3eocause management and controllers look at air
professions, are the source of some managemont problems.
traffic control somcwhat differently, differences and miisunderot•ndings are almost b•und to arise
botweon them from Lime to time concerning what should be achieved and what is of fundamental importance.
Usually both sides
When such disputer arise, it does not follow that one side or another must be wrong.
are right, given their different perspectives, intorests, and terms of reference.
The differences
between them riust therefore be reconciled by full knowledge on the part of both sides about all the
interests that have to be considered by bui iding on commoiin interests, and by agreeing, on the long-terin
objectives of the furtherance of air traffic control which all share.
An important aspect of professional normis and stardards is that their origins may be apparent only
Consequently a woll-meant mianageto those within the profossion, and sometimes not clear even to them.
touch on sensitive issues for the controller, eand receive an unexpecwent proposal can inadvoertntly
The motives for such a proposal can all too readily be misconstrued by controllers
tedly sharp rebuff.
in their turn, as a failure to understand their needs end give them the equipment they should have, or
as an attempt to curt•ail their reoponsibilities.
In such circumstances where misanderstandings ca•k
arise, relations between controllers and management can become priokly, oontrollors can acquire the
reputation of being difficult to manage and unresponsive to managament sugoestions, and managcmenot can
be scon by controllers as out-of-touoh with real air traffic control.
When in the face of increasing
doemands, air traffic control must evolve to maintain a satisfactory air traffic control soervice using
various kinds of now aids, many occasions for argument at cross-purposes arc potentially pres•nt.
Goodwill on both sides, and a bettor insight into the origins of misunderotandihgs I say offer
The collaborative
prospects for progreus.
Managsuont-c•nntroller relations arc good in some countries.
techniques which have been successfully devoloped to achieve this could be examined to see if thoy woulak
be applicable where relations are poor.
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CONSULTATION WITH CONTIROLLNEI

The extent to which controllers should pxairto iprate, and are able to participate, in manamgaiouiiI
decisionu, and particularly in the specification of future oystemos and tacsks, is a contentious subject.
It is clear from those policy diffo•ncoes, which have lod to ma'y kinds of
National policiec differ.
that there is no simple solilion to this
controller participation being tried on en experimontal basi,
iusue, or at leant none that has yet boon found.
To soufggc
that ,managers, prograiiier•r,
and the technical
staff in air traffic control ithould be drawn, partly or cxclusi'vely, from the ranks of controllers,
seems to have somc logio, although it has been noted in relation to s;election that these different jobs
say call for diff'orent skcill
nMuld
attributes. The contention that managers, progrmnimore and toohunical
staff must be formcr controllers caninot be supported by oxisting evidence; nor can It be roeutod.
Trho
if there is a conclusion, it is that
liuited relovanb evidence can be interproted in more than one wLry:
the issue is not in fast as imporirait au it is often claimed to be.
In some courtrino procedures for consulttilon bettwecn rianaemont and controlloer have been formalieed.
Tins a- in genoral nusceeoi'ul, but there are two rain kinds of difficulty.
(kio is that the terms
of reference may socor unduly constrained, particularly from the point of view of the controllorr'
rN1reWi:ontativus.
ThO otheri
aL diflficulty iajinly for manage•,moent, -ts that mrty iuuues that controllers
wish to discuss may not in fact lie iithin the powers or jurisdiction ofA manaCement, althoug;h it iy
seem
to controllers that they do.

LI

'Phe typo of consultatien inset likely to be productive concoers factual and roadily quantifLied
questionu, such as conditions of servico, remuneration, aspects of the physical worinL7 onvir'onrunt, and
Another productive formn of consultation can
the implsmnitation of national regultre.ono about workplaces.
be the formation of a team or working; party with mnmanaemont and controller roprosenaLtivoe,
and witni
other representation such as teohrical stalffs also w;here they are relevant, tasked with a specific funcin the convversion of a broad plan
This approach ean work well au oner stalg
tion for a known timoucalc.
ivorysono who participates can
for a no-i air traffic control facility into a detailed spec; icsaLion.
Hiewovar, it invclvca much
learn a great deal from such an experience, including, increased tolerance.
painstaking, effort, a willingness to compromise, and the ability to put before any sectional interest
The meMborls of auuh
the common objective of a. g.ood and effio•.nt air týraffic control cyctem as a wholo.
a collaborative -team have to he c.l•mcn with care and may need uomo special training- since not everyone
Thist kind of function
is able to undorstand snd lb low the processos by which a systecn is specifiPd.
has the advanta,oe of a clecr end product wihich muet be agreedoand inideretod by all teas members ;;he many
The town, is utrei-c'.thornod by this collective responsibility,
bo aaskea to J~u:,iiiY and defend it to olhorn.
and by evid•nce ot' tarfgiblo progTrecss in the forms

f partial. or tentative draft upeciJ

icationo.

e.i"frective eone;ultation `-etween m.vLascmoent and controllers cseine meot difficult to achieve when the
In topic;; Ouch as
nd product is more vag;ue, ald recoutrse har; to be mtade to )pinion rather than fact.
moralet job statisfaction and attitudes to cemputir asseitanco, it is difficult to recolnireo when all that
Hopes o1
can be achieved by consultation hap in fact been achieved, often because it ncoms so little.
Tangtible findings and actions as a result of consulmajor bonofito can be radued, on.y to be dashed.
C-nsultation on
hack _)f progroess cat be attributed ovor-readilV to wi Ifulneas.
+ation meg be elusive.
such topics, which shiould in theory be highly productive, runs the risk of entronohJn,,g misunderUetnUdanps,
and the participanti: 'should be forewarned net to expect too much.
elost attempts to employ consultation
to examine attitudes, job satisfaction and allied notions in air traffic control have not boon as
althouWh it is probably worth pemristinm7 with them, ceonultation ri:ry not be tire
successful as expected;
It may bo better to tackle such problems on a research or a censultancy basiu
most fruitful approach,
ucini: speci riaJbrta o.w- can be seen by both eides to be independent.
In

princj

tilo,

the more conmiultati on the botter between manageoment murd controllers.

It

is

howerover,

essential that ýocir consultation is baced on a roalistic appraisal of what is both possible end practical,
factoro such as
amd doeii not p•nirums that mul'thing sind everything is noFotiisble and can be changed.
cost, qui pmont reliability and availab'ility, ant timounalec moan that the ideal, oven it can ie spocifiod
anld af;rrod, is Often iziattainable, a•nd cons~ultation should riot be used by either side nts a deleting

tactic.
Where regular consultation does not already exist, it is advisable to start with quantifiable
straightforward issues where useful umambiguous agreements can be reached and implemented.
The basis of
goodwill and trust established in this way can be a real asset when consultation is extended to more
difficult issues. The extent of this basis of mutual rogard should guide the pace at w:ioh the process
of consultation is expanded.
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THE NEEA OF
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The cornucopianestudies, theories and prognostications about the needs of man at work have produced
abundant blossoms, all shallow rooted and apt to spread uncontrollably until hedged about. The very
concept of "needs" has acquired diverse connotations because it features prominently in some theories
and not at all in otheru.
Many a notion one been propounded in such detai 1 that a whole textbook has
been devoted to its ramifications.
Eivery theory has boon based on selected evidence, and none has yet
gained universal acceptance or seems about to do so.
b,;ach theory has some supporting evidence end also
some refuting evidence which oven its most ardent advocates find difficult to reconcile with it if they
make the attempt.
19indingo about the needa uf man at work have boon genoralised too often and too far.
The u•derlying assumption, that all those at work share common needs which the work must fulfil, looks
facile.
Some needs appear to depend more on characteristics of the individual person or group, or on
the nature and conditions of the work itself, than on any universal want, and others could be satisfied
outside the work environment as well as within it.
Unfortunately, many postulated needs, taught as
dogma, have led to practical attempta to satisfl
them in contexts whore they do not apply.
The results
have therefore boen disappointing.
Studios of human needs at work have seldom addressed air traffic control specifically.
This conveys
an advantage because their findings can be looked at afresh from the point of view of the characteristics
of controllers, of their tasks, of their work environment, end of their conditions of employment.
When
these needs are examined from the point of view of air traffic control, a list can be compi led of the
identifiable hbusse needs at work that seem most relevant to air traffic control and most probably
applicable to it.
This list is given below, untra,,snelled by theoretical conetraintsl
(i)

There should be work to do,
of enforced idlenacos.

(2)

Ths work should require come skills, particularly higher order skills whiih can continue to
develop and be refined and improved for a very long time.

(3)

The work may involve conciderable routine, but should not be exclusively routine, and at least
a subutaeLital minority of the work should require skills, some of which should be cognitive
ski I Is.

4)

prefer.ably in a maintained flow and ospocially without long periods

The work should be designed so that it is possible to learn it,
to recognUise when it h111ebee
learned eucosuufully, and to have uome inuight into the learning process while it is taking
Place .

(5)

The work must offer opportunitioe; to exercisu the skills that have boon learned, end
occasions when thLo- skills can be rehearsed to demonstrate that they have boon maintained.

(6)

The exercise of skille should not morely be to ounfire to tih individual that lie still
possesses
them, but the work should be organisod so that there aire opportunities for the individual
during the natural course of his work to make his skills apparent to others, and especially to
his 'imnodiate colleagues.

()

SKills should be qiute complex, and improve task performance discernably whenever they are
exercised, to the extent that the generul proficiency of an individual at his job can be
gauged fr-om his skilled performanice,

(U)

3orne aepects of the

isA)

or some tasks, not necessarily those which occur very froquently,

should rpreosent a challenge to the individual, even when lie is fully skilled, but thin should
be a ohallsnge which he can meet suoccssfully bly the application of his specialised skillo and
knowlodge in extended and non--routine ways.
(9)

lb respond to challenges and to perform tasks efficiently at all times, it

should be necessavy

for the individual, even when employing .1.cilll,
to hay" to make a considerable effort from tim.
to Lime and to give his whole attention to the work, so that he cannot learn to d," every
facot of his work satisfactorily without trying hard.
(10)

The work should bo of intriinsic Interest to the individual doing it
an snihusiiasi for it and takes pride in it.

(11)

Au far au possible,

the work should be desigoned so that the man is

looks forward to w,,rk rather than dreads it,

so that to some extent ho is
highly motivated to do it,

and is willing to trIy to do it

well at all times.

(12)

Althowih come tasks ray inevitably become repetitive, routine and tedious, their level of
difficulty, the challenge they presont, the effort they require, and the consequent typical
levels of -activity of the individual while performing them should be sufficient to ensure that
boredom, if it occurs, is transient and never a permanent feature of the work.

(13)

ihsr task demands should ideally keel) the rrre busy but not over stretched, with some control
over his own worKload, and without exceeding his capabi lities when ho is working as hard as he
can and usingr his skills to the full, and the peak s•e of his capabilitios, though it should
occur uoccaionally, should not become a regular, unavoidable, and sustained feature of his
work.

IJ
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(14)

Task demands should never be so excessive as to make the man desperate or panicky, and should
not induce any prolonged or semi-permanent anxiety, though some transient and mild anxiety
may not be harmful or unsafe as long as its cause ean be overcome by the exercise of
appropriate skills.

(15)

Sources of indve stress should be avoided wheorover possible, especially ambigusus situations
in which it is not clear what the correct action is or what options are available, and
observed symptoms of stress should occur only rarely under exceptional circumstances where
they are a normal rather than an abnormal reaction to the task.

(16)

The man needs to know from the work itself
that he is doing it well, and therefore it should be
designed to show the implementation of his instructions, the effects of his actions, and his
positive achievements.

(17)

The man needs to believe that his job has value and is worth doing, and he therefore should
have some indication of the place of his job within the whole system, the ways in which his

(18)

roles and actions interact with those of others, and the circumstances where his own
successful contribution had a crucial significanoe.
The manis knowledge of the outcome of his actions, whether it comes from the system, from his
own task performance and its own effects, or from other people, should be clear and
utambiguous, either in the form of praise or blame, and should refer specifically to events
and actions and not take the form of any general or apparently arbitrary praise or condemnation.

(19)

Some work, or its products, should be sufficiently public to afford the man an incidental
opportunity to assess the competence of his colleagues and to allow them to assess his
competence.

(20)

There should be sufficient direct evidence to the man about his level of achievement during
and after the performance of his tasks for him to develop self-esteem in the knowledge that
the job is within his capabilities and is important.

(21)

When the man works not in isolation but as a member of a teas
1 the tasks should be designed so
that each team member hba a distinct and worthwhile contribution, though not necessarily e independent contribution, to make; each individual assigned to the team should be capable of
fxnctionir.g effectively as a team member, end the criteria that must be met in order to be
accepted as a full member of the teamn
should be clear.

(22)

A funotioning team develops its own norms and standards of performance, expectations, group
attitudes, and group solidarity, and team tasks should encourage, by their allocation of
roles and responsibilities, the full participation of every team member in these group
activities which consolidate his acceptance and acceptability as a member of the team and
help him to identify with it.

(23)

If possible there should be some flexibility in tha amount of social contact which the work
entails, so that individuals with strong needs ibr iudependence or with strong needs for
group membership and conformity can still
be accommodated successfully within a functioning
team.

(24) Jobs should not be designed so that any- individual can become wholly isolated.
(25) It should be eas3 for supervisors and management to notice and praise individuals or teams,
and to point out clearly why they have been singled out for favourable comment:
it should
be oqually easy, if the need for unfavourable comment arises, to make it clear whom such
comment is direotad at, so that it iu not inadvertently extended to those to whom it does not
.'

apply.
(26)

Tasks should be sufficiently open to others and particularly to colleagues who are knowledgeable about them, to facilitate rather than impede the develop.ment of professional ncrms and
standards, to allow everyone to form a view of the standards of performance that are a
tolerable minimum, those that represent the normal, and those to which they should empire as
being high but attainable: the individual needs to be able to place his own performance in
this context from time to time.

(27)

The man needs to believe that he can have some influence over decisions which affect his work
directly, particularly those concerned with new aida,
new roles, new tasks, and changes in
status and responsibi lities: he therefore tends to resent any changes made without consulting
him, no matter what their other merits, and to welcome ary opportwai os to put forward his
own point of view, on the understanding that it will be taken eerie, sly and if practicable
have some influence.

(28)

The man needs to have some evidence from his job, its perforsence, his working conditions and
his managoment about his prospects and career, particularly to help him to form realistic
asep.rations.

(29)

The man needs reassuranuce, and if possible evidence, that no aspect of his work environment,
the equipment in it, his activities, or his tasks can be harmful to him or impair his health
or well-being in ayr way.

The above identifiable needs are not of equal importance.
From the point of view of most controllore, none is triviel.
1.rom the point of view of the safety and efficiency of the air traffic control
system, none is of uver-riding uignific:anco.
Those needs are intended to indicate desira•ble
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attributes of the tasks and working conditions of controllers which can be influcnced directly or
indirectly by decisions on the planning, design and implementation of systems, tasks or conditiono; of
employment.
The list of needs may also help to furnish explanations of puzzling difficulties, arzi ray
point to possible ways of resolving them. The importance accorded to the needs of men at work is partly,
a matter of policy and judg-ent, panly an outcome of' the style of' management and the extent to which
needs have already been recogni.sed and allowed for, and partly the result of factors outside air traffic
Porcontrol such as the effects of' levels of" unemployment on the propensity of controllers to resign.
haps in air traffic control as a whole, the importance of trying to satisfy human needs in the work
environment has been underestimated, but this does not mnean that air traffic control should emulate
other contexts where the impurtance of satisflyng huromn needs and aspirations has been overstated.
13d

CAJEER STRIUCIl'URE

if there is a policy to fill
manegement posts from the ranks of controllers or to retrain controllers for technical jobs or as computer programmers, then the controller may have more than one career
outlet and hii career structure nay depend partly on special skills and abilities. Otherwise the
career of the air traffic controller is characterised by quite rapid progress, by tralning, experience
andcourses, to a career grade, beyond which relatively few controllers can expect to progrees because
higher posts are so few that opportunities for promotion are rare. lEven if controllers can fill
managerial, technical or programming jobs, their career prospects may still
hs restricted because these
posts
h
r not numerous compared with
a l he umber of controllers eligible for them. Progress in the Vorl
of higher senooritn
on moving to w larger ain traffic control
ler
it mae be an integral part of the
controllers, career structure which is unattractive to them if they believe that the rewards arm rot
commensurate with the upheaval.
A problem can arise if the predictive value of selection and training assessments for subsequent
career advancement is low.
Although
this lack of predictive value may be well known to management, it
l
may not be
to individual control srs.
Those placed near the top of their course on completion of
training may therefore form career aspirations then that are unrealistic. lventually the mismatch
between these aspirations and subsequent achievements may lead to disillusionment and bitterness.
It is
important for controllers to be reconciled to their actual career opportunities, in much the same way
as they must accept shift work and, ill some countries, regular movements to different air traffic control facilities, as aspects of their job. This is a more productive attitude than constant battling
against conditions that cannot be changed much. It is not quite true that the ambitious man should not
become an air traffic controller, but it is not advisable to become an air traffic controller in order
to realise ambitions for career advancement.
The limited opportunities for career advancement make it
all the more important to try and satisfy the needs of man, particularly for self-esteem, motivation
and aspirations,
by the air traffic control job itself and the conditions under which it is done, since
these needs are unlikely to be satisfied by the career structure. This limited career structure is very
common in air traffic control throughout lbe world, and the prospects for offering enhanced promotion
prospects or career development are not encouraging. The situation may however be markedly different
in milstary air traffic control, where career prospects are better, and the career structure is more
apparent. Advancement there howevar may depend primari ly on individual attributes, "officer qualities",
and be littls
related to abi lity as an air traffic controller.
If most controllers find air traffic control itself so satisfying that they do not wish to leave
it, even for ais adanriesrative job within air traffic control, this
simplify
ien
the problems of
builaing a realidtic career structure for the remainder whose alibitions
lie elsewhere.
Perhaps better
guidance could be given on the attributes sought in career advanceoent, other than"
rince and
seniority.
The predictive value of success as a controller for subsequent success as an administrator
should be established, as it could be helpful as a guide to suggest how closely careers in air traffic
control or in its admnnistration and management should be integrated.
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WORK-REST CYCLES

Working hours are studied in air traffic control because of their actual or potential effects on
safety or efficiency or on the well-being of controllers.
Many studies, originally conducted in an
impartial spirit of scientific enquiry, have been re-interpreted to bolster arguments for or against
existing or propofsed iosters, watches, duty hours, rest intervals, sleep pattaerns, or payments for
overtime or work at unsocial hours.
Evidence about working hours can readjlV be distorted if' it is not
considered as a whole but the convenient bits of it are singled out while the inconvenient romainder is
ignored.
Work-rest cycles and rosters are an emotive topic in air traffic control. The human factors
specialist is not often asked for an impartial assessment of all the relevant evidence, but for any
available oaretully selected findings that could possibly support a stance that is proving difficult
to defend.
Although he may look askance at such requests from any source, since they are difficult to
reconcile with his impartiality, even-handedness, and scientific integrity that must be preserved at
all costs if his own role is not to be oeopardised. nevertheless in practice such requests are not as
embarrassing as they could be.
The reason is simple.
Despite many laboratory findings on the potentially adverse effects of major disruptions of circadian rhythms, of long hours of continuous work, or
of inadequate sleep, in real life tasks these effects are generally noticeable by their absence.
The
evidence is overwhelming that working hours, unless they are in some respects extreme, do not have
major effects on air traffic control or on controllers.
Many iactore may be highly relevant in determining what the working hours ought to be, but efficiency, safety, and well-being are not among the most important.
At first sight this seems odd, even
perverse.
There are three fundamental straightforward reasons to explain it.
One is human adaptability,
i.pressive in many circumstances but especially so in relation to work-rest cycles where they are a
normal and familiar aspect of a demanding job that is liked. A secona reason is that air traffic
control, consisting mainly of cognItive tacks with a high storage load, epitomises the type of job most
resistant to disturbance by erratic work-rest cycles.
The third reason is that if work-rest cycles

Siii

do become so extreme as to begin to affect performaunce it io peripheral and incidental unmeasired
aspects
of it that
are most
likely to be
influenced,
rather than
the than
more princple,
readi*ly measurable
oscential
of the work.
A further
explanation,
a matter
of expediency
rather
in thaut the
loni;oet core
periods of' continuous work in air traffic control are generally associated with the times of" lightest
traffic demand.
W.ale proposals to alter working hours, shifts or rosters are discussed, hzroan factors evidence cannot
normally be used conclusively, either to support the proposals, or to defend existing arrangements. It
is usually neutral. Unless a very major change is contemplated, controllers will almost certainly be
able to adapt to the new hours and rosters as well as they did to the old. Consequently, changes in
efficiency, safety or well-being, either for good or ill, are equally improbable as a result of chan(es
Of course, acceptability is another matter. salient
in werk-rest cycles unless these become extreme.
considerations in determining acccptability are the number of whole days off work that a revised rostering would provide as compared with the existing number, the extent to which controllers can plan ahead
knowing when they will or will not be at work, end changed differentials between the hours of work or
work-rest cycles of controllers and those of other groups with whom controllers have traditionally/
enjoyed parity or a clearly defined fixed comparative relationship. Changes in rostering which convey
advantages in any of these terms may be favoured as strongly as other chanies which convey disadvantaiges
in these terms would be resisted.

'
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describe
Reviews of air traffic control practices in regard to working hours and work-rest cycles
conditions in various countries, and ulsually claim that total hours or maximum periods of continuous
direct
support
of'
these
claims.
generally
fati1
to
append
data
in
should
both
be
rediuced.
Theyt
work
is not usually possible to separate work-rest cycles from other variables such as traffic desmands, in it

In some countries,
order to assess their respective effects on the controller and on his proficiency.
not within NATO, controllers can be required to work for very long hours without a break in conditions
that seem harsh. Very diverse air traffic control working hours and work-rest cycles prevail in different parts ,f the world, ostensibly without serious consequences for the controllers themselves or 'or
the efficiency and safety of air traffic control. In general, scientific evidence on this point is not
strong enough to draw sound conclusions.
Within the NATO countries, the typical working week for controllers is about 40 hours or loso
s, d
the maximum shift lengthwhich usually falls during the night, is typically of the order of 10 1
, a
figure to be interpreted with caution since it may refer to time at the workplace and resting b,
available for duty, rather than time actually on duty. Also within these countries, the maximum ti!nxe
on
duty controlling heavy traffic without say short rest break is often about two hours, although thins
time may be extended when traffic is light. Considerable departures from these typical figures of 40
hours, 10 hours and 2 hours, can and do take place without incurring measurable effects on performance,
safety or well-being, either in the form of improvements or decrements.
The duration of a short rest
break is often a statutory matter, although in human factors terms it would be better to settle it
empirically. It should allow adequate time to visit a toilet, obtain a hot drink and spend a few
minutes in relaxed surroundings other than the workspace.
The time allowed should logically depend
partly therefore, on how long it takes to walk from the workspace to the rest facilities and back.
National practices vary in regard to the maximum duration of continuous shifts. Evidence of performance decrements associated with longer continuous shifts does not exist in a form which could give
useful, general, practical guidelines on the optimum timing of rest intervals. Perhaps there are no
performance decrements to be discovered; perhaps no existing measures are sensitive enough to show those
present;

[
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perhaps potential decrements are counteracted by other factors such as light traffic.

Some

findings, which purported to show decrements after shifts of about seven hours or more, have not been
consistently supported. Any decrements must be subtle, and relatively unimportant or localised, or they
would have become apparent by now by appearing consistently. This conclusion is supported by other
evidence, for example on safety. Reports of incidents and accidents are not closely related to work-rest
cycles, duration of watches, rostering or total hours worked.
Obviously the mathematical probability
of an incident or accident rises with the number of airborne aircraft and with the density of the
aircraft traffic, but light traffic loading does not bring immunity from air traffic control safety
hazards.
The only slight relevant tendency which may be discerned in this context - and it is slight is that rather more incidents may occur soon after a watch change, out the remedy for this, if there
is one, does not lie in tinkering with shifts and work-rest cycles but with methods andtiming of the
hendlover of air traffic control responsibilities, with full briefing of incoming controllers and with
the use by ihb incoming controller of the most efficient means for building his picture of the traffic
Fbr a long time, the emphasis on circadian rhythms, and the laboratory experiments on the effects of
disrupting them, suggested that the most important consequences of this disruption were on sleep. This
finding was verified in industry where it was established that for simple routine repetitive tasks the
kind of work-rest cycles typified by air traffic control were indeed more disruptive than a regular
daily pattern, and the typical recommendation for industzy was therefore to work several nights in
succession. Only relatively reoently have properly controlled experiments been conducted to check that
this finding, on which recommendations were at one time made, was valid for cognitive higher level tasks
with strong reliance on memory, the category to which air traffic control tasks belong. When tested the
finding did not remain valid for these higher level tasks. Those who perform such tasks adjusted most
quickly to shift changes; their performance is relatively unaffected by shift changes and by sleep
patterns; and the kind of rapidly rotating shifts and associated sleep patterns
typical of air traffic
1
.
control is probably the most safe, the most efficient, and the most healty
Limited confirmaition of these tentative findings, and of the relative unimportance for air traffic
control of work-rest cycles and the resultant sleep patterns, came from the study of the effects of two
shift rotation patterns on reported sleep among controllers. Although the differences between the workrest cycles in the two patterns were gross, the effects on sleep, or on anything else, were negligible 14 4 , even allowing for the notorious fallibility of subjective reports of amounts of sleep. A study
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of stress also found that work-rest cycles did not appear to have any significant effects on stress in
1 45
air traffic control either
.
A few further tentative indications seem worth mentioning.
individuals who are accustomed to shift
work and to irregular work-rost cycles develop very successful long term adaptation to these conditions
and seem none the worse for them, although there remain large differences between individuals in their
ability to counteract drowsiness or to sleep in unusual placas at unusual times.
The temporary loss of
sleep entailed by certain work-rest cycles does not seem to impair proficiency in the performance of
tasks such as air traffic control.
Noro likely to be affeoted are certain peripheral aspects of the
work.
The individual. say tend to become more absentminded, more careless, more clumsy and more irritable
after serious sleep leprivation.
Whereas his ability to perform his tasks is not Impaired, his motivation
to do so is gradually reduced.
Job rotation jm help to sustain motivation in this context.

k'

A main determinant of
A main factor in determining work-rest cycles is their acceptvbility.
acceptability is the number and grouping of complete days off work.
Controllers Rky tolerate, and oven
welcome, quite arduous work-rest cycles which increase the number of whole days off.
Their competence
and state of alertness are influenced more by their tasks, traffic demands, the precence sad proximity
of colleagues, and involvement in teamwork, than by work-rest cycles.
Motivation, moralse, traditional practicek, professional norms and standards, agreements with colleagues, and constraints on family life, are further determinants of the acceptability of work-rest
cycles.
The curtailment of unsocial hours, though apparently beneficial, may be viewed ambivalently
or encounter resistance if it entails financial loss, particularly if therm is a substantial discrepancy
between nominal and actual hours that have to be worked during the night.
With regard to work-rest
cycles, total hours worked, and time off, there may not onl]y be incompatibilities between the ideal
roster frow the management point of view and the ideal from tihe point of view of the controllers'
official representatives in negotiations, but also incompatibilities between the latter and the true wishes
of individual controllers, who may not fully agree among themselves what the best work-rest cycles
for them would be.

'I-
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OCCUPATIaIAL

II.ALT11

at
The individual members of any profession may be expected to incur their normal share of illnesses and
ailmentsr ulss
special factors intervene.
Some symptoms maý be caused or agg.ravated by the nature of
the work or the conditions under which it has to be done.
Some may be rare in a particular profesnion
where individuals have to pass a medical examination to gain entry to it, and certain medical conditions
preclude acceptance. Some may be rare because an early diagnosis durinp annual medical examinations
early treatment, or because some tcrm of preventative medicine is introduced as a condition of
"employment.

"brings

Blecause some wouli-be controllers are rejected on medical grounds during the initial
selection
it might be expected that controllers as a whole would be slightly more healthy than the
general population from which they are drawn.
because a fow conditions, such as alcoholism and obesity,
are actively discouraged in controllers, to the extent that a persistently alcoholei
or obese controller
-ayi lose his licence, controllers might be expected to remain slightly ahead of the population as a
whole in their average general health.

"procedure,

Other factors may counteract this tendency.
To the extent that controllers have to work erratic
hours, this might be expected to impair health slightly on averoge if there is any evidence that shift
work does so. Controllers have a sedentary occupation, and may therefore have to be exhorted to take
sufficient exercise.
They may have unusual meal times, -andthese, coupled with souroos of stress at
work,
may lead to stomach upsets or more permanent symptoms such as ,-asiric ulcers. The stress may be
associated with hypertension.
A strong impression of' air traffic control as a stressful occupation has
gained grorund, and been the subject of' conferences and roeearch in several countries.
Controllers may
feel anxious and worry about their reoponsibi lition and the took demrands: these worries may porsist
when they are off duty, porhaps to be alleviated by a stiff
drink or a mild sedative.
The controller
adapts to thece palliatives, and the drna,
has to be stiffer and the sedative less mild to maintain its
11vontuallv a mild stimulant may be needed to counter tile sedative before
apparently beneficial effects.
the controller ,osc on -watch. lIe is then cawdht in a cycle that it is difficult to break out of.
lie
is aware of this and his worries about it are added to his orilginal anxieties said aggmraate the problem.
These, or the original worries, may trigger further psychiatric or psychor-nnatic symptoms.
lie may work
in conditions whore the physri•al environment - especially temperature, hunidity, and air flow - is
designed to stut equipment as well as be tolerable to his,
lie may find that he hao a dry sore thioat,
headaches, achning eyes, and treneral malaise.
:iose )f the information on his displays may 0eem difficult to see.
lie may need a specially proscribed Usual correction tailored to his workopace.
lie may
attribute the need for opectacles or lenses to deficiencies in the design of' his displays or w~rkopaoo,
to excessive demands that his taorts make on him, or to unfavourable physical environmental characteristica, rather than to other more probable causes such as his ag.o.
There are therefore many factors related to the controlle: 's woik and woritinfg conditions which could
influence his health: a few of them are apparently in his favour but most of them seem not to be.
Many
of these factors ar• ases)ciated with modern ways of life rather than spedn fically with air traffic control.
If they present problems, the soluti one may not therefore be within the province of air traffic
control.
Some problems may resolve themselves.
lbr example those who 'nuld su!ffer moet t'rom stress or
anxiety might find the responsibilities of air traffic control intolerable us a permanent feature of'
their work and leave soon after completion of their trai.ning if not before.
In ruality, two facts stand out regarding the health of air traffic controllers.
One is that in
some countries they do seem to have some particular health problems but in manrv countries they are about
as healthy as the general population.
'The other is that if aiLr traffic controllers as a group do have
particular health problems these are not the same in all countries, nugeostingr that it may not nimply bU
which causes occupational health problems aimong controllers, but other
air traffic control itself

factors such as the physical work conditions, selection and training methods and procedures,
and aids provided to controllers, or management styles.

equipment

some incipient occupational health problems can be traced to the workspace design, and remedies for
These problems recede as technological advances remove
them must be sought in redesigned workepaces.
Examples
some of the constraints which caused them, and alluw greater flexibility in future designs.
The former often originated from the requirements for
of them are r.ey postural and visual problems.
the controller to sit awkwardly alongside a horizontal display and to lean sideways over it or twist
round it to see other displays or to annlotate flight strips on a large flight strip board. The latter
problems could arise from frequent cross referencing between a vertical or horizontal individual or teami
display and a general wall-mounted display, particularly if there were gross differences in luminous
flux so that each change cf view was accompanied by a different focal distance and a different pupil
size.
Many
Roemedies for p-,stural and visual problems cannot always be found in the work environment.
A radar
postural and visual problems can be aggravated by another factor that cannot be contrvlled,
controller in particular can spend his working hours -azing at a cathode ray tube display and then go
At work, an attempt,
home and spend his leisure hours gazing at another cathode ray tube display.
generally suocessful, can be made to optimise his visual and postural environment according to human
T1he exten" to which the
factors evidence, bit no such attempt can be made with his home environment.
If a controller brings into
two can interact is not known but there must certainly be some interaction.
his work environment his visual and postural problens which have originated at his home, no solution
As
to them can be obtained by ohanging his work environment, no matter how far it can be optimised.
long as the possible extent of such an interaction remains unknown, a great deal of effort could be
expended to no purpose in trying to solve a wrongly identified problem.
1

A major study in the United States on health changes among controllers 37 concluded that hypertension was the communeut chronic ilanees among controllers, with an incidence much above that in a
matched population. This finding confirr.ed previous United states studies, but is net typical of
controllers in other countries. Nor are the other findings of a relatively high incidence of
respiratory infectionot viral disorders and gastrointestinal syndromes universi.1 among controllers.
Psychiatric problems, though not particularly prevalent, did tend to be associated with subsequent
(he concuslnion was that the probability of health change was influenced much
medical disqualification.
more by the controller's attitudes to his work and by the context in which the work was done, than by
the work itself. Tiie development of more favourable attitudes by controllers to air traffic control as
workspace and equipment, might load to improved health rather than to
a whole and to their 1 tasks,
6
improved perforimsnce 4 .
1
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RPETI RE.MNT

Whers
National policies vary.
There is no standard retirement age for all air craffic controllers.
controllers are considered to be government employeer, They normally have the same retirement age ao
Oome countries do not have a fixed age of retirement but it varies either
other government employees.
according to a fixed number of years' service as a controller, or by fixing only a minimum or a maximum
age for retirement and allowing some flexibility above or below this fixed We. It is essential everywhere to allow for earlier rotirement of individuals on medical grounds intluding "burn out", which can
have a relatively sudden onset, can occur conaiderably before normal retirement, and be difficult or
impossible to predict in individnals far in advancel3l.
Dlpoctatiose
Retirement can be a traumatic event for many people, both longed for and d~eadcd.
about it may become unrealistic, with a sharp division between the true and expressed wishes and intenFbr controllers, two extra considerations can
tions of the individual as hin retirennent date looms.
(te is that if a controller has identified himself wholly and
render it particularly traumatic.
exclusively w th his profession, he may find it difficult or impossible to sake a oloan break from it or
to accept thit his days as a controller have gone for ever. Members of other professions have to face
thin problem too, but f11r many of them, for example in the medical profession, there is the consolation
of some possible further part-time or occasional professional work after retirement, a prospect which
The other additional factor whilh affects controllers originates
few controllers can realistically expect.
partly in their shift work: controllors often base their social life as well as their working life
upon their fellow controllers who are the people off duty when they are. Upon retirement, a controllor
If his social
may therefore lose not only his working life but much of his social life at the same time.
life is maintiined, it msay emphasis the loneliness of retirement since the conversations of his colleagues
active controllers dwell on current events in air traffic control of which he is no longer
who are still
Such circumstances prolong a difficult adjustment which must be faced eventualJy, •nd -!ke its
a part.
inevitability more painful.
Unere early retirement,

between the ages of between 50 and 55, has been achieved, as it

has in some

countries, this is not always a boon to the individual who feels far too young and fit to retire, and who
The hard-won early retirement that
cannot believe that there is no further useful work that lie can do.
his representatives have argued so hiard to achieve can turn bitter when it comes, particularly if on
retirement the man is determined to find another job but learns that at times o high unemployment there
person who has retired in his 50s but whose skills as a controller do not
are no suitab.le jobs for a fit
lRetirement plans laid on the assumption that further work
him for other skilled jobs.
transfer to or fit
will be offered can be unrealistic now, even where they might have boon much more reasonable a few years
ago.
Evidence cannot be deduced from the efficiency and safety of air traffic control task performesce to
Such evidence would imerely indicate that the retirement
suggest an optimum retirement age for controller-s.
age should not be the same for all. The strongest argumonts to support eary compulsory retirement for
controllers are probably those from social policies for the maintenance of high employment levels by
or less efficient are much weaker:
controllers are lessAn safe
older
thatthey
Tho arguments
providing
older uvnLIVller ,IWWfikid groatoe
riwy have some force.
however,
ciroumotanoes
in certain jobs.
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difficalty than a younger one in readjusting to shift work if he has been away from it for some time.
The older controller may also experience greater difficulties in adapting successfully to major changes
in equipment or prooeduree.
The older controller :ay need a lass demanding job because he lacks the
stamina and ability to maintain the concentration that he once took for granted.
None of these generalisations applies in every case: they are arguments, but not compelling arguments, in favour of early
retirement for everyone.
It is more on humanitarian grounds than for the direct benefit of air traffic control as such that
more positive steps may nsard to be taken to prepare controllers for their retirement.
If their final
posting can be to a region in which they wish to retire, this can facilitate the transition for soms, but
the practical opportunities for exercising this option are limited now and must remain so.
If a controller's only real interest is air traffic control, he must be weaned from it before he retires and
encouraged to develop other interests.
If his social life is built exclusively on air traffic control, he
should he encouraged to broaden that too, in the interests of his own future welfam and health.
lie must
develop realistic expectations about the benefits and problems that retirement uill bring.
He must be
for the transition, discouraged from trz'ing to extend it when his hupes of doing so are unlikely
to be fulfilled, and deterred from making future financial commitments based on unrealistic expectations
of further employment. Many former controllers now look on their retirement almoci in terms of a golden
age.
more could do so with appropriate practical guidance.
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INFLUFNCES Mi THE INDIVIDUAL CONTROLLER
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EXPERIENCE

E&xperience is related in two distinct iayo to the performance of air traffic control tasks.
One
concerns selection, and has already been mcetioned.
Evidence has steadily accumulated notably from a
series of' studios by Cobb and his colleague4 sum•narized in a recent historical rcview15, that previous
aviation experionce which would be expected to be advantageous for a controller in fact is not, and
The single exception is direct
therefore should not be a feature of' selection procedures for controllers.
previous practical experience as an air traffic controller. In this context, experience is inevitably
confounded with age, but the irrelevance of previous aviation experience in the selection of air traffic
controllers still
holds true when ag differences have been allowed for. Thereforc, in controller selection, experience is not as important a factor as it might seem.
The other relationship of experience to var traffic control task performance concerns its effects
throughout the co•atrollerts career.
Once again, the factors of experience and ag•e are clouel~v reolated,
and care must be exercioed lest any findings caused by one are wrongly attributed to the other. Usually,
performance would be expected to improve with experience and to deteriorate with age.
One question
concerns the extent to which those two effects cancel because one compensates for the other.
The work
that has addressed this issue has not really resolved it, partly because it did not include the extremes
of age s•.d experience where effects, if they occur, would be expected to be most significant.
The most
thorough dincussion and study of the relationship between age and experience in air traffic control is
34
still
work dons some years ago1 .
Differences between controllers are generally much larger than the changes within a single controller
asuociated with his ago0 or experience.
A oontrollerts experience has some discernible effeots on his task
perfornanco, and perhaps, on averapg,
it does not quite compensate for the offects of ageing beyond the
age of about 40, but the effects of experience on competence are "enera-ly less on the average (though
not nocessarily in the case of evoap individual controller) than is often supposed.
This is an issue on
which many controllers hold strong beliefs,
The moot experienced controllers msy be disparati•ed as "past
it" or "over the hA ll" by the new generation of controllers.
However, the differences that do occur in
the performance of older controllers and that are ascribed to a reduction in their professional competa product of' their
once may sometimes at least be the result rather of' greater caution, itself'
expericon
aw
as of gradual personality changeu and changes in cognitive abilities. Most of the
research on experience as a factor in air traffic control performance has been conducted in the United
States.
The findings obtained might not hold true elsewhere, and should not be trated
as if t;,oy do
uwloes there is some evidence of independent verification.
The experienood controller bemcoan the brashneas, lack of experience, and absence of insight of the
less experienced controller. Thoee originally trained and practised in procedural control, witnout
modern aids in the form of radar and computer assistance, wore made more conscious of what they were
actuwlly doing, and have often retained an uanderetandinge of air traffic control in a frame of reference
which dates from their procedural experience.
Controllers. who have known nothing but radar-based air
traffic control systems, or even those with sophisticated automated aids, may need to know lose about
basic principles of air traffic control, may have poorer ability to revert to manual control in the event
of' system failure, but may nevertheless be better placed to accept and make use of technological advances.
The human factors
*

ipecialist as familiar enough with the fallibility eund selectivity of -wnmar
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to realise that the good old days of air traffic control were never quite as good as they now seem in
retrospect.
Cameraderie among controllers cannot be sustained in the same forms in the midst f' hkighly
sophi•ticated technical aids and complex man-maohino relationships, but this means that it Isý•: changed
rather than vanished.
Inevitably the experienced man, wh]io sees that some of his less experienced colleagues do not poosses some of the skills that he has but fails to accept that they are not needed any
more, can view come of these colleaguoes actions with a jaundiced eye; and the converse canl be true when
the very experienced moan clings to outmoded habits.
The factor of experience can thus engender misawderstandings among controllers.
Some highly experienced controllers believe that lass experienced ones are given reopaisibilitier.
beleoro they are full• fitted for them.
Uome controllers believe that thosewith most experience are
individual cases there is substance in these contentions, particularly in the latter one, more detached
evidence nw-eets that the importance of neither issue is sufficient to jus'tiij the emotions it generates,
because on the whole the factor of experience in air traffic control has only minor relevance to air
Lraffic control safety and efficiency.
Where its effects are strong they are likely to be confined to
relatively few people, and are therefore best resolved on an individual rather tlhan a general basis.
Experience maV be an advantage only as long as there are no major system changes.
If major changes
are introduced, and they are sufficient to discount experience because they render familiar tasks and
procedures unnecessary, inappropriate or impossible, the experienced controller may be at a disadvantage
since he must not only learn new ways, a process that itself
is made more difficult when his experience
runs contrary to them, but must also break familiar habits and try to forget what has become so fami lar
that it i! liable to be done without thinking but muet now not be done at all. Herein lies part of the
importance, when taoks are redesigned, of making the old wad new tasks as compatible as possible in
terms of the skills and experience needed for them.
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AGu;

The fCindings on the relevance of age to air traffic control selection are markedly different from
those on the relevance of" experience.
As evidence has accumulated that experience should not be an
important factor in air traffic control selection, so evidenceohas accrued on the importance of age,
The
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age criteria for selection have become more stringent and not less so.
the loes

likely he is

to complete his

The older a man is when selected,

training or to have a satisfactory subsequent

career as

a control-

ler. The performance of the older man at air traffic control tasks will probably be poorer and he will
be more likely to leave.
In these cost conscious times, the older recruit offers poorer prospects for
training than a youoger man who is equal in other respects.

By contrast, the effects of age on the controller's performance throughout his career are equivalent
in

aome respects to the effects of experience.

between experience and performance,

~burnout.

I.

is

small

The relationship between age and performance,
1Jough not totally
4

absent,

like that

according to a study which did

not incl•de the extremes of age or experienoe'J
Some individuals could continue to perform their tasks
Others
efficiently ar' safely with no lapse of standards right up to their retirement age and beyond.
evince quite marsed and irreversible deterioration, either in a very gradtol but progreslive form over
many years or in a more sudden and noticeable form over a hoirter period - the phenomenon known as

Most controllers are between these groupse, and show a deterioration which in relativelyv slight

with age, and can be countered by greater effort (leading to increased tiredness), by transfer to an air
traffic control facility with lcwer traffic demands, or by restructuring of team responsibilities so
that the man never has more to do than he iu known to be able to cope with.
A consequncoe of the combination of these trendo, with some controllers showing no decline and ethers a marked decline with age, is
that the spread of individual differences in proficiency among controllers is likely to increase with
their age.

Bumrout,

a concept for which there is no accepted definition in r - traffic control 1 35, refers to

aindividual who is no longer able to perform difficu)t air traffic uo.lhrol tasks that ho once did with
ease. it is particularly noticeable because it occurs most often in )najyiduals who have seemed
especially able, free from health problems, and marked out for promotion '.
Individuals affected by
burnout are aware of it in themselves and of their lack of resilienoe.
Explanations for the gradual decrement in the controller's ability to perform air traffic control
tasks as he gets older can be found in the psychological literature on ageing, and pa•ticularly in the
cumulative evidence on the effects of ageing on cognitive abilities.
Characteristio effects of ageing
include the followings

14c

(1)

Signals to denote that another event is pending tend to become distracting rather than alerting,
and the ability to ignore irrelevant information deteriorates.

(2)

The capacity to acquire new verbal information is

(3)

The ability to recall information immediately appears to be impaired,
storage oapabilities.

(4)

The rate at which information can be proesosed tenls to decrease with advancing age.

(5)

The ability to direct attention mid to share time efficiently between tasks m•y become alight],,
impaired.

(6)

The ability to adjust to, and compensate for, one's own limitations may be degraded.

('y)

The ability to attend continuously to a complex monitoring task declines with agoe47.

not sustained.
perhaps because of poorer

STRESS
50

Two decades of work on stress in air traffic control, and many papers about it (a recent review
cites 64 referencec), have produced remarkably little factual evidence, med in retrospect have accorded
to stress an unwarranted sigific'oance in air traffic control.
Many fundamental issues remain -nresolveds
ameon them are how to define stress, how to measure it, whether it is a cause o- an effect, and whether
it is a serious problem in air traffic control or not.
With regard to this last question, the common
pres•uption, made largely on intuitive and subjeoctive grounds five to ten years aro, that air traffic
control is manifestly a particularly stressful occupation, has gradually yielded under protest to the
9
mounting objective more scientific evidence to the contrary ? . The importance of stress as a problem in
If this text were to reflect faithfully the amount of work
air traffic control haz been exaggerated.
done on each topic by the space devoted to it, this section on stress would be among the longest in the
Since the intention ts to make the length of coverage more commensurate with the
whole volume.
importance of the subject mattor, this section on stresn should be quite short! The definition and Ut•dly
4
of stress is a live issue far beyond the bounds of air traffic controll 8.
The manifestations of stress may be expressed in terms of performance or behaviour, phyniological
or biochemical changes, individual attributes ouch as personality, or subjectivo feelings or impressions.
Stress can be affected by the nature of the tasks, their relationships to individual capabilities and
limitations, conditions of employment
•ndsocial climate. Stress in air traffic control may be attributed
to choose between the concepts
to workload, but this scarcely represents progress since there is little
of stress and workload as sources of muedlo and oonfusion.
Stress may also oritrnate outside work oad
interact with the job in complex ways.
A controller with serious marital or financial difficulties
may bring them to work where they interfere with his efficiency and thereby add the problem of poor task
performance to the difficulties he already has; or he may visibly relax at work in the knowledge that he
can put aside his other worries at least until the end of the shift.
Stress am an external cause or
origin (for examplotraffiodomands, eqmupment failures, learning to use new aids, noise, ostracism,
The effects may also be described as otreos, or nlternativel[y
bereavement) has effects on the individual.
as strain, distreso, or similar concepts.
The broadnoss of the concept of stress in air traffic control is illustrated by crump's 5(
clai
fi cation of relevant studieu under the main headings of physiological and biochemical measuremonts,
long term ofects on health, task performance and eubaective ratings as stress indices, and psychological.
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Findings from such a range of measures perhaps inevitably generate ambiguitieu
measurements of stress.
An attempt to develop a stress index based on biochemical measures offered
and mresolved anomalies.
encouraging results in methodological torms, but discouraging results in termo of findings und interpreSome of the findings may not reli.te to stress as suen but may reflect traffic demarda,
tations.
expressed either in terms of greater numbors of airc.aft or in terms of each aircraft making more demands
Many findings simply illustrate that air
because of' poor on-board equipment or a less experienced pilot.
Psychological studios,
traffic control work is not particularly associated with symptoms of stress.
including self-ratings on such factors as mood and anxiety, have often shown that the findings depend
considerably on the timing of the ratings in relation to tne work-rost cycle - not an unusual result,
Some personality studies of controllers in relation to stress
but an unwanted further complication.
factors have likewise produced complicated results which retard rather than advance progress: the
general finding that Type A 1gýfonality is more susoeptible to stress than Type B personality is
. The notion that boredom can lead to stress cannot be sustained unless
contradicted for controllers
1 4
there is also a requirement to remain constantly attentivo 9: this is a useful practical finding1 but
scarcely conducive to the furtherance of studies on stress.
The weight of medical evidence, which is not in full agreement in all countries is that stress-related symptoms are not among the main reasons for loss of licence among controllers, and that the
profession of air traffic control is not one in which etrome-related symptoms are particularly prevalent.
It could well be that those most likely to develop strese-related medical conditions realise early in
their careers that they could not tolerate the stress which air traffic control would engender for them,
Others may find that their symptons of stress are alleviated as they gain experience and
end leave.
It io possible that such considerations explain, in part at least,
confidence in air traffic control.
Perhaps
the absence of stress-related symptoms anong many controllers even when task demands are heavy.
other factors such as style of management and conditions of employment are as relevant to stress as the
Differoences between countries are significant enough to suggest that the incidence of
work itsel.
stress-related symptoms among air traffic controllers is not wholly a consequence of air traffic control
In the meantime, stress in air traffic control is not a general system problem but a problem
demands.
for individuals, and it should be considered as such in torms of solutions and treatment.
14d

BOREDOM
In

comparison with stress,

boredoý has been neglected in

psychological studies, though not to the

. There is therefore perhaps a better excuse for our lack of
extent that has. recently been claimed9
Mush of the evidence for the importance of boredom in air traffic control is not
knowledge about it.
Any job where there is a
the outcome of scientific findings, but arises from controllers' complaints.
requirement for continuous iranning throughout fluctuating task demands implies periods when the man
Reports of boredom seem to be assocfor him to do.
must occupy his workspace but there may be little
iated with these circumstances, and also with monitoring functions as such in which the job is to watch
A further relevant factor seems to be a
system functions rather than take an active part in them.
t work will be interesting and rewarding have led to
change in social attitudes: human expectations i
a reducted tolerance of jobs that are not, and there is a greater willinUL7ess to protest against dull
Some people appear to tolerate and even
jobs and against boredom, especially if it seems unnecessary.
The problem of boredom in air traffic control is
welcome boredom, but most try to avoid it.
apparently beocming more severe.
It does not denote a physiological state, a level of
The concept of boredom is a subjective one.
Purported findings about boredom that
performance, a type oi' task or a system design charnoterizstic.
Such
are expressed in such terms therefore require supporting evidence of their relevance to it.
evidence is difficult to obtain without the intrusion of plausible but unwarranted claims and assumptions. Because boredom is an individual subjective condition, a task that is boring to one man mav not
be to others. The interest aroused by any overt attempt to studgy boredom may be sufficient to relieve
Boredom may not be amenable to valid study by experimental methods.
it.
Although there is a marked absence of firm guidelines on the causes, consequences and cures of
boredom, some of the commonest preconceptions about it appear to be wrong, or sufficiently suspect not
Boredom is certainly not associated always with
to be suitable as an unchallenged basis for action.
its onset may indeed be more probable when tasks have been mastered and are
poor task performince:
consistently done well. There is no compelling evidence that boredom is related significantly to
safety. Boredom is not confined to simple tasks; almost any task may ultimately become boring, but
simple tasks may become more boring or become boring sooner. Boredom is not closely associated with
definable physiological states or with personality attributeav although a tendency towards impulsiveness
Boredom is not necessarily
may not be wholly irrelevant to it but sllghtly increase its probability,
There are probably no tasks
Boredom seems le-js prevalent diuringý learning.
equated with inactivity.
on the whole, it would seem that
that always bore everybody, and very few that have never bored anyone.
boredom originates in aspects of the work, but its effocts are on attitudes to oonditions of work more
It may influence attrition rates, absenteeism, recruitment, sickness rates,
than on the work itself.
and industrial unrest, or aggravate coaplaints about quite trivial aspects of the workspace or the
conditions of employment.
Questions for research that arise are whether any action
All these are tentative indications.
need be taken to alleviate boredom, what kinds of action might be successful, and what the reasons for
There are three kinds of
reducing boredom can be if its effects on safety and efficiency are marginal.
one is humanitarian, to treat people as well as possible; the second
reason for alleviating boredoas
is cost effective, to reduce attrition, staff turnover, unrest, and allied factors if that can be done;
the third is empirical, to discover if suppositions about boredom are correct or false - does
"maiginal" mean "negligible" in the context of the effects of boredom on safety, aid are there any
benefits for safety and efficiencqy of alleviating boredom? Perhaps there is a fourth kind of resas
to prevent the problem of boredom from becoming more severe until its consequences are better
understood.
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A provisional 1a.st of current trends in system design that may increase boredo:. would irolvde the
following:
(1) Increased passivity of human functions, with more monitoring and less direct participation.
(2)

The maintenance of alertness when this generally proves in retrospect to have been
nneocessaru$.

(3)

Reduced needs for skills, reduced complexity of skills, and reduced opportuaities to exercise
skills.

(4)

bower opportunities for the man to intervene and to innovate.

(5)

Reduced options for the tan to exercise, and reduced human flexibility.

(6)

Reduced activity as an active team member, and inoreased autonoimous functioning in isolation.

(7)

The emphasis on requiring the man to adapt to moot technological requirdmsnts instead of
adapting the technoloyr to meet human needs.

(8)

The substitution of routine data entry and retrieval for decision making, problem solving and
prediction, and the provision of extensive computer assistance for the latter when they do
remain human functions.
The addition of routine human functions such as data entry which seesn primarily to compensate

(9)

for machine inadequacies and to be superfluous for his own tasks.
(10)

Reduced challenge, effort and interest of the job.

(11)

Reductions in the apparent worth of tha job, pride in it,

and self-esteem from it.

ilvidonco even to substantiate the above suppositions about boredom is very sparse. Although boredom is
difficult to study, the problems it poses must eventually be tackled more thoroughly than they have been
hitherto.
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PERSONALITT

Personality influences the controller in two respects; ore concerns his own personality, and the
other the personality of others within his work environment, especially his colleagues, instructors
and supervisors. In human factors terms these are two facets of the same topic, since if thoee are
desirable personality traits in air traffic controllers they will be applicable to the individual controller and to all those ho works wtth.
The personality of' air traffic controllers has been measured extensivel'y from time to time, usually
for purposes of selection, as a.possible health predictor, or in relation to task performance. Most of
the work on personality in air traffic control has been done in the United States, using well known tosts
for which n'rtes for American controllers have been derived and compared with those for the general
American population. As a rule, the norms of a personality test are specific to each nation, being to
some extent oulturo-depondent. Neither the scoring nor the findings of studies of controllers in the
United States are likely to apply, elsewhere. This may be a bigger 4ioc'vantage in other contexts than
it is in air traffic control, where the findings about personality have generally been unremarkable.
In selection, personality
There is no single personality profile known to be ideal fo- controlle,.
tests are rued mainly to identiiy individuals with extreme personality chaasoterietios, not to reject
them since there is no rationale strong enough to support such an aotion on the evidence of personality
alone, but to enquire more thoroughly about them than the standard soleovion procedure allows. Efforts
to incorporate personality measures in air traffic control selection luve not met with conspicuous
success so far, although the belief persists that there should be a place for them, especially to single
out individuale with high naxioty states or marked propensity to become anxious, since they might not
be able to tolerate the responsibility of controlling real aircraft.
F.indings on the relations between perfonrmuace and personality have fluctuated, but scarcely provided suffi cient
encouragoment to invite persistence. Ch quite a small sample, Buckley and his
collearlglus 3 4 reported significant relations between several 16 PY personality dimensions and air traffic
control p( rl'ormance, but the results of most subsequent tudioes have not been so clear. Whereas to
Buckley, controllors who perform better were not depressed, not timid, not naive, not conformist, and not
tonese, another sudty using the jame personality test oharacterisod controllers an hard headed and
practical bitt lacking in creativity and. imagination150. The findings rexating to Type A and 'Type 13
personalities tmtong controllers are puzzling because tho mere calm, relaxed, patient, and umaggresoive
Typs B personalities ohowea the groater propensity to devolop symptoms of' stress. However, the use of
the California Psuychologioal inventory of' 18 personality braits in an occupational health study lent
support to the explanation that controllers are difficult to nanage partly because of their selection
procedures, since controllers were oharaoterised as dominant, aiggressive, independent, ýf-confident,
disliking external roegulation and authority, and somewhat intolerant of non-controlluru
, compared
with the United States male population in general.
The fortal study of personality is complicated further nowadays because it can beosne entanglod wi th
notiona of oquality and equal opportunity. Manifestly, all individuals do not have the uame personality.
if they did, the concept of personality treting would be ludicrous.
However, decisions taken on the basis
of clinical Judrigient may need indepundent support in a form which a standard personality teot, with fixed
scoring and population norms, can provid,

mow
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An argument in favour of standardisation and partial automation of air traffic oontrol training and
instruction is that the influence of the personality of the instructor, or potential clashes e i person-.
ality between instructor and pupil, are thereby diminished. Assessments can be seen to be more impartial,
less susceptible to bias by subjeotive judgment or whim.
A mark of a profession is that its members can form satisfactory working relationships, in the
interests of the profession and its standards, with colleagues who irritate them, whom they dislike, or
with whom they share nothing in common except their membership of the same profession. It ie not known
how often this normal state gives way to personal clashes in air traffic control, or how far ouch clashes
can affect safety and efficiency, though neither of these difficulties presents a prevalent problem. If
there are personality clashes, the natural inclination of members of the air traffic control profession
is to resolve any such problems locally within the profession if possible, without managerial intervention. Nevertheless, in principle serious personality clashes could lead to disruption of performneoo,
end they must not be allowed to do so if they persist.
14f

ATDITUIES

Most air traffic controllers like air traffic control very much. Manv would not want to do any
other job. They may express unfavourable attitudes towards management, conditions of emplovient, shifts,
equipment, or tasks not directly related to air traffic control, but seldom towards air traffic control
itself. These findings were originally reported many years ago in the United States at & time when
management/controller relations were somewhat strained, but they have since been substantiated there and
elsewhere several times. Because air traffic control is valued so highly, controllers can become very
defensive about it when changes are in the offic,'.
Controllsrs can and do cope with very high traffic loadings. They do not like to lose the esteem of
their colleagues, or to admit that they have tried to do too much, and if seriously overstretched they
risk a sudden deterioration in performance.
They enjoy being busy, and take pride in achieving an
optimum solution. They identify with air traffic control, and with their team or watch in particular, to
the extent that on many issues they form common attitudes which all are prepared to defend strongly.
These professional attitudes are of interest, since they have become very entrenched in what is, after
all, a young profonsion.
In a study commissioned to define reeearch needs, wuith the aim of maintaining the motivation and
favourable attitudes of controllers in future air traffic control systems, Nealey and his oolleag4esQ51
suggested that controllers felt they had little information about proposed system changes that affected
them, and little opportunity to make their views known during the planning and development of changes.
Controllers' attitudes seemed well worth obtaining, but it was noted that there was no method available
by which their attitudes to future changes could be gauged. A method based largely on demonstrations
and questionnaires was then proposed.
Although this was not followed up, a major study examining oontrollers' attitudes to existing air traffic control 3obs, tasks, and sub-tasks has been conducted, au a
basis for judging the probable effects on attitudes of proposed future changes, with particular emphasis
on various forma of computer assistance. The
method combined hierarchical %ask analysis, the repertory
grid technique, and a job diagnostic svrvey 1 46 . The findings revealed that attitudes were not uniform
to all jobs, tasks and sub-tasks in air traffic control, and pinpointed those which engendered favourable
and unfavourable attitudes to different degrees. The reactions to various forma of proposed automated
assistance could therefore be predicted in general and in specific terms, showing that, in some concexts
at least, attitudes towards automated assistance were often at least neutral and sometimes benevolent,
provided that in the decision-making functions involving "real" air traffic control the role of the
computer would remain subservient in its essentials to that of the controller. The concordance among
controllers in their attitudes could also be established.
It is noticeable how quickly controllers' attitudes towards any innovation are formed, often long
before they have had sufficient opportunity to become fully proficient in its use. Initially favourable
attitudes are repaid in terms of persistence in learning, tolerance of deficiencies or unaerviceability,
and ultimately full realisation of its potential. thfavourable attitudes can challenge the controller's
ingenuity to make manifest all the inadequacies of the equipment, and thereby demonstrate that it
cannot possibly meet its intended requirements. It would seem worthwhile to study how attitudes to
innovations are formed, what factors are most influential in attitude formation, and why attitudes are
formed so quickly. Perhaps it would be unnecessary to try and optimise details of design to such an
exLtewt if the goodwill from favoursble attitudes could more than compensati for any minor deficiencies.
Attitudes posited as helpful or inappropriate in controllers or supervisors have been examined in terms
of the effects they may have on air traffic control system errors, and dious-eed in terms of ways in
which attitude
formation can be influenced and wavs in which unwanted effects of attitudes anl be
countered 1 52.
14g TRUST
Air traffic control depends on trust.

Pilots cannot see the air traffic pattern of which they form

a part and must rely on the controller for safe separation from other aircraft and for an efficient
routeing with no unneceosary diversions, manLoeuvres, delays or fuel penalties.
The controller must in his
turn trust pilots to obey his instructions, so that he can plan ahead and achieve a smooth and evenly

ptaced flow of traffic, with to trunecessary
h
ap that could lead to ctmulative delwys for othasrs. Both
pilota and controllers wive to tuust
sheinformation presented to theut on which their tahks are boed.
The more complex that information bscometi, the less able they are to verlifN it in any independent way,
and the mere they have to trust it.
lbr a factor of such vital importance, surprisingly little is known
about how trust is gradually built up , how it cani be destroyed, and, once destroyed, whethec it can
ever be fully restored.
When cotsiunication between air and ground is primarily by speech, trust ocn be established directly.
Any information suspected to be untrustworthy can be verified by questioning, repetition, and rephrasing,
until the receiver of the information is

satisfied that he can trust it.

The earliest

forms Uf
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assistance to the controller, espeoaaJ.ly primary radar, contained much incidental guidance in

the form of

blip size, contrast, oonsistency, signal to noise ratio, etc, on how far specific items of information
should be trusted.
The controller could also learn by experience how far he should trust information,
for example that radar coverage in a certain region, or below a certain height, could be fa:.lible.
Comparable impressions of trustworthiness are far more difficult to glean from displayed information in
modern systems, whether from secondary radar displays, from alphanumeric displays of tabular air traffic
control information, or from menus,
options, and man-computer dialogues.
The man must go by ._.perienca,
and where aircraft safety is concerned, he is rightly cautious.
A major change has taken place:
in air
traffic control and elsewhere, the man must act on information which he may or may not fully trust, but
which he often cannot verify.
A man using a speech channel, whether telephone or '/T, can hear if the line is poor and if the
signal to noise ratio is low or there is high background noise.
He can therefore tell
that somr information is difficult to hear, and may therefere be misheard. He can persist until he is satisfied that
he can trust what he has heard, before he acts upon it.
When data are traneponded, no comparable
evidence on the quality of the link may be available.
The man's first intimation of trouble may be that
the data become nonsensical, vanish or never change : then it is already too late to meke much allowance
for their loss.
With more complex forms of' computer assistance, the man requires a great deal of reassurance that
they are to be trusted, particularly if the solutions they advance, though safe, are not the ones that
he himself would have adopted.
His need for reassurance is the greater if he does not fully understand
how 'they work, what they have taken into account, or how they could fail. A major radar failure, in
which the screen goes blank or freezes, is at least apparent when it occurs, and the man can trust the
Modern software,
-radardisplay in so far as he believes that if it failed he would know at once.
usually so reliable, is complex enough to fail in a vast number of different ways, all very rare.
How
could the man detect such failures? Would there "lways be some recognizable display characteristic to
denote failure?
One practical question concerns the extent to which the man ca disorilinate between hie own errors
and those of the system. Consider a uimple keying task.
l'rrere and omissions fall into four categories.
The man iay make an error, detect it and correct it.
The machine may be programmed to detect cer'tain
categories of error, whether maohine errors or man errors, correct them or not accept them.
The machine
may make an error which it has not been programmod to recognise as such.
The man may make an error and
*

Sthat

remain unaware of it.
What is the man's attitude to these last two kinds of error, one by the maohine
and the other his own? Are there some manhine errors that he believes might be his own? Does lie
attribute any of his own errors unhesitatingly to the machine, as mistakes that he could not possibly
have made himself? Anecdotal evidence, awaiting scientific substantiation or disproof, suggests that
even when
the man
is making
errors that
he fails
to reoognise,
it cAn hebe isvery
diffioult
to convince
him
a machine
err-or
of apparently
similar
type was
him, even though
willing
to concede
hie real
errors which he had not hitharto noticed. This issue of the plausibility of errors is related to the
man's trust ofi the machine.
It would be helpful to have better guidelines on how the m(in diagnoues an
error, so that software could be written to facilitate the human ability to diagnose errors and to
arinindee mistakes in that diagnosis.
If either hardware or software can become seriously deficient or
in error before any signs of this become visible on the men's displays. Ohnn such deficiencies and errors
must not be of rmajor operational significance, for the man casa do noth
-ounter them until their
signs become apparent.
But a system that can go seriously wrong bufcrr
has any inkling of it
is not a system he will be willing to trust.
Perhaps it can take as long au a year for the man to accept a can
ion that he does not
really understand as trustworthy enough for him to use without reserve
single failure occurs
during that time, it will set back the development of trust for a long
pu for ever. 11" after
years without failure a single failure occurs, the original high level
my, never be quite
restored again.
Does a detailed knowledge of relevant hardware and sol
its user to trust the
relevant functions core, or does knowledge of the daunting complexity o
and snfowara leave him
with the overriding impression of so many things that could go wrong that
ta it loss aL he learns
more about it?
The answers to this and previous questions raised in this L,
in relation to trust
are matters of fact, ascertainable by empirical methods (using very reliable *
meat indeedil), though
the mawers may not be rational.
Human eubjeotive impressions do not accord so well with mathematical
probabilities that the actual degree of trust would be expected to agree with ýhe theoretically correct
level of trust. Nevertheless, in the matter of trust, controllers act on what they believe; this may
disagroe with the objective evidence which they may not know of, accept, or interpret impartially.
li'ndiniga
in the form of' guidelineL, to oquitte the trt•.t actually accorded to information with the trust itI
should be accorded would be a practical benefit.
Trust is currently- too arbitrary.
Qualitative displayed
information may help to make it more realistic, and thereby promote safety and efficiency.
The ways in
which changes are introduced, and the extent to which the reasons for changes have been explained and the
controllers' collaboration sought in advance, may have substantial effects on the extent to which an
innovation is initially trusted.
14h

JOB SA'fISJACTI(RJ
Rightly or wrongly, the impression har been prevalent among controllers

for some time that many of

the air traffic control functions most important for job satisfaction will no longer be there in future
1 51
air traffic control systems
. When expressing such views, controllers are interpreting job satisfaction
in terms of the designs of their jobs, their acquisition and use of knowledge and skills, and the variety,
interest aed challenge of their work.
Other interpretations of job satisfaRotion have been advanced.
One
eemphasiues the satisfaction of psychological needs at work, with resultant bex.efits in favourable attitedes and strong motivation.
Another dwells on the importance of fair rewards forthe effort expended and
work done. A further interpretation is moot concerned with status, progress, responsibility and recognition. Yet az.other would assign high importance to opportunities for controllero to participate in planning
iand decision making that have di
omt
effecte on their work.
There is some substance in all these
ainterpitations, but none alondei
complete, and even collectively ther
is
still
be incomplete.

. ............
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Juet as there are no universally accepted theories of' job satisfaction,

no there

is

no agreement on

what is to be gained by achieving it.
Everyone seems to nod saely at the pronouncement that job
satisfaction is "a good thing', without asking whey.
,•vidonco that job saiisfaction brings tangible

benefits in the form of enhanced safety, improved efficiency, incressed well-being, or reduced costs, is
at best inconsistent, and it would certainly be unwise to presume that all that is needed for such benefits to accrun is greater job satisfaction. They might follow: more probably, increased job satisfaction
would not have much effect on them at all. Nor is much progress possible by contending that increased job
satisfaction brings more happiness, which brings higher productivity in its turn. Plaisibie as this
sounds, the evidence for a rolationship between happiness and productivity is equally incon:istent: it
The ultimate reasons for job satisfaction are usually expressed in such
would be unwise to rely on it.
terms as the quality of working life, and in the assumption that everyone is entitled to expect that some
effort has boon made to provide him or her with a job, oondiitions of employment, and a working environment
that are suited to huassn needs and foster human talents.
Advocates of the need for job satisfaction usually start from the concept of the mooci-technioul
system, which is broader than -"ho more common notion of the man-m.chino system. The difference between
them is partly a matter of emphasis. Both contain men and machines as system components.
The manrachino system is primarily a product of' the system designo.r: his knowledge is technical, so that the
tasks and their interrelationships that omergM as V'- system evolves are largely an offshoot of the
technolojy. The main constraints on the system ar I ichnological, and the main adaptation is done by the
man. The socio-technical systom is a joint product of system doisinoers and human factors specialists,
with detailed consultation of managemsnt and users. The aim is to enhance both human and technical
capabilities on an approximately equal footing. A premise is that tuchnolopg' is now sufficiently
advanced sad flexible for it to be adaptable to meet himss, needs and to meet other technical neods.
Theo
aims arc to increase both technical eifioiunczy and job satisfaction, The contention is that both social
and technical factors point to this as the most profitable direction to follow in an attempt to reconcile
inoompatibiliti-c between social and technical changes.

Among the multitude of concepts spawned by the amorphous job satisfaution literature, a few can be
clarified somewhat and distinguished from each other. Job satisfaction, as a general term rather than in
any specific theoretical context, refers to the satisfaction from the content of the job, the way it is
organised, and the circumstances under which it is done, Job enrichment usually implies some extension
of responsibilitieu, and perhaps of' status. Job enlargement usually refers to a baggCer variety of tasks
at the same level, olftn without inrsaneod rosponsibilities.
Job rotation means moving between jobs,
which, nominally at loast, are all at the name level. Air traffic control practices in relation to job
rotation vary. In 0ountries whore controllers are trained primarily lor a single job at a pattioular
facility, opportunities for job rotation are f'ew, but where controller training has been general and
broad and controllers are validated for several jobs, job rotation is commonly practised, and it ca'. add
substantially to job satisfaction.
The ovorriding point it that current air traf.fic control jobs generally carry a high level of' job
satislaotion.
ln air traffic control, the aim is not so much to engendor job uatisfaction as to maintain
it,
The main problems are hisan roles that are subservient to machinou, the imposition of changes
without adequate explanation, and disillusionmont with managemont and oonditions of employmont. The
reward of job satisfaction is a dedicated, co-operative, stable and enthusiastic workforce.
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There
There are many reasons for muasuring the controller, and many meauries that can be employed.
The
are few purposes for which a single measure can suffice, an~d nonethat need all possible measures.
practical requirement is therefore to establish exactly the objectives 0i moasurement and, having done
so, to choose the measures which as a group will best ensure that the objectives aro fully met.
A
realistic empirical approach to this choice is essential, as distinct from an idealieod thoorotically
optimum approach.
Practical considerations that govern thin choice include an assessment of the importance of the objective, the resources that can be devoted to measurement, the timescale within which
findings must become available, the spocialieed techniques that could be used, and the quantitiss of
data that can be handled successfully and interpreted within the timescale.
The purpose if measurement
is not to collect data, but to obtain findings.
Data that have been collected but remain unanalysod and
unreported represent a waste of' resources that should have been put to more productive use.
LUynow there
must be many air traffic control environmento that house heaps of data about controilero that no-one has
ever examined thoroughly, although the intention remains to look at them one day when there is time.
Mleasuroment is not simply data gathering.
Among tho main purposes of measuring the controller are the following
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(1)

The development or validation of selection procedures for controllers.

(2)

The conduct and toeting of controller training or re-training.

(3)

'The allocation oi controllers to jobs.

(4)

The quatnti fication of differences between individual controllers, and of the consequnces of
those diffurences

for air traffic control.

(5)

The definition of typical or attainable levels of safety,
the main factors that can infilsencu thoee luvels.

(6)

The specification of the aetioloQ'

efficiency and performance, and of

of human errors, of their operational conesequences,

and

o' ways to eliminate or millilmise them.

1 5b

(7)

The optimiuation of traan-machine

(8)

'he implementation and touting or proposed changos iii air traffic control proeodursu or
equipment.

(9)

The quantification or improvement of the safety, orderlinoss,
economy of an air traffic control system or of part of one.

relationships and of huian roles in

relation to automated aids.

expedition, oout-'ffectiveoneso

or

(10)

Thei study of a sub-aystem consisting of a controller using an item of equJpment, particularly
to establish possible applications to air traffic control of a tecleological innovation or
adv•nce.

(11)

The aesnesment ci the effects of' aspects 01' the workupace or the plVruical environment,
safety, efficioncy, performance er well-being.

(12)

'The examination of the *iffecte of the air tralfic control uystom or of jobs within it, on
controllor-. in :eneral or on individual) controllers, particularly with respoct to efficioncy,
2workload
trt'e, health or job satisfaction.

(13)

The eutablisirmenL of the effectr on air traffic control or on the controllers of manningt
team structure and functioning, or communications networks.

(14)

The opocafication of the eofnects of conditions of Cemiployment, including, working hours,
work-rost cycles, retirement, ate, on air traffic control or on controllers.

(15)

The derivation and explanation of controllers' beliefs, attitudes, opinions, end prol'eseional
norms and otandurds, and the relationships of smuch factors to oafety and efficiency.

(16)

The interpretation of controllers' tasks end task performance in tormso of fundamental hutran
abilities end limitations, in order to predict possible improvements and explain theirin terms
of psychological theories and constructs.

(I7)

The tooting and proving of prop>osed techniques lox'

(18)

The coepariaon of air traffic control and other large man-iaclhino systems in their human
factors aUspeots.

on

levole,

rosters,

ceasuring controllors.

SYSTIEM l'EI,'IOMANCiE

Measures of system performance are important in air traffic control because questions are utuially
posed, and anowers expected, in systom terms.
Although the actions or controilers .an influence many
system performance measures, the measures themselves can seldom yield direct evidence about controllers.
System measures relate to the system as a whole, or to man-"Iachine vub-systems within it, but not to the
man.
Oystem porformanue moasutres do not normally distinguish between or disentangle the contributions )I
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As automated aids are introduced, functions that could once be described in
the man and of the machine.
human performance terms become incorporated into a man-machine sub-system, and form part of the measures
of that system.
System performance measures often provide a framework into which other measures have to
be fitted, or a context within which other measures must be interpreted,
In air traffic control and other large nan-machine systems, system performance measures refer 'to inputs
to the system or sub-system, changes and transformations wrought within it, or outputs from it.
Inptts
and outputs generally deal with air traffic itself,
and with information about that traffic from sensors,
navigation aids, computations, and other sources.
Some inputs in particular may relate to the traffic
itself
only indirectly, and refer for example to serviceability states of radars or to weather conditions.
Measures of traffic are general or are concerned with specified aircraft.
General measures deal with
types of traffic, flow rates, traffic mixes, distributions of traffic flow, pro-planning of flows and
routeingsa, traffic numbers, traffic peaks, amalgamation or separation of traffic streams and routes,
stacking states, and the like.
Specifio measures centre on the effects of the air traffic control system
on each aircraft, and the effects of each aircraft on the system.
Effects on aircraft are described by
rout a, delays, sanocuvres, restrictions, fuel penalties, and allied measures.
Effects on the system
refer to aircraft characteristics such as height, speed, heading, and performante, and to the serviceable equipment carried on board.
Further aircraft characteristics consider supersonic aircraft, low
and slow aircraft, climb and descent rates of different aircraft types, IFR and VFR flight, and similar
factors.
Some aspects of traffic flows and routeing imay be used to derive further system performance measures,
Examples are metering and sequencing of traffic, the capacity of routes and the use made o0'the avai lable
capaoity, and separation standards and the extent of adherence to them or infringements of them.
Such measures, and others derived in similar ways, can form the basis in their turn of further system
performance measures.
These include safety, the development of queuss and blockages in the flow of
information through the system, and indices of system efficiency.
The last may be descriptive in that
judgments of efficiency are based on a factual acco•at of the way in which the system actually functions,
or they may be comparative, if an independent assessment of optimum efficiency, based on operational
analysis or allied techniques and generally expressed in mathematical torem, is employed as a criterion
to acUess achieved efficiency.
Many of these techniques incorporate changes and transformations within the system, as well as
inputs to it and outputs from it.
Soni further system performance measurements taks more direct account
of the effects of the system itself
on the information passing through it.
As example is the measurement
of voice channel occupancy times: this is a system measure, as distinct from measures of' the controller
which, in relation to voice channelsr are more concerned with the content of the transmitted information.
Channel occupancy times may give an indication of system loading, but are uinreliable as indices of
loading on the controller because of the propensity of verbal information to expand to fill the time
available.
Another system performance measure concerns cysotem reliability, expressed in terms of' failure
rates or serviceability states of components in the system, perhaps with details of the nature of
failures.
Systom reliability is usually untireatod in terms of machine components rather than man's
fallibility.
If the latter is considered, its effects are normally confined to aspects of his task
performance.
flowvert, au en extreme example, i" uontrollors go on otrike this is not generally
expressed, though perhaps it should be, as a Kroce reduction in the overall reliability of the air traffic
control system, and probably the severest ieduction in reliability that can occur.
When functions are automated, they tend to retain the same functional descriptions, ouch as decisionthat they had in their manual form.
This can be misleading in meazureamnt, as it seems to imply
thait like it being compared with like when a manual function in related to an automatic equivalent of
it.
In system performance term-i,
this may be correct.
In relation to the controller it almost invariably is not. The in.ual and automated vorsions of tasks that can fulfil oqaivalent functions may in
other respects be very difforent from the point of view of the controller.
Imaking,
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TASK I'ER•I;OIANCE

W~hereais system perforlma/qo meo.'ures are centred oen tl.( syetom, task porfornrr,:e can be measureod at
various levels of detail, dopending on
purposes or muasiurement and the corresponding levels of task
analysis or synthesis.
A recent report
, eonicorted with tho reactions of' controllers to computer
ansiotance, contains nxatnples of task descriptions at five dilterent levels, each of which refers to
human functions.
At the most detailed levelthe number of identifLiable functions becomes very large, and
the e)ffort involved in mersuring them all could be justifiod only in rare circumsoancee.
Tasks, functions and groups of sub-tasks are most readily measured in objective terms when the onset
and termination of each is invariably defined by a measurable event.
The occurrence of this event, and
its timing, arm recorded and form the fundamental data on whaoh further measures of dank performance are
based.
It does not matter so mush, for any given task, if its onset (or termination) is not always
signalled by the same event, although it simplifies the ,neasurement and analysis if it is; however it is
very important tVat the task can never begin (or end) in some circumstances without tiy predefined
measurable event at all.
If this can happen, then certain categories or conditions of that task may not
be represented at all or be represented in a biased fashion in the measuers.
Furthermoret the measures
that can be obtained frois the occasions when the event does occur may not be representative of the whole.

In some contexts this remains a theoretical issue of negligible significanoce. In air traffic control
it can assume great practical. importance: some tasks such as handovers, mav sometimes be marked by
overt measurable events so that their onset and completion can be designated as timed occurrences, but
in the case of silent handovers there may be no corresponding detectable event,
other air traffic control
tanks can be fluid: they may be omitted, postponed, condensed, or done onlv in part whenever the task
demands arc heavy, but lingered over, repeated, or done in more detail whenever the task demands are
light.
The resulting measures may have to be corrected or converted to a form suitablP for anialysis,
and even then they will remain incomplete or inadequate.
This constraint is the oree uteenjut because it
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is associated with the conditions of highest task demands; when the measures are of mout interest and
importance, they are most likely to be inadequate.
Direct measures of task performance that require activity or behaviour to be recorded in terms of
events or continuous activities, become less practical as the controller's role becomes more passive
because there are fewer activities to measure.
Many are replaced by machine events that are not under
Little overt measurable
the manO's control, such as the routine updating of' displayed information.
activity occurs in monitoring roles, and it may become necessary to resort to techniques such as eye
movement recording to discover where the man looks and to make deductions about the information he has
This can involve assumptions that he is attending to what he looks at.
gathered.
Aids that put forward solutions or decisions for the man to accept or reject pose a considerable
The end of his task may be signalled
problem in measuring the tasks that man performs in using them.
clearly enough because the man presses an appropriate key to accept or reject the solution, or takes
another action that can be recorded, but the intervenini, thinking may not be accompanied by any
measurable events that correspond closely to the mental tasks he is doing, and the final action of
pressing the key, whether it is correct or not, is uninformative about these intervening mental
Various techniques, including subjective reports, eye movement recording, an examination of'
processes.
the appropriate procedures taught to him during training, and deductions from the timing and correct-.
nnes of his responses, maq give some indication of the mental processes that he has been following, but
not in a quantified measurable objective way that yields consistent data useful for comparing
individuals or conditions.
Alternative methods of recording controller'a activities include photographing, filming or videotaping. The apparent attraction of those methods in providing a oomprehensive record of controller's
actions can be negated by the oppressive analytical load imposed by the classification and reduction of
few objectives can justify such a burden, whicn is alm.,st invariably so timethe resulting data:
consuming that it can delay seriously the appearance of the findings.
A photographic record is
data
before tothey
are dimmantlod,
ouch a
record cannot
recommendedin assome
the form
basicequipment
configurations
a sample of but
typical
activities,
or tobe perpetuate
reco,.ended
strongly
provide
for analysis.
While such cumbersome methods may be avoidable with visual data, they •ay be tuavoidable with
auditory data, particularly with speech.
To record speech adequately as an integral part of task
performance, it is normally necessary not merely to know the onset and end of each spoken message, but
its content.
Channel occupancy times are not themselves a useful moanure of task performance, particularly in air traffic control where they can expand to fill
the time available.
The contents of spoken
messages must be catogorised in advance before they are recorded.
The messages and their categorioation
may then have to be fitted into the context of other timed events, and converted into a form compatible
with other measures before a full analysis of task performance can be undertaken.
In certain laboratory
tasks with a few upoken messages, it is possible to use a voice key or to replace speech with alternative
events with equivalent meaning, in order to prvide data suitable for immediate aniil-dio. In air traffic
control, with its great variety of spoken messages, speech as such suet often be measured as part of
the uauk, and not converted to other forms which are not sufficiently equivalent for moasurement pur-upses.

Ilk

The advent of the micro-computer has facilitated the measurement of task performance.
It hac made
it easier to specify inputs, to control and oxplo-e variables thoroughly in accordance with the orthodox
principles of experimental psychology, to present dynamic and interactive tasks, to record activities and
outputs in the form of timed events, and to employ appropriate automated statistical techniques to anaIn using micro-computers for the meau•remunt of task performance in air traffic
lyso data quickly.
control there is only one real problem - they are not within an air traffic control system or context
and cannot normally be employed to measure whole air traffic control tasks, but only aspects of them
or human abilities postulated as relevant to them.
Uevertheless, micro-computers can provide much useful
evidence about the capabilities and limitations of piople in general, or of air traffic controllers in
particular, and they make it easy to assess quantitatively aspects of air traffic control tasks taken
out of context.
This apparently oblique approach to air traffic control problems can be most useful, and
provide many helpful insights.
Basic evidence about human cognitive fuactions should remain valid in
oany context including air traffic control, but the further the studies with the micro-computer etrky from
f'udamental findings about people towards the direct examination of tauks derived from air traffic
control, the more the validity of the flndingr for real air traffic control becomes suspect, because of
the impoonibility of representing every aspect of evoe thu simpleut air traffic control task on a singie
Studies of aspects of air traffic control tasks on a micro-computer
display driven by a micro-computer.
should be encouraged, because they can be highly productive and are far cheaper and quicker than morc
sophisticated alternatives using air traffic control simulation facilities.
However, such studies require
from the outset an accompanying rationale showing how their findings should be related to, or validated
for, real-life air traffic control.
The problem of validation becomes clear when the choice of measurements for an experiment with a micro-computer or for real-life or simsulated air traffic control tasks is
discussed, since different measurements are likely to be employed.
Micro-computers may be best used for
tank performance measures which pave the way for subsequent work in air traffic control contexts, by
distinguishing tasks, measures, variables and conditionsi that merit fuller study by simulation, from those
that do not, and by directing the planning of subsequent simulation studies towards their most productive
aspects. Studies with msioro-computers are an example of the kind of preparatory work that should
routin-ly preoode large simulations and evaluations.

Li

Task performance measures in essence are measures of what the man did and achieved.
They record
whether a task is done, when it is done, how well it is done, how often it is done, how quickly it is
done, and the circumstances under which it is done.
They may even attempt to record why the task is
done.
Measures may be left as a simple f&ctual description, or ma be scored against a theoretical or
empirical criterio; or compared with corresponding measures by other people, in other conditions or in
other places.
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From the basic recording of timeddiscrete events or of continuous events, measiurs of numerous
further factors, related to the controller's task performence rather than to the system, can he derived.
Although from these basic measures of task performance it may be possible to make some deductions about
these factors retrospectively, this is not the preferred way to attempt to measure them in task performance terms. It is better to start by deciding which factor or factors are to be measured, and the
appropriate level of detail required to fulfil the objectives of measurement. Existing or specially
devised task performance measures can then be selected to cover the objectives of measurement as thoroughly
as possible. For most objectives, task performance measures will not in themselves be sufficient, but
once they have been chosen the additional types of measure that will also be needed to meet the
objective caansmoothness ondfoded. 'Die experimentation thus begins with a full appreciation of all the
measures being taken and of their respective contributions to the objectives.
Thle following list

given examples of factors that can be measured wholly or in part by task

I-rformance measures, and for which at least some task performance measures are normally essential.
brief indication of the types of performance ir-asurement that may be suitable for each is given.
(1)

A

norxally include their sequence, pacing, timing, regularity,
Skill. Measurements of events
Me; i are. ma be specific (for example the use of EL particular input
device), or general (for example competence at a work position).

and smoothness of flow.

(2)

Safety. Measures concentrate on controller-instigated events with direct implications for
safety, including their timing. These events are classified and scored in relation to
independent external criteria such as safety standards.

(3)

Efficiency. Measures emphasis the total amount of activity, and refer closely to system measures
that specify the amoant of traffic under control.

(4)

Learning. Measures emphasise dimensions that can show learning effects. These msy include
choice and sequence of events, but are likely to emphasise timing between events, and the
gradual reduction of inappropriate actions.

(5)

Experience. Measures of task performance often are compared with biographical data and
correlated with variables in it.

(6)

Loading. Measures of task performance are correlated with individual measures of the controller,
and with system performance measures so that the activities of the man can be compared with
task demands.

(7)

Decision-making. Measures of task performance may be compared with automated functions and
with data on the amount of information used. Subjective assessment techniques maay provide
supporting evidence.

(8)

Problem solving. Measures of task performance are related to subsequent events to establish
the efficacy of the solution, and may be supported by subjective evidence, system performance
data or data derived from automated functiuns.

(9)

Understanding. Meas-res of task performance ma6y go beyond the normal measures and introduce
additional tasks to explore whether all the infornation required to perform them has in fact
been undarstood. Subjective assessments may provide supplementary information or independent
vri fication.

(10)

Memory. Measures of task performance may be related to knowledge provided in advance, or tasks
may be repeated in similar form at intervals while data are being gathered. Alternatively,
additional saasures may be made after completion of the customary ones. Subjective evidence
may also be gathered.

(11)

Strategioe.Measuree of task performance to stu•i strategies tend to be general and not
dotailod, putting particular emphazis on sequences, durations and patterns of events rather
than on fin: dntails of the nature of the events themselves.
identifiable inputs, often
blaasuiee of task performance tend to be related to specific
where the performance measures trace in detail the events
leading to tha outcome, and record the outcome itself.

(12)

Tactics.

(13)

Attention. Measures of tank performance tend to be of non-standard non-routine events that
cannot be overlearmed but that the man cannot deal with excepL by attending to them. Timing
of events may also be rmeasured carefully. Subjective reports may be g.athered. Another
related measure is eye movement recording.

(14)

Time-shoring. Measutgs of task performmce emphasise the sequence, timing and rogularity of
events, and in certain respects the measures may deliberately lack homogeneity, since the tasks
are not designed to be performed as a unified entity. Wye movement recording may also be
used. Task measures must be appropriate for each task individually and for tasks in combination, co that appropriate comparisons can be made.

(15)

Judgment. Measures of task performance may be at any level of detail to accord with the kinds
of jt4~gmsnt studied. The number, 4.nge, sequence and timing of recorded events say be of
eartioular interest.

in the form of 1--own problems,
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(16)
i"

i

Level of activity. Measures of task performance either emphasise the need for active
involvement, in which case many measures will often be made so that different levels of
activity can
be discriminated
measures
are of
events that arc
~optional,
peripheral
oil sutbjectin toa sensitiv,
automated fashion,
aussistan•ceor intheorder
to a•sess
aocuratel~v
the level of activity that has been chosen when a choice is available.

(17)

Divisions of work. Measures of task performance may be most concerned with the work position,
at which the work is being done, to show how work is allocated among members of a team. The
functions of the supervisor or an assistant can be treated according to the same principles
in terms of task performance measurer.
Verbl" communications will almost certainly be needed
as a further measure.

(18)

Intelligibility. Measures of task performance that are taken may be claas-ified primarily
according to the content of spoken messag•e and equally thorough measures of this content
are necessary. A common classification for measures of intelligibility and of task performance
has to be evolved.

(19)

Speech. Measures of task performance can be used in studies of speech but are subservient toI
it and their main role may concern independent verification or oupport.
Task performance
measures must therefore be classified and analysed accordinp to variables determined by speech
"content and not by measured events.

Most but not all attempts to measure the controller within the air traffic control system involve
task performance measures in some ray. The reliability and validity of these measures varies greatly
according to their objectives and practicality. There has been some tendency to presume that measures
of task performance are an essential means for tackling every question, which they ar not. They have
Despite this over-emphasis on task
sometimes been equated too closely with system performance measures.
performanuce measures, they could be employed to examine several further factors which have been
Among those mentioned above which are in this category are skill, memory,
comparaxively neglected.
attention and task-aharing. They could also be used to explore further the conditions when data limited
or resource limited processes56 limit the performance of air 5traffic control tasks and to probe further
3
. The above are largely cognitive
the controllers' worry about losing his picture of the traffic
functions. Moie specific air traffic control tasks on which further evidence oould probably be gathered
using appropriate task porforma~nce measures include landovers, the effects on performance of the
presence or absence of qualitative information about the presented data, the causes and consequenoeu of
boredom, the factors that affect the timescale of air traffic control decisions, and the controller's
ability to adapt to, and make optimum use of, additional control over his own workload. Although marmy
measures of task performance have been tried in air traffi c control, a few untried ones apparently remain.
15d

EFR•OS, IDLAYS, O0MIISSIONS AND INCONSISTENlILMII
The previous section considered task performance measures broadly, in terms of what the man does or
achieves. This section also concerns task performance measures, but its emphasis is on what the man
does not do or, fails to achieve. i.bilures in task performance can take so many specific forms in air
traffic control tasks that it is impractical, and probably impossible, to compile a comprehensive list
of all of them. However, in human factors terms, this multiplicity of failures can be classified under
the main headings of errors, delays, omissions and inconsistencies.
(i)

Errors. The measurement of human errors in the performance of air traffic control tasks
dopends initially on a fundamental division between two different types of error at the manmachine interface. This division derives from the machine or system, not from the man: in
the cgae of any given error by the man, the system either will or will not accept it.
If it
will not, the main event recording can include details of the occurrence of the error, its
nature, the solution to it, and the time taken to correct it.
The classification of errors
unaccepted by the system depends on pre-set recording and categorisation. If these are not
comprehensive, fuller details of the nature of the system-dotected human errors may not be
obtainable subsequently.
In contrast, human errors that are within the tolerance of the system and accepted hiy it
Wa not be reoognieed by the system as errere at all. The recorded measures of events may have
to be scored according to an external criterion in order to detect them. Their olassiiication
depends on the amount of information recorded auiomatically about them: what constitutes an
error is a matter of human judgment, and not a machine decision. It may be difficult or
impossible to trace the consequences of such errors in task performance terms if the machine
The measurement of errors in task
does not recognise them or distinguish them from successes.
perfonr-arce terms is tIerefore substantially predetermined by system design, by the choice of
measutres of task performance, and by the predatermined categorisation of the measures for
aialysai purposes.
tye ferrthtocraen
thfnaentlyrno.Ms
are prdtherie by
feion

'J:'

msW ooour in an apparently random fashion, but the
of ame
human
typos Specific
of errorinstances
that ocrur
not error
fundamentally random. Most are predetermined by decisions
about the workspace design, the physical environment, the type, sensitivity and positioning of
controls, the content and layout of displayed information, the communications network, the
divisions of responsibility, task designs, and individual characteristics such as skill,
Because the general nature of many errors -an be predicted, it is
training and experience.
generally feasible to specifY measures to detect their occurrence, and to forestall many of
the most serious types of human error by ensuring that the machine will not accept them. This
improves safety: it also implies that any errors that do affect safety are likely to be
unusual.

%0

Training influences errors, by instilling safe habit and by emphauising the need aw
to follow standard predictable proven procedurcs.
Ro-training has to address the problem that
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habits that are no longer appropriate are difficult to extinguish, and remain a potent source
of errors, particularly under heavy workload or duress. The types of human error under such

circumstances are also largely predictable.
Generally it
about it.

is not helpful to record the occurrence of en error without further details

Within reason,

the fuller

the information about an error,

the bettor

the prospects

for preventing its recurrence.
All errors are not treated alike. There are degrees of err',r,
in tenis of their origins, their consoquencos, the prospects of recovering from them, and
whether they can be tolerated or must be corrected. Measures of error ohould provide the man
with enough information to -make these practical distinctions. A role of man is the detection
and correction of errors. His ability to fulfil this role depends on the presence of information that enables him to recogniue an error said diagnoses it correctly, and of equipment to
resolve it,
There appears to be insuffioient current human factors knowledge about the factors
that help the man to notice his own errors, and of his ability to tell the difference between
his own errors and those of other people or of machines.
A problem of increasing severity is that as systems become more complex, and the possible
ways in which a machine could fail become very numerous, the antmtay no longer recognise
machine errors if they occur because he has no means of knowing how certain kinds of failure
appear. If the man is supposed to have a role in correcting such errors, he needs more
information about their causes, the extent ofr their effects, and su.ccoesful means for their
diagnosis. Such machine errors are not normally inoluded in task performance measures.
(2)

Delays.
The successful measurement of delays depends on the recording of timed events and the
calculation of lapsed durations between designated events. These measured durations are then
compared with typical or tolerable durations between events, and judgments are made about durations that are, for whatever reason, too long, and thus constitute a source of delay. Because
delays are measured by comparing at least two timed events, to that extent they are more
vulnerable to deficiencies in rmasursemont than errors or omissions which can be dorived from
measures of a single event. A few instances where the second event never occurs, or occurs
only after a very long time indeed, pose problems in deciding how very skewed distributions
of delays should be handled - the answer in each case is best obtained by reference to the
objectives of measurement in general and of the measurement of delays in particular. The
extent to which distributions of delays can be successfully derived, and the nature of the
distributions found, are main detorminants of the feasibility of inoluding human variability
in models and faut-time uimulations.

I

I

'The number of separately recorded timed events determines the levil of detail at which
the delays can be measured. The classification of measures of deleyeo, in terms of tasks,
system variables, and sopecially individual differences, fixes the questions that can be
answered. Therefore measures of delays to moot the measurement objectives should be predetermined before they are taken and not attempted retrospectively.
The classification and
analysis are very difforent if the objectives are to determine the distribution of time taken
by different individuals to complete a particular function, to discover whether experienced
individuals tend to be quicker than average on almost all functions, to establish whether the
occurrenoc of delays is associated with a reduction in errors, or to rank functions in order
of the time needed to fulfil them, Such quostiono can all be answered successfully if
appropriate measures of delayis have been specified end taken.

(3)

Omissions. In terms of task performance, omissions refer to events that do not take place.
It is therefore neessargy to establish the nature and incidence of omissions by reference to
other measured events that do occur, and by counting the instances when the omitted event is not
associated with them as it should be.
Omissions are thus defined in terms of task performance,
by refoerence to other events that are recorded as happening.
Measures of omisuions arc limited
to classiifing them and counting them. The reasons for them cannot usually be established by
task performance measures, nor are these measures sensitive to degrees of omission, since the
occurrence of a measured event is an all-or-nothing process. Task performance measures thorefore establish the natiue and incidence of omissions, eo that the seriousness of omissions
an a problem can be assossed, but further details about the omissions usually have to be
obtainud by other means before the reasons for them become clear. The only exception to this
concerns omissions caused by high workload which may become evident from the other measures of
task performance.

(4)

Inconsistencies. These are assessed mainly by comparing and analysing measures, and by statistical analysis of the data the measures yield. Inconsistencies stay concern erratic behaviour
within a machine, large differences between individuals, or the unpredictability of the
activities of a single individual. They can reduce the reliability and validity of other
measures, and in extreme cases swamp the variance attributable to the independent variables.
Task performance measures, collectively and individually, can establish degrees of inconsistency.
A judgment then has to be meade about the tolerable or reasonable degrees of inconsistency
beyond which
to reduce
must ofbe the
taken,
by improving
the the
machine,
by re-training the
group,
or by steps
discovering
the it
causce
inconsistency
within
individual.

J

ti•"

V

Inconsistency is easier to deal with if there is known to be one best way to perform each
task. If tbere is not, attempts to reduce inconsistency may not lead to any general improvement
in task performance. If several alternative methods of performing tasks produce similar results,
there is a good case to allow each individual to choose the method that suite him best, at the
cost of an increase in measured inconsistency. However, there is an optim-sa way to perform most
tasks, even those in air traffic control, and widespread inconaistincy is often a sign that
this optimum is not known or is not followed.

I
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND IIIOCRMI'AL INDICES

The main purposes for which phyesiol)gical or biochemical measures have been used in air traffic
154
13 7
. Interest
, stress (and strain) 97 , and effort or workload
control relate to .occupational health
Despite the
in these measures has increased during the past decade although it now seems to be waning.
difficulties of instrumentation, sampling and data reduction and analysis asoociated with thos( measures,
None of' the ro'eultas or findings obtained by
they have been employed quite widely in air traffic control.
them has been euffioiently, encouraging for any physiological or biochemical measure to be adopted as
standard.
physiolbgioal and biochemical indices, when employed as measures oi occupationas health, seck 'acts
about the health of controllers as a group, and evidence of the effects of air traffic control on health,
Most effects are neither
with a view to removing the sources of any adverse effects where possible.
large nor consistent, and it is by no means oertain that the effects found can bc attribut-d to air traffic
The observed health changes may be an interaction between individual predisocaitions and the
control.
control work as
to do with the nature of air trific
context in which the work is done, and have little
such.
These indices, when employed to assess stress or strain, attempt to verify or quantifýy the extensive
anecdotal evidence that air traffic control is a particularly stressful profession, in order to trace the
flxperionce here has been that the basic premise on which
causes ot' stress and alleviate its symptoms.
much of the work was founded, namely that air traffic control is a highly stressful occupation, cannot be
sustained.
Unuseal stress on the job in air traffic control is the exception rather than the rule.
These indices as measures of effort and workload have indicated some relationship with the amount of
traffic, and have shown that a greater effort has to be reade to control largor nisibure of aircraft. or
However, most of the ohange.s are iot
aircraft with less experienced pilots and fewer fittod aide.
gross, particularly in experienced controllers, and tho findings have ucarcelv repaid the major effort
entailod in these measurements.
Thoy are measures of an
Physiological and biecheoical indices preuont a problem of interpretation.
individual, and therefore their interpretation must refer to the individual. It is comporativeIy easy to
show by those measoures that undler certain oircumutanoou in air traf'fic control, utrousu, utrain, ef'fort
,or workload are high.
This in itself
does not constitute a basis for action.
The decision io not whother
they are high, but whether they are too high, so that practical steps to reduce them must be taken,
either to sustain the safety and efficiency of the air traffic control uystem or to safeguard the wellbeing of the individual controller.
Unless the phyjuiol)gical and biochemical indicen produce extreme
readings, which they seldom do in air traffic control, evidence for action must be horived partly from
other sources.
jymptums of e-ceesive strain am not common among controllers in most countries.
Psychosomatic symptoms, particularly those leading to medical disqualification or assooiated with
psychiatric symeptoms, are not very common either. Morbidity and mortality rates do no- provide strong
evidence that would support physiolorgical and biochemical measures.
Evidence on a olose rvla6ionahip, or
even a tenuous one, between aviation safety anid those indices is lacking.
Nor do they seem to be ausocItf high stress in proeont, it dooe not seoo, to
iated with efficiency of air traffic control performainco.
inflict any permanent harm on most individuals, and it' it shows any signs of doing so in a few controller.,
then as a problem it has to be tackled at an individual level, and not by indiscriminate attempts to
reduce stress, which for the great majority seems benign in its effects. The reduction of the need for
effort does not seem a sensible goal in itself but nyk lead to more difficult problems that it reolvev'.
The earlier measuros in air trnffic control were phyuiological, ospecially concerned with heart rate
and variability, though nuesrous ether meaaures, such a skin resistance, respiratory rate and volume, blood
These na- gave results
pressure, and ocular movements and patterns, have been tried from time to time.
but they tended not to go much beyoud the confirmation of the obvious (tle more the traffic, the higher the
later1 measures have put more emphasis on biochnmica] indices, "wrived from samples of
sean heart rate).
blood or urine. Melton '5 attempted to develop a stress index based on biochemical measures, intrgrating
catocholaminco and steroids into a single adjusted measure.
However, complicetionE arose:
eplnephrine
excretion, but not nonepinephrinc excretion, was related to traffic volume, and the findinrs could perhaps
be interpreted better in terms of workload or comrpetitiveness, than in terms of the stressful nature of
R•ecently, phy"ciological and biochemical meauurca ccsee to have boon used less often
air traffic control.
in air traffic control.
Perhaps a formerly exaggerated view of their importance ±o giving way -to a
seri us underestimatea their worth.
They can produce data, for example on effort, that may noit otherise
be obtainable.
However they are most valuable when used in conjunction with other kinds of measure which
provide a framework for the interpretation of physiological and biochemical findingfs.
15f

MODEiLLING AND ALLIED 'j'j{.i;C}IjlJru

Various kinds of mathomatical model can be developed to measure, predict and explain human performance.
Different modelling approacheo derend on different theoretical constructs, tencti and
ass unptions 5o.
Allied techniques include control th ory, queuoing theory, and signal detection theory.
Models have a basis in numerical mathemaical terms, and often include notions ouch as variance and
probabilities.
They are used more often to measuro the system, and to form the basio of ILant-time
simulation studies, than to measure the controller.
This is because it is difficult to build models )i
man performing complex tauks suoh as air traffic control that include all its aspects and account for most
of the observable variability. Nevertheless it is often posuible to moesure the man by building a model
of him, and to use the model to predict how he would behave in
inmeasured carcuastances,
particularly, with
reference to h,.s task performamoe.
The concept of modelling in ihe literature us sometimes emploiyed in
a further sense, to deucribe a mental picture or image that the man has of' his taska, but to axoid oatrusion-it is not used in this sense here.
To build a.model of the ans that can be used to predict hit; perfor'mance, it is necessary to etart
in
from a job description or task analysis, and to split his job into funictione sutablp for dosnrrptint
mathemwatcal terms.
The mathematical descriptions can be derived from theory, from evidence in the

j
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literature on modelling, or from empirical data. If descriptions ona be derived from ona kind of evidonce,
and verified or validated by another, then this confirms the descrptionrz and increases confidence in the
model,
For example, a theory may be used to predict, on the basis of uncertainty, reluvance, or a
comparable principle, the controller's pattern of eye movements in performing a task.
Independent
measures of performance of actual eye movements during performance of the task maw be taken to confirm
the prediotions, and thuD veri±y the model derived from the theory.
A strength of modelling as a
technique is that different kinds of' measure can be used to assess the model independently, a. that it can
be built using one kind of measure and verified using another.
Because functions have to be separated to some extent for modelling, a flaw in models may arise if
the whole tack is not simply the sum of it;
funotions.
Either the links between functions remain
unrepresented in the model, or there is insufficient information about the nature of the linke to inelude
them in tile model or to indicate haw the formulae representing various functions should be related to each
other in the model.
A model can be used to make predictions.
These predictions can be verified empirically. The verifications in their turn can be used to correct, refine and improve the model.
The more
this is done, the better the model becomes at measuring and predicting performance.
It can be used to
identify measures and functions that have the most critical influence on performance.
These functions in
their turn can give guidanice for training, for simulation, and for evaluation.
A model can be used to
specify what should be included in a real-time or fast-time simulation.
It is also possible to use a
model to suoigest possible selection procedures, though the validity of any procedures derived in this way
still
has to be established independently.
V

Models are used to predict how men will perform their tasks; measures are used to show how men do
perform their tasks.
Ileasuree thus can validate models.
Models can prescribe what should be measured.
15g

SUBJIJOTIVE AZSSESMI&NTS

Subjective assessments are probably the most common technique employed to measure the air traffic
controller.
Thuy are quick, cheap, and comparatively simple to use and analyse.
Some mnjor investigations have relied almost exclusively on subjective evidence.
Generally, findings are incomplete if no
subjective evidence at all is gathered, since some kinds of intormlation cannot be obtained in any other
way. The extensive usage of subjective assessment as a technique has not always boon associated with
equally extensive imdermitsnding of its limitations either in general or with referonce to speoific methods.
This section gives details of kinds of evidence that may be gathered by various subjective assessment
techniques if they are correctly chosen and prudently iused.
The more general limitations of subjective
asseosments ro•er mainly to their suapeot reliability ant validity as techniques.
Subjective assessment techniques are seldom very reliable.
Their reliability can be increased to
some extent by sovernl stratagoel,
especially by intensive training 3f those who make the assesuments,
by careful satndardisiation of the conditions, language and terminolo•y, of assessments, by clear,
wiambigusua and (if .ecessary) repeated inutruotionu, by routine measures and chocks of reliability, and
by examination of the internal utuotrure of the subjective data when the measures permit the application of such techniques as item analy iis.
Dunpite these precautions, which should be taken whenever they
are practicable, the reliability of subjective asusesmentu is likely to remain lower than that of many
other techniques and measurou.
Tihe validity of subjective assessments is a more complex matter to determine.
The question of
criterion measureo in a contentious one.
Normilly subjective assessments would be validated arainut more
Abjective ones, concerned for example with taok or system performance, or phyuiolon-ical or biochemical
indices, but this presumes that it is reasonable to expect good agroemont when subjective and objective
measures of the same thing, are made.
In fact a main reason for incluxinr subjoctivo measures is that
good agreement between their" findings and those fr)m other measures may not be expected: if' good acgreoment were consiatently obtained, one type of measure would be redndant and could be dispenued with in
the interests of parsimony.
The validity of iubjective asseusmente about matters ot' fact canl be
establiuhed by comparing the subjective evidence with the corresponding facto.
The validity of subjective
assessments on matters of opinion eannot be determined, except by reference to other means for gathering
comparable opinions, that is by other subjective techniques.
This can become a tautologous procedure that
ultimately fails becauseo it cannot take into account souroes oF lack of validity that are common to many
subjective assessment technLqueo and therefore cannot ectablich the true validity of subjective techniques
as a whole.
Subjective annosment techniquss con indicate what the man knows, understands and has learned.
They
used to extrapolate beyond measured conditions, to generate hypotheses, and to idontiy fr•-ther
factors of potential relevance.
They can show the factors that the man acknowledges, and relevant evidence
that he igneores.
They can explain the •an'e reasons for his actions co that even actions that are wrong
seem rational rather than capriciow. They can reveal discrepuancies between what the controller believes
lie is doinf, and what he in actually doing and can identify topics on which controllers disagree with
oth•rrs on the correct actions to take.
They can reflect the controller's opinions and beliefs, trakce the
formation of attitudes, and assess their strongth. They can provide insight into team functioning, and
the problerm end successes encountered when tasks are done collaboratavely.
They can indicate the ways in
which supervision, asoistance and communication are believed to be successful.
They cin indicate wha.t the

"can be

uan thinks is rimpoirtant.
They are the main moanis whereby the controller can rmeke his views known and
influence the deoiln and makagoeani ol' the oystem withlun which lie works.
jubrective anusosmontL can be classified A0:
otr'¶ctxred or unutruotured;
individual or grroup;
direct or indirect.

m
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Five main categories of subjective

assessment

can be distinjuishod:

Tpechniquos that yield direct assessments by individuals using structured material:
1. Questionnaires.
2.
Rating scales.
3.
Checklists.
4.
Peer ratings.
Techniques that yield direct assessments by individuals using unstructured material.
5. Narratives. 6.
Case histories. 7.
Verbal protocols. 8.
Heplays.
Tochniquos that yield direct assessments by individuals or groups
9.
Diaries.
10. Log books.

using unstructured material:

Teohniques that yield direct assessments based on dialogues or interchanges, using structured
or unstructured material:
11.
Debriefingo.
12.
Discussions.
13.
Interviews.
Techniques that yiold indirect assessments using structured or unstructured material:
14.
Observations.
15.
Cosmsentaries.
13.
Informed opinions.
Various formalised psychological procedures that obtain subjeotive assesosments constitute psychological
test;, and are diaoisuoed as such and not as subjective assessment techniques.
(1) Qu•stionnaires.
A questionnaire is planneo- in advaunce.
It covers themes that canlbe antioipatel
and are important to the questioner rather than to the respondent.
•ach question can be multiple
choice, where the respondent selects an answer Iisr given alternatives, or open-endod, where
the respondent aLnswers; as he wishes.
Multiple choice questions give less data, are quicker, are
easier, and are more impartial to score and analyce than open-ended questions, and they are more
appropriate for simple issues with ateaightforward choices.
Open-ended questions provide
answers whioh canlbe difficult and time-consuming to interpret fairly, but they give better
coverage of complex issues and can represent a range of views more fairly.
A questionnaire may
be broad ranring or confined to specific issues. it can be almost any length.
It should have
an order, structure and implicit limits. In a questionnaire, everyone san have his say.
It is more suitable to obtain the views of each individual than to arrive at a consensus although
the latter omrergo,
if it is present, from the analysis of individual responses collectively.
A quostiojnaire can sak about items of vital or little
significance, and be unable to diifforentiate between them. The wording of each question should deal with one issue only, and be clear
and unanabiguous.
If different respondents can and do conotruo a question in different aysu,
this say never becems apparent from their anjwers.
Qusstior•s'iro rsponos cuan be elasusiis.'du
in various ways, for example according to the
i
repondsntt ago, experience, job, or training.
Quentions may obtain subjective data on functions, tasks :r equipment on which objective
measures are also taken, so that direct comparisons between subjective auosuements and
.Ifcots of colour coding on task performance.
objective facts can be, me.do, for example on V-.
Questions should be f'ramed so that the findings represent the renpondents' viows, and not the
views of those who p-jue the quentions.
(2)

A araphic
h'liesc are best for quick anoseeesonts on clearly defined dimensions.
Hating ncaleu.
ratieg4 scale consists of a line, labelled at each end, and the reupondent indicates his opinion
Each line must deal with one dimenuion only.
by marking the appropriato poustion on thu line.
it ins posoiblo, in ratingý scales, though less common than in queutionnairou, to ask the
respondent to amplisy hiu anoswer or to comnmont on them.
Ths position marked on a graphic
rating scsle line can be mezusured with a ruler.
The scale therefore seems to provide subjective
assessments in a quantified form amnnable to statistics.
Generally it does not.
such
treatment attributeu a apurirw accurcy to the scale ma•king.
It presumes wrongly that if
di-fferint petophe mark. the uame pouition they rawt hiold exactly ilia same opinion.
It prokiurou,
also wi.-niV, tha~t a ,mawurod neparation• in one part of the tcalo ia uubjectivoly oqu~valont to
the cam,, easured separation in an~other part of the scale. An altenative type of rating, scale
is the multiple atop rating scale, in which the diment•ion is labelled and a verbal description
is given of a number of designated points along it.
The respondent marks his choice, which
may be a position ,n a line, or "no of a number of boxes.
ltatistical analysis of the data from
sultiplp stnp ratir nwicalers nay also rl
on inwawrrpsntd ""iumplionn
Thn strengths of the
viows expressed cannot be derived from ratingescales except by separate ratings of strengths.

(3)

Checklists.

In a cheokli...,

the themes are all provided.

A chocklist is

generally short,

ruquires a series co marking-ý with msinimum annotation, maidcan be uvod repeatedly to trace
trondo or the subjkctive offects of changes.
A checklist may aerve as en aide momoirs for mare
comprehnssive
eorms of subjective assessment.
Checklists are aiso suitable for quick asesosmentu
of a large number of canditions in rapid succession.
They gather fleeting impressions rather
than information in depth, and are best for quick quantitative anneesmnnts.
(4)

Peer ratings. In these,

controllers assess sach other subjectively.

Pe'or ratings have to be

obtained and handled with tact and caution. It can be embarramsini, to dincover that a men is
almost universally disparaged by his colleaguen, and disconcerting if the viewn of a controller,
which might otharwisu be taken ceriouely, are dicmissed as outlandish by his peers.
Ponr
ratings can gather subjective information on cortain issues important to controllers, aund the
evidence they yield oIten does not overlap much with that from other subjective techniques.
(5)

Narrativws.
A narrativo account is potentially the most diffioult subjective assessment
tec•hiquic lo analysea,
interpret, and reconcile with other sources of inforiwstion.
The effort to
provide it in considerable, and betokens a committed and interested attituee.
It can -makeclear
the issues on which the narrator kio utrongly hold vsowe.
The person g.ving, a narrative account
is free to make whatever points he chooses: becaune it is such an unfetisred technique, a
narratLivo can give the fairest representation of the individual's views and their relative
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importance.
Not overyone has the ability to express his views on paper sufficiently cogcntlv
to ensurs that others do not misinterpret them.

(0

In a case history, a real or hypothetical event or sequence of events is
Case histories.
considered a an example of a more general trend or problem, and described accordingly.
Again,
not everyone can provide a good case history.
Case histories of the same event, provided
independontl~y by different people associated with it,
can highlig ht differences and the interactions between them. The case history can be more suooessful as a source of insights and
hypotheses than a-s a representative account of a typical problem, although to obtain the latter
is often its stated purposie.

(7)

Verbal protocols.
A verbal protocol, or continuous verbal description, is a technique, employed
widel~y elsewhere thoug•h rarelyv in air traffic control, in which an individual gives a continuous
verbal description of what he is doing as he is doing it.
As a technique to obtain an understanding of the true nature of actions and the reasons for them it can be supime,
However, it
is unsuitable for tasks that themselves require muon verbal cosaiunication; the act of pyoviding
a description may interfere with normal actions; not every aspect of a task and its thought
processes need be amenable to succinct verbal description. As a technique it therefore has
limited value is air traffic control.

(8)

(9)

Replays.
In this technique an air traffio control task is replayed to a controller who participated in it, and ihe comemonts on what he did, on his reasons, or on designated features of the
task.
Assessments can also le made on factors such an subjective worklad and the balanou
between strategic and tactical thinking.
Problems inclule Epuriously precise recollections
which betoken a helpful attitude rather than an impressive memory, and P. zrc&all of a previous
replay rather than the original if the technique is used, as it may be, more than once in
succession.
The replay, also known sometimes as a review, can be s very useful technique.
Peat
results are most likely to be obtained ii the ourpose of the replay is specific and clearly
defi nid.
Diaries.
These tend to be most useful as memory aids for specific events and as sources of
reference in other subjective techniques.
Normal conditions may remain unrecorded or be
apparently undorrepresented in a diary, but it can be particularly useful to record details of
unusual events, errors and circumstances that might otherwise not be i-corded at all.
It
is less useful to derive general impressions of normal eystem functioning.
Diaries, thought of
primarily as suitable for individuals, can also be effective to record the agreed views of
small teams, or topics of disagreement within a team.

(10)

lig books.
These cossmminly record fasts uuoh as the nature and duration of unserviceability, but
they can be wed to record subjeotivo events also, partioularly on serviceability and related
matters.
They uhare with diaries the oharaoteristio that impressions are recorded while fresh,
bsl'o•re tihe paroptootive on them ohanoB - a chiaracteriutic with both advantages and dinadvantaou.

(11)

DOWbriefings.

Theue are a subjective "asesement technique employed widely in military contexts,

including air traffic control, but less widely in civil once.
Debriefing usually marks the
completion1 of sotsrething.
It cam be used extensively in feasibility testing.
As a technique,
it provides an oppor-tunity for each participant to hear and discuss points raised by others,
usually in a systemaatic and quite formal way, dealing with one topic at a time.
The themes may
ae quito siimilar to those in a questionnaire, though in a debriefing the respondents can raise
soueus themselves.
Debriefing cas be used to achieve a group consensus, or to reveal why no
hgroup coneenwsv is attainable.
Strongly held views nmay be expressed but thoy caik prevail too
much.
Debriefing Iss more successiful at revealing the extent of diffornceas than in r-conciling
them.
It can be startlingly effeotivo when it becomes apparent during a debriefing that the
controllers did not a~z'us on their procedures, funictions or objeotives,
D~ebriefing canz help to
trace the source oi such disagreements.
(12)

DIuscussione.
These are much lees formal than debriefinge,
to the extent that they may not be
adequately recorded while they are taking place, but selectively recorded in retrospect.
A
di~scusion allows fliu. rein to ideas,
and can be a good source of them. It provides data that
can be difficult to integrate with other subjective techniques.
Discussions and debriefinge
uhare the problem of giving more reticent people a fair hearing, and may have to be deliberately
structured sso that everyone has a chance to speak and is encouraged to do so.
A great deal can
be learned if a discussion loads to disputation, provided that all points of view are covered
and the topic is given a thorough airing. The extent of disagreement, and the reasoning behind
it, then become apparent.
Adequate pro-planning for the recording of disclusions is essential.

(13)

Interviews.
Subjective assessments can be gathered by interviewing groups or individuals.
The
interviewer commonly leads an interview, and decides how it should be conducted.
If there is
more than one interviewer, the procedure must be atandardised and rigorously followed.
It is
desirable that this should occur even with a single interviewer, although a purpose of some
initial interviews iay be to explore what is relevant, and hence to develop an appropriate
formalised interview structure.
Within this constraint, the person interviewed must be free to
introduce and expand on the issues that seem most important to him.
Interviews as a technique
are time-consuming.
They may provide in a more expanded, more thorough, but more discursive
form much information obtainable from detailed questionnaires.
It may be easier administratively
to interview groups rather than individuals, but many of tine problems of indlvidual interviews
are still
encountered, often in mere complex formai because it is more difficult to adhere to a
formal interview procedure with a group,
The method of recording an interview is important and
can affect its findings subolantially:
the choice of writing or a tape recorder can have a
major influence on the amount of data gathered, and on the practicality OF reducing it all to
maniageable proportions.
An interview must fulfil a stated purpose,
It is not an occasions
to talk about any topic

L

at all, unless that is

the stated purpose.

It

is

not a technique to

I

be rushed. Much information can be gathered directly about the respondent hamuelf during an
interview, and any ambiguities should be resolved as they arise.
(14)

Observations.
In all the above techniques, the subjective ausssmentiu are made 1J those with
first-hand experience by participating in tanks that form the basis of assessments.
In
observations, and in the following two techniques, onlookers, as distinct from partiecipanls,
provide the subjective aiseessments.
Observers canl be instructed to watch, record, )r comment;
the success with which they can do so depends on the specilicity of their terms of reference,
the number of concurrently assessed dimensions, and their trainlngi.
'rhe value of _3bservations
depends greatly on thorough training of the observers until they are capable of "ollowing
specific instructions exactly.
:Athewise, what is recorded dependr. to') mnuch on the identity -if
the observer.
Independent checks on reliability rindvalidity of obuii-vations need to be made.
T'Vheobserver m.ust not attribute to the person d iing a task the observer's own proceduro, arid
thoughthi processes while doing it.
Rocording can get in the way of observing.
vull reliance
should not generally be placed, riven on trained observers, to assess safety, sill iciency,
capacity, workload, stress, or training achievement, but observations about suck topics should
be supported by some objective data. fbservations can be effective in describing what a
controller was doing in periods orf relative inactivity, and in roporting, controller docisions
to do nothing. The cliff, culties of ,bservatiuns as a technique should not be utderc:tiliatod.

(15)

Commentaries.
It is possible for an informed onlooker to give a continuous or intermittent
cormmentary on air traffic control or aspects of it.
A commentary has to be discreet, ad not
interfere with the air traffio control itself.
It cannot supply consistent detailu of actions
or speech, but may help to set the scone, and to describe conditions, especially social
c ,nditions, under which the work is Tning done.

(10)

Informed opinions.
Management, visitors, and others who watch air traffic control, may mace
formal or informal comoents about it, some f which can carry a great deal of influence,
ilany
of' these comments can be usiful, as those who mike them view air traffic control and ito
problems from a different perupective.
To interpret such opilni•ns orrcItly, it is normally
necessary to determine how well-informed the upoaker who makes them is.

These subjective asee:Osmont techniques have beon described separately, but in fact they interact.
The asitability of each tethnique depends greaily or, the others alus
employed.
for ary purpose i')r which
subjective assessment toc}isques are employed in air traffic control, the need is normally to select a
few techniques which colloctivelV strike the bOut balance between comprehensive coverage and the
utiliuation of limited resources fi.r subjeotive assessment.
;osnerally, techniques to gather individual
assessments musL p-ecede those for g,'roups, and formal techniques must precede informal ones.
daubjeotive
assessment techniques gather such evidence that can be obtained in no other way; in doing no they
introduce various forms of bias, and therefore their timiIng1 m111t minnimise diuruplivo effects on other
meaturementu, and on other subjoctive teonsiquoe.
15h
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SOCIAL IACTOPS
Measures of social fact-rs in air tralfic control are conceonid mainly with the controller as aI

member o.f a team, a facility, an organication, or a pfsii'vu.di-n.
Basic moacuros refer to the role , the
controller within the social utru.ture, the nnturo of the structure )tnelf, or the extent to which the
controller conforms to, or icentifieu with, others within the same sLrueturo.
M•oL socical •roupingri
within air traffic control have a nominal or formalised structure of s',mo kind that cui be stated sad
used an a criterion to establish how closely the actual r•itucturo agrees with it.

.Tz

eothods in which teame of contrl).lrs are trained influence their coheoiion and furictioning.
There
is debate on the benefits of training people in teams from the outsetl 4 O.
The extent to which a teasl of
controllors aetually funutione as a trlea
can be annecaod in variou wmayo.
A rough but fiervi ceable method
iri t- note if each team member works riglidly within the utriCt confineo of the tanks assigi•nd to him, fir
winch he is roeponsible, or helps ated is helped by, others whenever opportunities arise. A further measture
concerns the extent to which individual team members verily or monitor the activitieu of Ather members
whenever
theywhose
can, activitiou
or rely totally
on the competnece
and reliability
cross chocking.
member
are cus•lan'L]"
being cohck~ed
b:; hin peers ol'otherswithout
in tint i'nlly nceripted
by them au A

~teamn

a teais
member.
Another team member, whose performance imray
be in some respects inadc.quAte but who is
helped as much as possible in a kindly and unobtrusive way by others, is fully accepted thouv:h bie
deifioionocies say be woll-4urown and the subj)uct of' sympathy.
P'atterns of convernati on, c neultation, and
joint decision making, beyond the strict roquirements of the ob are further hallmarks of' an intcegrated
teom; as is an absence of queries about what other toean memlers are doing.
The members of' a wellintegrated team know without asking what the others are doi ^qg. If mainy euch quericE arm directed toiwards
a single individual, his activitisu: are puzzling to hin eeoleraoueu, and he it; riot wholeheartedlv
accepted.
T'e most influential tera members can be traced by noting wio first voices ido~rs that later become
adopted, and by examining the processes by which ideas are formed and disseminated.
These preeosnoli can
be examined directly by recording conversations, or nmirc formally by measuring opinions and attitudec
of individual group members and the level of agreement or conformity within the group.
changes inl
attitudes and opinions can lie assessed by repeating the measurements.
(:no index of' the The
s~trength
and•

¶

cohesiveness of a team or group is the rapidity and strength with which a new member of' the group alters
h)u views until they accord with the gerneral group consensus, and the persietence with which he Is
subsequently prepared to defend his recently acquired point of view.
Come memasurie of conformity go beyond subjective assessments of the men'u beliefs and attitudes, and
extend to ta k performance measures, as the il'o
actions, procedures and priorities evolve to accord with
those of the group.
This combination of measures of" task performance and subjective assessments can be
used to examine verisij social faotora.
It may measure cohesion within a team or group, and indicate the

i im
ri)

i
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extent of group a4-reemont and of the divergence oIfindividuals from it.
The application of those combined
measures to different groups shows the ways in which all groups acree and in which they differ. The
magnitudo of difforescoc betwoen groups can thus be established, and compared with the magnitude of the
ui :foresneo
between individuals.
The measures that nest succouufully discriminate between groups can be
defined and also the measures that are most sensitive to individual differences.
:'uoh techniques can show
differences between teams, between watches, sad between air traffic control facilities, towers or centres.
Cf.upariuons of individuals with groups can be used to answer specific questions, such as the extent to
wN oh ihe opinions of suporviuors represent thoce of the controllers they supervise.
f ouch measures from several large groups are compared, with the emphasis on the doeree of aroeement
rather than on the diffferences between them, the extent end dovelopment of prifessional no-rms end
st-indards .-,n be specified in quantitative weysa
Viewos and practices which all group members hold to be
corroet and otoutly defond, the origrins of' which can be traced primarily to cntrollora themselves, form
the basia, fo theseo norms, and the range and extent of agroomont about them indicates their strength.
Streng.t. of views can also be maosured directly in subjective tentms.
The rigidity or flexibility of
certain praoticos measurable in performance terms, may provide further clues to the influenoo of professional standarda, .specially in relation to the gradual sonformity of people under training to thu
practices, beliefs, and attitudes of the profession of' air traffic ctntrol.
Measures of co;msnunioations may rivo Further evidence, particularly in details which may be characteristio foatures of a par.cular group.
3otre personality variables are relevant to social factors and it
maiy be necessary +,o a•oasuvo them also to explain observed interactions.
Measires of s,•oial factors must
aspects of morale and job satisfaction.
In the ease of the latter, it may be more
also be used to az!3oo
important to m.anlt.r" the extent to which the man works in irolation or as a member of a team rather than
to obtain detailir of' his precise relationships with other team members. Traditional and novel maniaement
practices, and t2ie maacso for asueosingr their efficacy, have relevance to olcial factors, particularly in
the formation of" .ttitxxlcu.
The controller works within an air traffic control organisation to which many
of the teneto of uo.•aeisational pcyholoe[' apply,
1 5i

QiJALIJATI VI; i'ACTUI'L

The development of measures of pualitative factora has lagged farbehind that of quantitative factors.
The quality of presented informatii. is uffected by:
(1)

Its accuracy, that is
that quantity.

(2)

Its preci sion, that is
are oxpressed.

(3)

The smallest change
miasurs of iit.

(4)

The frequency or rate ai which a mosoure is

verified,

(5)

'The frequency or ra.te at which a meauuro is

up-dated it' it

(6)

The method )IL dIpi cii on of the information, particularly wth roefrence to the choice of' units
of measluremunt, or.0ix', dimensions, and presentation in digitcl or analogue form.

C(I)

The technical
fCa lure.

the closeness of' a presented quantitative measure to the true maaucre
the level of detail or approximation

in which all mnoaureu of' a quant, ty

ji quantity that has to occur before a change is

s.uliabillty of the inlorimaton presented,

of

made in the presented

1i chani-ini; or has changed.

especially

its probability of" error or

The main determinants of the quality of information can thus be expresued in quantitative terms, and
moasurod.
Although there may be dieputat:on about the relative weighting each doterminant should receive in
given circumstanees, the failure to develop adequate qualitative mneasures lies more in the depiction of
quality than in the calculation of it.
If information about the position of an aircraft on a radar
display at any given instant is known with -realt precision and accuraoy, or if it is known only very
approximately, there may lieno codins- to prvide any indication n1' this difference to the viewer of the
radar display.
Qualitative information may be derived froe a technical knowledge of the sensors providing
that information, and of the subsequent processing of that information before it is presented on the disploy, but not from the display itself.
A rough clue to quality may be deduced from the size of the units
in which quantitative information is expressed.
Similarly, the only clue to the quality of the hoel;ht
information about aircraft on a tabular information display nma come from the units in which aircraft
heights are expressed.
These same LUits must then Doere under all circumstances:
the sensed data rray be
very much more precise and accurate so that the presented reading is a rounded figuro, or the sensed
data may be far less precise or accurate so that the presented reading is a best guess, but in both cases
the information presented to the controller would look exactly the came, and he has no access to any
measure that could differentiate between them.
The qualitative information on which the controller can
measure or assess the trustworthiness of the data is not present.
Accordingly his estimates of how far
he should trust it may be grossly wrong.
Hlis actions on the basis of these estimates may therefore be
inappropriate.
The qualitative LCnormation contained in speech may also be difficult to measure directly, and if
speech is suporoeded by data transponded auto,iaticaily from air to ground no equivalent qualitative
information ic retained.
Put simply, a listener can hear if spoken messages are difficult to hoear, and
can make judgments (which may be rirht or wrong) about the confidence, competence, and understanding of
the speaker. Judgments of the quality and trustworthinnes of spoken messages can be affected by:

ka
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(1)

The signal to noise ratio.

(2)

Pitoh, frequency and amplitude of speech.

(3)

Pace,

(4)

The format of the messages,

(5)

The appropriatenese

(6)

The extent to which spoken meosa':ee Gan be verified froin independent non-verbal sources.

i'luency,

pauses and repetitions.
their phrasing, and the choice of terminology.

of responses to instructions, questions and requests.

Again, it io apparent that measures of the above factors, on which qualitative judgments are based, are
in essence quantitative, and that disputations could occur on their relative importance.
It should not
be impossible to derive quantitative indices of the quality of the information content of spoken
mesosves, though the dimensions in which such indices oould be expressed, and the codingo that could be
devised for ouch dimincione, are not currently apparent.
Perhaps more vital is to relate measures of quality of information to consequent effects of
qualitative judgments on air traffic control safety and efficiency, meoakured in system performance torus,
and to errors, omissions and delays, moasured in task performance terms.
Until thin is done, direct
evidence on the importance of qualitative information in air traffic control is not available.
Such
evidonce is of vital importance to predict the conuequencee of its total removal from the man-•mchine
interface before it is aotually removed.
15j'TI'IdTS
The whole range of standard psychological tests is available for consideration in relation to air
traffic control probloms.
The possibility of iming ar appropriate test as a measure of controllers
should be borne in mind, as it may often be a more sonuitive measuring inetrumnent than speoially devised
measures that lack a theoretical basis or expository rationalu.
However, the Interpretation of test
scores in teor. of test norms requirou caution, sinoethe norms for controllers as a group nay not be the
usame an those for the general pupulation, and it may be necessary to establish whether they are or not
before the scores oa' individual controllers can be used corrootly. Some tests, especially those cancerned
with personality, say be more culturally dependent than their originstors are willing to concede, and
again it is essential that norms for the country within which the touting iu done, rather than norms for
the country within which the test originated, are used to score and interpret the tests. Norma for
co)ntzvllwru in a country are also needed ii" a teet ts intended for widesproad usu among them. Controllere, in so far as thoirxselection procedure has been effeotive, are unlikely to be typical of the
population from which they are drawnt end test norms must be amended accordingly for many testing
purposes.

"
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A further cautionary note ohould be sounded about the use of psyohological tests in air traffic
control.
'The theory behind many tests is that they tsp innate abilities or p)otntial.
A customary
claim for them Is their reuistancu to the factor oF training an a ustrong influence on test scoros.
Training in this context refers to training or instruction in the abilities the teut purports to moaaure;
it does not moan practice, which reters to repeated perfornmance of the same test, a procedure which
ultimately can render the utandard scoring of almout any test invalid.
Practical experience with some
toots ugugests that scores obtained on them can be influenced far more by air traffio control training
than the compilore of the test are willing to concede or thean the thoory behind the test can allow for.
l.br some types of' tests, ouch an persona~lity testa, thin may not seem sturpriuing, but fur ot)er types eof
t::ai, such au the purception of embedded fiiures, it should alert suspicionu.
If this oooe.-, )t need
not invalidate or diuo,,urag4e the tew of a toet, and indoed it pay s•uggest further poseibiliiht , of tent
ueage, for
as an independent index of progress during training, but it does mean that Lhe
mxample
interpretation of a test score
"ay
depend partly on when it in administered.
Psyhohlogical tests can be employed in selection, during training, in evaluation, at re-training for
allocation, at various stagus or decision points during a controllarsu career,
an aspcot of indivikual
en
counuolling, for clinical applications in relation to en individual's health or well-being, or even as
an aid to preparations for retirement.
(ne purpose (,f testing can be diagnoutic - to find out the nature
Of the problem experionced by a controller, and to establish its cause and prognosis.
Another purpoes of
testing,, applicable wherever teuting is done, is that, given a requirement to measure any particular
attribute of controllers, it is always bettor, it' practical, to employ a ready-mnde meaure that meets
the requirement fully, than to devise an ad hoc measure for which no norac exist nor evidence of itso
validity.
Such a measure can almost oertainly provide a fuller explanation of findings than any novel
o.
A further purpose of testing is to employ a measure that can be seen to be independent, both of
other m
to which it may be related, and oi prejudice in scoring or interprotation.
taUres
For some
purposes, the impartiality of tests can seem impersonal, but this is one of their strengths.
Wherever
puychological tests are employed in air tralfic control the stated conditions under which they must be
given, and which are often a condition of the availability of the test, muct be strictly adhered to.
A separate catogory of teat in air traffic control is the performance test, which can ales be
treated as a task perfobrance measnre.
Its distinguishing characteristic is that it measures air traffic
control porf'rrnanoe or an aspect of it.
It dose not seek to measure fundamental human abilities,
limitatione or attributes, as psycholigical tests do.
However, it is a tout in that performance Is
scored.
Preferably the scoring should be standardised, rind be, end be seen to be, impartial and objective.
There should also be normo, so that the scores are not interpreted solely in isolation, but are compared
with the scores of others.

I

I
i

Some Judgments at least should be partly comparative.

Tests may also be of factual knowledge or cmderotand-ng..
Thou h..oroet hero ray be more in the
abuolute score, to check that each individALI does in fact know what he uhiould in order to reach a
desinated level of competence, progress to further training or experience, or gain e qualification.

2
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These tests also require an impartial scoring mothod. However, some uunulstive evidence is needed about
them in the form of norms, to demonotrate that they are praatical and serve their purpose. A taut of
factual knowledge that everyone passes with consumnvte ease, or that oveirono aonsistentljr fails to pass,
is not of much practical usa, and cumulative evidence about test scores is needed to verity that the
teat is

15k

at an appropriate level of difficulty.

oTHER MEAStLUl

Many other measures of the controller, not yet mentioned, are possible. In general, they are not
suitable for general use in air traffic control, but are fitted to specifis objectives, and should be
employed whenever those objectives %rise. Some of the cited referonces 2 7 ,137 give a glimpse o0 further
measuros that =anbe employed. They may be general, or specific to individuals.
Examples of general measures include indices derived from sources such as medical records or occupational health statistics. Morbidity and mortality rates say be of great relevance in demonstrating the
sfTeots, or lack of effects, of air traffic control on the health and well-being of controllers as a
group. Data on the incidence of various psychosomatic illnesses among controllers in different cousntries
may help to indicate whether any occupational health problems that seem to be present are prevalent in
the same form interniationally so that their origins should be found among the conditions that controllers in different countries have in common, or are national oharaoteristios, so that their origins should
be found among conditions tha-t are peculiar to controllers in the country affected. Measures relevant
to the medical condition of individual controllers, or of controlleis in general, can become very
numerous, but they are generally orthodox, and the resulting data and findings are classified and cate.gorised in medical termu and not according to air traffic control or psychological conoopts.
Specific measures of an individual include biographical data., 1br come measurement purposes,
extensive biographical data may be gathered, which go
far beyond the data that are commonly treated ie
relevant to air traffic control. The data gathered about a particular incident with which a controller
has been associated, or to account for symptomw of stress in an individual controller, must inoliao
extensive biographical information about hLm, in arder to establish what is relevant or is not. It many
be necessary in invsutigating an incident to cheok that the controller was not being distractod, for
example by domestic or financial worries, or by anxiety aboutor irritation with, a clloagua, suerovisor
or assistant. To ascertain sources of stress, the firet stop is to trace their origins which may be
wholly within the air traffic control environment, totally outside, or a fateful interaction betwoen
sources within air traffic control and beyond it.
Most biographical data ara not interpreted in isolation. The GiM3rlacoance of a stated problem or condition may depend greatly on how conmmn it is.
1I it
is rare, the cure iray be to tackle and resolve the problem. If it is alnmost universal, but affects only
a very few individual controllers in an adverse way, the cure nsy lie in an examinAtion and treatment
of those individuals.
151

INTNIIACTIOi•U

DEfI'Wr.-TN MID=.UINs

Becau•e there are very few huran factors questionu in air trarfa-c control that can be anuwerod by
the use of only a single measure, a multiplicity of measures is normal, and problems arise ini integrating, the flinding,3e fronm them and encurinp that the measures themselveu do not interfere with each other.
.emse intiiiACtluna canmbe avoided by forethought: an exiomple hau been noted with reference to subjoetive
measures, whorekindividual views havo to be gathered before cmusenuu" (.roup viewu, liocause if tho latter
are collectad iiret they rkk, inf'luesne the former t,') much.
Other interactions are more dirficult to
re••oivO uince they originate in oonfliotirng oeitoria among the measures themelvou, which in Iurn come
iris the multiple aims of air traffic control
,
'Smc moasures are cumborsome, and other measures have to stop while they are taken; examples are
obtaining, blo:d outd urine samplote for biochemical analylcis.
Occasionally ouch measures arezo se]Cdefoating:
a few peopl, are so upuet Ly the procosa
f'r riving- a blood sample that their consequent
state of arousal can affect the sample itself'.
P'lonauint as it can be for a male co•ntroller if a very
attractive g'irl fixou electrodes t. him immediatoly prior to phyciol'gical meausionsont, it dooe nothingL
to impr)ve the validity of thc measuron obtained - she may have to stay out of night and wait a while.

l.von under the motL favourable circwnotances, any forim f eye movement recording that requires handmounted equipment is liable to have certain inhibiting etf'ectu on some of tie controller's activities in
the cource or his tank porlormance, and perhaps especially on thior pace and variety, and it may thus
interfe'or

with other moauures to an uncertain deogcr.

Joo moasuroe are too nimilar to what they purport to measure. An obvious example is the verbal
protocol in air traffic control. Mont cmntrollers have to speak su much in the cource of their work
that a rtunngn commcntary by them on what they are doing either gets in the way of their task* or must
itself bte incomplete.
A further example concerns secondary taksa, a measurement tachnique not hitherto
mentioned be•uaie it is unsatisl'actory in air traffic control though it hae been used quite widely elsewhere.
Its theory is that spare mental capacity or mental workload can be mensored by introducing a
secondary tack, to be done whenover the man can spare the time for it without racrificing any aspect of
his primary task.
This leads to several complications and interactions:

(1)

9u,mc people are unable to obey such an inutruction.

(2)

The premise of a fixed or constant mental capacity on which the technique dependos i

highly

suspoct.

(3)

It is difficult in a complex air traffic control task onvironmont to land any suitable
secondary tack that would not interfare in some way with any aspect of the air traffic control
tac•k.

(A)

Since

air

L

1.

control can to a considerable extent expand or oontre !t to fill
the time.
the notion of what constitutes spare tame or capacity con become quite arbitrary.

traffic

available,
,

,

I

,

.......

1

_--

I
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(5)

While the man is performing any secondary task an additional unmeasured extra task is
introduced because the man must cantinue to pay sufficient attention to his air traffic
control tasks to kmow when to stop doing the secondary task and return to them.

(6)

In air traffic control some tasks appear to be done concurrently in any caee because they arc
overlearned, and the controller can perform much of them while attending to something else,
yet to measure mental capacity this must be disentangled, and the switching of attention must
be accoiMted for.

(7)

A secondary task introduces a form of task sharinc end the validity oc" measures of it must be
impaired by the evidence of a separate task sharing ability which is characteristic of
individuals and independent or partly independent of the actual nature of their tasks.

The nature of human factors is interactive, and therefore human factors measures inevitably tend tobs
interactive also, especially if they seek completeness of measurement.
When a range of measures all
seem to be in agreement, this may be because their coverage of the relevant sources of information is
5
incomplete.
A example, quoted -elsewhere in detail 1 , notes that in the assessmen't of whether mental
workload is excessivo, system measures, performance measures, phys3iological and biochemical measures,
mad some subjective measures may all apparently agree, and it is only when a different kind of subjective
evidence is gathered that the counter argument begins to emerge,
and the fundamental incompleteness of
an apparently . omprehennivo set of' measures becomes apparent .I
When human factors measures disagroe, the options are to ijmore some, to integrate them into
composite measures, to accord a relative weighting to them, or to accept the disagreement.
A very common
finding is an inverse relationship between time and errors, with attempts to derive an integral moasure
such as the number of errors per unit time, or mean time between errors. Because air traffic control
must be safe, orderly and expeditious (and also impartial, fuel conserving and economical), measures of
such dimensions my interact.
In the absence of any clear policy on the relative weighting of such
factors (how far should fuel conservation be achieved at the cost of expedition?), oomc conflict between
measures is inevitable.
Generally, the specific conflicts that will arise arc predictable, and the
objectives s
point the way to their resolution.
It is bettor to agree on how to integrate the measures
before they are gathered, since post hoc decisions carry the imputation of fabrication, justifiably or
not. Although the development of measures of performance in man-machine usytems is en active researoh
field, some recent studies still
find that the interactions betwoen measures have been insufficiently
appreciated, and that adequate analytical teohniques h ve not yet been devised to permit the f'indiags
from various measmures to be interpreted colleotiveljIy,
(always assuming that they can be).
The real
problem may be deeper.
The human factors approach is to partition the subject matter, sandto take
measures of the partitioned dimensions,
if the whole subject matter is more than the sum of the partitioned parts, than the sue of all the measures, no matter how they are added or integrated, cannot fully
represont the whole, although partitioning nmay enable the par~e to be understood.
If the whole is
measured, without partitioning, thi" restricts techniques to those appropriate to system meaaures or to
allied measures such as modelling.
While the whole may be adequately described, no adequate undorstanding
of the isuseascrod parts oan emerge. If both the whole system and the system In its partitioned state, are
measured, this represents a najor commitment of' resources and still
leaves the problem of the integration
of the whole and the partitioncd measures, even aesuming that both have been comprehensive.
Much
definitive work, on the interactions between measures, on their integration, on their completeness, and
on their reconciliation when they confliot, remains to be done.
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CHAPTER 16
HtVMA FACTORS IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
16a

THE C-IfTRIBHITI0

OF HUMANFACTORS

The human factors specialist concerned with air traffic control research and development seeks to
apply his knowledge, techniques, findings and interpretations to further the objectives of the research
Occasionally a
and development and to cover all relevant human factors aspects and implications.
research and development programme includes a study that focuses primarily o human factors issues, but
most air traffic control research and developmont problems concern the system, equipment, technical
innovations, traffic flows, capacities, and the like,
They are not in essence human factors problems.
Therefore the role of human factors is to contribute towards their solution, but the main variables,
experimental designs, conditions and measurements may not be particularly apposite for human factors
nor the ones that would hayie been chosen for a purely human factors study. The constraints
on research and development are such that a human factors interpretation may be required of findings
obtained under conditions where it was completely impractical to insist that the full rigour of
traditional human factors experimental designs and control over variables must be enforced.
Insistence
on such enforcement would mean that few studies could ever start, and fewer still
would be completed.

"purposes,

F

'and

This does not imply that the human factors specialist can afford to be sloppy, casual or unscientific in his approach to air traffic control research and development:
far from it.
Given a free hand
unlimited resources5 he must know exactly what to do to obtain the most reliable and valid possiblQ
aswer to each problem in human factors terms.
He muot know how hiuman factors studies should ideally
be conducted end be able to recognise any opportunity for a well-designed piece of relevant human
factors research.
Typically this is a major commitment: it involves a complex and rigorous experimental design, quite large numbers of subjects in order to assess individual differences and the factors
relevant to them, multiple measures and a means for weighting and combining them, appropriate scoring
and statistical analysis of data, sufficient time for training and instruction of subjects before the
experimental design proper is followed, and preferably a theoretical basis from which hypotheses for
testing a" be derived and according to which findings can be interpreted. But human factors expertise
in air traffic control research ond development programmes must extend beyond a knowledge of what
would be ideal.
In air traffic oontrol remearoh and development the human factors specialist muat expect to
enco ter major obstacles to the conduct of valid human factors experiments,
lie must therofore be able
and willing to compromise, and recognise the full implications of doing so.
lIe may have equlpment for
only a very limited time, far less than he would like.
The cost of using an air traffic control
research and development facility may mean that every moment must be put to productive use.
1few people
may have been trained to do the tasks being studied, and the costs of training others with the facility
on line would be prohibitive.
There may be no suitable theoretical framework to generate hypotheses
or to provide a basis for gauging how far 'lndings might geasralise or be extrapolated.
Perhaps above
all the humanu factors specialist must have sufficient insight into the nature of experimental designs
and their assooiated statistical techniques and relative power to understand which questions can still
be answered validly and which cannot, with various departures from the ideal design.
This is often a
conspicuous weakness when laboratory trained academic psychologists tackle applied human factors
problems.
They know what should be done but lack sufficient insight into experimental designs and
statistical techniques to appreciate exactly what can utill
be salvaged and what must to
sacrificed in the face of such coummr woes as a very small number of oubjects, confounded variables,
incompleie control over variables, progressive familiarity with the experimontal material, equipment
brcskdowne in the middle of experimental runs, abandonment of part of the experimental design, aijudngmonts of the difficulty or feasibility of now proceduresi or tasks, or unbalanced experience with
compared alternatives.
All too ofton, euch dit'fioullise are glossed -iver in official accounts of
research studies.
No-omne likes to admit to a debacle, especially an expensive one, but,if its occurrence
is never conceded and openly acknowledged and described, subeequent researchers can gain a false
impression that they are besot by pocularily baleful vicissitudes, when they are really encountering
normal difficulties.
It can also be important in analysing human factors data to know the conditions under which variou
-tatiotical treatments can be used, and the relative power of alternative statistical treatments that
are valid.
The ideal statistical method maVybe difficult to jiwtitf- if an alter.ative technique that is
almost am powerful requires far fowor roeoources and is much quicker.
In applied work, a relationship
that is teetering, on the brink of statistical siignificanco is not usually of sul'ficient practical
importance to warrant the application :1i elaborate time--conelsing stanistieal techniques to it.
Note
that this does not sanction the use of otatistical techniques that are not valid, but does mean that the
practical appropriateness of techniques depends partly on their power as techniques and on the effort
their application entails in rolation to the practical importance of the question which they address.
In research and development work, collective decisions must be made on the optimum use 'if limited
resoorces to gain the maximum amount of relevant valid information.
A vital human factor. contribution
is to explain the measurement techniques that can be employed, the conditions that muot be met to nsuure
their validity, and the questions that cannot be answered if those cinditions are not met,
There should
be full understanding and itgreement about the questions that con and cannot be answered before
experimental utudies begin.
Air traffic oontrol research and development is biased towards teclhniquos of evaluation ihat eucpi.y
simulation facilities, end away from simple laboratory studies on the one hand and real-lae sttudies on
the other.
The contributions of human factors to air traffic control evaluations are considered more
fully in the next ceetion.
f)thor human factors contributions to air traffic control roeearch and
development are listed here more briefly.
This text as a whole implies what the whole range of hunan
factors contributions can wnd should be.
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(1)

An
The application of basic psychological knowledge of huialn capabilities and limitations.
aim of the hIssan factors contribution to air traffic control research and development is to
utiliso human strengths and circumvent human weoaknesses in the interests of safe and eff'icient
air traffic control, to assure that the research and development programme does not founder
because of a gross mismatch between envisaged human roles and actual human oapabilities,
Wherever possible the human factore speoialist must xmo his knowledge to suxggest practical
means to ensure the successful progr3ss of the prograunme.

(2)

The application of applied hunan factors knowlodge from air trafi'ic control and other oontexts.
(The aim is to learn human factors lessons from previous relevant work, and hones to improvo
specifications and ensure that any former mistakes are not repeated.
The particular research
and development prograssno is interpreted in relation to human factors woc on other manmachine systemo,
so that problenm
are identified as specific to air traffic control or general,
This entails comprehensive
and the range of previous relevant evilence can thus be identified.
knowledge of the relevant litorature, ;und skilled interpretation of it en the part of the human
factors specialist.

(3)

Tihe idenitifionation, classification and intoerprotation of the whole range of human factors
problems relevmnt to each rosearch •nd development programme.
This requires detailed usnderstanding end knowlcdgo of the aims and content of the prograsses.
A first stop is to ensure
that all intrinsic human factors problems have bso'a racognisod and are discussed, especially
new ones.
A humano factors contribution is to suwgest their importanco and coneequosnos in
human factors terms, to describe what is already known about each, to advise on problems where
existing knowledge appears insuf'ficient, and to state the human factors work that would be
noeeded to gain sufficient Knowledge for the particular research and development purposes.

(4)

Participation in the planning of the research and devalopment programme.
Here the role of
human factors is not merely to provide relevant evidence and advice, but to indicate the
strength end generality of the evidence and the probabilities for each problem that there is
a solution and that techiniquea to discover it can be devised and used. As a member of a
collaboraLive research and developmeont toa the human factors specialist must always try to
further its aimi,1 be constructive and find ways round the objeocions and difficulties that
he must inevitably raise from time to time.
An aim is to optimice each man-Mahine interface.

(5)

Advice on approprLite human factors techniques.
In addition to the provision of human factors
knowledgeo the humnan factors specialist advises on broad categories of tochniqu•,
such as
theoretical etudieu, model building, laboratory experiments, simulations, and the study of
aspects of real-life air traffic control environments,
lie also advises on speoific techniques
within each of those categorioe
•nd makes recommendations on those that should be omployed.
the
lit doing so he takou account o their practical fsasibility, the required rosourco,
probability of obtaining definitive evidence, the oase of interpretation of findings, and tie
prospects of succeouful integration of evidence obtained from different techniques.

(6)

'T'he measurement of individual participanta in air traffic control rouearoh and development
studios.
Advice is givon on the rLane ofl moasures, especially of performance, individual
differo•oes and subjeotive assossments, on the kinds of evidence that each can and cannoe
yield, on the atmount of data noeded to draw concluaions, on the reliability and validity of
measures, aid on thu conditions that have to be mot for successful mcasurumont.

I ----

(7)

P•rther hisiWn factors implications of the research and development progroame.
Those include
the development of methods of famliartiuation and training, associated with proposed innovatio)ns, implicationcs for selctionn, relations to roeupnsibilitiee and statul, and possible
effects on well-being and aLtitudes.

(8)

The di-iga of experiments and the choiceu 'f statistical techniqueos to mset hluman factorr
requirements.
The aim of meaeureo in t
gather reliable and valid data to enable judtgiinis
R
abouL the rcacarch and development prolramme to be formod.
'io achievo thirt aim, it is
necossary, wherever possible, to adhere to orthodox human factors desijlis in which no incorrect
assurp'tioluk
arc madu, purtictularly about whether the interacting effocts botween variables have
been parcelled out.
Speoinliet human factors advice is needod on the value and Interpretation
)f evidence whon the normal requirements for reliability and validity cannot be met..

9)

The interpretation of evidence.
The findings duri.ng air traffic control rosearch and development are considered primarily in relation te air traffic control.
This alono mVy not ons;ur"
that their human factors applications aro all rocognisod.
If thoy are not, the hbunio factors
specialist
usut spoel them out in air traffic control toenms

(10)

The relation of research and development to the air traffic control syotem in human factors
terms.
The human factors contribution to air traffic control research sad development should
also be interpreted in terms of the role of human factors in air tral'fic control in genoral
(see Chapi-r 3).
INt only should the hymearn factors implicationu and findings he roportad and
interpreted, but the stare during the evolution of the a.r traffic control system at which
each becomes relevant should also be stated, so that the findings from human factors ocntributions to air traffic control research and development are correctly fed back to influence
in the most appnopriate way.
air traffic control itself
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HUMAN FACTORS APPLICATIONS TO AIR TRAFFI&C GCOTROL I2ALUATIONS

for
control research and development generally employ facilities built
air traffic
formust
EvaluationsThey
They 0an
often use currment technology to represent proposed future technology.
seldom last long enough for the participants to reach full proficiency in their taske. When an evaluation is conducted for research and development purposes, it is more appropriate to seek to establish the
feasibility of concepts or to verity that development is proceeding along the right lines than to seek
quantitative measures of capaoity or definitive evidence on system performance in real-life. The
objectives of evaluations varya great deal, and the human factors contributions to them are therefore
not always the same. Nevertheless it is possible to indicate aspects of evaluations towhich husan
factors contributions can be made. These nverlap corsiderably with contributions to operational air
traffic cor.trol systems.
that purpose.

Given the purpose of an evaluation, huma factors advice can be offered on what should be done to
Mbe topic concerns the operational posiobtain findings that are as valid and pertinent as possible.
tions that should be included in the evaluation, the equipment required at each, and the authenticity
of each operating position. The main positions usually must be replicated with considerable fidelity
and completeness, or else the controller's time will not be fully occupied with realistic tasks.
However, peripheral and feed operating positions, there to enable the evaluation to take place but not
an intrinsic measured part of it, can remain incomplete sad some can often be combined. Equipment has tu
be provided that functions realistically so that the tasks for the controller in the evaluation are
similar to those that occur or will occur in re .l-life, and a full range of his tasks must be included.
The extent to which the chosen tasks are representative of others should depend on the objectives of the
evaluation.
Similar considerations apply to the air traffic samples used for the evaluation. It is vital that
these can be specified in detail and classified in some way, so that any differences attributable to
differences between samples can be discovered and expressed in general terms. It is also important that
aircraft types should be seen to behave realistically. If they do not, this constitutes a distraction
and a constant reminder to the controller that he is participating in an evaluation. If aircraft do not
manoeuvre, accelerate, climb or descend as expected, this produces unknown effects on control strategy
and efficiency. There are enough potential sources of poor validity present in any air traffic control
evaluation, without introducing any further avoidable on-a of unknown significance.
Because controllers are not fully conversant with the system being evaluated, measures of their
workload, traffic handling capacity, tactics, and proficiency are inherently suspect. However it only
takes one successful controller to show that a task is feasible in principle, or to illustrate
possible improvements as experience with the system is gained. The question of realism and fidelity in
evaluations is bound up with the need to acquire skills during the evaluation and transfer them elsewhere, perhaps even to train others in them. If this is not envisaged, the requirements for realism
become loes stringent, as they also do if an evaluation is comparative and any inadequacies in it apply
equally to all the compared conditions.
Human factors advice covers communications links between controllers, and between controllers and the
input operators who represent pilots. A problem in air traffic control evaluations is often that these
Contacts can be made without delayi channels are clear;
links are too snooth and trouble free.
instructions are understood immediately and implemented at once. The participating controller can come
Fbr some purposis such as feasibility it may not matter, but it
to rely too much on this smoothness.
can wreck measures of capacity. HnLan factors advice can indicate the steps necessary to achieve the
kind of comnmunications required for the particular objectives of the evaluation.
Perhaps the most straightforward application of human factors principles to research and development
evaluations concerns the workspaco, furniture and men-machine interface. The ergonomic principles for
the design of suites and consoles can be implemented as they stand. Physical envirornmental conditions
should not be grossly different in the evaluation from those in real-life, and human factors guidance
can be provided on the tolerable limits within which little effect of environmental variables on the
findings of the evaluation would be expected. The lighting should replicate operational lighting
conditions closely if these are known at the time when the evaluation takes place. The basic recommendations for the design of workepaces to foster the well-boing of the operators in them should be
followed. Known causes of postural ori visual diffioulties should be excluded from evaluations, as they
would be from real-life syst.ems.
The detailed layout of each operating position for the evaluation should meet human factors
All controls should be correctly chosen, optimally positioned and check-d for sensitivity.
requirements.
The basic guidelines for matching control specifications and locations with task requ- -aents should be
followed. All controls should be checked to ensare as far as possible that they are not a source of
needless errors or delays. Paplav control relationships should be optimised. Display contents should
be specified in relation to task purformance and to the objectives of the evaluation: the information
on each displaky should be clear, correctly coded, and laid out to facilitate its use for the envisaged
tasks. Displays for the evaluation should be considered collaotively so that there are no anomalies
between the codings on different displays; these might not matter in the evaluation but would not be
acceptable operationally. Likewise, codings known to ho inadequate, but introduced as a matter of
practical necessity within the teohnological constraints of the evaluation, must be treated with circusspection. There is some tendency for aspects of the man--iachine interface, initially adopted in an
evaluation solely for reasons of expediency and with full awarenece of their glaring deficiencies, to be
perpetuated in cubsequent evaluations and even in operational systems because they are nexer queried
thereafter. In evaluations, as in real-life air traffic control, the man-miaohine interface should be
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designed as a whole.

The capacity of the displays and controls iL not necessarily that required for the evaluation,
although it may be if the aim is merely to demonstrate the feasibilityof a concept. More co..monly, it is
essential to establish that a concept being evaluated, such as a particular configuration of displayed
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information, would remain usable under operational conditions, and particularly with the peak system
loadings encountered operationally. The displays cen set a limt on ,ystem capacity if there is not
room on them for the essential information about all the aircraft under control at that operating
position. Maximum traffic samples and loadings may be set by the capacity limits appropriate for the
evaluation. Eýxtrapolrted human factors evidence can indicate some of the problems that will arise with
loadings in excess of those covered in the evaluation, and may offer solutions to them. A substantial
increase in tabular information, for example, maj require additional coding dimensions to impose a better
visual structure on it to facilitate searching. These additional codings should be tried in the
evaluation. Ths displays should therefore be able to accommodate the amount of data that would be
gcnerated under peak real-life system loading, even though it may not be possible to actually generate
this amiount during the evaluation.
Some human factoro questions can be answered and some cannot using the traffic samples chosen for
the evaluation. It is essential to make this clear before the spocification of the traffic samples is
finally settled, so that adjustments to them can be made if answers are wanted to the questions that
would remain unanswerod. As a matter of expediency, the amount of traffic in the samples usually has
to be increased, progressively or in stepst during the evaluation, since light samples are needed at the
beginning while participants are learning how the system functions, and hoaviez samples are needed later
to check that they can be handled. Some aspects of samples can become so familiar that the problems
they pose are anticipated.
If this happens, it can invalidate many measures ,and distort procedures.
Human factors advice can indicate the aspects of samples that may become too familiar, and the consequences in terms of reduced validity.
The processes of initial verbal or written briefing, instruction, demonstration, familiarisation
and training that normally precede an eval-uation all have a substantial influence on its findings, and
humsn factors evidence can be used to illustrate this, and if necessary to quantify and allow for some
of their effects. The justification for doing this depends in part on the objectives of the evaluation.
With experimental equipment that is in an early stage of deve.Lopment an•d not intended for operational
use in its current form, such precautions may be superfluous. In other contexts they may be vital.
The first evidence on effective training procedures for an innovation may be obtained when it is evaluated, because some training must be done before the evaluation can talc, place. Human factors advice on
procedures for training should often be obtained and followed at this stage of an evaluation much more
thoroughly than it normally is, since the techniques for training and familiarisation, developed for the
evaluation and partly dictated by factors of expediency associated with it, may suxbsequsotly become more
entrenched than is warranted; potentially better methods of training, excluded by the circumstances of
the evaluation, may never be tried.
Team structures and manning levels employed for an evaluation must inevitably be incomplete in some
respects. Some of their human factors consequences can be specified in terms of fuioions that are
oversimplified, tasks that are not done, and comaunicationo that can be dispensed with. In evaluations
it is easy to under-represent the amount of time spent in routine communication, co-ordination and
liaison, partly because some of these activities can be omitted altogether, and partly because those that
remain are shorn of most of their difficulties. It is not always possible in an evaluation for
controllers to give as much help as they normally would to their colleagues alongside them, either because
uuch help during the evaluation is formally discouraged in the interests of mesurement, or because all
the normal means of rendering help are not present. The effects of this can be expressed in human
factors terne.
A ruzther human factors contribution to evaluations concerns the implications of their total drnation on the validity of the resulting evidence. The number, length and scheduling of exercises in an
evaluati on affects learning, the attainment of profioiency, the onset of boredom or fatigue, =nd the
understanding of how the evaluated system funotions. It can aleo affect the measures so much that in
almost all traffic control evaluations the data have to be classified in terms of th exercises,
sequence, and the stated differences between them. Human factors knowledge of work-rest cycles
their effects or. various types of measurement can be brought to bear.
More broadly, human factors requirements have a vital interaction with experimental designs, 0khc
choice ara manipulation of controlled variables, and the selection of appropriate statistical toonniques.
These must meet human factors constraints as well as mathematical and statistical ones. In particular,
a deeign in which the factors are mathematically balanned is not thereby a deeign in which the- arm
balanced in human factors terms. If the effects of interactions must be studied and allowed for, this is
possible only with a combination of appropriate experimental designs with corrent statistical
techniques according to human factors criteria.
Many of the methodo of measuring the controller, described in the previous chapter, can be applied
Indeed they may take particularly rigorous and thorough forms in research and development
in evaluations.
contexts where in principle there can be greater control over variables and more precise quantification
of their effects than in real-life air traffic control. In partioulr,.r it say be more feasible to measure
the man as distinct from a ann-machine sub-eystem, although this is not ofton done.

The main kinds of measurement in evaluations refer to system performanoe, task performance, individual diiferencest ard subjaeGtive assessments. Eaoh of these can become elaborate and detailed when
circumstances warrant, and soaetimes when they do nto.
TIAWy of the measurement techniques mentioned
previously are used: there is some tendency to measure everything possible sin-e the system constructed
for the evaluation is temporary, and once dismantled no additional evidence that may have been overlooked
can be gathered afterwards. While common prudence suggests thoroughness in measureemont, practical
considerations point in the other di-'otion. As the findings from an evalation for research and
development purposes are wanted quickly to enable further planning to take place, chronic delays because
of over-ambitious and unselective data gathering, measurement and analysis may not be riewed favourably.
Minutely detailed descriptions of events in a system still
being evolved ma serve no useful purpose.
Human factors guidance
usually make clear the range and detail of the minimum measures needed to meet
ua
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the objectives of the evaluation: although it may be wise to measure rather more, it
wise notto arxalyce measures beyond the minimum initially, unless there is time,

Human factors guidance may also be needed to interpret apparent anomalies between measures. The
commonest arise between objective measuree of task performance and subjective assessments on allied
din---ions, though some measurement criteria in air traffic control may be inherently difficult to
reoonoile 8'9 . For example, a controller may report that his performance has certainly been improved by
provision of colour coding on his displays, whereas objective merisuroments of performance show no
improvement whatsoever. There is no point in dismissing part of this evidence as wrong. The revelation
of eshli disparities is a major reason for collecting both objective and subjective data in air traffic
control evaluations, and nmy help to rxplain what might otherwise remain inexplicable. The controller
acts according to his beliefs: they are incorrect. There is a human factors problem to discover how
they have arisen, and to trace their practical consequences for the safety and efficiency of the system.
When these consequences are known, they provide evidence on whether any attempt to change the controller's beliefs should be undertaken. In evaluations, it can he particularly important to measure
attituades and opinions. With innovations it may even be possible to show how and why attitudes to them
are formed. Whether equipment is efficient is one thing, and whether it ie liked is another: both can
be measured by human factors techniquec in evaluations.
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The final, and perhaps major, human factors contribution to air traffic control evaluations for
research and development purposes is in the interpretation of findings, including en estimate of their
g
and of the confidence that should be placed in them. it is in the nature of evaluations that
excessive extrapolation of their findings must ultimately prove contentious. The human factors specialint can weigh the evidence in human factors terms, relate it to previous experience and to the generalliterature, assess the seriousness of the constraints imposed by a limited number of participants and
by the evaluation itself, estimate the reliability and validity of the data, and gauge the magnitude
and relevance of disparities between the evaluation snd real-life conditions. Those •und other kinds of
information are used to interpret the findings of' the evaluation in human factors terms. The human
specialist is therefore able to provide an impartial commentary on the evaluation.
16c
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REAL-TIME AND FA2T-TIMI,
SIMULATION
The air traffic control evaluations discuased in the previous section are in real-time.

This means

that they include controllers who perform tacks at a workspacoe, uwing displays and controls. Aspects of
the system or their performance are measured, often in terms of times, events and errore, and perhaps by
other means. In roal-time evaluation, thers is a real, photographable, physical environment, either
simulated or operational.
Real-time simulation haa bean used very extensively in research and developmlent for air traffic
control. An a result, informed jugtements c=a be made of its value and limitations as 4 a0 teocnlique. A
. It is
recent appraisal concluded that as a technique it is both indispensable and over-uoed
indispensable because much of the evidence about human interactions with the system can be obtained in
no other way, short of operational conditions, and sometimes not even then. It has been over-used partly
becaute of its employment for a much wider range of applications th•n those for whish it is really
and partly because in addition to fulfilling its own functions it has had to do duty for simpler
laboratory rstuies that should normally precede it and for real-life verification that should normally
follow it.
The assumption eeoms to be prevalent that different types of finding from real-time cimulation
studies have equivalent validity, despite extensive evidence to the contrary. Findings from real-time
simulation are not dcfinitive, but require verification. They are never wholly useleos and never
completely valid. The problem is to establish the credence each finding should be afforded. More
credence can often be given to comparative findings, about alternative equipment, displays, controlo,
methods, proceduaes, instructions, divisions of responsibility, eto, than to absolute findings, about
capacities, workload, tactics, strategies, error rates, eto. In the former, moot determinants of
validity, or of the lack of it, apply about equally to the alternatives, and it may therefore not be of
great practical consequence if all these determinants cannot be defined and specified exactly. In the
lather, the answer obtained is a direct function of these same determinants of validity; if they cannot
be ctuantified, or even identified, confidence in the findings becomes correspondingly uncertain.
Because real-time simulation atudiuss seek general answers, expressed in system terms, the importance of
individual differences between controllers can be und(restimated, and their measurement neglected - a
characteristic weakness of real-time simulation as a technique, which applies even more forcibly to
fast-time simulation.
Fast-4ime simulation, as a technique, is based on a mathematical description or model of a system.
It needs no physical equivalent. Its validity depends on the extent to which various fusotions can be
In air traffic control research and development and in other large man.expressed in mathematical terms.
machine system, fast-time simulation is generally weakest when it attempts to express the role and
functions of controllers mathematically. Very simple human functions can often be described by a
mathematical equation of comparable simplicity, that successfully accounts for most of the variance.
Progressively more complex functions require correspondingly mors complex formulae, that account for loset
of the variance. At some point, which varies with the objectivesa, the effort entailed in the oompilation of adequate mathematical descriptions of human functions is no longer repayed in terms of the
usefulness of the descriptions or their adequacy as descriptions. A further practical constraint is that
many tasks in air traffic control are not understood well enough for a mathematical description of them,
even an inadequate one, to be compiled.
It is possible in fast-time simulation to omit human functions altogether. Aspects of system
functioning with minimum human intervention con be studied satisfactorily in this way. If human functions
are included, in principle they can be represented in various ways in fast-'time simulation. In increasing
order of complexity, a human function may be introduced as a fixed delay (a moan, median or mode), am a
variable delay picked on each occasion at random from a distribution derived from theoretical
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descriptions of how the man should function or from practical evidence on how he does fmnoti on, or as a
This
variable dolay chosen on each occasion from a distribution according to a predetermined principle.
For example an experienced man would
last option incorporates an allowan~oe for individual differences.
tend to take shorter times tihn an inexperienced one on most ftuctions, and the delay on most functions
would therefore be below average to represent him.
D'or purposes of fast-time simulation, human errors
can be treated similarly, an fixed in natiure, fixed in proportion, or both; as random; or as following a
predetermined pattern to accord with such factors as an individual's experience.
It is thus possible
by various means to attempt to represent human variability in fast-time simulation.
In
practice the attempt is seldom made in air traffic control research and development.
It can become very
time-ooneuxwdg.
lfst-timo simulation &a a tochniqlur has the benefit implied by its title.
]ocause it is fast, mzany
The
Generally those are classified by the input to the fast-time simulation.
replications are possible.
same input is made ropeatedly
while many variations are introduced within the simulation to explore
their effects.
When this has been done, the input is ohangod, and the oame variations are explored
again with the revised input.
With thic fast-time simulation tooleiquo, far more runs, with far ureater
control and manipulation of variables, are possible tlha in real-time simulations.
The effects of
difforent inputs in the form of traffic samples can be thoroughly definod.
The off'ets of each variable
within the system on the traffic samples can be studied in turni end in combination, so that these with
the largest effects can be pinpointed, and their moet critical condilions defined.
Variabloe can then,
if required, be put in an order according to the relative importanco of their effects on the syotom.
Fbzt-time simulation can be an effective means for narrowing, the ran-geo of real-time simulation
studies, for defining, the conditions under which evidence from real-time simulation ic needed most, for
evolving traffic samples that will be appropriate for real-time simulation studios, and for confirming
many of thre most important measurements in real-time simulation.
Because fast-time simulation can be a
highly effective means for domonotratizLg the effects of each parameter on the system, and for discatangling its effects from these of other parameters, it can provide a framework for the interpretation of'
the real-time simulation studies, end may be helpful in tracing the true origins of effects observed

in real-time.
16

Although occasional attempts to link real-time and feat-time simulation studios in air traffic
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control research and doevlopment have boon made, and the dogreo of agreomont betwoen them has boon
established for certain measures, nevertheless much earnest extolling of the boneLits from closer links
between real-'ime end fast-time simulation has not in fact strenithenod the links between them.
ihe
potential for mutual bunofits from rolatingi real-time and fast-time simulation remainu, ospecially if
each is used in support of the other and fast-time simulation is riot treated merely as a routino
precursor of roal-timno simulation.
16d

ALTEIRNATIVE TECHNIQUES

The dominance in air traffie control reuoarch anid development of evaluations using real-time
simulation has curtailod other techniques even mor., then fast-time simulation, oelon to the dotrimont
of the real-time simulation studies thenselves.
Oiher tociniqute can be categoriusd an experimental
Real-time simulation bolonipo within a continuum of experimental techniques,
or non-exporimontal.
ranging from paper and pencil studios, through simple laboratory studies, dynemie experiments and real-

time simulation, to field studios of real-life air traffic control.
Paper and pencil studies, with a minimun of apparatus, can measure human capabilities and
In those studios, man is moaeesuiru separately from
limitations in a direct wam, for certain functions.
any man-machine system.
This provides u•Oful basic information on what he can do when massisted byl,
or unimpeded by, equipment.
Simple laboratory studios icy not separate ,men from equipment quite so
suocessfully, but still
convey the benefits of stringent control over experimental variables and con-ditione. These studies indicate the kinds of perceptual judguents or information proooesing of' which
the mas is capable before or after training.
These paper and pencil and laboratory studies indicate
tihat man can do with oase, and what he cannot do at all, They meg also define intermediate conditions
within which individual differences, training, skills, experience or particular abilities or aptitudes
attempted in more
may be critical. The findings from these utudies can cot limits on what should beand
support anI
Thsy nan provide a perspective for interprecting, findings,
ambiti-ous evaluationsi,
explanation of conclusions.
Wibamic exporimonts are essential where significant aspects of the task itself, an in a tracking
They mark the onset of the problem where the respective contributions of
task, are theoaolvec dynamic.
man and machine cannot be wholly separated, and the mein-aohine seub-aytem conutitutes the smallest
Tn dynamic experiments, one man may be substireadily maasurable entity in terms of input and output.
tuted for another, or one machine for another, and measured changes in output are assumed to be causod
Ib•noaic studies
by whichever substitution has taken place, but often this has not actually been proved.
can also set a task in its context.
As they gain in compluxity, control over variables becomes confined
more to the inputs, and thero is a greater need to measure not only inputs and outputs but other
intervening states and actions that may help to trecs and explain what is happening and how differences
in output originale and develop.
With real-limo simulation, the system has become dynamic aid interactive:
participants can initiatUe actions as well as respond to them, and control over variables ).a
Measurement
confined to the inputs and to constraints within the system that curtail certain options.
must be an inherently passive process, rccoraing what takes place and not prejudging the categerieation
With field studies, control over inputs is generally lout also, and their measurement
of events.
becomes a mattor of pasicive recording.
Prejudlment of thu claoification of events troy be attempted but
may not in fact prove to be adequate.
In general, the more preparatory experimental work with simpler techniques that precedes the realtime simulation, the more precisely the aims of the simulation can be focussed, the more the slemi of
the simulation can be reduced, and the clearer end more insightful the interpretation of the findings
can become.
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A further group of non-experimental teochniqws can be employed in air traffic control research and
development.
The planning of systems, their functions and the tasks within them roquires lo•ical analysis

t

and deocription. ,rom

system objectives, broad job descriptions gradually evolve, and from these tank

analysee and syntheses.
Many of the human factors problems to be resolved during air traffic control
research and development can be derived from this procedure.
Each evaluation using real-time simulation
is also evolved from it.
The prooesu of conducting an evaluation is itself
a "ery effective stimulis
to plan all the procedures and in, rruetione in fine detail.
In real-time simulation, the funotinns
sttulied are confined to those planed and provided for at each simulated workspace.
Detailed briefing
notee covering every foreseeable eventuality and function have to be written. It is a commonly oxproused
opinion that by the time the real-timo simulation is ready to begin, most of the answers that it will
provide are known from the detailed planning and thinking needed to set up the simulation.
it might be
highly instructive actually to test the validity of this opinion by asking those ist intimately concerned with the planning of the real-time simulation to predict its outcome just before it begins.
Since it is the building and conduct of the simulatioe that are so expensive, rather than the planning
of it,
perhaps many research and development purposoe could be fulfilled if all the plan ning stage for
a real-4ime simulation wore followed but the simulation was not actually built and conductod.
Much more
than is often roaliuod can be learned from the disciplined dotailed logical compreheneive planning that
is the essential precursor of any real-time simulation, where the %uccess of the simulation depends
largely on the thoroughness and prescience of that planning.
Closely related to fast-time simulation iu modelling, which is the process of representing the
system in mathematical terms.
A fast-time simulation normally uses a model of the system. In the uame
way a4 much useful inforimation can be learned from the process of planning a real-time simulation, so
much useful informatjon can be gained for fast-tima simulation from the process of iodel building.
'Tho
interaction between the model and its usage for fast-time simulation is dynamic: the findingu of the
uimulation reflect the adequacy of the model; they can also be used to improve or alter the modol.
Many hypothoses for sattxy in air traffic control research derive from obrervations or experience
in operational systeam, and from field studios in which some of these observations are made under more
formal and defined conditione.
Occa3ionally when a major change in an operational system iu made, the
resultant opportunity for direct comparisons between the original antd revised systems can be seized.
From
these comparisons, the flAdiaM from real-time simulation may somotimoe be vorifieod, any unforeseen
learning difficulties can be idontified, •d any unwantod interactions between the usoeo' the old and
the now system are revuealed.
bush comparisons may be more Lseful for research and development purposes
than for operational ones however, becoawe the controllers are much less familiar with the revised
system than with the orif,,inal one, and. direct comparisons between the two in human factors terms may
lead to premature conclusions that prove ill-founded in the light ofi' further exporionco with the
revised system.

*

A further alternative techniqua, not much wsed either in human factors air traffic control rosearch
or in operational systoms, is the caue study, a detailed examination of' a particular series of" events
as an instance of a more general categ•ory.
The case stvdy cannot itself yield findinus that ca'n be
treated as scientifically valid and universally applicable in their own right, but as a tochnique it can
nevertheloom be highly productive, both in identifying topics that should be the subject of further
research and development and. in indicating appropriate moasuros if those topics are etudied experimentally. This and the other techniques mentioned are not so much alternatives to real-time simulation as
techniqueos which support it and rf'ine it, and can make real-time uimulation stuiies in air traffic
control research and development nimore productive and loon amorphouc, because they have boon focussed on
the most essential issues.
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Many measures mirtioned in the previous chapter are suitable for air traffic control research and
development: some are seldom employed in any other ai-' traffic control context.
The identification of
measures does not normally present difficulties.
The appraisal of their relevance, and the judiiious
selection of the most appropriate group of measurements from the very large number avai lable, require
the humant factors specialist to use his skills and judgment to the full, since the findings of
and development work may be critically dependent on the correct choice of measures, particularly
to ensure that no vital aspect hau boon forgotton.

""research

[.'rom the objectives of each air traffic control research or development programme, the measures
needed to meet those objective can be specified.
A major practical problem is to ensure that the
objectives themselves are not so narrow that essential information remains unmeasured.
When research and
development deal with some innovation or advance, there is almost inevitably some uncertainty about the
full range of relevant variables.
In particular, the claimed benefits or expected improvements which
form the rationale for the research and development itself are 14ypothee sod in advance.
Part of the role
of' hutnan factors is to advise on meausures to make them explicit and quantify them, to ensure that as far
as possible expectations about them will be realised.
The sponsors of the work will be keen to see this
done and, if E tochnolovical innovation is invoiveo its propinonts will be eager to ensure that those
benefits which they believe it will bring are thoroughly demonstrated by the beet measures of' appropriate
Variab les.

3.

The human factors specialist, seeking a more balanced view, may suvgest further
exphlre the implications of the innovation more fully and extensively throi4,hout the
system, or deosigned to diec'ver whether the innovation also brings disadvantages and
and the benefits with equal thoroughneus.
lie is aloe anxious to obtain the earliest
anwy humun factors problems that an innovation may introduce, so that he can find out
form judgments about further research that may be needed said about means whereby the
be overcome.

measures designed to
system or subto quantify these
possible hints of
more about them and
diffi cultieo might

A result of this approach is the} the human factors specialist can be construed by others as con'ieteotlny opploed to any innovations
because hH queries them and is not willing to take their benefits
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on trust without evidence and because he is

apparently looking for sources of error and difficulty in

them. He interprets this am an attempt to be fair minded, knowing that the potential benefits of an
innovation are likely to have been explored with more thoroughness than its potential disadvantages. The
onus of proof in on the human factors specialist to explain to others what he is trying to do, and
particularly to demonstrate that he is not biased but merely, trying to be impartial. If he does not
i{e should be able to spot some at least of the potential soturces of
adopt thin stance, no-one else may.
error that an innovation brings, and unsure that measures are included to ascertain whether or not he is
correct.
Ti' a change is being proposed to try and reduco the errors from a particular source, such as phonetic
confusions, errors arising from a keyboard layout, or errors characteristic of a type of input device,
With existing equipment,
his role is to help to achieve and qantify this reduotion it it is present.
the main error sources are known or at least suspected. Comparable knowledge of the errors that new
equipmant may bring does not exist; such error sources must not only be qumatified but also discovered
during the research and development prograimne if they are present. This implies the introduction and
use of specially tailored human factors measures for new aupeocted error sources. Some of these measures
may not have been used before but are chosen because they are appropriate for the innovation. The human
factors specialist may then go on to advise on how cimparisonsbetween different kinds of error (e.g.
phonotic confuwions in speech versus visual misreadings of displays) should be made to be as fair as
possible.
In sir traffic control research and development, the fiamiliar problems of reconciling apparently
contradictory findinKs from different meassures, of interpreting the results of different meaures in
relation to each other, and of decided the most suitable weightinge fordifferent kinds of evidence have
to be resolved 89 . Linen the difficulties are inherent in the nature of different measures, no new
Despite these oustomary
problems normally arise in research and davolopsent that cannot occur elsewhere.
obstacles to the integration of ifl'feront meanures, it is advisable in research and development wherever
possible to employ more than one kind of huran factorii moasune, because the risk is high of obtaining
seriously distorted and limited findings from too narrow a range of evidence.
It can be diffioult to convince otheru that sometimes peripheral or apparently trivial measuares may be
most sensitive in air traffic control oontexta. This applies particularly to measures of' capacity, worklead, and similar notionsu, whore the validity of any measure is unlikely to be improseive in any case.
Because many air traffic ountrol tasks can to some extent expand to fill the time available and oontraot when
time in short, and because many fwiotiona can be postponed for a time, omitted temporarily, or fulfilled
of task performanea amy show very little aa loading
in ma abbreviated form, the most fundamental measuter
(ne approach to this is to cnsider those revisions of' tactics as themselves indices of
is increased.
loading5 7 . Another is to m sours carefully those peripheral actions that can be dispensed with, to see
when they are. In heavy loading, the least important aspects of air traffic control tasks are affected
first. These therefore may constitute the most sensitive moasuree of loading, and they isay have to be
measured with most oars. It can puzzle other people when, for this reason, the human factors specialist
appears to spend a disproportionate amount of time carefully examining measures of trivia. Nevertheless,
for some research and development purposes in air traffic control, this can be a sensible approach.
16f

THIE IdULALILITY AND VALIDITY O' EVIDIO4CE

The value of evidence depends on its reliability and validity. lieliability refers to consistency,
either internal consiJtonoy in that a measure is always measuring the same thing, or repeatability in the
Validity
oenne that if' uomothing is meas•urod again with the sam meaMses the result will be the same.
depends on whether a measure actually does mensure what it purports to. measure.
11uman factors evidence varios groatly in both reliability and validity. Normally, validity ii the
greater problem. IRoliability con be established by studying the measure itself: validity needs some
independent external criterion which must itself possess both reliability and validity. In air traffic
control, such criteria can be difficult to find, and their own validity may be suspect.
These problems are serious when air traffic control is measured directly. In research and development work, there is the additionrol problem of extrapolating from the controlled and specified conditions
of' an evalvation, simulation or laboratory, to roal-lafe. A notorious source of usreliability concerns
Even when they have been equated
esedin air traffic control research and development.
traffic samples
on all known major dimensions, they may still not be of equivalent difficulty when ued in a reel-time
F isnulaLion.
it in uncortain how difficult they would be in real-life. A measure that is consistent, and
therefore reliable in evaluations, may not yield the came results in real-life, end its validity ae a
measure of' real-life conditions docreases as the magnitude of the disorepanoy between the results under reallife and simulated conditions increases. Thus air traffic control research and development bring extra
problemo of reliability and validity of data.
A major human factors contribution is to advise on the reliability mid validity of human factore
evidence, findings and conclusions, and to act accordingljy in that the persistence and confidence with
which human factors recommendations are made should reflect the reliability and validity of the evidence
upon which they are based. The reliability end validity of humna factors data can cover almost the
Cortain kinds of evidence gained during air traffic control research and developentire possible range.
mant possess very hugh validity for real-lifo conditions: examples ere reach and viewing distancoes, the
principles for fitting console profiles to anthropomotric data, the characteristic types of error
associated with well-known data input devices, or the adverse effeots of gross departures from tolerable
other kinds of evidence from research and developphysircal and environmental conditions on performance.
examples are effects of emotional state on
ment conditions may possess poor validity for real-life:
performeane, the role of peer pressure, responses to emergencies, or subjective assessments of boredom.

Perhaps The most awkward kinds of evidence concern measures where validity in thought to be high and in

fact may be low: examples are syotem capacity, smximuzi tolerable task demands, workload, and many
Another awkiaard category concerns unpalatable findings where
measures and procedures used in selection.
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the measures are blamed for the absence of expected evidence, although thu measures may in fact be
quite valid: examples arc studies of the effects of stress, of work-rest cycles, and of sleep patterns
on air traffic control efficiency and safety.
Although a great deal of human factors guidnace can be piven on the reliability and validity of most
measures of the controller used in air traffic control research and development,

and indeed moasures of

uncertain value should not be employed if they can be avoided, it is essential to try and establish the
reliability and validity of moasures wherever possible, rather than merely two them and hope that they
are what they seem. The whole issue of the validity of human factors evidence in air traffic control
deserves far more attention than it Las received. Sooner or later two main problems will have to be
faced and resolved. One concerns the quantification of the validity for real-life conditions of the
findings from specific air traffic control measures when used in evaluations. The other concerns the
derivation of highly valid criterion measures, the quantification of their validity, and the specifications of conditions trader which their validity is impaired. The low or mucertain validity of
independent c,.iterion measures currently ensures that the validity of many other measures remains low,
Landtherefore constitutes the greater problem.

16g

THE INTEIPRETATICN AND DISSEMATION OF I.INDINGS

An evaluation or simulation is of practical use to the extent that its findirng are implemented or
influence events eand decisions. It mint be courted an a human factors failure that many of its findings
have been inadequately ptblioised in the past, and that their influence is ofton difficult to trace. A
report of each ovaluatisa is routinely written for its sponsors. The human factors contributions are
normally incorporated in the routine report, and their relative significanee varies greatly according to
the objectives of the evaluation and the legitimate role of human faotors in it.
In the few instances
where the human factors contribution is the major one, the report may be substantially concerned with
human factors, or a human factors supplement to it may be issued. These routine reports should inoluJo
the human factors interpretation of the findings, as well an the findings themselves. This interprotation should go some way beyond the findings, and consider aspects such an their generality, possible
theoretiocl implications, permiisible extrapolations beyond the strict confines of the evaluations, end
further issues that have coms to light during the evaluation but not been resolved by it.
In gneral,
the human factors specialist makso the bout use he can of his professional knowledge to promote the
objectives of the evaluation.
Often the dissemination of findings ends there. The report has a limited official distribution and
is perhaps also sent to a few professional colleagues. lven this does not always happen, either because
the human factors specialist has no inclination to publicise his findings further or because the
organisatio for which he works discourages wider publication. Some accounts, even of quite recent
work, seem to vanish without trace or their sources remain very obscure so that the standard methods
set up by libraries and other agencies for information retrieval often fail to find them.
hven research and oevelopment work on an abandoned air traffic control system may have humen factors
interest, particularly if the findings are related to those of other studies. If findings, including
failures, are not widely known, a body of hunan factors evidence cannot aocumulate, and opportunities to
generalise findings are lost because their (enerality never becomes apparent.
Sometimes a report on an
evaluation or on contracted work takes years to appear, for reasons which remain totally obscure. They
cannot be explained by the contents of the report when it
finally appears, but look like bureaucratic
pussyfooting. After souch a protracted dela,
findings have often lout much of the interest and
practical value they ever had.
Such delays in the dissemination of information are not in the interests of research and dovelopmont,
particularly sinco human factors expertise is in short aupply and many human factors problems in air
traffic control originate from technical innovations and therefore arise in sevoral countries in similar
form at about the name time. Everyone can benefit when findings are widely and quickly publiciscd. This
can help to avoid inocesoesary duplication of effort within the limited human factors resources that exiot,
end ensure that everyone concerned with human factors in ai.r traffic control research and development has
the widest possible knowledge of all relevant work, not only in terms of findings but also in torms of
methods, not only in relation to successes but also to failures. Conclusions that cannot be drawn from
any single evaluation may often be drawn from a series of evaluations because they can be seen to be
general. Appraisals and reviews can be of g-reat value to others, provided that they reach a wide readership.
The human factors specialist should not take it for granted that others know und undorstand his
findings and achievements.
He muit be prepared to explain his methods and conclusions, and their
significance. This entails the dissemination of his findLngs not only in the human factors literature
but also in prof'esional air traffic control literature and in the professional jotrnalso, conferences,
and gatherings of other disciplines with which he collaborates. It can be di fficult far the human
factors specialist to find time for such activities, but they are a vital aspect of interdisoiplinar-j
collaboration and the human factors spcia2ist wheattends interdisciplinary gatherings oarns a great
deal as well as teaches. The huann factors specialist who purports to know something about learning,
knowledge, memory and the acquisition of information should use this knowledge tc inform others of what
lie does and to set up more efficient means for the organisation and Jissemination of his own profesoional
work.
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ADDITI0WAL iRUCTIONS WITHIN THE AIR TIAFnIC CTETROL SYSTEM
17a

GATIHRING DATA

There are
Almost all the human factors work in air traffic control has concerned controllers.
further human functions within the air traffic control system to which human factors principles should
be applied. A few of those are indicated briefly in this chapter. The aim is to draw attention to them
rather than to provide full details about them.
Many people are employed in air traffic control to gather and sustain the data on which the system
and the controllers depend.
An air traffic control system may gather data from various sensors and aids,
from aircraft, from automated computations, from controllers, from external agencies such as meteorological offices, and, in the future, from satellites.
Those sources of data have to be reconciled and
integrated.
Although data are gathered for many purposen, such as to moot legal requirements or update
the information etored in a computer, the main human factori inLerest is with the data that, directlv or
indirectly,

are intended for use by a man in the performance of his tasks.

Because air traffic control systems are complex, they tend to overflow with data.
The gathoring of
all available data can apparently become an end in itself,
and its wsag secondary.
One example
concerns data on system faults and serviceability, whore every slight occurrenco is puactiliouzsl
recorded with little
heed to the reasons for doing so or the practical value of such a voluminous unstructured record, which as it stands may be unusable by the man for any purpose.
To record end print
out every fault in chronological order moans that vital items can be lost in a welter of trivia, and
l1,iong"-term trends, such as the gradually increasing incidence of a particular kind of fault, may be
impossible to spot by inspection of the printed record.
This might not matter so much if logical and
comprehensive facilities for selective data retrieval were also available, through a well designed manmachine interface or by other means, but because data gathering has often seemed more important than
selective data retrieval, such facilities may be lacking.
Much of the point of gathering data is
negated if they cannot be found, retrieved and used.
Tdsally, it should be poesible at every relevant
position in the system to retrieve selectively any data needed for the efficient performance of the
tasks done thoreo, in a form and at a level of detail suitable for immediate use for thoes tasks.
The
logic of the mni-,maohine interface should enable the rain to deduce cacily and correctly what he must do
to obtain the selected relevant data about any pertinent question, even one that he has never had to ask
before.
This applies to the interface for the controller:
it is even more vital for those who monitor,
test, calibrate, maintain the integrity of, repair, or replace the hardware or software of the system.
Those who work behind the scenes, as it were, in air traffic control need the same general ergonomic
advice about their workspaoe, its layout, lighting and phivsical environment as is provided fwr the
controller. Their furniture must moot ergonomic requirements, with all controls within reach, and die-played information oloarly visible and at the most appropriate level of detail.
The same principles,
though not the same detailed solutions, apply to general wall-mounted displays, to mimic diagrams, and
to other ways of depi cting the system for purposes of checking and maintain lng its integrity and
reliability, and of ensuring that the data that should be gathered are gathered.
Visual and postural
problems for operators must be avoided.
If a maintenance job is peripatetic, dials and information
displays should be concentrated at or just below head height, to maximiso their legibility, minimise
unwanted parallax effects which may lead to errors when they are reoad, and eliminate unnecessary stooping
or stretching as the man takes readings or raken visual checks while he moves about.
The same principles
of grouping information displays to facilitate task performance and appropriate cross referencing between
them also apply.
The type, sensitivity and location of controls should be optimiseod [or the man's tasks
end finctions in data gathering, system maintenance, fault finding and allied jobs.
Many tasks concerned with the functioning of the air traffic control system include man-computer
dialogues, decision trees, flow diagrams, and similar aids for obtaining and interpreting information.
They too need to be optimised for humani use.
The general humn factors findings on these topics can
usually be applied in air traffic control contexts. Work designed to improve the efficiency and reliability of computer programming is also relevant, ospecially that related to the advantages and
disadvantages of diffoernt computer languages in terms of their fitness for the purpose, the errors that
the ean commonly makes when employing them, and the amount of tratning amd experience that the progra=mor
needs to become proficient in using them.
Principles to optimise man-aoc'tware interactions are still
being developed 131, but some are already avai fable, and rapid advances can be expected which should apply
to the writing and usage of' software in air traffic control systems.
17b

THE MAIN',ISINCE OF SYSTEM INTEGRITY

The quality of the controller's radar picture depends on the knowledge, skill, competance and equipment of engineers who install and maintain the radar, and keep it serviceable and optimally adjusted.
They in turn have tasks of monitoring, checking, fault diagnosis, replacement and testing of components,
and other functions that involve a mian-machino interface, suitable information displays such a mimic
diagrams and totes, appropriate controls aund tools, and manuals and other job aide.
The future mnay bring
other sources of dthta, for example derived from satellites or computed from a stored data base. Now
tasks, skills and techniques may have to be developed to optimise the quality of the data from these new
sources, and to provide sufficient information about the factors that can affect quality to enable the
taskcs of optimisatinn to be achieved.
The ian needs some form of visual or suditory feedback about the
adjustments he is making and the effects that they have, befreu lie can learn to make them more successfully and with greater refinement.
It is necessary to present the data, needed by the maintenance engineer
and others concerned with the integrity and reliability of the syseom, in a form that is intelligible
and unambiguous to them, wnd at the correct level of detail for their tanks.
The efficient functioning of the air traffic control system depends on the reliability of the hardware components, and on the successful application of the techniques of reliability engineering to ensure
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that most vital components with & known limited life are replaced before they fail.

Any consequences of'

disruptive effects on the system.
replacements of components can then be planned for, to minimise their
demands or when the temporary use of
Normally replacements would be made at a time of minimum traffic

The intention is to minimise the occurrence of unservicea standby system haed been arranged in advance.
ability when the system is very busy and can least tolerate the effects of any sudden unexpected
Planned Maintenance in the form of replacements at known intervals requires the testing of
breakdown.

the system once replacements have been installed, but avoids much of the elaborate fault diagnosis
procedure, which can be both urgent and time consuming when a major failure occurs without warning while
a system is

fully operational and handling heavy traffic. With most forms of planned maintenance the

system does not have to be stood down while faults are being diagnosed.
Although there is an acknowledged role for human factors in reliability engineering, it has perhaps
It has emphasised the reliability of man as a system component when performing various
been too narrow.
types of task (a legitimate topic for stuty and for human factors guidance) but has neglected the role of

men in the assessment procedures for establishing the reliability of the hardware components themselves.
Yet the human act of withdrawing a modulo sad inserting a replacement for it may be as Important for thV
The extent to which ergonomic principles have been
reliability of the system am the module itself.
correctly applied to the design, visual coding, appearance and labelling of various modules has a reajor
The design of
influence on the probability that the correct module for roplaoement is selected.
fitments for modules in relation to their physical dimensions and characteristics also influences
t
It can determine whether a wrong module can be inserted, whether the act of insert on or
reliability.
withdrawal can damage the module or fitmente, whether the inmtalled module can be too loose and make
inadequate connections, and whether skilled training for the correct handling of the modulo is essential.
A lot of discarded modules apparently havo nothing wrong with them. The disappearance of a fault when a
module is

replaced may

be because the original

modulo was

faulty or because

the

now module has not been

inserted in quite the same way as the original one was.
One of the most direct interactions between toolnical, servicing and maintenanoe activities onl the
one hand and the controller's ability to function efficiently and without urror on the other is in the
effects of the characteristics of a channel for verbal communication on the intelligidbility of the
Human factors advice can indicate minimum requirementu th•t mut be met
spoken messages that it convoys.
are affected
to ensure that the spoken messages do not become degraded s;o much that safety and officienyn
adversely.
Alternatively, if these minimum requiromente cannot be met, human factors advice can specify
the beet ways of circumventing this limitation to ensure that the intelligibility of the spoken Inforiemtion is maintained as well as it can be, by repetition and acknowledgemonts, and by modifications to
content, format, pitch, paoe, emphasis, rthod of spanking and choice of wording.
The
The way the mnri, be lie controller or eng-ineer, treats the syutem Can afffot itJ reliability.
From the current
conditions under which maintenance is done maRyaffect its efficacy nubutantially.
state of knowledge about the effects of work-rest cycles on efficiency, it could well be that these effeutu
are greater for maintenano3 staff than for controllers, if the consequencen of lack of sloop, extreme
tirodneoc, or gross disruption of ciroadian rlythma are more likely to appear as clumainesu, forgetfulness, irritability, and lees delicate handling of equipment than as impairments of task performance or
Many of the points about boredom, imrade in relation to controllers, npplV with
as hazards to safety.
equal or greater force to maintenance staff. The hunna nood for coins form of activity or involvement
ray affect the functions of' people concerned with data gathering and system intogrity most acutely.
A particular problem can arise when a facility is designed to function reliably for considerable perThis can apply for example, to radar ,
ioils while unattended, yet is manned during normal working hours,
The greeter the success in achieving the objective of reliable functioning while unm1ianned, the
heads.
Much of the residual
loes useful work for the man there is likely to be when the facility is marned.
can become singularly
work is routine checking, maintenance and touting,, which, vital though it is,
unrewarding ari u full time human occupation, particularly since some curb must be placed on tenting,
activities.
The act of testing, carried to excous, Can often become self-dofoattng or even counterIt it partly a
productive, by impairing the self-Gnise system reliability it is intended to enhanco.
human factors problem to determine the optimum role for the man so that reliability is optimsised by his
toets and check; which niiaximice the probability that faults will be detected and minimise the likelihood
that hiu activities will generate faults.

17e

FAULT FI;NDING

In recent years, one of the most dramatic changes in human roles iti large inn-machine eyetoms has
At one time the mainten-concerned fault finding and its relations to system integrity rnd maintenance.
ance of a serviceable fault-free system relied heavily on the skills and knowledge of itdividuals with
long experience of the spocific system and its idiosyncrasies and quirks. The abilities of these individeals were often highly specific, and did riot transfer well to similar systems prone to fail in different ways. However because of their long experience they were often serprisingly successful at diagrnosing
faults and repairing them or circumventing their consequenoes, so that the systom rOematinod operational.
Such a role enabled the man to experience considerable pride, self-esteem and esteem from others, and he
Sometimre lie came near tm,
often identified himself oloselv with his tasks and with the system itself.
l1i; basic tuolu usually incliued a miane to measure
interpreting any breakdown as a personal affront.
electrical current, and a soldering iron.
Such roles are far removed from the fault finding, procedures in modern

yterims.

The ski ile and

They consist largely in the understanding and
knowledge required now are more general and impersonal.
It may never
use of otandardised instructions and test procedures for tracing the location of faults.
become necessary for the nmn to understand much about how the system functions or what its purpose itr.
It may be repaired, but not in situ, and not
The faulty unit or module, once diagnosed, in replaced.
To diagnose a fault inamodule the ran tray not need to know what the module
usually even on site.
lif may have no insight into what caused the fault or the probability of its recurrence.
actually does.
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liehas far less personal involvement in the system within which he works, but his abilities, though
generally more limited, are much more readily transl'orr-ed to other systema.
Since the diagnosis and
correction of faults is more routine anad less skilled, it
any be loss uatts1ling if the same people
continue to fulfil rolus of fault finding and maintenance in modern systoms.

Jometimes in maintenance there in lews forewarning than there once was of incipient faults and
failures. just as the controller's displays include little qualitative information as a guide to the
trustworthiness of the data presented, so the displays for fault finding and uerviesab.lity states tend
to be quantitative.
They may) show two or threo uorvioeability otatos, or indicate that there is or is
not a fault, but give little
data about gradual drifts out of adjustment or about deoreos of uoriounesn
in a fault.
This may be fair if' no-)no regularly concerned with fault 'inding hal sufficient insight
into the systom and its functioning to uuderstand the operational implications of the qualitative
information that could be presented, but if'a
consequence is that many apparently sudden failures only
appear so because there is no way to depiot gradual or incipient ones then the coaseon absence of qualitati ve and trend information for maintenance should be reappraised.
In fault finding, one characteristic dilemma remains, thouh in less uevero form since the advent of
modern methods of fault diagnosis.
The more euccesuful the efforte to prevent faults, the fewer tile
opportunitios to gaJn practical experience of fault diagnosis, and the lees the fault finding work to be
done.
Skill in preventative maintenance my therefore be associated with loss of skill in fault finding.
The faults that occur may be puzzling beoause of their rarity, mod few people may become sutfficiently
While in principle the human tasks asaociated
familiar with them to permit h•ihrt-cutu in their diapnosia.
with modern fault finding methods can be done efficiently, the relevant attributes and skills in the man
have altered so much that they should be reflooted in revisod selection and training procedures for those
conoerned with fault finding.
1l'd

SUp'ERVISILIN

Ta air traffic control, as in masy large man-machine systems, there have traditionally been superviuorn, The s uparvisor, who 'y
also be dcsoribed by various synonymous terms, is in charge of a taen of
controllers, for whI; ie
hals some rosplonsibility.
Ths extent to which lie actually partioipates in the
activities of the control team is determined partly by the equipment with which he iu provided, and may
often he is the moot mnbi• i member of' an air traffic
to some extent be left to his own discrueion.
control team, and nay consult his fellow cupervisor• or other controlleru within the siame workspace by
talking to them dirootly, au well as through formal communication link.u
There must be uome basic on
which his additional responuibilities as a suporvisor roet; it may be greater knowledge, exporiueln,
ability or -kill, access to additional facilitiou, participation in deoiuions at a higher level, or
formallýy defined authority.
The role of uuporvision esuentiall•y relates to other people as diotinot from equipment.
Its
foasibility depends on thie eanm structure, on the allocation iif fuictionu and equipment within the team,
onithi information and coatrols that the supervisor oan readily twa, and on the phyuioal position that Ile
oceoupic within the utito or workupace. His relo therefore tends to change with olhangeuin nianning,
team structure, methods of cemnmunication and equipment.
In particular the provision of various forms of
automated ausistanoe to help the individual controller rather than a team of controlleru may meam that
the euperviosr done not have direct accoso to some ,f th,, aide that th, controllers under hia uuperviuion
are Wilig.
lie therefore cannot suporvise directly and effeotively their usiage of therm aids, and tinny
have to rely on the controller's antions and speech, and on the content of' the onntroller's display•s,
to deduce the adequacy end appropriatenoau of the controller'u actions, and to form indirect judgMentc
about hiu performance!.
Au the tacks of individual controliors become m)ore uelf-containud, aw team aotivitieu become morn
rai-iented, and as tie functions of the controllers emphalsio paosive monitoring, more than active
parlicipation, so the roleo of the suporvisor becomes ,aro difficult to oustain effectively, uinoe the
tauks thoreolves gradually become less sjnonablo to supervision.
If tile ouporviuor cannot have direct
knowledge of all the information that the controller ju using, the rationale for his effective intervention is severely curtailed, end the feasibilJty of uuperviuion becomes dubious.
Ultimately,
supervision in its traditional form oem become impousible in highly automated syatoeo, and seme plans for
aiir Ltraffio control teams reallocate functions between the team members, recant the team structure sad
generally reduce the numbers in each team, and dispense with the supervisor altogether.
The controller
may alisumo certain suporviuovy dutieo,
but of equipment rather than of people.

It does not follow because somoono called a supervisor is present, that the tasku of suporvisJon
must therefore be poesible.
Siucososful ultperviijon is not se'endipitousi or a matter of labelling but
the result of careful planninp.
The preciuo division of reuponvibilities between the supervisor and
controllers has to be clear, and there minut be no chance that a vital aotion could be omitted because
each thought that the oiher wae doings" it.
The superviaor iu an integral part of the team he Is ,oe)urvising, and his role must bo desigmed from the outoeet am part of the toam structure.
Equipment is
allocated to him on the same principle ae to others, to enable him to do the -tazks aosignod to him. His
role can be a roving commission if it han been donigiod to be.
lie can help to relieve the load on an
overburdened controller provided that the need for thiu hau boon foreseen in the design of the suito and
team functions.
This entails appropriate provision of equipment end upace for the uupervisor in the
suite and appropriaLt
task design so thai the supervisor can inteivenu efficiently, do some of the
controller's tasks in parallel, and not eawuc duplication, confusion, errorG, or omissions, or interrupt
or distract thle controller while hie is busy.
On onmparablo principloe, the supervinor can be desigLed
out of' the system, provided that all the Lunlctions definodr as esOsntial for al'o afnd efficiont air
4ral'fic control, and which wore formerly the responsibllity of the supervisor, can be realliocated
awong the mombers of a restructured control team, again with cl•arly" defined divislons of rosponoixiiltioe
and all the required information and equipment al each puoition.
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AZSISTANCE

Progresaive automation of the air traffic control system may affeot the roles of the aseistant and
of the supervisor in quite uimilar ways.
As the controller relioe mnro on
-m-n.machine
relations end
ran-aoefware relations than on collaborative functions with his colleagues, the feasibility of shared or
delegated taaks is diminiehed. The latter inhibits the supervisor's ability to pass on tasks to the
controller, and limits the controllert' ability to panes on tasks to an assistant. Furthermore, many of
the traditional roles of aosistants have themselves been changed by automation, or can be.
eoat conepicuous is the demise of flight vtrips. Originally the assistant prepared and delivered these by
hand; then there were automaticallv prepared strips, still delivered by hand; now at many control
positions there are electronic data dis-plays containing the equivalent of flight strip information
assembled and presented automatically.
Some of the functions of the assistant in asoembling data end in
obtaining information by telephono can also yield to moro automated means for gath,'
and presenting
the equivalent information.
A further trend is for the controller himself to perform some funotions that could in principle be
delegated. The oo-msonest roanon for this is that the controller takes no longer to perform the actions
himself than would be required to explain to someone else what he wanted to be done. If someone else
does a delegated task, the controller has the additisncl task of integrating the outcome of that task
into his own kniowledge of what ic happeninl,
whereas if he porforms the tack himoself it is already
integrated s•bstantially with hie other functiono and information. This line of reootning seems to
apply to maay data entry tanks. They can prove burdon,-omo to the controller while he is still acquiring
proficiency with a data entry device, tub once full pr'ofioionoy with the device has been aohieved they
"may
ultimately become ao easy to pori'rm conc•urrntly with other anwociatod control tasks ae snpek•int;
sad radar viewing are to the experienced controller in current uystems.
The role of the acuiudent cluangocs with the introduction of compiter aide, and his functions,
concerned as they olitn are with data presentation, data eintry, and comnmunications support, oan Le amonC
the first to be affected by aids.
The clng=es that affect the aswiotant directly have implications for
the controller too, anO. do not leave him unaffected. The role of assiotant cannot bt settled in isolation, any more titan that of the supervisor can be. As the controller's fitoetiono beccme enre solfcontainod and autonomouu, effective means of asuistance are more difficult to device and integra'to into
the system an a whole. The problem has to bo tackled in terms of the full air traffic control tceurn,
and suitable roles f)r assistantu, if tVre urn to be any, must be doviued within the framework ', the
tnam struoture and the allocation and grouping o' all functions among team members.
Tb call someone an assistant doan not guarantco that ho can assist: the upecification of udtable!
tacks for an asositant, the provision of all necessary mcons to carry them out ef!fioiontly, and the
suocesoful matching of those tauks with thoue of all the other team mombero msýado. Diviosions of
reusponsibility have to be clear. The tasks mrut all fall within the constratnts nst by the ausistantfs
more ltmited knowledge and traxning, and they should enable him to develop and exorciuo skills at an
appropriate level. Obviously, it is sensible, efficiont and uusally sust-uffective to delogato from
the controller all possible tasks, but there mnay bo a penalty in the contr,)llor's reduced understanding
of' what in hiappenlngf if the process Is osrrled too far or if the asf istont'u duties cannel be matched
u.oOesefully with those of the controller. It imV' also be more diffioult for the assiotant to uebucribt
wholeheartedly to all the profseisonal nonrm and standards of air traffic control as a profCsoion, ifhis job in his own eyes is peripheral to it rather than wholly within it,
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CIIAI-iR 18
TW&NW AND PROICLIIMS
Fifl'UIIS

More then ten yeprs ago, an attempt was made to identify some neglected human factors pr:>bloms in
It is disheartening to discover how meny arc still neglected, although salutary
air traffic co>ntrol
to be reminded of how much still needs '.o be done. The future of human factors work in air traffic
control is difficult to predict: the ideal would be a gradual planned iong-tearm expansion of efforx,
and in some o ountries this appears to be the intention. Elsewhere, there seems more likely to be either
a continual call for more human factors work coupled with a marked disinclination te finance it, or an
edict that from henceforth there shall be an immediate gross increase in hunan factors work, a sure
guarantee that some of it will be incompetent since the number of truly experienced huma9n factors
specialists in air traffic control ie far too small to accomnodate the training commitments of such a
ina•uive and sudden expansion. Some false dawns, innocently naive proposals, and irredeemable muddles
seem inevitable consequences from time to time of the apparent belief in some quarters that those who
work only rarely on human factors pn)blemn in air traffic control or come fresh to them munt know more
about them than those who hamve worked roeglarly or full-time on them for yearos. As an aftermath of the
resulting dioilluwionme•nt, the specialist in human factors in air traffic control sometimes has to try
and pick up the pieces, rem'ore the good name of his diseipline, and demonstrate, if he is given the
chance, that human factors work can be highly competent, good value, productive and practical.
lurtmately there bwve been enough successful applications of human factors in air traffic control fur
this to be readily aemonstrated.
In the future, the application of established humoan facors knowledge to solve air traffic control
prblems should be progressively expanded, to encompass not only the routine incorporation of wellknown solutions based on existing evidence, but of novel solutions based on now evidence gathered
because assumptions have been challenged and examined afresh. one ouch assumption concerns the a)looation of functions to man or to machine, when many principles, including safety, the origins of errors,
the maintenance of attention, and the practising of skills, all suggest that there msay be advantages if
man and the nmachine fulfil the same functions in parallel1 independently wherever possible. AMother
assumption is that it must be possible to maintain a man ts attention indefinitely if only the means to
do so could be found, whereas realism indicates that this aim is ultimately unattainable, and that
safety should not be predicated on ai untenable assumption, The notion that the role of men should be
adapted to fit technology seems at variance with the optimum use of mn'ins unique attributes of
flexibility and ability to innovate. It leads to roles for which the man is unsuited, or in which he ia
inefficient and cometimee potentially unsafe. Automated aids ars most successful when they do not
belie their description but do offer asuistance and help for the nan's cardinal role. A future trend
should be to keel) the mn aotivo, occupied, buoy and involved in air traffic control tasks. The
oechnolna should be enlisted to develop satisfactory
alternative is to remove him from them altogether.
roles, where the criteria include the effects of thu system on the well-being and interest of the man,
in the belief that such factors are significant for safety and officioncy. The basis of uuch relationships dues however need further exploration.
A mnre effective synthosis of theory, conotructs and practice is required, and should be reflected
in better integration of experimental techniques ouch as paper and pencil studies, laboratory experiments, dynamic and interactive explorations, simulations and evaluations, and real-life measurements,
mmin work
and of these experimental techniques with others ouch as fast-time simulation and modeiling.
is still needed on how those tochniqwo are boot used, what kinds of quection they can answer most
validly, and which mothode of integrating their findings are mosi productive.
Technological advances arid developmento in hardware and software introduce now kinds of dialogue.
There is widespread ignoranco about 11ow thene should be optimieod, and current dialogues are probably
vory far removed frome the optimum for huansl use in their present form. They aels bring new forms of
error, and new kinds of potential failure. The point is still insufficiently recognised, in relation to
error, that decisions about the denignu of displays, controls, communications, the man--achine interface,
and the workepaoo predetermine most of the types of humanl error that are pocsible, sand most of the
specific errors that will be made.
perhaps tile Information that is most essential for the nontroller to ensure safety and efficiency,
)oncorna how the system fuvotiona, how it could "ail, how failure could be recognisoed, and how recovery
from f-ai lure is possible. Thn typical man-maachino interface in air traffic control conveys very little
information on any of thene themes.
The ran-•••chine interface imy fail to make the man's own errors
apparent to hij and he may be unable to gauge the consequences of anwy errors that he makes, even when
he can detect them. Incipient failure of the system, or data that are no longer trustworthy, may not
be recogniuable by the man, and perhaps qualitative information must be restored to him to serve such
purposes.
In some instances there has been too much emphasis on proving new technology and in developing
technological principles as far as they will go, and too little regard for the effects of technology on
the man himself, as distinct from his efficiency and safety as a system component. It may be that he
can become higlhly efficient in using automated speech synthesis and recognition, t-ut is no longer able
to c)mmunlicsle well with real people, able to function efficiently as a member of a co-ordinated team,
or able to cope with the unpredictability
•neindividuality of others. The problems of boredom and lack
of involvement may be more prevalent and sore difficult to solve than the problems of stress and
overloading in air traffic control, but the latter have attracted much more notice.

k

Air traffic control selection and training need to anticipate changing air traffic control
requirements rathor than leg behind them. Training may need to emphasise more the understanding of
The information presented to the
principleo rather than follow worked examples and set procadures.
controller at 'tie workspace is not generally intollig-ible to other people, and is intelligible to him
only becauwe of the knowledge, understanding and skills he has acquired through years of training. These
mar not constant, but alter with new air traffic control requirements, equipment and demands. It is
therefora not possible to evaluate novel information displays solely with reference to the controller's
eaisting knowledge, without regard to the chanies in it that inay be a prerequisite for using the new
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information effectively, or the changes in the information that may be needed to match what the controller already knows and the habits he has already acquired. The dynamic nature of this interaction
between the controller's knowledge and the information presented to him seersc to have been underestimated,
to the extent that serious attempts are not usually made to match the content of the controllerts
displays with his thought processes. So little is still known about some of these thought processes
that it is unoertain how similar the thought processes of different controllers faced with the earns task
are. This is an insubstantial basis on which to extend the roles of information displays at the manmachine interface so that, for example, they may also make predictions ozraid the manne memory.
Most aide in air traffic control are for individuals and not for teams. Their efficiency and their
effectiveness are assessed primarily in relation to the individual for whom they are intended, and not
in totrms of their consequences for team structure and organisation. Yet air traffic control is
essentially a teen activity: this helps to account for its professionalism, the development of norms=
and standards, and the close identification of controllers with it.
Miny aids tend to have the incidental effects that air traffic control teams are least efficient and least cohesive when they are heavily
loaded and when concerted team efforts are needed most. The progressive reduction in the role of speech,
with the concommitant loss of the qualitative information that speech conveys, also may have effects on
team functions that have not yet been properly established. Teams have a major influence on the formation of attitudes, a topic that has not received the attention it deserves in air traffic control,
although it rma be as essential to instill favourable attitudes towai-ds an innovation or change as to
demonstrate its benefits in system terms.
Nero work is required in air traffic control to determine the reliability and validity of human
factors evidence, with particular reference to the development of satisfactory criterion measures of
known high validity. Some of the coaunonsene aend empiri-Li assumptions that currently have to suffice
do not always stand up to close scrutiny. Recommendations based on them, rather than on human factors
evidence derived by scientific principles, can be misleading. The strength oC evidence on which
reconmendations are made should often be stated more clearly then it is, to facilitate judgments on the
extent to which human fastcrs recommendations may be compromised to meet other interests, without
untoward cossequences.

Sin

Attempts to predict future trends and problems inevitably undorplay past and current achievements.
There have been come notable successes and advances in the application of human factors to air traffic
control. Perhaps of iost significance is the growing recogmition that human factors must deal with man as
a whole, that the humna factoro consequences of a technical or planning decision can extend far beyond
its ostensible boundaries, and that all the human factors implications ehould be known when the decision
is taken
becauseon they
all can
be influenced
it. work
The will
humancontinue
factors tospecialist
in air and
traffic
control,
speculating
the will
future,
see that hisby own
be challenging
interestinG!,
and that the problems that arise froe technological innovations must be matched by equally innovative
human factors solutions.
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APPENDIX 1
VISUAL DISPLAYS:

A HUMAN
FACTORS CHECKLIST

INTRODUCTION
Visual displOys have recently become much more common because of major improvements in their speci.efficiency, appearance, reliability and cost.
Visual display units have now been installed in
many work environments where there were none before, and the general experience of them in use has been
encouraging enough to lead to their further proliferation.
For many users, they offer the prospect of
significant advantageoosuoh as a more optimised work environment. In air traffic control, where displays
have been familiar for decades, the new display technology offers many human factors advantages and can
resolve or reduce many of the most recalcitrant humnu factors problems of the pact.
fication,

The following is a comprehensive list of factors which can affect 'he interaction between the visual
diuplay and its operator, and which therefore are potentially relevant co the efficiency of the system
and the well-being of the man. It is intended to serve as a checklist of factors that should be considered, and to indicate the range of influence that decisions about displays can have. The list also
mentions topics which might otherwice be neglected but which should not be iw.ored when decisions are
taken about display specifications and f%mctions. Physical environments and technical speoificutions of
screens differ: therefore, not every item in the list is applicable to every display.
Two general considerations should guide the use and interpretation of this list: the first iL that
in many contexts visual displays have now been in use for some time without giving rise to anty human
factors problems so that in principle the human factors requirements for visual displeys can generally be
met; the second is that human factors considerations are essentially interactive so that a decision on
say single item in this list is likely to influence others, and no decision on an item should be taken in
isolation without regard to its ramifications for other items or without speoialist human factors
advice.
Because hwumn factors interact, no single logical principle can establish an ideal order to be followed whenever the listed items are considered.
-br acome purposes, it may therefore prove advantageous
to consider the main headings in a different order.
Normally, the human factors recommendations for a specific context are a function of characteristics
of the visual display, the physical environment, the workspace, adjacent faoilities, the tasks and the
operator. Therefore this list does not, and cannot, include recommended optimum, minimum, or maximum
figures. Any sources which give firm figures without qualification should be treated circumspectly.
Most probably, the figures have orig•inall~y be derived for a specific environment other than air traffic
coat r'o 1.
The optimum almost always depends on particular circumstances: to take the first item as an example;
there is no single optimum soreen size for all tasks, environments, wurkspacos and operators in air traffic
control. However, for each specific context the most appropriate size can be determined, given the
relevant evidence.
CIIARACWVRIISTICS 01' THE VISUAL DISPLAY

Plyicial AsPects
Screen Dimensions
Size
Shape
Screen Surface

Surface texture
Reflectance
Optical filtors
Curvat ure
SuRceptibility to glare
phosphor
colour
Persistence

Safety
Standards and legal requirements
Radiation
Ionisation

:;hielding,
EleOtrical
Visual Attributes
Picture Quality

5.

LvLuinosity
Contrast
Clarity

V

I

I'

Stabi l ity

Oscillating l]uminanco
Irradiation

169
Sources of Discernible Picture Instability
Drift
Blur
Swim
Shimmer
Flicker
Visal Coding (Psychophysical Variables)
Dimensions
Point
Line
Area
Volume
Shape
Symmetry
Labelling
Symbo Is
Alphanumerios
Size
Text ure
Contrast
Brightness
Inversion
Colour
Dminant wavc'.ngths (Hue)
Chroma (Sat,'ration)
Value (Brightness)
Stability
Movement
Apparent movement
Blinking
Flashing
Additions to Codings
Lines
Doxna
Asterisks etc
Absence of Information
Picture Generation
Maximum Amount of Information
Consequances of trying to exceed maximum
Renewal Rate
Sequence of renewal of displayed items
Principle of Drawing
Dot
Matrix
Line
Analogue
Size of Units
Smallest possible change
Smallest discriminable change
Capabilities
Pictorial
Graphic
Symbo li c
Alphanumeric
Limitations
Dutu
Discriminable clustsre r
Discriminable separations
Straight lines
Length
Jaggedness
Angles of lines on display
Minimum change of angle
Curves
Circles
Inversion
Colour
Number of colours
Interdependence of colours
Light output
Number of Horizontal Lines on Screen
Number of points per line
Maximum Number of Rows of Characters on Screen
Maximawn number of characters per row

-
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Character Design
Alphanumeric Characters
Pnt (genaral design, equivalent to typeface)
Case
Upper
Lower

!

Body
Symbolic Characters
Conspicuity
Discrimination
Meaningfulness

~Labselling

Proportions of Characters
Height (of characters, equivalent to point size)
Width
Height/width ratio
Stroke thickness
Gaps
Between adjacent characters
Between rows of characters
Grouping of characters within and across rows
Grouping of' rows
Divisions between groups of rows
Grouping of columns
ofcoluams
Divisions between groups
Variables for Setting-up the Display

Adjustable

Variables

*
ii'

Brightnoss/Contrast
Scale
Colour
k)boow
Tolerances
Adjustments independent of physical environment
Adjustments matched to visual environment
Variability of the visual environment
[lange of Adjustment
Operator's preferences
Nature and extent of poecible micmatchas with environment
TIfl OPEIIATOR'S WOI(KSPACE
The Console
Structure

Bulk

1~

Effacts
J
on workspace
Loadbearing supportse
Acossoibility for maintenance
Constraints on housing of display and control facilities
Profile
Shelf haight
Shelf r lope
Shelf thickness
Shell

depth

Angle of visual display in relation to horizontal or vertical
Size of vioual display
Angle of other displays within console
Size of other displays
Flight strip boards
Console height
Operator's Position
Anthroponetric data
Range of body esizes
Choice of peroentiles to dotermine design range
Seat height
Seat adjustment
Text uzre
Back support
Seat widtkh
Seat depth
Seat slope
Thigh clearance
Knee room
Leg room
Footrest
Viewing height
Viewing posture

Slump
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Vi.ewlng distance
Viewing -Wle
Provision Cor Ancillary Equipment and Job Aids

"Location

Handling
stowage
RetX.a

end

:epladement

Man-ftchius I-terfaoa
Positioning of ýAe Visual Iksplay
In 2-eItio- toother displays in the immediate workspace
In relation 'ýo general wall-mounted displays
In relation to job aids
In relation to other 6ources of information (e.g. text, computer print-out, etc)
Wixed or adjustable location of visual display position or angle
Controls for the visa-al display picture
Oter Displays
Wall displays
Dieat,- -i on the suite
Fli
'Lý.pa
Dhiail 'd% for me• by individuals or team
1kqplays within operator's workspaoe
Controls
Type
Sensitivity
Pssitiontno
Reaoh distauce

Fmotion
Labelling
Control-d-is play roltic 'ships
Displayed information on onotrol states
Makersa on
displas
state
au indicated bj contz-ols

•;!Control

V(
•'!

lDisplay state as indicated by controls
Controls for other displays and funotions
•Comunioationspeh

't

i•"
-•:'.

LA,.be 2ling

""

¢

~Stowag
W
Cai
low'~

"'-fze Textures

•'i.•

:Corksole

Mater.ials
Reflectanucs
Control puanels and controls
Materials
Reflectance
Colour

•'-•
,

-Reflootonne
Other fi •;.ipay
..

•Compatibility•
dislanatenontol

STj~jJ1cmtione

S....

Metho'!;. of Sel'.Q~tion
of MalfIX1
!

1,1

ht out~p'ý

Viewing d1i6tance

Viotal seeu [.odation

S;
,roigtioa

Visini
•"•s~-0i htsacity
s•%:d
controls
between tho visual display a
Aasociatibls botweon other displays and vi.
introla
Compatible oontrols for equivalent display frnvitionn.
Location of controls to show display/control relatiovAzipe
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2

rControl/col

-n

i.
2"

;.

!Relative

a

positions

i

i

of panels

Location of" each panel

!Similarity

of layouts,

functions an& logics in different panels

Variety of control types
Variety of control sensitivities
Variety of control codinge
Possible Misuses
Visual Disolay

•

Information

Controls
ibaci lities
Equipment
~~EnIvi
ronmental Fe at ures
THE GEERAL WORK ENVIROCNI•NT

S~Physical

Environment

Air Temperature
Humidity
Ventilation
Air Flow
Radiatiox
Noise Levels
T'ype of noise
Continuous/intermittent
Frequenoy
Amplitude
Sources of noise
Voice
Movement of people
Equipment
Fans
Absorption of noise
Floor coverings
Coiling coverings
Walls (plaster, curtaining, ate)
Headuet aoovstio properties
Room Lighting
Adjustabi lity

Controlled (no daylight)
Variable (daylight or exterior darkness)
Range of variability
Additional lighting requirementu (e.g. for cleaning; maintnance)
Range of Levels within Room
Pools of light
Pools of darkness
Refloctiono
Glare
Light sources directly visible from work positions
Positioning of .Ai
itmeata
The visal di
o
s
other displays
Job aide
The teamn of Oper'ators On a suite
The location of suites
Controls and control textures
Surfaces of equipment and consoles

Ceiling, walls, and floor
Wavelengths (Speotrum) of Room Lighting
Relationship to phosphor

Appearance of visual display
Appearance of other displays
Appearance of hard copy
Supplementary Local Lighting
Visual Taxtures
Effects of room lighting on appearance
Relat "s to Visual Eyesight Standards
Room Layouat
Positioning
Relative location of suites
General displays
Intsr--siLts liaison
Seeing relevant activities and information
Not seeing irrelevant aotivities and information

I

i
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Ao'3essibi lity
Handovers

Training

Cleaning
Maintenance

Disruptions caimed by inadequate accessibility
Suites
Flexibility of plan for suite operation
Flexibility of manning
Juxtapouition of visual displays within suites
Placing of individ'al workspaces within suite

Provision for supervisors
Provision for assistants
Provision for training on suite
Provivion for extra manning
Bandboxing and e-ombining functions
Flexibility of allocating suites to functions
Combinations of suites
Provision for Movement
Within individual workspace
Within suite
Within room
To and from room

Off-Watch Facilities and Amenities
Relations to Workspace
Location
Proximity

Physical environment
Lighting

Heating
Ventilation
Types of ltaoilitiea
Canteens

Dispensing machines
Restrooms
Toilets
Lockers
TA=K
Choice of Visual Display
What is the Purpose of the Visual Display?
What alternatives to a visual display have been considered?
Why have other alternatives been rejected?
Why has the particular visual display been pruierred?

What positive advantages does the visual display have over alternatives?
What disadvantages does the visual display have compareud with alternatives?
How can these disadvantages be minimised?
Taske as Determinants of Usage
Sources of Data
Visual display .ixolusively
Other sources
Visual
Ooher visual disp!zs on -,uito
Wall displrps
v
Hs-ol copy ani print-out
Job aidz
fusplays

Whtent of Visptl
of tLage
-art-time

What proportion of time is sjpent with the viaial display7?
What in the visual disrla4- usage shared with?

How long io the visual display viewed continuously without looking elsewhere?
What is

pattern of vuad•a6mosmg displays?

What will conaeruent pattern of head and eye movements be?
Will this pattern generate any postural and visual problems?

Can the workspace be optitaised for this pattern of uage?
Can the physical envirorment (ospecially the lighting) be optimised for this pattern of
usage?
Main Influences on the Pattern of Uasge
The operator
The task

The appearance of information on the visual display
The appearance of information elsewhere
Auditory informatioa
The timing of machine events

I ,

I

iI

i]

- 1.I

..
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Other factors
Task Groupings
What are the tasks to be perform'a by each operator?
How have they been allocated to the operator?
How hbave tasks been grouped together?
How has the grouping of tasks influenoad the choice and location of the visual display and
of otuer displays?
Has a job analysis been cond'cted?
Are the -tasks all clearly de.'ined?
What can the operator improviea?
Is it intended that he should be flexible?
To what extent must he adapt 'o the system?
Tasks and Contents of the Visual DiL play
Does the operator mainly respond to events on the visual display sa. that its content largely
determines his actions?
Does he mainly initiate events so that the visual display content is a respoune to his
actions?
How much of the information on the visual display can the operator himself generate?
How have the tasks influenced:
The type of display chosen?
The amount of information on the visual display?
The layout etf information witlin the visual display?
The choice of information codings?
Is the information o,. the visual display dynamic or static?
Is it necessary to discriminate between these on the display?
Is the information oa the visual display temporary or permanent?
Is it necessary to discriminate between these on the display?
Is the updating of information generally msanua) or automatic?
Is it Deoessary to discriminate between these on the display?
Is the introduction of new information generally automatic or manual?
Is it necessary to show that information is new?
Does the conduct of the task automatically determine the visual display content?
Does the operator have to select appropriate visual display contents depending on task
progress ?
Does the task require selective call-down of information?
Is all the information required for the task available on selective call-down?
Can the operator retrieve all the data which the task demands?
Can the operator cancel any data?
Can the operator cancel data selectively?
Is 'ýhere a neat for an automatic reminder to cancel data?
Is there a need for an awtomatic reminde'r that data have been cancelled?
bl•Motions

I

In relation to tie Task Demands, does the Visual Display Punction as:
An information display?
A memory aid?
A problem solver?
A decision maker?
An attention getter?
A predictor?
A feedback of the effects of actions?
A teaching aid?
An indicator of requirements?
A warning indicator?
An indicator of delays?
An indicator of errors?
An indicator of omiesiona?
An indicator of system status?
An indicator of task progress?
An indicator of serviceability?
A summary?
Hluman Limitations
la all the Information which Job AnalysiBs shows to be Necessary on the Displiy Presented in Most
Usablc liort in terms of:
Its rate of presentation?
Its order of presentation?
Its level of detail?
I tn total amount?
0
Its level oi' collation and interation
Its use of codinge?
Its use of meaningful symbolog?
Its use of the operator's existing knowledge?
The iainimising of errors, delays and omissions?
The requirements for the acquisition, development and exercise of skills?
The provision of adequate knowledge of results and of progroso?

I I II

I

...
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What Information Required for the Tasks Cannot be Presented on the Visual Display or Obtained from
other Information Sources?
What provision has been made to provide this information?

What are the consequences for task performance of not pz'viding it?
In What Respects JoeH Task Performance Rely Not on Information Displayed on the Visual Display or
Available Elsewhere, but on the Following Attributes of the Operator?
Knowledge

Experience
Training
Obeying instructions
Following procedures

Memory
Understanding
Interpretation
Prediction
What Information Appears on the Visual Display:
Automatically whenever it occurs?
Optionally, depending on circumstances?
Never, umlens the operator puts it there?
Flexibility and Visual Display
How Variable are the Tasks and the Circumstances Under Which They are Done?
What provision has been made for the operator to generate his own display and to put the
informhtion of his own choice on it?
How does the cperator know what information is available for display?
How far does the display indicate the options available to him?

To wtat extent does it lead the operator through these options
What feedback is there on the display of the operator's actions and their consequences?
How far can the display function as an automated teaching aid
How Does the Display Cope with:
Errors?
Omissions?

Diecrepraoies?
Unintelligible information?
Unservioeabi lity?
Taams and the Visual Diosplay
Are the Tasks for Which the Visual Display is Used Team Tasks or Individual Tasks?
Do team members share the same tasks?
Do different team members do different tasks:
Concurrently
Consecutively
Does the Visual Display Permit the Following Team Fumctions to be Performed Efficiently:
Co-ordination?
Liaison

9

Handovers?
Supervision?
Assistance?
OI-the-job training?

Consultation?
Tass splitting?
Task sharing?

Bandboxing?
Extra tasks?
What does the Visual Display Show about the Performance and Efficiency of Other Team Members?

What flexibility of team composition and manning levels is envisaged?
Is the Visual Display Used in Relation to Team Composition and Manning for:
Task allocation?
Tank sharing?
Dividing responsibilities?

Showing the curpent allocation of responsibilities?
Regrouping?
The separation of groups of tasks?

The combination of groups of tasks?
LoAding
Capacity rt the Visual

Display

H.-o does the visual display re;iesent variations in task demands?
.nat is its programmed maximum capacity for information display?
%hat sets the limits on that capacity?
What probability is there that task dsswamds will exceed these limits?
How does the information on the visual display indicate:
That the limits have been exceeded?
That the limits are about to be exceeded?
Demands

Tas

How have all the task demands been envisaged and met?
What nrw task demands could the visual display be adapted to meet?
How does the visual display help the recovery fron failures to meet task demands?

-.

•.•,
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What olausification of tasks has been employed?
Does this classification show their importance and frequency?
Have any tasks been omitted from the classification?
How does the visual display influence workload?
Does the operator control and set the pace of work?
What aspects of the information on the visual displa•y would be measurable in order to
assess workload?
What measures of the efficiency of task performance could be derived from the visual displa'y
and its usage?
THE IiNDIVIDUAL OPERATOR
Biographical flata
Age
Sex
Training
Eouedses
Experience
Knowledge
Previously Fxperienced Displays Relevant to the Visual Display
Previously Experienced Tasks, Acquiroa Habits, and Their Compatibility with Tasks Using the Visual
Display
Possible consequent misinterpretations
Familiarity of:
Instructions
Prooedurat
Required level of flexibility
codings
Physical Factors
Physical and Medical Standards
Eyesight
Posture
Anthropometrio Body Dimensions
Tolerance of the Physical Environment
Reach Distances
Viewing Distances
Tasks requiring the whole visual display
Tasks requiring part of the visual display
Influence of Selection and Training on the Usage of the Visual Display
Individual Work Needs
Opportmuities for:
Skill
Effort
Challenge
Initiative
Innovation
Adaptability
Flexibility
Job Interest
Job oatisfaction
Advancement
Career prospects
Responsibilities
Stat us
Msoralio
Unwanted Attributes
Irrelevant information
Irrelevant ski lls
Failure to forget what is

no long relevant

Adverse Individual Reactions
Possible Reported Adverse Symptoms in Individualo
Nausea
Tired eyes
Fatigue
Headaches
General malaise
Stiffness
Muscle ache
D! scomfort
Prev-lence of Reported Symptoms:
Timing
Severi ty
Persistenoc
Onset
Di sappe0arance

•

-_
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Acceptability of the Visual DisplaJy Unit
Physical Appearance
Aesthetic qualities in relation to the visual environment
Immediacy of aesthetic judgements and attitude formation
Impression of thought and care in desige and layout
Use of attributes of high acceptability (e.g. colour coding)
Evidence of Acceptability
the visual display have been successfully conveyed to users
Extent to which the advantagesin of
s~uccessful operationA elsewher-e
Knowledge of visual displays

L

Correct understanding of what the visual display is for
'"lingness and ability to wse the visual display as it is intended to be used
Misunderstandings of the desioler'e intentions
The roles of supervisions of management sad of assistance in relation to the visual display
usar
The experience of learning to use the visual display
Success in overcoming any difficulties in using the visual display
Direct or indirect reports of success by others
Interactions between task demands, display format and oontent, and subjective impressions of
the visual display
The expected pace of tasks uwing the visual display
VI:WING PATTERNS
Short Term
Head and Eye Movements
Scanning patterns
Task demands
Continuois/intermittent use of the visual display
Patterns in using other displays
Degree of operator's control over task demands and scanning patterns
Frequency of changing view between the visual display and other displays
Constanoy/variability of visual viewing distancos
Refocusing
Constanqy/variability of luminous flux of visual display said other displays
Changes in pupil size
Duration of continuous viewing of each display
Moedium Term
Work-Rest Qoles
Normal maximum period of continuous work in the visual display environment
Rest environment facilities
Daily schedule
Hours per week
Shift work
Traditional practices
Work demands
Acceptabi lity
Work and Home Environmen s
Visual displays in the home ('TV)
Similar postures and visual tasks at home and work
Interactions
Cumulative effects
Optcisioation of visual environment
At work - guidelines followed
At home - not usually possible
Attribution to work environment or to home environment of any physical symptoms apparently
di apleyc
with vi sral
associated
Long Term
Attribution of Effects
Selection according to minimum eyesight standards
Expected frequwncy of astigmatism among controllers compared with whole population
Long term changes in eyesight
Normal changes i:. eyesight with ageing
Chuhnges associated with use of visual display
Robustness of eyes
Eyes generally not affected much by tauka
I,'es goenerally not affected much by any optimised visual display
Visual displays considered in ocular contexts (of. e.g. jeweller, cartographer)
Long term visual syoptoami
Phv, ical environment
Non-optimiied installation
InadequRat selection of operators
Visual display itself
Fai lure to adapt general visual environment to visual displays installed

V%
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The Worst Case

The visual display munt be satisfactory for:
The operator when he is most tired
The operator with minimum experience
The operator with minimum eyesight standards
The most adverse physical environmental conditions that cau occur
The visual display at the end of its useful life

I.'
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